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By the opening of the Berlin Wall on November 9, 1989, thousands of gay and lesbian 
East Germans had formed a vibrant, publicly visible gay rights movement in their socialist 
homeland.  I argue—quite in contrast to the existing historiography on the topic—that the 
movement was geographically diffuse and highly fragmented.  Its adherents did not fight to 
make space in East German society for a Western style, identity-based politics of gay liberation, 
but rather for their fellow citizens to acknowledge that one could be both a socialist and gay, and 
that the two were not mutually exclusive.  While gay men and lesbians who appropriated 
socialist notions of wholesomeness and respectability were the movement’s most visible figures, 
other actors, namely lesbian separatist feminists, jostled for position in a host of activist groups 
and publications which reached many thousands of ordinary East Germans by the mid-to-late 
1980s.  In so doing, this motley group of queer actors—whom historians have wrongly 
categorized as being either wholly thwarted by the state or as anti-statists—publicly expanded 
the boundaries of socialist citizenship to include those whose life trajectories did not lead down 
the path of heterosexual reproductive futurity.  This study, thus, foregrounds the emotional 
experience of the post-World War II welfare state and contends that, on both sides of the Iron 
Curtain, albeit in different ways, public discussions about sexuality formed a crucial arena of 
civic belonging in which actors chronicled the “free unfolding of their personalities.”  In the fall 
of 1989, as hundreds of thousands of East Germans took to the streets to proclaim that socialism 
no longer belonged to them—that it was no longer their emotional property—other thousands of 
queer East Germans had just begun to feel ‘at home’ and orientated in the GDR, as if they finally 
belonged there.  
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In this dissertation, I am centrally concerned with tracking the ways in which modern 
states—of which East Germany was one—undertook social engineering programs in an attempt 
to ‘make citizens straight’ whilst simultaneously deploying homophobia as a political tool to 
mark insiders and outsiders in postwar communities of national belonging.  I also narrate the 
stories of gay and lesbian East Germans who resisted the Socialist Unity Party’s (SED’s) 
attempts to marshal all popular sexual impulses through the “single groove of heterosexuality.”  
We know a great deal about how the heterosexual masses lived, loved, and rebelled on both sides 
of the Iron Curtain after 1945.  However, we still know far too little about the lives of those who 
lived outside the bounds of heterosexuality and to whom the postwar welfare state denied a sense 
of emotional belonging, particularly in the GDR.   
My goal in writing a history of gay rights activism in the GDR is not simply “to add 
previously silenced voices to the general chorus” of East German history.  Rather, I destabilize 
seemingly natural, ‘set-in-stone’ histories from the vantage point of the queer margins in order to 
rethink what it meant to be both an East German and a “sexual citizen” in the GDR—an actor 
who claimed that sexual self-determination was a central aspect of the social contract which 
linked state and society.  This project sits within a burgeoning camp of scholarship that takes 
seriously that there was such a thing as a “mainstream culture” in the GDR that was shaped by 
citizens—including gay men and lesbians—across cross-cutting levels of society in complex and 
often contradictory ways.  Therefore, this dissertation allows us to see the West as a place where 
gay liberation was possible during the 1970s and 1980s, but not the only place.  It is time to 
move beyond asking the now trite question of ‘which postwar Germany had the more liberal 
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By the opening of the Berlin Wall on November 9, 1989, thousands of gay and lesbian 
East Germans had formed a vibrant, publicly visible gay rights movement in their socialist 
homeland.1  I argue—quite in contrast to the existing historiography on the topic—that the 
movement was geographically diffuse and highly fragmented.  Its adherents did not fight to 
make space in East German society for a Western style, identity-based politics of gay liberation, 
but rather for their fellow citizens to acknowledge that one could be both a socialist and gay, and 
that the two were not mutually exclusive.2 While gay men and lesbians who appropriated 
socialist notions of wholesomeness and respectability were the movement’s most visible figures, 
other actors, namely lesbian separatist feminists, jostled for position in a host of activist groups 
and publications which reached many thousands of ordinary East Germans by the mid-to-late 
1980s.  In so doing, this motley group of queer actors—whom historians have wrongly 
categorized as being either wholly thwarted by the state or as anti-statists—publicly expanded 
the boundaries of socialist citizenship to include those whose life trajectories did not lead down 
                                                           
1 The first scholar to highlight the fact that the 1980s gay rights movement in the GDR was “very visible” 
and that said movement brought about a significant “value shift” in the ways in which East Germans 
thought about same-sex love was the sociologist, Raelynn J. Hillhouse.  Hillhouse’s voice was drowned 
in a sea of scholarship which both privileged Western Europe as the premier site of ‘sexual revolution’ in 
post-1945 Europe and assumed that the oppressive conditions of socialist governance did not allow 
similar developments behind the Iron Curtain.  See Raelynn J. Hillhouse, “Out of the Closet Behind the 
Wall: Sexual Politics and Social Change in the GDR,” Slavic Review, vol. 49, no. 4 (Winter 1990), 585-
596.   
2 In her seminal work on East German sexuality and intimacy, historian Josie McLellan concludes her 
chapter on gay rights activism noting that, “the limited nature of the [GDR’s] public sphere meant that a 
sexual revolution for gay men and lesbians remained nothing more than a dream.” Of course, McLellan 
operates from the assumption that GDR gay rights activists yearned for Western-style sexual revolution, 
which my sources tell me they did not.  See Josie McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism: Intimacy 
and Sexuality in the GDR (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 143. 
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the path of heterosexual reproductive futurity.3  This study, thus, foregrounds the emotional 
experience of the post-World War II welfare state and contends that, on both sides of the Iron 
Curtain, albeit in different ways, public discussions about sexuality formed a crucial arena of 
civic belonging in which actors chronicled the “free unfolding of their personalities.”4  In the fall 
of 1989, as hundreds of thousands of East Germans took to the streets to proclaim that socialism 
no longer belonged to them—that it was no longer their emotional property—other thousands of 
queer East Germans had just begun to feel ‘at home’ and orientated in the GDR, as if they finally 
belonged there.  
The emergence of queer self-expression as a fact of daily life in the 1980s came much to 
the chagrin of the SED Politburo, which throughout its forty-year existence undertook a host of 
measures to remove all traces of same-sex intimacy from the public’s field of vision. Much like 
politicians and policymakers in the Western Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), the SED 
envisioned sex as a site through which to master the Nazi past.5  In the aftermath of World War 
II, the regime used normative heterosexuality as an orientating device to provide its citizenry 
                                                           
3 Josie McLellan collapses the significant breakthroughs made by East German gay rights activists in the 
1980s into the totalitarian narrative of state socialism, “which stresses growing disillusion and opposition 
in the 1980s, culminating with communism’s collapse in 1989.”  See Josie McLellan, “Glad to be Gay 
Behind the Berlin Wall: Gay and Lesbian Activism in 1970s East Germany,” History Workshop Journal, 
no. 74 (Autumn 2012), 105-130.  Here, pp. 105.   
4 I borrow this phrase from Robert Moeller.  Moeller focuses on the types of emotional claims made by 
West German gay rights activists in the public sphere during the 1970s.  As I make clear throughout this 
dissertation, East German gay rights activists, particularly during the 1970s and 1980s, put significant 
pressure on the Socialist Unity Party (SED) in a very public manner to allow them to ‘freely unfold’ their 
personalities in public.  See Robert Moeller, “Private Acts, Public Anxieties: The Fight to Decriminalize 
Male Homosexuality in Postwar West Germany,” in Karen Hagemann and Sonya Michel, eds., Gender 
and the Long Postwar” The United States and the Two Germanys, 1945-1989 (Baltimore: John Hopkins 
University Press, 2014), 321-342.  Here, 336. 
5 Dagmar Herzog, Sex after Fascism: Memory and Morality in Twentieth-Century Germany (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2005).  Herzog argues that sex was a site to master the Nazi past in West 
Germany, and claims that the East German SED displayed its antifascist bona fides via anticapitalism (as 
opposed to culture).  I dispute her latter claim throughout this dissertation and make clear that sex and 
gender were hardly peripheral concerns of the socialist regime.   
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with a sense of morality, emotional stability, and futurity.  If the Great Depression and two 
World Wars had torn ‘the German family’ apart, the socialist regime instated a series of pro-
natalist policies which stood to reconstruct it.6  Married heterosexual couples, for instance, 
enjoyed prime access to housing and yearlong, paid maternity and paternity leaves from work.  A 
combination of personal happiness and economic prosperity, so the regime hoped, would both 
secure its legitimacy among citizenry and militate against the reemergence of fascism in Europe.  
Also at the heart of the SED’s attempt to construct a uniquely socialist, antifascist modernity was 
what historian Laurie Marhoefer calls ‘the gay Nazi myth’—the notion that NSDAP had been a 
party overrun by gay men.7  As a result, the regime continued to enforce §175, the Wilhelmine-
era anti-sodomy statute, and distributed sex advice literature to the populace whose authors 
posited gay men as effeminate, mentally ill ‘seducers of the youth.’8  Additionally, a rapidly 
expanding ‘people’s police force’ (Volkspolizei) cracked down on public displays of same-sex 
intimacy throughout the 1950s and 1960s, and judges often placed gay men with criminal 
records under the supervision of social workers.9  The message to same-sex desiring citizens was 
clear: those who dared step beyond the threshold of the closet faced arrest, indefinite state 
observation, or both.           
                                                           
6 Donna Harsch, Revenge of the Domestic: Women, the Family, and Communism in the German 
Democratic Republic (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007).  Ina Merkel, “Leitbilder und 
Lebensweise von Frauen in der DDR,” in Hartmut Kaelble, Jürgen Kocka, and Hartmut Zwahr, eds., 
Sozialgeschichte der DDR (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1994).   
7 Laurie Marhoefer, Sex and the Weimar Republic: German Homosexual Emancipation and the Rise of 
the Nazis (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2015), 154. 
8 For an example of one such manual, see Rudolf Neubert, Die Geschlechterfrage: Ein Buch für junge 
Menschen (Rudolstadt: Griefenverlag, 1955), 80-82.   
9 For a helpful overview of the conditions faced by gay men in East Germany during the first twenty years 
of the GDR’s existence, see Jens Dobler, “Der Hundertfünfundsiebzig blieb noch ein bisschen,” in Jens 
Dobler, ed., Verzaubert in Nord-Ost: Die Geschichte der Berliner Lesben und Schwulen in Prenzlauer 
Berg, Pankow, und Weißensee (Berlin: Bruno Gmünder & Sonntags Club, 2009), 137-154.  
 4 
However, as I make clear throughout this dissertation, the East German state was not a 
monolith, and opinions regarding same-sex love varied widely within the various state ministries 
tasked with regulating it.  Take, for instance, the jurisprudential committee assembled in 1952 by 
Justice Minister Hilde Benjamin, which the Politburo tasked with crafting the GDR’s legal code.  
While anti-gay policymakers were part of the legislative body, so, too, were reformers who 
argued that the modern state had no business regulating consensual sexual activity—even gay 
sex—undertaken in the privacy of one’s own home.  In 1968, the GDR’s Ministry of Justice 
struck §175 from the East German legal code.  During the 1970s, gay men and lesbians 
emboldened by legal reform and a sexually liberalizing society established bar scenes in the 
GDR’s most populous cities, such as East Berlin, Dresden, and Leipzig.  Western visitors to East 
Germany recognized these embryonic gay scenes as strikingly similar to their own.10  Founded in 
1973, East Berlin’s HIB (Homosexuelle Interessengemeinschaft Berlin) took to the streets to 
proclaim that it was not homosexuals who were perverse, but rather the heterosexual society that 
feared and ostracized them.11  Although the socialist regime disbanded the HIB in 1979, a second 
wave of gay rights activists followed in their wake during the 1980s and successfully carried 
queer voices and concerns into the East German mainstream.  This fragmented amalgam of 
church-based (mostly male) activists, gay SED functionaries, and separatist lesbian feminists 
                                                           
10 See in particular James Steakley, “Gays under Socialism: Male Homosexuality in the GDR,” Body 
Politics 29 (1976-1977), 15-18.  Additionally, in order to glean information on the ways in which 
Westerners responded to the GDR gay scene (particularly during the 1980s), I used copies of Spartakus, a 
sort of urban gay guide book published in Britain during the ‘70s and ‘80s.  Gay and lesbian visitors to 
East Berlin from the West (before 1989) could access a diverse bar scene, but there were also so-called 
‘political options’ that Western visitors could take in, such as the various gay rights ‘working groups’ 
(Arbeitskreise) who met in churches throughout East Berlin, some of which still meet to this day.    
11 For a helpful overview of the HIB’s activities, see Kay Nellißen and Kristine Schmidt, “Homosexuelle 
Interessengemeinschaft Berlin,” in Dobler, ed., Verzaubert in Nord-Ost, 178-186.  See also Josie 
McLellan, “Glad to be Gay Behind the Wall: Gay and Lesbian Activism in 1970s East Germany,” History 
Workshop Journal, no. 74 (Autumn 2012), 105-130. 
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convinced the state that same-sex love posed no threat to its longevity.  The GDR, thus, was 
hardly a ‘straight state,’ and the very activists whom historians have wrongly categorized as anti-
statists worked to breathe new life into the hopeful narrative that state socialism could 
accommodate everyone, even as the state itself was collapsing.                   
Despite the deeply compelling nature of the history gay rights activism in the former 
socialist East Germany, it has been largely overlooked both by historians of sexuality and 
historians of modern Germany.  How did this become one of our blind spots?  What forces—
both historical and historiographical—worked to withhold this narrative from our view, a story 
that challenges monolithic conceptions of socialist governance and citizenship in the GDR and 
the relationship of queerness to those phenomena?  What are the stakes of queering the 
historiography of the Western sexual revolution and the historiography of the GDR, the former 
of which does not address gay rights activism in East Germany, and the latter of which proclaims 
that the history of queer existence in the Soviet bloc was either one of utter repression at worst 
or, in comparison to the West, “incomplete liberalization” at best?12   
This introductory chapter has four sections: First, I discuss why we need a queer history 
of the GDR, outline my theoretical and conceptual framework, and ponder the stakes of this 
project.  For far too long, I contend, we have bought into a ‘normative queer history’ which 
posits gay men and lesbians as wholly marginal figures in the GDR, portrays the state as the sole 
progenitor of significant policy shifts in their lives, and accepts ‘the West’ as the “unreflected 
background” against which East German sexual history is both measured and written.13  Much to 
                                                           
12 For Josie McLellan’s comments on the “incomplete liberalization” of East German public sphere and 
the “relatively unfragmented,” ‘unromantic’ nature of gay and lesbian life in the GDR, see Josie 
McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism: Intimacy and Sexuality in the GDR (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2011), 141-143.   
13 On why we need to ‘queer German history’ in order to move past its seemingly ‘set in stone,’ 
normative parameters, see Jennifer Evans, “Why Queer German History?” German History, vol. 34, no. 3 
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our detriment, we have ignored the ways in which gay men and lesbians shaped East German 
society, even when they were not visible to their heterosexual counterparts.  Second, I situate this 
dissertation within the existing historiography and urge that we turn away from analyzing the 
actions of GDR gay rights activists through the conceptual lens of ‘failed revolution.’  Gay and 
lesbian East Germans, I argue, were concerned not with revolution, but rather with access to full 
citizenship and the state of emotional belonging associated with it.  Third, I define and discuss 
the concept of citizenship—this study’s central analytical unit—in relation to gender and 
sexuality in the postwar socialist East.  As the energy behind the SED’s project of reconstructing 
the nuclear family cooled in the early-1970s, the regime afforded citizens far more latitude to 
define for themselves what happiness meant—particularly in the realm of intimacy.  East 
Germany became a nation of sexual storytellers, and frank, public conversations about sex were 
a central component of both citizenship and emotional belonging in the GDR.  Despite differing 
causal factors, modernity in both the postwar democratic West and the socialist East was 
characterized by gay men and lesbians making space for themselves in public to tell their “sexual 
stories” and ask “‘who do I want to be’”? in response to the state’s attempted 
“heterosexualization” of society.14  Finally, I highlight the sources I used to conceptualize this 
                                                           
(September 2016), 371-384.  Helmut Puff has addressed the fact that most ‘queer history’ has been 
dominated by the history of gay men.  See Helmut Puff, “After the History of (Male) Homosexuality,” in 
Dagmar Herzog, Helmut Puff, and Scott Spector, eds., After the History of Sexuality: German 
Genealogies With and Beyond Foucault (New York: Berghann Books, 2012), 17-30.  For an essential 
commentary on historians writing GDR history through the lens of ‘the West,’ see Ina Merkel, “Sex and 
Gender in the Divided Germany: Approaches to History from a Cultural Point of View,” in Christoph 
Kleßmann, ed., The Divided Past: Rewriting Post-War German History (New York: Berg, 2001), 91-104.  
Here, 93. 
14 I borrow the term “sexual stories” from Kenneth Plummer.  In 1995, Plummer argued that Western 
modernity was marked by a flood of new sexual stories reaching the public sphere, such as ‘coming out’ 
stories, tales of sexual abuse, and narratives about abortion.  Plummer’s larger point was to signal a sort 
of ‘progress’ in Western societies that, to his mind, was unmatched elsewhere at the same time.  See 
Kenneth Plummer, Telling Sexual Stories: Power, Change, and Social Worlds (London: Routledge, 
1994).  On “‘who do I want to be?’””, this is Anthony Giddens as quoted in Kenneth Plummer’s 2001 
article “The Square of Intimate Citizenship: Some Preliminary Proposals,” 241-242.  For Giddens’ 
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project and provide readers with overviews of each of the five body chapters and the epilogue 
that comprise it. 
 
Why do we need a queer history of the GDR?  What are ‘the stakes’ of doing this work? 
 
In this dissertation, I am centrally concerned with tracking the ways in which modern 
states—of which East Germany was one—undertook social engineering programs in an attempt 
to ‘make citizens straight’ whilst simultaneously deploying homophobia as a political tool to 
mark insiders and outsiders in postwar communities of national belonging.15  I also narrate the 
stories of gay and lesbian East Germans who resisted the Socialist Unity Party’s (SED’s) 
attempts to marshal all popular sexual impulses through the “single groove of heterosexuality.”16  
We know a great deal about how the heterosexual masses lived, loved, and rebelled on both sides 
of the Iron Curtain after 1945.  However, we still know far too little about the lives of those who 
lived outside the bounds of heterosexuality and to whom the postwar welfare state denied a sense 
of emotional belonging, particularly in the GDR.   
                                                           
original quote, which he uttered in relation to the influence of Betty Friedan’s Feminine Mystique in 
Western societies, see Anthony Giddens, Modernity and Self-Identity (Cambridge: Blackwell Publishing 
Ltd., 1991), 216.  For a particularly enlightening explication of the ways in which the postwar state 
attempted to ‘heterosexualize’ society, see Julian Jackson, Living in Arcadia: Homosexuality, Politics, 
and Morality in France from the Liberation to AIDS (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2009), 
113-115.   
15 Margot Canaday, The Straight State: Sexuality and Citizenship in Twentieth-Century America 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009).  Canaday’s work is particularly helpful in that she links 
post-1945 welfare provisions (namely the reception of the GI Bill) to one having a ‘clean service record’ 
without any reported incidents of homosexual behavior.  In essence, welfare provisions ‘closeted’ gay 
American military veterans who worried that making their sexualities publicly known would result in a 
revocation of their benefits.   
16 On the attempts of modern states to usher all popular sexual energies through the “single groove of 
heterosexuality,” see Dan Healey, Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary Russia: The Regulation of 
Gender and Sexual Dissent (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001).  
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My goal in writing a history of gay rights activism in the GDR is not simply “to add 
previously silenced voices to the general chorus” of East German history.17  Rather, I destabilize 
seemingly natural, ‘set-in-stone’ histories from the vantage point of the queer margins in order to 
rethink what it meant to be both an East German and a “sexual citizen” in the GDR—an actor 
who claimed that sexual self-determination was a central aspect of the social contract which 
linked state and society.18  This project sits within a burgeoning camp of scholarship that takes 
seriously that there was such a thing as a “mainstream culture” in the GDR that was shaped by 
citizens—including gay men and lesbians—across cross-cutting levels of society in complex and 
often contradictory ways.19  Therefore, this dissertation allows us to see the West as a place 
where gay liberation was possible during the 1970s and 1980s, but not the only place.  It is time 
to move beyond asking the now trite question of ‘which postwar Germany had the more liberal 
sexual culture?’ to posing the more pressing question of ‘why is it that the modern state is so 
homophobic?’ 
In order to destabilize the seeming naturalness of the ‘West is best’ paradigm that is 
pervasive in the historiography of gay liberation, I adopt many of critical theorist Sara Ahmed’s 
ideas regarding sexual orientation and emotionality.  In her 2006 work, Queer Phenomenology: 
                                                           
17 Konrad H. Jarausch and Michael Geyer, eds., Shattered Past: Reconstructing German Histories 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003), 59, 83.  
18 There is now a vast literature on the concept of sexual citizenship.  I find the work of Ruth Lister, Diane 
Richardson, and Jeffrey Weeks to be the most relevant to my own work.  See Ruth Lister, “Sexual 
Citizenship,” in Engin F. Isin and Bryan S. Turner, ed., Handbook of Citizenship Studies (Sage 
Publishing, 2002), 191-207.  Diane Richardson, “Rethinking Sexual Citizenship,” Sociology, vol. 51, no. 
2 (2017), 208-224.  Jeffrey Weeks, “The Idea of a Sexual Community,” in Jeffrey Weeks, ed., Making 
Sexual History (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000), 181-193.   
19 On the existence of a “common culture” in the GDR, see Katherine Pence and Paul Betts, eds., Socialist 
Modern: East German Everyday Culture and Politics (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 
2008), 5.  See also Scott Moranda’s reference to the existence of a “mainstream culture” in the GDR that 
was shaped by both top-down and bottom-up concerns, Scott Moranda, “Toward a More Holistic 
History? Historians and East German Everyday Life,” Social History, vol. 35, no. 3 (August 2010), 330-
338.  Here, 338. 
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Orientations, Objects, Others, Ahmed explores how we come to find our senses of spatial and 
sexual orientation in relation to both the people and objects that surround us.  She is particularly 
interested in the ways in which heterosexuality comes to appear to us as the most natural or, in 
some cases, the only acceptable path through which to channel our sexual energies.  According 
to Ahmed, our orientations—our senses of place and space and our sexual desires—are 
contingent upon the sources of inspiration which we “turn to face,” be they material or 
emotional.20  Thus, for instance, a same-sex desiring adolescent may feel totally stifled whilst 
trying to “take up their place” in the nuclear familial home, which is so often full of the “traces 
of heterosexual intimacy,” such as generational family photos promising a long, happy life to 
those who procreate.21  Of course, that person can reject the process of rote cultural reproduction 
and ‘turn’ themselves toward new ways of living, new people, and new objects that were 
previously withheld from their view.  This moment of ‘redirection’ is “crucial to the emergence 
of new subjectivities.”22  As Ahmed points out, however, traveling along an unfamiliar path is a 
process fraught with risk, uncertainty, and ambivalence, and we may altogether abandon the 
project of reorientation.  In other words, a new way of living may become available to us, but we 
still have to “reach out” to it in order for it to “be reached.”23 
In the realm of historical production, our work as scholars is not really all that different.  
We have to take risks and turn in new directions in order for ‘new worlds’ to come into our view.  
Historiography, much like heterosexuality, is not so much ‘normal’ as it simply the product of 
repetition that often makes alternative pathways invisible to us.  We have not failed to write 
                                                           
20 Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2006). 
21 Ibid., 11-12. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid., 7. 
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about queerness it the GDR because queer people did not live there.  We have failed to write 
about queerness in the GDR because we tend to associate same-sex love, or rather open 
discussions about it, with “triumphant liberal capitalism.”24  In other words, we have come to 
equate modernity with certain political and economic structures that we are certain guarantee a 
maximum freedom of self-expression and subjective development.  This is at once intellectually 
lazy and dangerous.  By failing to take seriously that gay rights movements existed in the Soviet 
bloc, we are recommitting the very epistemological violence that the East German socialist 
regime committed when it claimed (particularly during the late-1950s and early-1960s) that gay 
people did not live within its borders.  Yet the danger I describe lies not simply in historical 
forgetfulness.  In the present, we are far too wedded to a liberal progress narrative that tells us 
that ‘the best is yet to come’ and neglects to consider the ways in which the resurgence of right 
wing political movements on a global scale throw the entire project of queer liberation into 
question.25  There really is nothing certain about the queer future, and I hope this dissertation 
makes its readers feel the sense of urgency that I do around this topic.             
What, then, might it look like to write a queer history of the GDR in the Ahmedian sense 
and what are the stakes of doing such work?  First, de-centering ‘the West’ as the normative 
model of all sex and gender change throughout Eurasia allows us to understand the emergence of 
a specific, contingent queer East German history on its own temporal terms.  Of course, the 
explosion and subsequent ripple effects of the 1968 Western sexual revolution were more muted 
in East Berlin than they were in, say, Paris, London, or New York City.  No responsible scholar 
                                                           
24 Pence and Betts, Socialist Modern, 4. 
25 In her 2015 work, The Gay Revolution, Lillian Faderman argues that despite the durability and 
persistence of homophobia, gay bashing, and anti-trans sentiment in the West, “it’s undeniable: the arc of 
the moral universe has been bending toward justice.”  As I note above, I do not embrace a ‘linear progress 
narrative’ of history.  See Lillian Faderman, The Gay Revolution: The Story of the Struggle (2015), 635.    
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would deny that.  But, on a temporal scale that takes seriously that sex and gender change did 
happen in the GDR by the late-1980s, a side-by-side comparison of East and West reveals 
something heretofore unnoticed: just as gay rights activism in the West seemed to be derailed for 
the foreseeable future—in light of both the AIDS epidemic and the ascendance of anti-gay, 
conservative political ideologies in the U.S., France, and Britain—gay rights as a thing (a 
political praxis) were thriving in the GDR.  Hence, we need to be asking ourselves: was 1968 the 
important moment or an important moment in the history of the long sexual revolution?  If 1968 
does not make sense on the temporal scale of queer East German politics, what dates do matter 
and why? 
 My answer to this question is to set the temporal boundaries of a queer German history 
to span the full forty years of East German socialism.  In contrast to Dagmar Herzog and Josie 
McLellan, who claim that homosexuality was not of concern to the SED until the upheavals of 
the late-1960s Western sexual revolution, I make clear that the socialist regime considered the 
development of normative heterosexuality within the population as central to the longterm 
stability of ‘real existing socialism,’ just as central as stabilizing the economy.26  While SED 
propagandists publicly spread the myth in the ’50 and ‘60s that gay people existed only in the 
capitalist West, the state fretted behind closed doors as to how to purge same-sex desiring 
citizens from the national community.  The Politburo saw gay men as a threat not only because 
they did not biologically reproduce, but also because they associated same-sex desire with 
                                                           
26 Dagmar Herzog, Sex after Fascism: Memory and Morality in Twentieth-Century Germany (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2005).  Herzog claims that the East German SED sought to signal its 
antifascist bona fides via anticapitalism as opposed to the realm of culture.  In particular, see her essay, 
“East Germany’s Sexual Evolution,” in Pence and Betts, Socialist Modern, 71-95.  Here, 72. In her 
chapter on gay and lesbian East Germans, Josie McLellan claims that the SED simply ‘did not discuss’ 
homosexuality during the early-era GDR (1949-1989).  McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism.  
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Nazism.27  Thus, much as it did in postwar West Germany, sex served as crucial arena in the 
GDR for overcoming the Nazi past, and the SED envisioned abandoning Germany’s queer 
history as vital component of moving towards a bright socialist future.  To be clear, my aim in 
highlighting SED homophobia is not to posit East Germany as having been distinctly unmodern, 
but rather to place it alongside a host of other modern postwar states such as the United States, 
France, Britain, and West Germany that also attempted to coach their citizens toward 
heterosexuality.28  This intellectual heavy-lifting allows us to link the GDR to “longer 
trajectories of German history,” to situate East Germany within ‘the global,’ and to ponder why 
the stability of the modern state (even today) is predicated upon the negation of queer 
identities.29 
Second, we need to turn away from the practice of projecting 1989 backwards onto the 
whole of GDR history and continue to work to understand the ambivalent (and hardly 
predictable) ways in which East Germans viewed their own lives.  The prevailing conceptual 
model historians have used to discuss queerness in East Germany is the revolution of 1989, the 
                                                           
27 Lesbians simply were not on the minds of SED politicians and policymakers during the first ten or so 
years of East German history.  In fact, one of the most striking sexual-cultural continuities of the Nazi-era 
in the GDR was the notion that female-female sex was a sort of Ersatzbefriedigung-- an act undertaken 
between two women to sate their sexual needs in the absence of men.  Such women, both the Nazis and 
the SED thought, simply needed to be redirected’ or ‘reorientated’ toward heterosexuality.  On this topic, 
see especially Claudia Schoppmann, “The Position of Lesbian Women in the Nazi Period,” in Günter 
Grau, ed., Hidden Holocaust? Gay and Lesbian Persecution in Germany 1933-45 (London: Cassel, 
1993), 4-9.  See also Claudia Schoppmann, Days of Masquerade: Life Stories of Lesbians During the 
Third Reich (New York: Columbia University Press, 1996).    
28 On modern states attempting to ‘make their citizens straight,’ see in particular, Margot Canaday, The 
Straight State: Sexuality and Citizenship in Twentieth-Century America (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2010).  Dan Healey, Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary Russia: The Regulation of Gender and 
Sexual Dissent (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001).  Julian Jackson, Living in Arcadia: 
Homosexuality, Politics, and Morality in France from the Liberation to AIDS (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press, 2009), Jeffrey Weeks, Sex, Politics, and Society: The Regulation of Sexuality Since 
1800, 3rd edition (London: Routledge, 2012).   
29 Pence and Betts, Socialist Modern, 10. 
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opening of the Berlin Wall, and the eventual collapse of the GDR.30  In this model, one hardly 
has to do any archival digging to stake a claim.  Gay and lesbian East Germans (so the logic 
goes) were silenced by the regime and, as a result, became part of the mass of dissidents who 
publicly helped to hasten the end of state socialism.  Yet this notion it is not at all supported by 
empirical evidence.  What I found when I liberated my subjects from the conceptual burdens of 
1989 is that they expressed a wide range of subjectivities and opinions about the socialist state 
that in no way should be fetishized as ‘anti-state’ activity.  Of course, some East Germans cursed 
the state, and many did migrate to West Germany during the 1970s and 1980s, both legally and 
illegally.  However, I have also found that there were thousands of gay men and lesbians who 
believed that socialism was imperfect but ‘fixable.’  That belief was further solidified once 
activists began to win significant concessions from the state in the mid-1980s, such as improved 
housing access, the ability to publicly form clubs for gay citizens, and the right to publish in the 
first-person voice in the public sphere.  Therefore, this dissertation not only shifts our focus from 
an exclusively ‘state-driven’ model of policy reform in the GDR, but also highlights the fact that 
many of the activists who brought about such reforms did not want socialism to end.31 
To be clear, I am also arguing that there was such a thing as culturally productive queer 
temporality in the GDR—what J. Jack Halberstam refers to as “queer time”—that existed 
alongside state socialism’s march toward its own demise.  Following the inception of the GDR in 
                                                           
30 See in particular Jennifer Evans, “Homosexuality and the Politics of Masculinity in East Germany,” in 
Karen Hagemann and Sonya Michel, eds., Gender and the Long Postwar” The United States and the Two 
Germanys, 1945-1989 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2014), 343-358.  See also Josie 
McLellan, “Glad to be Gay Behind the Berlin Wall: Gay and Lesbian Activism in 1970s East Germany,” 
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31 On this point, see Rüdiger Lautmann’s essential essay on the erasure of gay rights activism in the 
broader history of the GDR, Rüdiger Lautmann, “Warum vergisst die Geschichtsschreibung zur späten 
DDR den Beitrag von Lesben und Schwulen?” in Lesben und Schwule in der DDR: 
Tagungsdokumentation (Halle: Heinrich-Böll Stiftung Sachsen-Anhalt, 2008), 117-136.  Here, 117. 
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1949, the SED engineered “family time”—a heterosexual temporal rhythm characterized by first 
coitus, marriage, childbirth, and access to corresponding kinship and friendship networks.32  
Particular benefits (both material and emotional) awaited those who embraced this family-based 
way of life.  Simply ‘being straight’, thus, was one of the entry points into the East German 
community of belonging, and part of the reason the GDR existed for so long is that state 
socialism paid the very real emotional dividend to heterosexuals of feeling needed and heard by 
the state as it pertained to matters of gender and sexuality.  The queer actors whom I track in this 
dissertation rejected the SED’s heterosexual temporality and organized their lives around 
‘coming out’ rituals, Fasching (Germany’s carnival season), and communal Christmas 
celebrations.  By the mid-to-late 1980s, gay rights activists had actively expanded the concept of 
socialist citizenship to include those who did not adhere to “family time.”  My hope is that we 
can use Halberstam’s concept of “queer time” to better understand the post-socialist nostalgia 
experienced by gay and lesbian East Germans not as a misplaced desire to return to ‘the way 
things were,’ but as a complex emotional reaction to having participated in the act of shaping 
what was and what could have been in the GDR.33      
Third, this project turns to question the seeming naturalness of both heterosexuality and 
homophobia in East German history.  ‘Straightness’ and anti-gay fear in the GDR, so Jennifer 
Evans and Josie McLellan tell us, were of a “garden variety,” timeless phenomena that simply 
were.34  Yet these scholars overlook the fact that heterosexuality and homophobia are contingent, 
                                                           
32 J. Jack Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Lives (New York: 
New York University Press, 2005). 
33 Ibid. 
34 Jennifer Evans, “Men, Mining, and Masculinity in the Early GDR,” German History, vol. 23, no. 3 
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socially produced categories which have histories.  Both the pressure to ‘be straight’ and the fear 
of LGBTQ people are not natural features of modern life, they are part of our lives by design, 
much like anti-black racism.  Certainly, the majority of the East German population felt 
opposite-sex desire, but their actual behaviors (in particular, promiscuity, adultery, and acts of 
sexual violence) did not align with the SED’s vision of the ‘ascetic citizen’ who valued a 
wholesome family life.  State published marriage advice manuals from the ‘50s and ‘60s featured 
pictures of biologically reproductive families not because that was ‘naturally’ who East Germans 
were, but rather because that was whom the state hoped they would aspire to be.35  The regime’s 
mobilization of the image of the ‘upright heterosexual’ in its early years had two effects on its 
citizenry: it made queer citizens feel as if heterosexuality was compulsory, even if that was not 
their natural inclination, and it produced in the minds of heterosexuals the image of the 
“corrupting homosexual” who stood to wreak havoc in daily life.36  At stake here, therefore, is 
not simply pointing out that modern states hope citizens will ‘be straight,’ but rather pushing us 
to realize that familial-heterosexuality is a fragile, ‘coached-into-existence’ phenomenon that 
only becomes hegemonic through the repeated removal of the queer Other from our line of sight. 
Fourth, thus, I contend that heterosexuality and homosexuality are phenomena that come 
into existence in direct relation to one another.37  As Frank Biess and Robert Moeller have 
                                                           
35 It was only in the early-1970s—once the heat of the GDR’s social engineering projects began to cool—
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36 I borrow the term “corrupting homosexual” from Clayton Whisnant.  Clayton Whisnant, “Styles of 
Masculinity in the West German Gay Scene, 1950-1965,” Central European History, vol. 39 (2006), 359-
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argued, both German states after 1945 relied on an understanding of homosexuality as a nervous 
condition which was caused by “periods of social chaos and instability,” which the end of World 
War II and its aftermath certainly represented.38  Same-sex desire was thought to be a ‘vice’ that 
front line soldiers and front-city residents acquired via an overexposure to homosocial social 
environments during periods of prolonged stress.  Here it is the similarities rather than the 
differences between the two Germanys which are striking, not least because in both polities, the 
state touted the image of “the good German father” as central to both familial happiness and 
national stability.  For, as Biess and Moeller note, the masculinity that was thought to be 
appropriate in both East and West Germany was “grounded in families.”  Given that gay men 
“thwarted the progression of young men to democratic fatherhood,” they threatened the entire 
project of postwar citizenship.39  As I highlight in chapter one, the SED justified the police 
murder of the Berlin Wall jumper, Günter Liftin, by claiming that he was a gay prostitute who 
was caught by police in the act of soliciting a client in a train station.  The ‘East German man’ 
was to be home in the evenings with his wife and children, not publicly cruising for gay sex.  
Hence, the ‘putative heterosexual’ proved both their adequate straightness and their desire to 
belong within the national community by demonstrating a commitment to family life.  The key 
points here are that queer East Germans shaped the ‘straight world’ even when they were not 
visible to heterosexuals, and that gender and sexuality are relational, socially produced (as 
opposed to ‘natural’ or ‘fixed’) cultural phenomena. 
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Fifth, it is essential that I make clear what this dissertation is not—a romance narrative in 
which I celebrate GDR gay rights activists as infallible heroes whose behaviors are somehow 
above criticism.  I spent a great deal of time with and interviewed numerous East Germans who 
undertook a range of disparate strategies to force the SED to acknowledge the humanity of its 
queer citizens.  My most prominent interview partner was Eduard ‘Eddi’ Stapel, a gay pastor 
who founded twenty-three gay rights groups in Protestant parishes across East Germany, and 
whom the East German secret police (the Stasi) surveilled between 1983 and 1989.  Stapel, who 
died on September 3, 2017, never shied away from proclaiming during our meetings that 
“without [him] there would not have been a gay movement [Schwulenbewegung] in the GDR.”40  
Perhaps there was some truth to this, but what Stapel failed to mention was that his praxis of gay 
male activism—which adhered to masculine respectability, excluded femme gay men, and 
ignored lesbian critiques of East German patriarchy—drove as many actors from the movement 
as it attracted.  Stapel’s church-based ‘working groups’ (Arbeitskreise) were in reach to many, 
particularly lesbian separatists, but they rejected affiliation with those groups in order to carve 
their own paths.  Hence, in contrast to Josie McLellan and Jennifer Evans, I consider gay rights 
activism to have been a highly fragmented endeavor in the GDR.  Just as it was in the West 
during the ‘70s and ‘80s, there were many ways to ‘be gay’ under socialism, and we can only 
access the many divergent strands of queer East German life by questioning Stapel’s claim that 
he was ‘the center’ of a movement comprised of thousands of actors with disparate hopes and 
dreams. 
To be sure, I am not making the argument that the GDR’s remarkably liberal sexual 
culture in any way necessitates the production of a ‘happy East German history’ which portrays 
                                                           
40 Interview conducted by the author with Eduard Stapel, July 15, 2015, Bismark, Germany. 
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state and citizen as living together in harmony.  Certainly, the state afforded heterosexuals a 
great deal of autonomy in defining sexual happiness on their own terms.  Additionally, the SED 
was forced to admit that not all sex was ‘marital-sex,’ (or even pleasurable sex) not least because 
East German sexologists routinely declared in widely-read publications that sex outside of 
marriage was acceptable so long as sexual acts were consensual and undertaken with respect for 
both partners.  However, the regime—outside of encouraging women to combine motherhood 
and paid employment—only nominally addressed the tyranny of domestic gender relations 
within heterosexual marriages and cohabitation arrangements.  As I will highlight later in this 
introduction, sexual violence and domestic abuse were facets of everyday life that the SED 
almost totally ignored.  Until the opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the state’s line on rape and 
the GDR’s unmistakably patriarchal culture was that it had put the conditions in place to bring 
about gender equality (Gleichberechtigung), and it was citizenry that had simply failed to evolve.  
This resulted in women—both gay and straight—forming a GDR-wide feminist movement in the 
mid-1980s that historians have failed to examine in detail.41  It is in no way an understatement to 
claim that an entire book is waiting to be written on the topic of 1980s East German feminism. 
 Finally, my highlighting the fact that the socialist state was not a monolithic entity serves 
to challenge the notion put forth by Jennifer Evans, Dagmar Herzog, and Josie McLellan that the 
SED adopted a uniformly ‘pro-gay’ position by the mid-to-late 1980s.  When the regime 
decriminalized consensual same-sex acts in 1968, its top brass—namely the Politburo and the 
Central Committee of the SED—felt that it had discharged its legal duty to gay and lesbian East 
Germans.  In essence, because gay people were allowed to have the sex of their choosing (behind 
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closed doors), they could no longer claim to be a state-targeted or marginalized group.  In the 
early-1970s, top SED leaders punted the issue of gay rights away from the Ministry of Justice to 
the Ministries of Health and Culture, whose members did evolve on the matter—albeit slowly—
because of their contacts with gay and lesbian citizens.  As early as 1973, the GDR’s most 
popular sex doctor, Siegfried Schnabl, declared in the widely-read women’s weekly journal Für 
Dich (For You) that it was ‘ok to be gay.’42  In the mid-1980s, the SED allowed gay rights 
groups to publicly gather in union halls in East Berlin and Dresden, even going so far as to 
acknowledge that there were members of East Germany’s state-run youth group, the FDJ (Freie 
Deutsche Jugend, or Free German Youth) who needed public spaces in which to ‘come out.’43  
Yet, behind the scenes, the Politburo deployed the Stasi to infiltrate and attempt to sow discord 
within the very gay rights groups it publicly embraced.  The state, at least within the Politburo 
and SED’s central committee, never ‘moved ahead of citizenry’ on the issue of queerness, as 
scholars have claimed.  Rather, the SED publicly accepted queerness as a fact of life with great 
reluctance once mid-level party functionaries and citizenry—including many heterosexuals—
informed the regime that it no longer had any other choice.             
 
Historiography             
    
The forgotten history of gay rights activism in the German Democratic Republic is a 
casualty of the Cold War.  Following the reunification of the two Germanys on October 3, 1990, 
West Germans made clear to their East German compatriots that there was little of the GDR past 
that was worth carrying into the future.  For example, the Enquete Commission—a Bundestag 
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committee tasked with investigating the history of the socialist dictatorship in order to “identify 
and eliminate [its] apparent illiberalism”—did not set out to uncover the history of the GDR in 
all its complexity, with its dizzying array of subterranean “lifeworlds.”44  Given the totalitarian 
lens with which Enquete officials operated, committee members needed little evidence to 
confirm their guiding suspicion that the GDR had been nothing more than a Bentham-esque 
panopticon which “‘deformed the life of every individual person and the entire society.’”45 
Throughout the 1990s, stories proliferated in German tabloids of friends having betrayed friends 
(and even family members) in the service of the Stasi.46  Scholars who touched on the history of 
queerness in the GDR shortly after reunification portrayed gay rights groups as having been 
wholly infested with Stasi informants, leaving unquestioned how the subjects of such 
observation interpreted their own histories.47  It should come as little shock, then, that a history 
of gay and lesbian activism in the GDR was left unwritten during the 1990s.  After all, the 
German public craved either the ‘shiny history’ of opposition to the SED or sensational tales of 
MfS intrusion into citizens’ private lives, both of which pigeonholed the GDR as an unjust, 
illegitimate state (Unrechsstaat).  The stories of gay rights activists—many of whom sought to 
improve rather than topple socialism—have been left untold until now.48 
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Gay East German men—even within the confines of Germany’s 1990s LGBTQ 
community—did not find sympathetic audiences willing to listen to their life histories in the 
years following reunification.  In April 1990, a series of fourteen interviews of queer men 
undertaken by the East German dramatist and writer, Jürgen Lemke, were adopted for the stage.  
Lemke’s play featured bleak portrayals of the quotidian lives of actors struggling to claim a 
space for themselves in a society that was prefigured by the SED as exclusively heterosexual.  
His subjects testified to being closeted for nearly their entire lives, and many spoke of alcoholism 
and the urge to commit suicide.49  To be sure, most of Lemke’s interviewees were born well 
before 1945 and had experienced the anti-gay policies of both the Nazis and the postwar socialist 
regime.  Moreover, Lemke had completed the majority of his interviews in the early-1980s, just 
before gay rights activists had begun to experience tangible successes in the East German public 
sphere.  Nevertheless, such nuances were lost on post-1989 audiences who had both lived 
through the Cold War in West Germany and felt the stigma associated with the AIDS epidemic.  
As the renowned historian of German gay history, James Steakley, remembers it, Lemke was 
confronted backstage by Western critics who “told him in no uncertain terms” that they were 
“appalled by the depth of self-loathing and internalized oppression” that they had “just witnessed 
on stage.”50  One reviewer “challenged Lemke to explain the inclusion in his work of so many 
woebegone, even tragic lives of quiet desperation.”51  To Western eyes and ears, East German 
gay men were anachronisms—proto-activists who had allowed their lives to be controlled by an 
oppressive state and who had yet to properly absorb the Western mantra that ‘gay is good.’ 
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East German lesbians hardly fared any better in convincing their West German 
counterparts that they had developed personalities outside the realm of state control during the 
GDR years.  Jenny Oepke, a West Berliner who in 1994 attended a ‘lesbian summer camp’ in 
southeast Germany, described the vast experiential chasm that separated lesbians East and West 
following reunification.  West German women who loved women, for example, particularly 
following the late-1960s, had been publicly politically active and lived lives free of both men and 
children.  East German lesbians, in Oepke’s words, still seemed wedded to a defunct socio-
political system that linked a woman’s worth to her biological reproductivity and devalued same-
sex experiences: 
 
  Among the Eastern women [who came to the camp] were some who had  
only recently liberated themselves from their ‘hetero-family’ pasts and who had  
just ‘come out’ within a certain [temporal] proximity to the Wende [the  
GDR’s transition to market capitalism and democracy].  It was for this reason that 
[ten] children greeted us at the camp.  And of course these women’s personal 
stories represented a totally different world of experiences from that of a 
politically active lesbian from West Berlin.52 
 
As the Austrian gay rights activist Helga Pankratz put it, West German lesbians perceived the 
lives of East German lesbians as having been characterized by “bourgeois [heterosexual] 
domesticity, provinciality,” and a wholesale subscription to a “patriarchally-oriented state 
ideology.”53  Until recently, a paucity of archival resources has not allowed historians to 
challenge such claims, and the most widely cited lesbian history of the GDR remains Ursula 
Sillge’s Invisible Women (Un-sichtbare Frauen).  In it, Sillge, a loyal SED member, details her 
years-long struggle to push the party to allow a mixed-gender group of gay and lesbian activists 
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to publicly gather each Sunday in a union worker’s hall in East Berlin, which the state finally 
acquiesced to in 1986.54  Understandably, Sillge—a proponent of the state’s notion that gender 
equality was a project best undertaken by men and women working in unison—foregrounds the 
history of the state-friendly Sunday Club (Sonntags Club) and deemphasizes the history of 
lesbian separatist feminism, whose adherents strove to create social spaces absent of men.55 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, the first work to examine the history of sexuality in the two 
postwar Germanys portrayed sexual change as a dynamic, bottom-up process in West Germany 
and as a top-down, state-driven process in East Germany.  In her seminal 2005 work, Sex after 
Fascism, Dagmar Herzog argues that sex in postwar West Germany was a site for managing the 
legacies of Nazism.  To overcome the sexual depravity of the Nazis—whom Herzog deftly 
highlights as having allowed racial ‘in-groups’ an unprecedented level of sexual freedom—
Konrad Adenauer’s Christian Democratic Union (CDU) worked in tandem with the Catholic 
Church to publicly shun premarital sex, ban abortion in nearly all cases, and idealize the 
“faithful, homebound” housewife and mother.56  In the name of ‘protecting the youth’ and 
guiding them towards normative heterosexuality, the Adenauer government maintained the Nazi 
expansion of §175 and prosecuted over 30,000 gay men for ‘unnatural’ sexual acts during the 
1950s and 1960s.57  The ‘68ers’, the youth generation who rejected their parent’s sexual 
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puritanism, took to the streets to label such prudery as a continuity of the Nazi past (rather than a 
reaction to it) and to demand sexual self-determination.  To Herzog’s mind, it was this ‘bottom-
up’ civic activism that made the Western sexual revolution so revolutionary.  In other words, 
West Germans sexualized postwar citizenship—they made clear that the personal was political 
and in do doing carried the voices of actors to the public sphere who sought to live outside the 
confines of the traditional nuclear family, including those of gay men and lesbians.    
Conversely, in Herzog’s depiction of East German history, the state is responsible for 
initiating gender and sexual change.58  In this model, the SED sought to signal its antifascist bona 
fides via anticapitalism, and matters of gender and sexuality were of only a secondary concern.59  
State apparatchiks clung dogmatically to Marxist-Leninist doctrine which dictated economics—
as opposed to culture—as the driving force of all societal change.  Reaching maximum economic 
production, which the regime hoped would secure its political legitimacy, was contingent upon 
women entering the workforce in heretofore unprecedented numbers.  In order to allow women 
to combine paid employment and motherhood, the SED enacted a series of female-friendly 
reforms throughout the 1950s and 1960s—such as liberalizing divorce and abortion laws, 
providing women access to the birth control pill, creating a network of state-run daycare 
facilities, and encouraging husbands to take on their share of housework.  Additionally, the state 
established 252 marital and sexual counseling centers throughout the GDR, which Herzog claims 
citizens “flocked to in ever-rising numbers” from the mid-1960s onward.60  While such policies 
resulted in developments that troubled cultural conservatives in the Politburo, such as single 
motherhood, a high divorce rate, and a spike in births out of wedlock, the party allowed citizens 
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autonomy in the private sphere so long as the national birthrate did not significantly drop.61  
According to Herzog, heterosexuals relished in their sexual freedoms, husbands viewed wives as 
sovereign equals, and gay men (without protest) accepted invisibility as a tradeoff for the state’s 
decriminalization of same-sex sex acts in 1968.  Hence, by the late-1960s East Germany had 
experienced what Herzog describes as a state-driven “sexual evolution” as opposed to a citizen-
driven (Western-style) sexual revolution.62 
Scholars who responded to Herzog’s work criticized her for both portraying GDR politics 
as a purely top-down exercise in power and for uncritically accepting the state’s claim that it had 
‘liberated’ women from the tyranny of domestic gender relations.  Mark Fenemore pointed out 
that the GDR was far more “interesting, multilayered, and conflict-ridden” than Herzog had 
allowed for, particularly as it pertained to intergenerational disputes surrounding gender and 
sexuality.63  Certainly, the state encouraged citizens to associate sex with procreation.  However, 
the regime also obsessed over its ability to connect with its youthful constituents and responded 
to bottom-up demands that publications which reached teenage audiences, such as Young World 
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(Junge Welt), make room for “frank discussions” about sex outside the context of reproduction.64  
Additionally, Donna Harsch highlighted the fact that gender was hardly peripheral to the 
construction of ‘real-existing socialism’ in the GDR.  During the 1950s and 1960s, the SED 
experienced what Harsch calls a ‘revenge of the domestic’ based on its failure to craft policies 
that allowed women to live into their prescribed role as working mothers.  It was ordinary 
women who, by the mid-1970s, moved the state’s hand on a number of policies such as abortion, 
birth control, and paid maternity leaves.65  Therefore, gender—alongside an epochal Marxist-
Leninist politico-economic system—was a structural force that shaped East German history, and 
ordinary women played a central role in fashioning the GDR’s highly popular ‘mommy politics’ 
(Muttipolitik).66  Yet, the very policies which allowed women to work simultaneously shifted 
their perception “in the direction of maternity and private life,” and men more often than not 
failed to heed the state’s call to help with housework and child-rearing.67  The GDR, thus, was 
hardly the gender-equal paradise that Herzog claimed it to have been.  
Historian Josie McLellan further tested Herzog’s claim that sexual change in the GDR 
was driven solely from the top-down, focusing instead on the ways in which heterosexual East 
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Germans brought about a ‘sexual revolution’ from the grassroots.68  To McLellan’s mind, 
Herzog’s ‘romance narrative of socialism’—the notion that the state created the conditions 
through which citizens experienced enjoyable sex lives—is only partially convincing.  McLellan 
argues that Herzog overlooked the extent to which the SED was forced to cope with the ways in 
which citizens refashioned its prescriptions that all expressions of sexual subjectivity be 
undertaken behind closed doors from the bottom-up.  Take, for example, nude bathing 
(Freikörperkultur, or FKK), a practice which the state banned in 1954 but which citizens 
obstinately refused to relinquish.69  The SED, which sent Volkspolizei officers to disperse nude 
bathers during the 1950s and early-1960s, came to (at least nominally) celebrate nudism as a 
legitimate form of self-expression by the early-1970s.   
How does McLellan account for such changes?  After all, as she herself notes, the GDR 
lacked “many of the things which are assumed to have driven sexual revolution in the West”—
such as a free press, a student movement, and a commercial sex industry.70  First, as McLellan 
rightly points out, strands of late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century sexual liberalism 
reemerged in both East and West Germany after 1945—such as the notion that sex can and 
should be pleasurable for both the male and female partners (if one was heterosexual).  In other 
words, gender and sexual changes in both postwar Germanys were part of what scholars now 
refer to as the “long sexual revolution,” not the short term-result of postwar generational 
conflicts between parents and adolescents that seemingly reshaped society overnight.  As 
Annette Timm and Joshua Sanborn note: 
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From the perspective of the twentieth-century history of sexuality, focusing too 
much attention on the famous 1960s generation gap that pitted progressive youth 
against their supposedly conservative, prudish war-generation parents 
overemphasizes both the radicalism of the 1960s and the conservatism of the 
1950s.  The roots of the sexual revolution lie not in this generation gap, but in 
scientific, medical and political discourses and policies on sexual behavior and 
gender that had developed at the beginning of the twentieth century and had even 
older precedents.  In fact, the wishes of the sexual revolutionaries to make sex 
public and their conviction that sexuality and politics were intimately intertwined 
were actually far more compatible with previous discourses on sex than they were 
willing to admit.71 
 
Second, as the GDR reached a level of economic and political stability in the early-1970s, party 
chairman Erich Honecker encouraged heterosexual East Germans to pursue personal fulfilment 
in their private lives, a policy known as ‘self-actualization.’72  (Of course, ‘self-actualization’, so 
the state hoped, would mitigate East Germans’ lack of political freedoms at the ballot box.)  
Finally, socio-economic conditions played a key role in sexual and societal liberalization, 
particularly during the late-1970s and early-1980s.  Improved housing conditions and increased 
disposable incomes allowed citizens to focus on pleasure rather than the quotidian struggle to 
make ends meet.73  It was in this environment that East Germans pushed the state from the 
grassroots to distribute erotica, accept sex outside of marriage, and to allow citizens to sunbathe 
naked at public beaches.  GDR sexual culture for heterosexuals, McLellan contends, was as 
revolutionary as Western sexual culture after 1945.  The strength of McLellan’s monograph lies 
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both in her shifting our view away from the West as the premier site of cultural change during 
the postwar period and in her ability to pin down the uniquely East Germans causes of what she 
calls ‘the East German sexual revolution.’  
However, McLellan’s turn away from the ‘West is best’ paradigm is disappointingly 
incomplete in one respect—her depiction of queer life in the GDR as bleak, “unromantic,” and 
“relatively unfragmented” in comparison to Western gay liberation.74  In discussing the SED’s 
decriminalization of consensual same-sex acts in 1968, McLellan echoes Dagmar Herzog’s claim 
that the SED abolished 175 because it strove to project a “modern, progressive image” in 
comparison to West Germany, which, as I make clear in chapter one of this dissertation, is 
untrue.75  McLellan explains the emergence of radical gay politics in the 1970s GDR as purely a 
product of Western influence.76  (Apparently, the complex socio-economic factors that drove 
heterosexuals to push for sexual change in McLellan’s narrative did not drive gay men and 
lesbians to do the same.)  Despite the fact that church-based gay rights activists made themselves 
publicly visible in 1982, long before the fall of socialism, McLellan wrongly collapses their 
activities into the totalitarian narrative of the GDR, “which stresses growing disillusion and 
opposition in the 1980s, culminating with communism’s collapse in 1989.”77  In McLellan’s 
narrative, 1980s activists did not compel the SED to liberate them from their societal isolation.  It 
was the state, McLellan claims, that “moved ahead” of its virulently homophobic citizenry in the 
mid-1980s (though we are never told why) and allowed gay men and lesbians the right to 
publicly assemble and publish essays in GDR print media.78  In making this final claim, 
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McLellan is hardly alone.79  The broad historiographical consensus is that Western gay rights 
activists fought for and earned their rights while the state quietly granted Eastern activists 
expanded freedoms.  McLellan closes her single chapter on gay rights in East Germany stating 
that “the limited nature of the public sphere meant that [Western style] sexual revolution for gay 
men and lesbians remained nothing more than a dream.”80 
For numerous reasons, we desperately need a queer history of the GDR that unpacks the 
ways in which gay and lesbian East Germans understood both their lives and their activism on 
their own terms.  First, historians of sexuality place far more weight on the progress narrative of 
Western gay liberation than it can hold.  Certainly, the the1960s and 1970s saw the emergence of 
LGBT actors in Western public life, but revolution was also met with conservative 
counterrevolution.  In 1988, British lawmakers passed Section 28, which criminalized the 
production of any materials that ‘condoned homosexuality’ and led many LGBT locales to 
shutter their doors across the country.81  In the Western academe of the 1980s, as Lisa Duggan 
and Martin Duberman have noted, doctoral advisors in the humanities discouraged grad students 
from even working on gay history, either because they did not view the topic to be valid or 
because they feared their students would never find jobs.82  Most significantly, the AIDS 
epidemic resulted in citizens of Western polities (particularly in America) associating same-sex 
desire with disease.  In the late-1980s, as Western gay rights activists were uncertain if their 
cause had a bright future, gay rights as a thing (a political praxis) was thriving in the GDR.  
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What we need, then, is a historical-conceptual model of change over time which refrains from 
labeling a given era of gender and sexual change as ‘the standard’ or the ‘set-in-stone norm’ and 
takes into account the ways in which the project of queer liberation operates in fits and starts 
across time and space.    
          Second, scholars of GDR history have long been aware that the socialist regime attempted 
to do away with the Habermasian ‘public sphere,’ but that hardly meant that civil society was 
non-existent, as scholars within the totalitarian camp once claimed it to have been.83  East 
Germans formed counterpublics (or, in my work, what J. Jack Halberstam refers to as “queer 
counterpublics”) and published a plethora of Samizdat—countercultural, self-produced 
literature.84  It was in these alternative public spheres that large swaths of the population raised 
awareness on topics ranging from environmental degradation, to punk culture, to anti-nuclear 
activism.  Such groups eventually formed ‘critical masses’ of tens of thousands of people, and 
the regime’s decision to allow citizens who had legitimate grievances with the nature of SED 
rule the right to publish their concerns in the print public sphere came far too late to stave off 
widespread popular revolt.  However, even a cursory examination of GDR Samizdat—especially 
gay and lesbian literature—makes clear that East Germans in countercultural movements both 
spent years debating their platform positions with one another and crafting well-articulated 
arguments that they hoped would convince the SED of the relevance of their causes.  The quest 
for selfhood only becomes more urgent when one lives in a state which tries to limit the 
modalities through which the one’s subjectivity can be expressed.  In other words, it was 
precisely because the GDR lacked a public sphere that the nature of cultural production was so 
frenetic and so dynamic within the East German body politic. 
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Finally, we need to make use of a conceptual tool that allows us to ponder the distinct 
manner in which gay and lesbian East Germans sought to transform GDR life in ways that did 
not merely mimic the Western sexual revolution.  To be sure, the term ‘revolution’ is not even 
useful for describing the activities undertaken by the vast majority of LGBTQ citizens in 
Western democratic polities in the years that this study covers.  Americanists Jim Downs and 
John Howard, for instance, have tracked queer actors who, based on their religious upbringings, 
felt most at home in ecclesiastical settings as opposed to gay bars and bathhouses.85  Much like 
the gay men and women who populated activist groups based in East Germany’s Protestant 
Church during the 1980s, the members of the Metropolitan Community Church (founded in 
1968) deemphasized their queer identities and foregrounded their desire to be treated as full 
citizens worthy of the respect of their fellow parishioners.  As John Howard puts it, MCC 
members “rarely responded to a narrow gay movement driven by identity politics,” and they 
certainly never sought to ‘queer the Church’ in  such a way that pushed it to cater exclusively to 
the needs of same-sex desiring parishioners.86  Rather, queer members of the MCC sought to 
convince religious Americans that one could be a Christian, gay, and a decent citizen.  Such 
actors, in other words, hoped to reach the emotional state of belonging experienced by their 
heterosexual counterparts, not to ignite a revolution that would turn society on its head.  Hence, I 
propose that we turn away from analyzing the actions of GDR gay rights activists through the 
lens of ‘failed revolution’ and move instead to consider the ways such actors strove to access the 
East German community of belonging through the conceptual lens of citizenship.                    
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Gender, Sexuality, and Citizenship in the GDR 
 
 In this study, I define citizenship as a contingent legal and emotional state of belonging 
which is shaped by both top-down and bottom-up concerns.87  In the context of East German 
history, I embrace Konrad Jarausch’s designation of the GDR as a “welfare dictatorship,” a 
modern state which severely curtailed the political rights of its subjects but that provided the 
body politic with a robust ‘safety net’ of welfare benefits in the hopes of securing its political 
legitimacy and longevity.88  However, rather than envision citizenship as a static process 
characterized by actors passively receiving a set of rights, I portray East German citizenship as a 
practice—as an arena of subjectivity “located at the intersection between state and society” in 
which actors refashioned top-down policy directives from the grassroots in a way that most made 
sense in their own lives.89  The most popularly utilized conceptual tool to describe East 
Germans’ willful, hardly predictable reactions to SED policies is Alf Lüdtke’s Eigen-Sinn.  As 
Andrew Port notes, Eigen-Sinn remains notoriously difficult to encapsulate with a single 
definition or phrase precisely because of the ambiguity (Vieldeutigkeit) which it hopes to 
capture.90  To my mind, Lüdtke’s Eigen-Sinn and Sara Ahmed’s queer theory play quite well 
together, not least because both scholars describe the ambivalent ways in which actors 
“demarcate spaces of their own” within preexisting cultural structures without necessarily 
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destroying those structures.91  When both heterosexual and queer East Germans called for more 
autonomy in their sexual lives,  when they acted as sexual citizens, they most often did so in state 
publications and within the walls of state institutions—i.e. in such a way that actually ‘carried’ or 
sustained the state rather than weakened it.  Therefore, rather than view East German citizenship 
through the lens of a rigid state-citizen binary, I portray public discussions about sexuality as a 
site of civic engagement and emotional belonging in which the tidy line separating the two 
categories disappeared.92   
 In the 1950 Constitution of the German Democratic Republic, the state guaranteed all 
East German citizens full employment, a gender equal society, and the right to establish and 
nurture families.  As previously mentioned, the state fumbled the rollout of its gender equality 
policy (Gleichberechtigung) during the 1950s and early-1960s and paid dearly for it with female 
constituents.  Marxist-Leninist philosophy held that ‘female emancipation’ happened on the shop 
floor and that women would truly be ‘liberated’ once they were no longer economically 
dependent on men.  In other words, egalitarian shop floor relations in public would lead to the 
elimination of patriarchal social relations in private.  However, this was hardly the case, and 
women inundated SED functionaries during the early-GDR years with letters describing the 
ways in which controlling husbands and a lack of access to birth control hampered their ability to 
enter the labor force.93  The SED—particularly the Ministries of Health and Justice—responded 
by calling for the establishment  of 252 marital and sex counseling centers throughout the GDR 
(1965), liberalizing divorce laws (1966), legalizing on-demand first trimester abortion (1971), 
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and providing all women with access to the birth control pill at age sixteen.94 Journalists and 
social scientists in West Germany took notice of the GDR’s liberal sex and gender policies.  In 
1972 Der Spiegel ran a piece on how the SED state had both allowed East Germans to overcome 
the sexual prudery of the German past and created the preconditions through which women could 
live lives free of men if marriages ended in unhappiness.95  East German martial and sexual 
counselors routinely claimed in relationship advice guidebooks published during the 1970s that 
men who treated their spouses like property were a thing of the past.96     
Yet, contrary to the SED’s boasting that it had fostered an environment of gender 
equality between the sexes, gender roles, at least for men, changed very little during the GDR’s 
existence.  Indeed, the SED narrowed the gap in life experiences between married and single 
women by drawing more married mothers toward full time work by the mid-1960s, a 
development which Elizabeth Heineman rightly refers to as a “genuine social revolution.”97  
However, the lack of a public discussion about the functioning of gendered power in East 
Germany resulted in the creation of an “intensely masculine” society in which women held few 
positions of power—political or otherwise.98  Women routinely faced hiring discrimination when 
competing with men for jobs for which they were more qualified, found it nearly impossible to 
attain promotions if they took maternity leaves, and domestic violence—despite the state’s 
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attempts to keep it in the shadows—was in no way a ‘vestige of the bourgeois past’.99  Even the 
East Berlin-based socialist philosopher, Helga Hörz, as loyal to the SED as she was, admitted 
that patriarchy was the rule in the GDR and that male party members found “the subjugation of 
women” by men to be “unproblematic or natural.”100  While East German women were expected 
to adjust to the double-burden (Doppelbelastung) of public professional life and child rearing, a 
“concomitant rethinking” of male gender roles never occurred.101  Citizenship, thus, was 
experienced as a gendered phenomenon in the GDR, a sort of “differentiated universalism” that 
perpetually reminded women that while modern laws may have declared their equality, 
entrenched cultural norms dictated something quite different.102     
Despite Dagmar Herzog’s optimistic claim that “a certain type” of East German man 
emerged in everyday life who assisted his wife with housework and child rearing, evidence at the 
level both of popular culture and state commissioned studies shows otherwise.103  Throughout 
the forty years that the GDR existed, most men did not heed the state’s prescriptive advice to 
achieve even the minimal goal of an equal distribution of housework.  For instance, in November 
of 1963, Frau Böttger from Aschersleben wrote to Für Dich that when her husband came home 
from work that, “he barely [paid] attention to [her].”  She continued, “I ask him to help with 
housework, and his response is ‘That’s a woman’s issue.’”104  Moreover, state commissioned 
sociologists who traveled throughout the GDR during the 1960s to survey working wives and 
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mothers found that men largely resisted the state’s call for gender equality in the domestic 
sphere.  A 1965 report concluded: “Some working women are completing ten hours of 
housework every Sunday to make up for what they feel they cannot get done during the week.  
These women feel so burdened with housework that they only sleep five to six hours per 
evening.  Men are doing small tasks such as making the bed on an irregular basis and insisting 
that they’ve done their share.”105  If one follows narratives of heterosexual East German family 
life into the 1970s and 1980s two trends emerge: men envisioned the SED’s calls for gender 
equality as a threat to their masculinity—often referring to themselves as ‘henpecked husbands’ 
(Pantoffelheld)—and women grew tired of men who refused to evolve.106  In 1982, the divorce 
rate in the GDR peaked at 40%, and women initiated 64% of all divorce claims.107      
  Perhaps nowhere was the SED’s failure to bring about a truly ‘gender equal’ society 
more evident than in its reluctance to acknowledge sexual violence as an all-too-common facet 
of daily life in the GDR.  Take, for instance, the East German sex researcher Hans-Joachim 
Ahrendt’s discussion of rape in a 1987 issue of the widely read East German cultural periodical, 
Neues Leben.  In his article, titled ‘Unwanted Sex,’ Ahrendt claimed that young girls and women 
who wore “skimpy shirts and ripped jeans” awakened aggressive sexual urges in adolescent and 
adult males.  To Ahrendt’s mind, what differentiated men and women in sexual matters was that 
men could not ‘deactivate’ the urge to have an orgasm once they received (or perceived to have 
received) social cues from women that sexual intercourse might be a possibility.  In Ahrendt’s 
own words: 
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You [young women] forget that young men experience sexual urges more 
strongly than you do and therefore express their sexual desires differently.  As  
males reach the age of sexual maturity they are overcome with the desire for sex 
and sexual fulfilment.  For men, ejaculation is the primary means through which 
this sexual tension is relieved. […] When young girls smile at men or laugh at 
their jokes, they give them hope that sexual contact will occur. […] Luckily rape 
occurs only rarely, and the tragedy can be avoided if men and women avoid 
consuming too much alcohol at social events.108 
 
Thus, rather than categorize rape as a devastatingly predictable outcome in a society that failed to 
problematize aggressive male social and sexual behavior, Ahrendt linked the causality of sexual 
violence to both female behavior and to overdrinking by both men and women.  When the 
Weimar-based lesbian feminist, Christiane Dietrich, wrote to Neues Leben to proclaim that men 
such as Ahrendt did not experience sexual violence and, as a result, had no place writing about it, 
the editors responded (without irony) that Ahrendt’s piece represented the most ‘cutting edge’ 
take on the topic in either of the two Germanys, though that was hardly the case.109 
 While it cannot be said that traditional gender roles evolved in the GDR, it can safely be 
argued that the ways in which heterosexual East Germans had sex did change over time, largely 
as the often unintentional result of state policies.  Both the demands of socialism and the levels 
of personal happiness that the SED encouraged citizens to aspire to in the private realm put 
strains on the traditional marriage.  For instance, as Donna Harsch notes, “all the [SED’s] talk 
about ‘qualitatively new family relationships’ seemed, if anything, to heighten martial 
expectations and, thus, tensions.”110  East German women did not hesitate to proclaim in a 
plethora of 1970s print publications that they took the regime’s call for gender equality seriously 
and that they were willing to divorce men who did not.111  This meant that divorced women 
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pursued sexual pleasure outside the arena of marriage and with the security of access to birth 
control.  Additionally, a lack of available housing for married couples (a situation which did not 
improve until the early-1980s), arguments over women’s newly acquired roles as paid laborers, 
and apprenticeship, job, and military training programs which sometimes separated couples for 
periods as long as six months all contributed to the GDR’s high divorce rate.112  While the 
GDR’s 1965 Family Law Code encouraged citizens to “act responsibly with regards to marriage 
and family,” the SED’s liberalization of divorce of laws in 1966—and particularly its stipulation 
that there was no criminal penalty associated with adultery—made clear that the regime was well 
aware that millions of East Germans were having sex outside the bounds of traditional marriage 
and the nuclear family.113 
 Yet, much of the liberalization of GDR sexual culture also came about as a direct result 
of mid-level functionaries in the Ministry of Health who claimed that sexual self-determination 
was central to the development of the socialist self and, thus, citizenship.  Take, for instance, 
Rudolf Klimmer (whom we will meet in chapter one), a psychiatrist from Dresden and a gay 
man who indefatigably argued throughout the 1950s and early-1960s that the SED needed to do 
more to foster open discussions with citizenry about the joys of sex.  Although the regime 
refused to allow Klimmer to publish on the topic of same-sex desire, he was part of a group of 
influential sex researchers who carried the torch of Weimar-era sex counseling into the socialist 
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future.114  In 1963, Klimmer’s colleague, Lykke Aresin—who successfully campaigned to make 
the birth control pill available to East German women—published the work, Consultation Hours 
of Trust (Sprechstunde des Vertrauens).115  In it, she argued that it was the duty of sexologists to 
provide citizenry with matter of fact advice about everything ranging from casual sex, 
contraception, “the emotional causes of sexual dysfunction, marital conflict, and childrearing 
difficulties.”116  Additionally, Aresin claimed, if a sex counselor encountered a patient with 
“abnormal sexual proclivities” (a euphemism for homosexuality), one was not “was not to 
engage in moralizing pontification,” but instead to “lend an understanding ear” and provide 
information regarding how best to avoid sexually transmitted diseases.117  Such interactions, 
Aresin argued, allowed citizens to emotionally connect with the state.  In 1966, Aresin and her 
colleague Siegfried Schnabl pushed the SED to establish 252 marital and sexual counseling 
centers throughout the GDR.  In 1969, Schnabl published his masterwork, Man and Woman 
Intimately (Mann und Frau intim), in which he coached East German sexual partners—married 
and unmarried—toward sexual pleasure via mutual masturbation and oral sex.  Schnabl’s text 
was the bestselling book in the history of the GDR.118     
 In the early-1970s—as the GDR reached a level of both political and economic 
stability—the regime afforded heterosexual citizens far more latitude to publicly narrate for 
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themselves what happiness meant, particularly in the realm of intimacy.  As Donna Harsch and 
Joshua Feinstein have noted, the 1970s saw the SED deemphasize the language of proletariat 
class struggle and the battle for a ‘heroic socialist future’ in favor of ‘the everyday’(Alltag) and 
the ‘here and now.’119  An intractable youth culture, defiant nude bathers, and adulterous citizens 
forced the SED to recognize its failure to produce a uniformly ‘socialist personality.’120  The 
regime shifted away from the project of constructing a collective, single-minded culture toward 
allowing citizens to describe their own “local, recognizable lifeworlds,” particularly in the print 
public sphere.121  Nowhere was the shift toward the Alltag more evident than in the pages of Für 
Dich, in which citizens regularly discussed both the ways in which socialist policies affected 
their sex lives and the unique subjectivities that they fashioned in the private sphere. For 
instance, readers provided one another with tips for how to have sex whilst living in crowded 
apartments, discussed newly-tried sexual positions, and pondered the pleasures of open 
relationships.  To be sure, not all of the sex citizens described was pleasurable, and the editors of 
Für Dich ran just as many stories on so-called “sexual dysfunction” (namely premature 
ejaculation) and divorce as they did on the joys of foreplay.  The most important point to 
emphasize about the emergence of East German sexual storytelling during the 1970s is that 
heterosexuality provided one with a narrative entry point into the East German community of 
emotional belonging.  There was no ‘one way’ to be straight, and the state tacitly acknowledged 
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this by providing heterosexual citizens with numerous pop culture avenues through which to 
express sexual plurality. 
 As a result of the regime’s decriminalization of same-sex sex acts in 1968, and, in light of 
the relative liberalization of the GDR print public sphere, gay and lesbian East Germans saw an 
opportunity to gain access to the East German community of belonging.  In the early-1970s, 
members of East Berlin’s HIB established contacts with sex doctors such as Siegfried Schnabl, 
Kurt Bach, and Peter Klemm—all of whom regularly published sexual advice columns in Für 
Dich and Das Magazin.  Gay, lesbian, and transgender East Germans—all of whom coexisted in 
the HIB—hoped to narrate their own sexual stories in those publications.  Sex doctors 
(particularly Schnabl) proved unable to sidestep SED censors and allow queer actors to write in 
the first person voice, but he and his colleagues did publish essays on homosexuality in which 
they claimed that same-sex desire was a natural variant of human sexuality.  Such texts gave gay 
men and lesbians hope for the future and may have saved lives.  1980s gay rights activist Klaus 
Laabs remembers that his “heart almost stopped beating” upon his reading of Siegfried Schnabl’s 
1973 Das Magazin article, “Plea for a Minority,” in which the author called for societal tolerance 
of gay men.122   
Gay and lesbian activists who followed in the HIB’s wake during the 1980s—particularly 
those who organized within the Protestant Church—tailored their message to the SED’s top 
leadership in such a way that made clear that one could be both a loyal socialist and gay, and that 
the latter category posed no threat to the GDR’s longevity.  In the mid-1980s, the SED granted 
gay rights activists the ability to publish on the topic of same-sex love in the public sphere, and, 
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in so doing, expanded the boundaries of East German sexual citizenship to include those who 
lived outside the bounds of normative heterosexuality.  By the opening of the Berlin Wall on 
November 9, 1989, the Socialist Unity Party had publicly acknowledged that the German 
Democratic Republic was by no means a ‘straight state.’  In fact, on that very evening, as 
thousands of East Berliners streamed into West Berlin—effectively marking the beginning of the 
end of state socialism—the GDR’s film agency (DEFA) premiered Coming Out, a story about a 
gay school teacher struggling to come to terms with his same-sex desires.  The joke quickly 
arose on the street that the film’s “frank cinematic portrayal of sexuality” had caused the collapse 
of the state.123           
 
Sources and Chapter Outline 
 
There is a vast (yet widely scattered) array of archival materials that makes documenting 
the history of gay and lesbian emancipation in the former socialist East Germany possible.  In 
Berlin, I had the good fortune of making the acquaintance of Christian Pulz—one of the 
founding members of the 1980s church-based gay rights movement.  Pulz helpfully informed me 
that most of the materials that would help me conceptualize a queer history of the GDR were not 
to be found at Berlin’s Gay Museum, where I had been holed up for months to little avail.  
Rather, nearly all of the materials on East German queer life are mislabeled and stored with a 
host of documents which catalog popular opposition to the SED at Berlin’s Havemann 
Gesellschaft Archive.  Starting from the Havemann database, I formed a working catalog of 
queer activists’ names (roughly 2,000 of them).  Pulz helped me locate and interview some of the 
actors whose stories grace these pages.  Additionally, he directed me to former activists who had 
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amassed vast private archives of diaries, newspaper clippings, and correspondence with the state.  
Without Christian Pulz and his personal assistant, Wolfgang Beyer, this project simply would not 
have been possible.    
A significant archival difficulty laid in tracking down sources which made clear how the 
SED actually felt about same-sex love.  Of course, the regime published a plethora of sex advice 
manuals for heterosexuals, but the party only rarely made mention of same-sex love after it 
decriminalized consensual same-sex acts in 1968.  To understand just how deeply the top 
leadership of the SED feared queerness, one has to have access the regime’s “private 
transcripts”—the files of the Ministry for State Security.124  Activist Eduard ‘Eddi’ Stapel gifted 
me his Stasi dossier.  It was only while reading Stapel’s Stasi files that I had the intellectual 
epiphany that structures one of this dissertation’s central arguments: East German gay rights 
activists—even those who provided information about their movement to the Stasi—were not 
anti-state dissidents.  On the whole, they everyday party members who simply did not want to be 
excluded from East German public life on the basis of their sexualities. 
In chapter one, I track the SED’s attempt to overcome the Nazi past via its removal of all 
traces of same-sex intimacy from the public’s field of vision.  Contrary to scholars who claim 
that sexual matters were of only a secondary concern to the socialist regime, I make clear that 
SED perceived wholesome, heterosexual behavior in the private sphere as being central to the 
construction of East German antifascism.  Homophobia in the GDR, thus, was not of a “garden 
variety”—it had a distinct history and was mobilized by the SED in a quest to socially engineer a 
homogenously heterosexual population.  In the first section of this chapter, I shine a light on that 
history by linking the origins of anti-gay sentiments within the SED Politburo to the political, 
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social, and sexual upheavals of both the Weimar and the Nazi eras.  Officials in the Politburo and 
Central Committee of the SED viewed same-sex desire as an impediment to the construction of 
East German antifascism because they linked it to Nazism.  In this chapter’s second section, I 
track the efforts of a single actor—Dr. Rudolf Klimmer, a gay psychiatrist and a victim of Nazi 
persecution—in order to highlight the quotidian challenges faced by gay East Germans who 
sought to create usable pasts for themselves in the GDR between the formation of the GDR in 
1949 and the SED’s repeal of §175 in 1968.  The party denied Klimmer’s claims for recognition 
as a Holocaust victim, refused to allow him to publish on the topic of same-sex love in the GDR, 
and denied his request to sit on the jurisprudential committee which eventually overturned §175.  
Klimmer responded by publishing a widely-respected study on the etiology of homosexuality in 
West Germany in 1957, an act which led the SED to banish him from the party.   
Finally, I discuss the regime’s decriminalization of consensual same-sex acts undertaken 
in the private sphere in 1968 and, in so doing, seek to challenge the ‘progress narrative’ 
associated with the history of sexuality.  The state’s decision to abolish §175 was based neither 
on grassroots pressure on the part of gay citizens nor a desire to compete with its West German 
neighbor to appear as the ‘more liberal’ postwar state.125  Rather, legal reformers within the 
Ministry of Justice successfully convinced the Politburo that the the state’s reach stopped at the 
threshold of the private citizen’s home—not that gay men and lesbians deserved the type of 
societal inclusion that their heterosexual counterparts enjoyed.  Decriminalization, therefore, was 
fraught with as many limitations as it was possibilities.  While the SED’s overturning of §175 
both removed the taint of legal opprobrium associated with homosexuality and signaled to gay 
men and lesbians that they were proper legal subjects of the socialist state, the regime kept such 
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actors closeted by increasing police scrutiny of anyone who dared to make their same-sex desires 
publicly known.  In other words, the law’s repeal simultaneously created ‘a closet’ in which the 
fulfillment of same-sex desire carried with it the cost of public invisiblity.  It was the very 
invisiblity of queerness which allowed the state to claim in the late-1960s that the transition to 
‘full socialism’ had eliminated a number of ‘bourgeois social ills,’ such as prostitution, 
homosexuality, and sexual violence.  ‘Progress’, then, in the history of sexuality has to be 
carefully measured alongside the persistence of ‘unfreedom’ in the lives of same-sex desiring 
actors.  
In chapter two, I narrate the history of the East Berlin-based HIB as a product of both 
Western influences and Eastern cultural developments.  The first section of this chapter briefly 
examines the emergence of (heterosexual) East Germany as a nation of sexual storytellers.  
Telling sexual stories, I argue, allowed GDR citizens to both narrate personal growth and subtly 
critique the state for its failure to deliver the material benefits of socialism—particularly suitable 
housing conditions.  Second, I discuss the reemergence of a gay male subculture in East Berlin 
following the SED’s decriminalization of homosexuality in 1968.  Gay men responded to the 
state’s attempts to privatize queer sex—to keep nearly all mentions of same-sex love out of the 
public sphere—by claiming bars, clubs, and restaurants as their own in major cities such as East 
Berlin, Dresden, and Leipzig.  Such spaces allowed queer East Germans to ‘turn toward’ one 
another (in the Ahmedian sense) and turn away from the SED’s attempts to channel all popular 
sexual impulses through the “single groove of heterosexuality.”126  Third, I examine the 
establishment of the HIB.  I distinguish between strategies of public visibility that the HIB 
inherited from Western gay rights activists and the group’s uniquely ‘Eastern’ tactics, such as 
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directly petitioning the state in the vernacular of ‘real existing socialism’ for official recognition. 
Finally, I examine the state’s responses to the HIB and its planned destruction of the group.  
While East German sex counselors advocated for the inclusion of gay men in society, the 
Politburo envisioned the HIB as “permanent Jacobins” who—through exposing heterosexuals to 
same-sex intimacy—stood to destabilize the seeming homogeneity of East German culture at 
large.127  Gay men and lesbians, thus, were not mere cultural outliers—they were at the center of 
what was political in East Germany. 
In chapter three, I place the most malignant form of state socialist power—the Stasi’s 
observation of GDR citizenry—front and center and in order to challenge the notion that top 
SED leadership “moved ahead of its citizenry” on the issue of gay rights during the 1980s.128  
Between 1983 and 1989—the very years in which the SED publicly made concessions to gay 
rights activists in the GDR—the Politburo secretly ordered the Stasi to dismantle gay rights 
groups.  However, the MfS never actualized the regime’s order to sow chaos within the 
movement to such an extent that it disintegrated.  In fact, the Stasi watched (not so) quietly as 
Eddi Stapel traveled throughout the GDR to form new ‘working groups’ (Arbeitskreise) well into 
1989.  Rather than accept traditional wisdom that East German gay rights activists were ‘hapless 
victims’ of the socialist state, I make clear that such actors purposely sought contact with MfS 
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agents in order to prove that they were loyal to the party, which they successfully achieved. In so 
doing, I expose the fact that the Stasi and gay male activists could not have existed without one 
another.   The MfS’s tracking of Stapel allowed it to fulfill its mission of compiling data on the 
actions of countercultural activists, and gay rights groups depended on Stasi leniency for their 
continued existence.  Such work allows us to turn toward a vital new question: if the Stasi was 
not able to bring about the end of the East German gay rights movement, why did membership in 
church-based activist groups fluctuate so much throughout the 1980s? I posit that inter-group 
dynamics and the fractious nature of gay rights activism—particularly Stapel’s conservative 
praxis of gay liberation—were the most significant reasons why GDR gay rights groups were 
plentiful in number but small in size.  In other words, the Stasi did not have to sow discord 
between gay rights activists, for activists did that themselves. 
In chapter four, I highlight the significant breakthroughs made by gay rights activists in 
the East German public sphere between 1982 and 1989, breakthroughs which scholars have 
largely overlooked.  To do so, I first turn my focus toward the emancipatory efforts of gay rights 
activists in a space which historians of the GDR have told us was wholly inhospitable to their 
cause—East Germany’s Protestant Church.129  Much like the parishioners of both America’s 
Metropolitan Community Church and West Germany’s ‘Homosexuals and the Church’ 
(Homosexuelle und Kirche, or HuK), activists in GDR church-based working groups claimed 
that they were Christians first and gay men second.  Their goal was not Western-style sexual 
revolution, but rather to advance the maxim of anti-Nazi theologian, Dietrich Bonhöffer, that 
churches were only effective if they strove to serve the most underrepresented in society.  
Second, I track the history of the Humboldt University’s ‘Research Group on Gay Rights’ to 
                                                           
129 McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism, 123. 
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highlight the fact that the SED was neither a monolithically ‘straight state’ nor a uniformly 
homophobic one.  When the SED allowed the HU group to form in 1984, it officially permitted 
sexologists, sociologists, and psychiatrists—some gay, some straight—to articulate policy shifts 
on same-sex love in the East German public sphere.  This represented the first time in GDR 
history that ‘expert (heterosexual) knowledge’ on same-sex desire was publicly questioned by 
loyal party members whose lives were directly affected by structural homophobia.  Finally, I 
narrate the emergence of gay and lesbian voices in widely read periodicals and radio 
programming during the mid-to-1980s.  When a host of gay rights activists with disparate hopes 
and dreams gained the right to tell their “sexual stories” in public, they expanded the boundaries 
of socialist citizenship to include those whose life trajectories did not lead down the path of 
heterosexual reproductive futurity. 
In chapter five, I trace the formation of a vibrant, separatist East German lesbian feminist 
movement in the GDR.  Until the early-1980s, the SED’s removal of all traces of same-sex 
intimacy from the public sphere—except, of course, in major cities such as East Berlin, Dresden, 
and Leipzig—led many women who loved women to believe that heterosexuality was 
compulsory in nature.  A lack of public discussions about female-female love, pressure from 
friends and family to experience the joys of motherhood, and a fear of social isolation channeled 
many same-sex desiring women into heterosexual marriages.  However, as the church-based gay 
rights movement became a public fixture in East German life in 1982, lesbians emerged from the 
shadows to make themselves visible to one another.  Contrary to historians who have posited the 
1980s gay rights movement as “relatively unfragmented,” I focus on schisms between gay male 
and lesbian activists in order to highlight the extent to which queer solidarity fractured along 
gendered lines in the GDR.  Women had spent their lives in the GDR’s male-centered culture 
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were not willing to allow gay men who practiced the politics of respectability to mute their 
radical feminist message.  Unlike gay male activists and the members of Ursula Sillge’s 
Sonntags-Club, East German lesbians sought direct, public confrontations with the socialist state 
as a means of drawing attention to the fact that the SED had failed to create a gender-equal 
society.  When the state refused to allow lesbian separatists to publicly air their grievances, they 
created a nationwide feminist movement—replete with a host of self-produced publications—to 
discuss the possibility of a life unburdened by men. 
In a brief epilogue, I challenge both the paradigm of liberalization associated with the 
history of sexuality and the notion that the Wende represented a period of utopic self-liberation 
for gay men and lesbians who had lived through ‘real existing socialism’ in the GDR.  While gay 
and lesbian East Germans could access a liberal public sphere and club culture following the 
opening of the Berlin Wall, many reported feeling alienated in an atmosphere of commercialized 
sexuality, violence against gays increased in both East and West Germany, and Paragraph 175 
was not removed from the unified German legal code until 1994.  The new Germany seemed a 
lot like the old GDR—there seemed to be little room for gay East German voices and there was 
no straight path to Emanzipation.  Rather than assuming that the dissolution of the socialist state 
guaranteed political, economic, or sexual liberation for East Germans, I focus instead on how the 
struggle to define and redefine one’s identity was a process fraught with social tension that was 
anchored in both the GDR past and the German-German present. 
In the end, this is a dissertation about the ways in which people come to feel either a 
sense of belonging or a sense of alienation in modern societies on the basis of their sexual 
orientations.  Experiencing full, active citizenship in the postwar welfare state was predicated 
upon both the abstract process of being granted a set of rights by the modern state and the social 
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practice of cultural outsiders fighting to feel needed by their fellow citizens.  My sincere hope is 
that this study—in which I track the disparate paths that gay and lesbian East Germans took in 
order to reach a state of emotional belonging—will serve as a springboard for us to ask why the 
modern state continues to be so homophobic in the first place. 
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CHAPTER ONE: CREATING THE NEW (OLD) CLOSET: RUDOLF KLIMMER, THE 




On August 24, 1961, eleven days after police units of the East German military 
constructed a barbed wire fence which effectively partitioned East Berlin from West Berlin, East 
German transit police shot and killed Günter Liftin as he attempted to swim across the 
Humboldthafen—a small harbor on the Spree River—to West Berlin.  Although Liftin lived in 
East Berlin’s Weißensee district, it was in the west that Liftin had envisioned his future.  He 
worked  as a tailor’s apprentice near the Bahnhof Zoo under the designation of a ‘regular border 
crosser’ (regelmäßiger Grenzgänger)—a term used to identify the more than 70,000 laborers 
who lived in the eastern part of the city but who worked in the west.1  Additionally, Liftin and 
his parents were (illegally) members of the Christian Democratic Union, and Liftin told friends 
that—in the face of intense pressure put on border-crossing laborers by the SED to politically 
align themselves with the socialist regime—he and his wife had secured an apartment for 
themselves in West Berlin’s Charlottenburg district.  On August 12, 1961, Liftin spent the day 
with relatives in the West.  As he returned home to Weißensee on the S-Bahn that evening, he 
had no idea that, the next morning, the SED would begin the process of walling off East 
Berliners from their western counterparts.2  On the evening of August 24, 1961, Liftin dove into 
                                                           
1 For a lengthy account of the events surrounding Liftin’s death and the subsequent East and West 
German media coverage, see Dieter Berner, “Wie die SED-Propaganda das Stigma Homosexualität zum 
Rufmord an einem Maueropfer benutzte,” Capri (Berlin), no. 10 (1990): 38-41.  Here, pp. 38.  Jennifer 
Evans also discusses Liftin’s death and the SED’s mobilization of the stigma surrounding homosexuality 
for its own political ends.  See Jennifer V. Evans, “Homosexuality and the Politics of Masculinity in East 
Germany,” in Karen Hagemann and Sonya Michel, eds. Gender and the Long Postwar: The United States 
and the Two Germanys, 1945-1989 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2014): 343-362.  Olaf 
Brühl also makes brief mention of Liftin in his very helpful chronology of gay life in the GDR.  See 
Brühl, “Sozialistisch und Schwul.  Eine Subjektive Chronologie,” in Wolfram Setz, ed., Homosexualität 
in der DDR: Materialien und Meinungen (Hamburg: Männerschwarm Verlag, 2006): 89-152.  Here, pp. 
103.   
2 Berner, “Rufmord an einem Maueropfer,” 38. 
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the Spree River near the Humboldthafen with the hope of reaching West Berlin’s Tiergarten.  
East German transit police positioned on a railroad bridge spotted Liftin, identified themselves, 
and threatened to open fire.  Numerous eyewitnesses claimed that Liftin had obeyed officers’ 
orders to stop swimming and that he had both hands in the air as one of the watchmen shot him.  
The first victim of the Berlin Wall, Liftin was twenty-four years old.3 
 In the days following the incident, the East German media offered contradictory accounts 
as to how Liftin met his end.  For instance, on August 25, 1961, Neue Zeit claimed that Liftin 
was merely a rambunctious drunkard whom police accidentally shot after he failed to properly 
identify himself.  The publication’s editors described Liftin’s encounter with police and his death 
as follows:  
 
Warning Shots Ignored: In the afternoon hours of August 24 [at roughly 4:00pm],  
not far from the Bahnhof Friedrichstraße, the Volkspolizei ordered a person acting  
criminally suspicious to identify himself.  Because the young man ignored the  
orders of police, police fired several warning shots.  This man’s failure to obey  
orders resulted in his being accidentally struck by one of the warning shots.  He 
then fell in the water near the Humboldthafen.  The young man was probably 
drunk.4 
  
However, in an effort to counter West German criticisms of the shooting and in light of the fact 
that, on August 30, 1961, yet another East German citizen attempted (unsuccessfully) to swim 
across the Spree, the GDR media pivoted to portray Liftin as a parasitic enemy of the state.5   
On August 31, 1961, the Berliner Zeitung claimed that Liftin was “a well known hanger-
on of a West Berlin circle of homosexuals, [and that] his nickname was ‘Dolly’”—a term used 
by Germans to describe male prostitutes and call boys dating back to the latter half of the 
                                                           
3 Ibid.  
4 “Warnung mißachtet,” Neue Zeit (Berlin: August 25, 1961), 2. 
5 Berner, “Rufmord an einem Maueropfer,” 40.    
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nineteenth-century.6  In this revised account, Liftin—apparently known for his “work-shy 
attitude”—had not been shot by East German officials but rather had been caught by police at the 
Bahnhof Friedrichstraße in the midst of “plying his trade” (same-sex prostitution).7  Liftin, so the 
new story went, drowned after jumping in the Spree to avoid police capture.  On September 2, 
1961, the infamous East German propagandist, Karl Eduard von Schnitzler, used his platform in 
the publication Neues Deutschland to scoff at West Berliners who had set up a memorial for 
Liftin on their side of the river.8  Von Schnitzler wrote that “the memorial to ‘Dolly-boy’ 
[Liftin]” on the Western side of the Spree reminded him of the Nazi’s attempt to memorialize the 
“degenerate pimp (Zuhälter) Horst Wessel”—the SA storm trooper who, after his assassination 
in 1930, became posthumously known for his relationship with a prostitute.  With tongue firmly 
in cheek, von Schnitzler asked readers, “Why not? —why should we not allow a homosexual 
with the nickname ‘Dolly’ to become one of the heroes of our Front City (Frontstadt)?”  The 
enemies of socialism “have always needed their heroes” von Schnitzler quipped, be they Nazi 
fascists during the Third Reich or democratic capitalists after 1945, two groups which the 
socialist regime eagerly conflated with one another and posited as morally debased.9  In von 
Schnitzler’s formulation, West Germans who mourned the death of an alleged homosexual were 
as immoral and perverse as the Nazis who came before them and, hence, could not claim to be 
true antifascists. 
                                                           
6 “Frontstadt Presse macht Kriminelle zu Helden,” Berliner Zeitung (Berlin: August 31, 1961), 1.  
7 Ibid. 
8 Neues Deutschland (Berlin: September 2, 1961), 5. 
9 Ibid. See also Annette F. Timm and Joshua A. Sanborn’s commentary on the ways in which European 
citizens generally came to associate Nazism with sexual depravity after 1945.  Annette F. Timm and 
Joshua A. Sanborn, Gender, Sex, and the Shaping of Modern Europe: A History from the French 
Revolution to the Present Day, 2nd Edition (London: Bloomsbury, 2016), 200. 
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Günter Liftin’s murder should give us pause to reevaluate the claims of Josie McLellan 
and Dagmar Herzog that, in post-1945 East Germany, “sex was not a main site for managing the 
legacies of Nazism.”10  To my mind, the SED’s anti-gay rhetoric represented a case of ‘selective 
amnesia’—a purposeful attempt to forget both the German Left’s and the Soviet relationship 
with the cause of gay emancipation.11 For instance, what von Schnitzler intentionally failed to 
remind his readers of was the fact that—in the years between the end of World War I and the rise 
of the Nazis (1918-1933)—the Bolsheviks had decriminalized same-sex sex acts in 1922 and 
that, throughout the 1920s, German Social Democrats (the SPD) and Communists (the KPD) had 
supported a campaign to repeal §175, the 1871 statute of the German penal code which 
criminalized consensual same-sex sex acts between men.  Yet, in an effort to counter the rise of 
the Nazis in the early-1930s, SPD and KPD leaders both in Germany and in exile in Moscow 
exploited the Nazi SA leader Ernst Röhm’s sexual predilection for young men in order to 
construct “a highly pejorative stereotype of homosexuality by linking it with Nazism.”12 This 
                                                           
10 Dagmar Herzog, Sex after Fascism: Memory and Morality in Twentieth-Century Germany (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2005), 194.  See McLellan’s single chapter on same-sex love in her 
monograph on sex and intimacy in the GDR, in which she claims the SED Politburo simply did not 
discuss same-sex desire.  My sources tell me otherwise.  See Josie McLellan, Love in Time of 
Communism: Intimacy and Sexuality in the GDR (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 114-
143.    
11 Evans, “Homosexuality and the Politics of Masculinity in Germany,” 343.  It is Evans who points out 
the SED’s ‘forgetting’ of the relatively progressive stance taken by the Comintern (of which the German 
SPD and KPD were a part) regarding homosexuality.  I add the word ‘purposeful’ to her assessment in 
order to support my argument that the SED’s attempts to keep all traces of same-sex love out of the public 
sphere represented the construction of a socialist form of ‘compulsory heterosexuality.’  It was no 
accident that gay men and lesbians were not invited to publicly shape postwar East German life, it was an 
intentional decision on the part of the SED.  Here, I borrow the term ‘selective amnesia’ from Mark 
Fenemore.  See Mark Fenemore, “The Growing Pains of Sex Education in the German Democratic 
Republic, 1945-1969,” in Lutz Sauerteig and Roger Davidson, eds., Shaping Sexual Knowledge: A 
Cultural History of Sex Education in Twentieth-Century Europe (New York: Routledge, 2009): 71-90.  
Here, pp. 72.      
12 Harry Oosterhuis, “The “Jews” of the Antifascist Left: Homosexuality and Socialist Resistance to 
Nazism,” in Gert Hekma, Harry Oosterhuis, and James Steakley, eds., Gay Men and the Sexual History of 
the Political Left (Harrington Park Press, 1995): 227-257.  Here, pp. 228. 
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resulted in the establishment of the cliché among Comintern members that the Nazis were a party 
“thoroughly infiltrated with homosexuals” and, by extension, that homosexuals were unfit for 
public political life.  The East German socialist regime’s mobilization of the stigma surrounding 
homosexuality to defame Günter Liftin in August 1961 highlights the fact that, in the minds of 
the SED, there would be no public redemption for the queer East German subject in the postwar 
antifascist state.  “Mastering the past” in the minds of the SED meant rejecting both the sexual 
permissiveness of the Weimar era and the supposed perversity of the Nazis in the name of 
ensuring a stable, heterosexual socialist future.13 
In this chapter, I track the SED’s attempt to overcome the Nazi past via its removal of all 
traces of same-sex intimacy from the public’s field of vision.  Contrary to scholars who claim 
that sexual matters were of only a secondary concern to the socialist regime, I make clear that 
SED perceived wholesome, heterosexual behavior in the private sphere as being central to the 
construction of East German antifascism.  Homophobia in the GDR, thus, was not of a “garden 
variety”—it had a distinct history and was mobilized by the SED in a quest to socially engineer a 
homogenously heterosexual population.  In the first section of this chapter, I shine a light on that 
history by linking the origins of anti-gay sentiments within the SED Politburo to the political, 
social, and sexual upheavals of both the Weimar and the Nazi eras.  Officials in the Politburo and 
Central Committee of the SED viewed same-sex desire as a threat to ‘real existing socialism’ not 
merely because gay men did not procreate, but also because they associated it with Nazism.  In 
this chapter’s second section, I track the efforts of a single actor—Dr. Rudolf Klimmer, a gay 
                                                           
13 Whisnant, Queer and Identities and Politics, 208.  Here I borrow the phrase “mastering the past” from 
Dagmar Herzog.  See Herzog, Sex after Fascism, 194.  See also Julian Jackson’s discussion of the 
solidification of a thoroughly anti-gay position among socialist and communist exiles during the Nazi 
years, Julian Jackson, Living in Arcadia: Homosexuality, Politics, and Morality in France from the 
Liberation to AIDS (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2009), 42. 
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psychiatrist and a victim of Nazi persecution—in order to highlight the quotidian challenges 
faced by gay East Germans who sought to create usable pasts for themselves in the GDR.  The 
party denied Klimmer’s claims for recognition as a Holocaust victim, refused to allow him to 
publish on the topic of same-sex love in the GDR, and denied his request to sit on the 
jurisprudential committee which eventually overturned §175.  Klimmer responded by publishing 
a widely-respected study on the etiology of homosexuality in West Germany in 1957, an act 
which led the SED to banish him from the party.   
Finally, I discuss the regime’s decriminalization of consensual same-sex acts undertaken 
in the private sphere in 1968 and, in so doing, seek to challenge the ‘progress narrative’ 
associated with the history of sexuality.  The state’s decision to abolish §175 was based neither 
on grassroots pressure put on the regime by gay citizens nor a desire to compete with its West 
German neighbor to appear as the ‘more liberal’ postwar state.14  Rather, legal reformers within 
the Ministry of Justice successfully convinced the Politburo that the the state’s reach stopped at 
the threshold of the private citizen’s home—not that gay men and lesbians deserved the type of 
societal inclusion that their heterosexual counterparts enjoyed.  Decriminalization, therefore, was 
fraught with as many limitations as it was possibilities.  While the SED’s overturning of §175 
both removed the taint of legal opprobrium associated with homosexuality and signaled to gay 
men and lesbians that they were proper legal subjects of the socialist state, the regime kept such 
actors closeted by increasing police scrutiny of anyone who dared to make their same-sex desires 
publicly known.  In other words, the law’s repeal simultaneously created ‘a closet’ in which the 
fulfillment of same-sex desire carried with it the cost of public invisiblity.  Therefore, so-called 
‘progress’ in the history of sexuality has to be carefully measured alongside the persistence of 
                                                           
14 Herzog, “East Germany’s Sexual Evolution,” 81.  McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism, 118. 
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‘unfreedom’ in the lives of same-sex desiring actors.                 
 
The Relationship of Antifascist Leftists to the Cause of Gay Emancipation, 1918-1945 
 
We cannot understand the homophobia exhibited by SED functionaries following the 
formation of the GDR in 1949 if we neglect to consider how it was that such an anti-gay 
sentiment was solidified within the Communist International (the Comintern) during both the 
Weimar and the Nazi eras.  Despite the fact that the SED publicly presented itself as rigidly anti-
gay, German and Russian Leftists did engage (albeit ambivalently) with the cause of gay 
emancipation before the rise of the Nazis in the early-1930s.  If Russian Marxists did not 
typically discuss the topic of homosexuality, they felt compelled to do so after the German SPD 
party chairman, August Bebel, declared his support for the German sex reformer Magnus 
Hirschfeld’s campaign to repeal §175 on the floor of the Reichstag in 1898.15  Therefore, it is 
essential to consider what historian Erik Huneke would refer to as a sort of “heterogeneity of 
opinion” regarding the topic of homosexuality evident in the pre-Third Reich socialist world if 
we are to understand the ways in which the SED treated gay men and lesbians immediately 
following the end of World War II.16          
Bolshevik thinking about sexual liberation broke down into two contradictory camps.  
The first group, whom Dan Healey refers to as “socialist libertarians,” argued that anti-gay 
statutes such as §175 represented an unjust repression of sexual freedom based on religious 
teachings.  While these thinkers did not go as far as Bebel in accepting Magnus Hirschfeld’s 
claims that the etiology of homosexuality was biologically rooted and, hence, that same-sex love 
                                                           
15 Dan Healey, Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary Russia: The Regulation of Sexual and Gender 
Dissent (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001), 111. 
16 Erik Huneke, Morality, Law, and the Socialist Sexual Self in the German Democratic Republic, 1945-
1972 (PhD dissertation, The University of Michigan, 2013), 55. 
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was a natural variant of human sexuality, they did advance the liberal argument that “the private 
lives of sexual citizens” should in no way be regulated by the church or the state.17   The second 
group, whom Healey refers to as “sexual rationalizers”, looked to modern disciplines of science 
and medicine to support their biopolitical objectives, namely enhancing “the health, 
reproductive, and productive capacity” of a new socialist society, a project which left little room 
for the ‘nonprocreative homosexual.’  Such thinkers (Lenin included) tended to reject 
Hirschfeld’s “congenital model of homosexuality” and instead characterized same-sex love as 
form of bourgeois decadence—an “acquired perversion” which needed to be closely monitored 
by medical professionals.18  In this model, same-sex desire, prostitution, and alcohol abuse were 
capitalist aberrations which could be ‘reversed’ with the proper psycho-medical intervention and 
which would disappear following the establishment of full communism.  In other words, a not 
insignificant number of Russian Marxists genuinely anticipated that the socialist future would be 
free of same-sex intimacy.                          
In a move which signaled the readiness of the Soviets to erase what they considered to 
the hallmarks of ‘bourgeois morality’ from Russian life (including bans on abortion and divorce), 
the Soviet penal code reform commission decriminalized consensual same-sex sex acts in 
1922.19 While we do not have transcripts of the reform committee’s meetings, we do know that 
the novelist and entomologist, Vladimir Nabokov, sat on the panel tasked with reforming the 
1903 Russian penal code following the 1917 revolution.  Nabokov issued numerous critiques of 
the Russian sodomy ban during the late-tsarist period, and we can mobilize those statements to 
reconstruct what he might have said in the Soviet committee’s meetings throughout 1922.  
                                                           
17 Healey, Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary Russia, 109-111. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Timm and Sanborn, ed., Gender, Sex, and the Shaping of Modern Europe, 181-182. 
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Nabokov sat within the “socialist libertarian” camp which argued “from the principles of 
secularization” that the duty of the modern state was to respect the individual citizen’s right to 
privacy.20 According to Nabokov, “a secular law based on abstract” (as opposed to moral) 
principles should not punish private acts between consenting adults.21  Additionally, Nabokov 
posited, the point of legislation was not to impose a single medical or ethical norm upon the 
population, a stance which the German SPD and KPD adopted following the Bolshevik’s 
decriminalization of consensual same-sex intimacy.  While Nabokov did not wholeheartedly 
embrace Hirschfeld’s argument for the biological etiology of homosexuality, he acknowledged 
that at least some proportion of gay men were “congenitally so” and, thus, that the 1903 legal 
code’s designation of sodomy as a “willful act of vice” stood to be revised.22   
Yet it would not to do overstate the extent to which same-sex love was accepted in the 
Soviet Union following its decriminalization.23  We know, for instance, that Lenin’s conception 
of ‘free love’ under socialism had distinct limits.  Post-revolutionary love was to flourish in the 
absence of religious moralizing and heterosexual couples were to be “freed from the constraints 
of private property,” but the breaking down of taboos surrounding same-sex love, premarital sex, 
                                                           
20 Healey, Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary Russia, 109-111. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Vladimir Nabokov as quoted in the work of Laura Engelstein, The Keys to Happiness: Sex and the 
Search for Modernity in Fin-de-Siècle Russia (Cornell University Press, 1994), 67-70.  Dan Healey uses 
Engelstein’s work to quote Nabokov on pp. 108-109 of his work, Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary 
Russia.  Laura Engelstein does not suggest that Nabokov genuinely tolerated homosexuality, but rather 
that he was a “fierce proponent of individual rights and the right to privacy.”  See Laura Engelstein, 
“Soviet Policy Toward Male Homosexuality: Its Origins and Historical Roots,” in Hekma, Oosterhuis, 
and Steakley, ed., Gay Men and the Sexual History of the Political Left (New York: Harrington Park 
Press, 1995): 155-178.  Here, pp. 159 and 167.   
23 As Dan Healey notes, Soviet police officers cracked down on public displays of same-sex intimacy 
during the 1920s, and same-sex love remained a nearly unmentionable topic in Russian public life 
between 1934 (the year Stalin recriminalized same-sex love) and 1953 (the year of Stalin’s death).  See 
Dan Healey, “From Stalinist Pariahs to the Subjects of ‘Managed Democracy’:  Queers in Moscow 1945 
to the Present,” in Matt Cook and Jennifer V. Evans, eds., Queer Cities, Queer Cultures: Europe since 
1945 (Bloomsbury: 2014), pp. 95-117. 
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and promiscuity—all of which Lenin considered to be forms of bourgeois decadence—would 
have to wait “until a proletarian revolution reconstructed the material order.”24  Sex, however, 
was hardly an unimportant topic in Russian Marxist circles both before and after 1917, not least 
because the vitality and longevity of the new state depended upon biological reproduction.  Thus, 
Lenin’s model of socialist asceticism emphasized the pressing material and demographic 
concerns of building a new society and deemphasized the fulfilment of nonprocreative sexual 
urges.  Giving Soviet citizens too much sexual liberty could result in the “undesirable spread of 
of nonprocreative practices” and lead to  “an increase in the number of cases of ‘acquired 
perversion,’”—a euphemism for male homosexuality.25  Conducting oneself responsibly and 
coupling sex with biological reproduction signaled one’s acceptance of two of the most pressing 
imperatives of socialist citizenship both before and after 1945—childbirth and parenthood.26 
The already tenuous relationship of gay men and lesbians to the Bolsheviks became even 
more strained following the political and humanitarian disaster that was the first Soviet Five-
Year Plan.  As Dan Healey notes, “If, in material terms, the plan had laid the foundations for a 
huge expansion of the heavy industrial base of the nation, in social terms the results were 
appalling.”27  Stalin’s drive for wholesale rural collectivization resulted in the deportation of 
millions of better-off Russian peasants to newly developing factory towns and the confiscation of 
their grain for “urban consumption and export.”28  With the support of local police, party 
                                                           
24 Dan Healey, Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary Russia, 112. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid., 112.  Vladimir Lenin feared that the Bolshevik’s embrace of a liberal sexual ethic could have two 
potentially disastrous consequences.  First, Lenin feared that enemies of the Left would accuse the 
Bolsheviks of decadent behavior and failing to pay attention to “‘the serious in love…childbirth.’”  
Second, there was a sizable segment of ‘sexual rationalists’ within the Soviet Politburo who feared that 
tolerance of homosexuality would endanger public morality in that it would impair ‘decent’ peoples’ 
sense of shame.   
27 Ibid., 181. 
28 Ibid. 
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officials forced poorer peasants, “their tools, and their livestock” onto newly established 
collectivized farms.29  The expropriation of seed grain and the “peasant demoralization” which 
accompanied it resulted in the deaths of some three to five million people in Ukraine and 
Southern Russia.30  In order to mute widespread popular criticism, the party initiated a purge of 
so-called ‘unreliable’ and ‘counter-revolutionary’ elements in its ranks, which lasted from 
December 1932 through 1933.  Party officials closely monitored the political and intimate 
actions of suspected dissidents, and gay men—among many others—served as easy scapegoats 
for the failures of Soviet policies.  For it was gay men, their decadent pursuit of pleasure, and 
their decoupling of sex from procreation which had stymied the progress of the Five-Year Plan.  
Homosexuals, so the thinking went, had failed to live into their roles as new socialist men.  
‘Social cleansing’ was a Soviet buzz-term during the purge, and discussions regarding the 
recriminalization of homosexuality circulated throughout the Politburo in 1932 and 1933.  
In the years following the end of World War I and the establishment of Weimar 
democracy in Germany, gay men and lesbians “who had been energized” by World War I and 
the revolution of 1918-1919 became inspired to “make claims to citizenship in more forceful 
ways” in the public sphere than they had in the past.31  In the brief moment that the SPD 
controlled the political situation in Germany (1919-1920), the sex reformer Magnus Hirschfeld 
utilized his connections within the party to push the Ministry of the Interior to establish the 
Foundation for Scientific Sexual Research (Stiftung für wissenschaftliche Sexualforschung) and 
eventually his own Institute for Sexual Science (Institut für Sexualwissenschaft) on the edge of 
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Berlin’s Tiergarten.32  Hirschfeld’s institute was the first of its kind in that it offered gay men, 
lesbians, and people whom we would today recognize as transgender a psychotherapeutic 
counseling model rooted in self-acceptance rather than shame.33  For many of Hirschfeld’s 
patients, their visits to the institute marked the first time they heard a medical professional 
declare that it was not homosexuals who were ‘perverse,’ but rather the society that fosters such 
anti-gay hatred.   
Homosexual emancipation activists in Germany interpreted the Soviet decriminalization 
of homosexuality in 1922 as a sign that German Leftists within the SPD and the KPD would 
undertake a similar campaign on their behalf.  In the same year, Hirschfeld circulated a petition 
in which he called for the immediate repeal of §175 in the Reichstag, and prominent socialist 
politicians such as Otto Landsberg, Gustav Radbruch, and Hermann Müller signed it.  Yet, when 
Hirschfeld’s missive reached the floor of the Reichstag in 1924 and the conservative executive 
branch denied a motion for a public debate on the matter, neither the KPD nor the SPD raised the 
issue again until 1929, when members of those parties sitting on the Reichstag Committee on 
Criminal Law unsuccessfully lobbied the legislative body to abolish §175.34       
To what can we attribute the German Left’s ambivalence on the issue of gay 
emancipation?  Although the SPD and the KPD generally supported the efforts of homosexual 
activists in the early-1920s, a number of factors caused them to retreat from that position by the 
late-1920s.  First, in 1924 (the same year in which Hirschfeld’s petition calling for the repeal of 
§175 reached the Reichstag) the German public became fixated on the trial of Fritz Haarmann, a 
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Hanoverian serial murderer who killed at least twenty-four adolescent boys between 1918 and 
his capture.  Medical professionals, conservative politicians, and ecclesiastical officials who had 
claimed since the late nineteenth-century that Hirschfeld’s homosexual emancipation movement 
posed a particular danger to German youths now had a specific face upon which “to pin the 
image of the predatory homosexual.”35  The case became internationally known and, as Clayton 
Whisnant notes, “helped cement a growing association between homosexuals and child 
predators” throughout the 1920s and 1930s.36  As we shall see, the notion that gay men were 
‘seducers’ of German youths (Jugendverführer) proved remarkably durable and shaped 
intraparty debates about homosexuality among SED members after 1945.     
Second, for conservative voters and politicians (especially German Catholics), the 
publicly visible gay rights and sex reform movements were signs of “the decadence and 
degenerate behavior that democracy, military defeat, and revolution had allowed to run 
rampant.”37  By the mid-1920s, ordinary Germans who had anxieties about socialist revolution, 
the declining birth-rate, and the perceived disappearance of traditional values flocked to 
conservative political parties whom they hoped could tame the more ‘unwholesome’ edges of 
Weimar modernity.  Berlin in particular served as a metonym in conservative political speeches 
and small-town newspapers for the degeneration and decay both of German society and Western 
civilization more generally.38  It was in the city, conservatives argued, that Marxists, Jews, 
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women’s liberationists, and homosexuals conspired to corrupt otherwise pure German 
sensibilities.  As Whisnant points out, “Even a figure as cosmopolitan and liberal as the author 
Stefan Zweig”  remarked that Weimar-era Berlin had been “‘transformed into the Babylon of the 
world’” and that “‘along the entire Kurfürstendamm powdered and rogued young men sauntered, 
and they were not all professionals.’”39  Additionally, Germans were hardly alone in thinking 
that 1920s Berlin had become synonymous with homosexuality.  As Julian Jackson notes, French 
cultural commentators who had once labeled Paris ‘Sodom’ acknowledged that Berlin had a 
more extensive gay subculture, full of seediness and “endless street encounters.”40  In 
underground French gay literature of the pre-World War II era, novelists and journalists 
portrayed same-sex desire as a “German vice,” (Vice allemande).41   
Third, as the 1920s wore on it became increasingly clear to gay emancipation activists 
that Leftist support for their cause had never really originated from a genuine tolerance of 
homosexuality.42  For instance, in their epistolary communications with Hirschfeld’s Scientific 
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Humanitarian Committee (Wissenschaftlich-humanitäres Komitee, or WhK), representatives 
from the SPD made no secret of the fact that their support for the abolishment of §175 emanated 
from the belief that criminal punishment was not “the proper way to deal with ‘sick men’ 
suffering from a constitutional [biological] abnormality.”43  Such politicians accepted 
Hirschfeld’s argument that the causes of homosexuality were biologically rooted but rejected his 
claims that same-sex desire was a natural variant of human sexuality which could not be 
‘reversed’ via psychotherapy.  Hence, in the minds of German Social Democrats and 
Communists, gay men deserved pity and a seat on a psychiatrist’s couch, not jail time. 
Yet, it was ultimately the rise of the Nazis to political prominence in the early-1930s and 
the resulting propaganda war between Fascists and Communists which served to solidify a 
dogmatically anti-gay stance within the Communist International.  In the face of the existential 
threat posed to the SPD by the fascist right, German Social Democrats mobilized widespread 
prejudice against homosexuals in an effort to contrast “their own rationality and purity” against 
the “presumed immorality and perversion of the Nazis.”44  For example, following Hitler’s 
appointment of Ernst Röhm as chief commander of the SA in 1931, the SPD daily, the Münchner 
Post, published a series of letters written by Röhm to an associate in which he unabashedly 
outlined his sexual predilection for young men (and intergenerational sex).  The Post also 
featured followed follow-up articles written by SPD members who warned parents that allowing 
their adolescent sons to join the SA meant handing them over “to become victims of the lusts of 
Röhm and other SA leaders.”45  In the midst of the Röhm affair, members of Hirschfeld’s WhK 
contacted SPD leadership for reassurance that the party still supported their efforts to repeal 
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§175.  A representative from the SPD responded that the party still stood by the cause of gay 
emancipation but that it was no longer willing to issue public statements on the matter.46  
Following the Nazi assumption of power in 1933, German socialists and communists in exile in 
Russia continued to publish a sizable body of homophobic, anti-Nazi literature which circulated 
between Moscow and Berlin.  Additionally, in a move which signaled their anti-Nazi and, thus, 
anti-gay stance, the Soviet Politburo recriminalized homosexuality in 1934.  In that same year 
the renowned Soviet writer, Maxim Gorky, penned the phrase: “‘Exterminate all homosexuals, 
and fascism will vanish.’”47  
Of course, the tragic irony is that the Nazis also envisioned gay men as enemies of the 
state, and the Comintern’s equating of same-sex love with Nazism only increased antagonism 
towards homosexuals within the Nazi party.48  For instance, in June 1935, the Nazis stiffened the 
penal sanctions associated with §175.  Whereas the 1871 version of the law mandated that gay 
men would only receive prison sentences if they were caught in the act of penetrative sex, the 
‘sharpened version’ of 1935 criminalized any and all forms of male-male intimacy, including 
handholding.  Additionally, the Nazis introduced §175a into the penal code, which “penalized 
the use of force, a misuse of a position of authority at work [to coerce a subordinate into sex], 
seduction of young people under twenty-one, and prostitution with up to ten years’ 
imprisonment.”49  Following the outbreak of war in 1939, the criminal police arrested thousands 
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of gay men, many of whom were thrown in concentration camps without the right to legal 
recourse.  Some gay men with lengthy arrest records under the anti-sodomy statute were 
immediately executed in concentration camps; others were forcibly castrated.  However, given 
that the Nazis thought that only a small number of gay men were ‘true’ or “genetically 
predisposed homosexuals,” those without criminal records were treated as simple ‘vice cases’—
men who had only temporarily strayed from heterosexual normality and who could be 
‘reeducated’ through hard labor.50  In November 1941, Nazi SS Chief Heinrich Himmler 
declared that any SS member or police officers found guilty of violating §175 would face the 
death penalty, though, as Geoffrey Giles notes, “the new ruling was applied rarely and 
inconsistently.”51   The current historiographical consensus is that the Nazis arrested roughly 
100,000 gay men during the Third Reich, of whom between 5,000 and 15,000 are estimated to 
have perished.52 
It must be noted that lesbians had a much different experience of the Nazi years than their 
gay male counterparts (and would again experience gender-specific treatment under state 
socialism).  For instance, Nazi demographers and social hygienists considered female same-sex 
desire to be a sort of Ersatzbefriedigung—an act undertaken between two women to sate their 
sexual needs in the absence of men.  Such women, the Nazis thought, simply needed to be 
redirected’ or ‘reorientated’ toward heterosexuality.  As Claudia Schoppmann notes, the Nazi 
understanding of human sexuality made no room for female-female desire:   
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This conceptualization of female sexual desire assumed a comprehensive  
‘natural’ dependence of women upon men—especially in sexual relations […] 
Any self-determining female sexuality, including lesbian forms, was unthinkable  
within a centuries-old patriarchal tradition that identified passivity as a female 
sexual characteristic.53   
 
Given that the Nazis assumed that women could not actually fall in love with other women, Nazi 
jurists only applied §175 and §175a to men caught having sex with other men.  Most lesbians 
wore a black triangle on their concentration camp uniforms, which marked them as ‘asocial’—as 
opposed to the pink triangle worn by male prisoners which marked them as ‘true’ or 
‘compulsive’ homosexuals.   
Nonetheless, based on oral histories that historians completed with Holocaust survivors 
after 1945, we know that some number of lesbian women wore the pink triangle on their 
uniforms and were explicitly selected for sexual ‘reeducation’ in concentration camp brothels.  
For instance, in 1984, Erich, a survivor of the Flossenbürg concentration camp, told the East 
German dramatist, Jürgen Lemke, that he had befriended a woman named Else who wore the 
pink triangle in the camp.  According to Erich, Else served as a prostitute for six months in the 
camp brothel because the Nazis thought “it would get them [lesbians] back on the right path.”54  
Erich’s story certainly lines up with the belief held by Nazi-era jurists that women who had 
experienced lesbian relationships did not necessarily “withdraw their reproductive potential from 
the population.”55  In the minds of Nazi medico-legal officials, women had gone astray from the 
heterosexual norm simply needed to be experience sex with the ‘right’ male partner.  While we 
are not sure just how many women had to undergo this form of corporeal degradation in 
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concentration camps, “what is certain,” to again quote Claudia Schoppmann, “is that there was 
no systematic prosecution of lesbian women comparable to that of male homosexuals” during the 
Third Reich.56                                             
 The Right-Left convergence of anti-gayness during the 1920s and 1930s solidified an 
image of the queer subject in both Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union as a decadent aberration 
of the bourgeois past who willingly ignored the biological imperatives of modern citizenship 
and, thus, did not deserve to experience the full benefits of that citizenship (namely the 
protection of the state).  Both the Nazis and Antifascist Leftists shared numerous assumptions 
about the behavior of gay men and lesbians and the etiology of homosexuality.  According to 
these political regimes, gay men withdrew their reproductive capabilities from the nation-state, 
posed a significant threat of seduction to adolescents, formed social coteries in which they 
theorized about counter-revolution, and “endangered public morality.”57  Both political entities 
rejected Magnus Hirschfeld’s “congenital model of homosexuality” in favor of a 
conceptualization of same-sex desire as a ‘vice’ which could be overcome with the proper 
‘reeducation’—be it psychotherapy, police surveillance, hard labor, and, in the most tragic cases, 
death.58  This model of ‘acquired perversion’ allowed Nazi and Soviet officials—and politicians 
who came after them in both postwar Germanys—to imagine a future free of homosexuals, and 
the Nazis intentionally severed the link between medicine and progressive sex reform which had 
existed since the late-nineteenth century.  The most indefatigable proponent of Magnus 
Hirschfeld’s Weimar-era praxis of gay emancipation in either of the postwar Germanys was the 
Dresden-based psychiatrist, Dr. Rudolf Klimmer, himself a gay man and a victim of Nazi 
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persecution whom we shall now turn to meet. 
 
Rudolf Klimmer and the Search for a Usable Gay Past in the GDR 
 
Rudolf Klimmer was born in Dresden on May 17, 1905.  Although he signaled an affinity 
for monistic youth groups during his early-teenage years, his father insisted that he join the 
KPD’s Communist Student Fraction (Kommunistischen Studentfraktion), a directive which the 
younger Klimmer abided in 1926.59  Klimmer completed his medical training at the Institute of 
Forensic Medicine under the tutelage of the Institute’s founder, Dr. Richard Kockel.  In his 
doctoral dissertation, titled, “A Medico-Legal Review of Moral Crimes Committed Against 
Children,” Klimmer undertook a study of two men who were sentenced to death under section 3 
of §176, the statute of the 1871 Prussian penal code which pertained to men who molested or 
raped underage women.60  Following his graduation from medical school in 1931, Klimmer 
secured employment as a medical resident at the University of Leipzig Hospital’s neurology 
clinic.  Sadly, his tenure there was short-lived; his professional ambitions were undercut by the 
Nazi policy of Gleichschaltung—or the synchronization of all aspects of German life to National 
Socialist political, social, and economic objectives.  On April 7, 1933, the Nazis passed the Law 
for the Restoration of the Professional Civil Service, which effectively purged Jews and political 
opponents (communists included) from public professional life.61  Historian Erik Huneke has 
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uncovered evidence that the Nazis threatened Klimmer multiple times with concentration camp 
detention because of his antifascist political stance.  “Despite the recurrent prospect of 
immurement,” Huneke writes, “Klimmer completed his training as a psychiatrist at the 
University of Halle in 1935” and secured what he hoped would be long-standing employment at 
a sanatorium in Thüringen on January 15, 1938.62 
Yet it was Klimmer’s homosexuality—rather than his political affiliation—which led to 
his imprisonment by the Nazis for five months in 1938 and for one year between 1940 and 
1941.63  Throughout his childhood and adolescence Klimmer endured the ribbing of friends who 
claimed that his birthdate—notated in the German shorthand as 17.5—indicated that he was a 
true “175er”, a man who “must be or would become gay.”64  We know that Klimmer lived 
openly as a gay man within a closed circle of acquaintances during the Weimar era, and that he 
felt significant disappointment when the SPD and KPD turned their backs on the cause of gay 
emancipation during the early-1930s.65  While it is not clear exactly how the Gestapo obtained 
information regarding Klimmer’s relationship during the 1930s with his lover, Karl Hausmann, it 
is probable that another gay man denounced Klimmer under the threat of prosecution and 
concentration camp detention for violating §175.66  Upon his release from prison in 1941, the 
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Nazis deemed Klimmer indispensable (unabkömmlich) to the war effort because of his training 
as a doctor.  Nonetheless, Klimmer’s Nazi handlers did not see fit to dispatch him to the 
homosocial environment of the eastern front.  Instead, Klimmer found employment as a research 
assistant at one of the Schering Pharmaceutical Corporation’s laboratories in Berlin on 
November 26, 1941.67 
We know that many of Klimmer’s coworkers in the Schering laboratory were committed 
anti-Nazis.  For instance, the Nazis also forced the future SPD functionary Walter Seitz to work 
in the lab, and he recalled of the experience: 
 
I worked in a medical-science lab for the Schering firm and I encountered only  
anti-Nazis.  Every man had to conceal their pasts in some way.  One of the  
scientists [Klimmer] had been a KPD member, another had a Jewish grandmother, 
many of them had some sort of criminal conviction in their pasts.  It was a sort of 
oasis of misanthropes, and we were somehow taken care of by our department 
head.68 
 
Based on Seitz’s comments, we can deduce that Klimmer worked to hide his sexuality from his 
Schering co-workers following his stints in prison for violating §175.  Klimmer, thus, was fully 
cognizant of the fact that his fellow Germans—even those who had actively resisted the Nazis—
had little compassion for the gay and lesbian victims of the Third Reich.  He labored for 
Schering until the war’s end in 1945 and published numerous articles on the treatment of 
sexually transmitted diseases with medications patented by the firm.69 
On August 28, 1943, Klimmer married Martha Brumecki—herself a lesbian and the 
wealthy heiress of a German pharmaceutical firm—in what scholars of LGBTQ history refer to 
as a ‘lavender marriage.’  Like so many other gay men and lesbians whose livelihoods were 
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threatened by the Nazis, Klimmer and Brumecki married one another to signal to the regime that 
they had ‘renounced’ their homosexual pasts and could behave as ‘morally upright’ members of 
the Volksgemeinschaft.70  Such a move clearly played to the Nazi-Soviet conceptualization of 
homosexuality as a social vice from which one could be ‘redirected,’ and it appears to have 
sufficiently convinced the Gestapo that Klimmer no longer needed to be kept under surveillance.  
Nearly three years after the end of World War II, on March 3, 1948—the same period in which 
Klimmer was leading a campaign to repeal §175 in the Soviet Zone of Occupation (Sowjetische 
Besatzungszone, or SBZ)—he and Brumecki filed for divorce based on ‘political reasons.’  In the 
divorce papers, Klimmer provided the following justification for the couple’s split:     
 
I thought that my wife and I were of a similar [political] understanding.  During 
the Hitler regime we were part of a circle of acquaintances who undoubtedly were 
against the Nazis.  After the war I realized that our worldviews 
[Weltanschauungen] were different.  She [Martha] had no desire to move from 
West to East and totally rejected my communist ideology.  It is for these reasons 
that we have decided to dissolve our marriage in the year 1948.71 
 
It is possible—though highly unlikely—that Klimmer and Brumecki attained a divorce based 
solely on political reasons.  Given that Brumecki knew Klimmer during the war she would have 
already been well aware of his communist political convictions.72  The reality is that in the 
postwar SBZ and, following its inception in October 1949, the GDR, there existed a 
heterogeneity of opinions regarding same-sex desire within the SED which gave Klimmer hope 
that gay men and lesbians might be able to take part in the construction of ‘real existing 
socialism.’ 
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Despite the existence of a sexual traditionalist faction within the socialist regime, there 
were pockets of openness in newly formed East German cultural institutions in which same-sex 
love reemerged as a topic of popular and scholarly inquiry.  For instance, on February 28, 1947, 
Leipzig’s Cultural Association (Kulturbund) invited Klimmer to present on the topic of 
‘homosexuality and justice’ in the SBZ.73  East German jurist, Willy Kulaczewski, joined 
Klimmer in the discussion and the two men argued to a crowd of medico-legal experts that it was 
incumbent upon the SED to repeal §175 for three reasons: First, they argued, religious moralizers 
had written the 1871 version of the anti-sodomy statute, and the continued influence of 
ecclesiastical ideas in German jurisprudence was antithetical to the construction of a secular 
socialist state.  Second, whether or not East German jurists personally found homosexual 
conduct to be ‘perverse’ was irrelevant, —one did not have to condone same-sex love in order to 
decriminalize it.74  Third, the Nazis had enacted a particularly draconian version of §175 in 1935 
in order to both quell rumors of homosexuality that swirled around them and to appease religious 
voters who blamed gay men and lesbians for the ‘degeneration’ of German culture during the 
Weimar era.  To enforce the law, at least in its 1935 iteration, would be to continue to 
unnecessarily scapegoat gay men in a manner reminiscent of the Nazis. The Leipziger Zeitung 
ran a remarkably matter-of-fact press release following the event which reached a wide audience 
of ordinary East Germans.75  Homosexuality, it seemed, was once again discussable in public 
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life, and Klimmer took the speaking invitation from the Kulturbund as evidence that the SED 
was genuinely committed to Denazification at both the “individual and institutional” levels.76 
Klimmer also found space in the print public sphere during the SBZ years to articulate 
the views that repealing §175 and creating a society tolerant of homosexuality were essential 
components of overcoming the Nazi past.  For example, the Dresden-based Sächsische Zeitung 
allowed Klimmer considerable room on its front page to both criticize Nazi-era homophobia and 
to categorize anti-gay legislation such as §175 as distinctly ‘un-socialist.’  On August 31, 1948 
Klimmer wrote that it was “well known” how the Nazis, “out of fanaticism and hate,” had 
labeled homosexuals as “inferiors and criminals, deported them, and exterminated them in 
concentration camps.”  All East Germans, Klimmer argued, had “the duty to once again 
recognize science and humanity” and accept gay men and lesbians as their equals.77  In 
acknowledging that Germans before 1933 had had a less punitive relationship with 
homosexuality, Klimmer reestablished a rhetorical bridge to the Weimar past and dispelled with 
the notion that same-sex desire was exclusively a phenomenon of fascist provenance.  In this 
narration, progressive (i.e. socialist) sexologists and jurists were well underway to abolishing 
§175 when the Nazis “set a reverse process in motion” by classifying consensual same-sex sex 
acts of a private nature as ‘indecencies.’78  Seen through Klimmer’s lens, gay men and lesbians 
were citizens with ‘usable pasts’ who deserved both the legal protection and the sense of 
inclusion that the socialist state could provide, not lecherous anti-citizens who stood to 
undermine the development of healthy social and sexual norms among the population more 
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generally.79  The antifascist future, Klimmer informed his readers, carried the potential of being 
gay-friendly.     
In the same article, Klimmer took aim at the notion espoused by cultural conservatives 
(both before and after 1945) that gay men could be habituated away from same-sex desire and 
‘reorientated’ toward heterosexual marriages.  Klimmer, much like Magnus Hirschfeld before 
him, argued that one’s sexual orientation was inborn and not at all ‘reversible.’  Given that gay 
men were not responsible for their sexual orientations, there should be no opprobrium—legal or 
otherwise—associated with same-sex intimacy.  Furthermore, Klimmer wrote, forcing gay men 
to marry straight women negatively affected the lives of both heterosexual and homosexual 
citizens: 
   
It is misguided to place significant pressure [on gay men] to enter into 
[heterosexual] marriages.  Most of these marriages are characterized by 
unhappiness and drain the life force of both partners involved.  In their celibacy 
homosexual men stand to do far less damage to society.  Also, from the 
perspective of a medical expert, there is simply no justifiable reason to legally 
proscribe the behavior of homosexuals.  We medical experts observe the corrosive 
effects [in the lives of gay men] from the social marginalization, legal 
persecution, and general oppression which accompany §175 [such as depression 
and, in the most tragic cases, suicide].80 
 
Hence, Klimmer at least attempted to destabilize one of normative underpinnings of the Soviet 
system of compulsory heterosexuality—the notion that heterosexuality can be adopted by gay 
men and lesbians regardless of their actual sexual preferences.  Additionally, in an effort to 
directly appeal to socialist notions of respectability, Klimmer advanced the image of the 
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‘celibate’ gay man whom, once unburdened from the imperatives of heterosexual marriage, 
would live quietly on the margins of East German life without posing a threat to society.  
 It must be noted that in making this final point—that gay men were willing to adhere to 
heterosexual notions of ‘upright,’ even celibate masculine citizenship—Klimmer’s essay fits 
within the broader scope of transnational homophile activism during the post-World War II era.  
For instance, during the 1950s, French homophile activists denounced any sort of intellectual or 
emotional connection to Marcel Proust and André Gide, literary figures who had written 
extensively on gay promiscuity and intergenerational sex during the early-twentieth century.81  
Thousands of gay American men—particularly those who feared losing GI Bill benefits if it 
came to light that they carried on homosexual relationships during their time in the military—
worked doggedly to conceal their same-sex activities from friends, coworkers, and family 
members.82  Members of the Swiss-based homophile organization, Der Kreis (The Circle), with 
whom Klimmer was in regular epistolary contact, published essays throughout the 1950s in 
which they argued that homophile groups should not undertake public campaigns to lessen the 
stigma associated with same-sex love.83  Rather, gay men should be content with the 
opportunities for “homosexual bonding” in the underground world of bars, clubs, and cafes.  In 
an effort to prove just how ‘respectably’ gay men could behave, the leadership of Der Kreis went 
so far as to invite police officers and so-called ‘vice inspectors’ to their dances during the 1950s 
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and 1960s.84  Gone were the days of pre-1945 gay culture (at least until the 1970s) when gay 
men and lesbians proudly ‘gender-bent,’ cross-dressed, and sought to publicly destabilize the 
hegemonic heterosexual social order.85  The key to queer survival after 1945 laid in recognizing 
that the modern state’s attempt to ‘heterosexualize society’ called for a code of public behavior 
that drew as little attention to oneself as possible. 
For gay East German men who did draw public attention to themselves during the early-
GDR years, the social and legal consequences could be devastating.  Take, for instance, the 
following story relayed to the sociologist Bert Thinius by Peter G. about his lover being forced 
into a heterosexual marriage during the 1950s after his family, friends, and coworkers discovered 
he was gay: 
 
When I fell in love with my lover he was someone with a lust for life—a rather 
open fellow.  For many years he was my idol.  But our honeymoon did not last 
long.  There was the Paragraph [175], and the local police had recently exposed a 
‘friend circle’ [‘Freundkreis’] of gay men near where we lived.  My boyfriend 
was outed as part of this circle.  He was brought before a judge and his employer 
was made aware of the proceedings.  Scandal.  His own girlfriend testified that 
both he and his male lover should be thrown in jail.  She also claimed on his 
behalf that he had received a hormonal inoculation to rid him of his condition and 
that he was seeing a psychotherapist.  I was totally insecure and vulnerable.  I had 
no one with whom I could speak about this matter.  My boyfriend fully withdrew 
from me.  Apparently his psychotherapist gave him the following advice: 
‘Treatment only works if you take practice my recommendations steadfastly.’  
This doctor convinced him that it was he [and not society] that needed to change.  
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He eventually married an older woman, has been in and out of different mental 
institutions, and has attempted suicide twice.86 
 
In a nation in which the nuclear family was upheld “as the most fulfilling and responsible way to 
live, taking another path,”—i.e. living one’s life as an openly gay man in the GDR of the 1950s 
and 1960s—“was fraught with anxiety and risk.”87       
Despite the homophobic nature of Eastern German culture more generally after 1945, 
Klimmer’s public campaign to repeal §175 found considerable support among the upper 
echelons of SED leadership in East Berlin.  For example, several prominent figures at the 
German Central Administration of Justice (Deutsche Zentralverwaltung der Justiz, or DJZ) and 
the Justice Department of the Central Secretariat of the SED assured Klimmer that they intended 
to push for the repeal of §175 so long as criminal penalties remained in place for “homosexual 
acts involving coercion, profit, taking advantage of a relationship of dependence, or underage 
partners,” a stance which even Klimmer agreed with.88  One such bureaucrat was Werner Gentz, 
a department head at the DJZ.  Gentz had read a piece Klimmer wrote on the causes of  
homosexuality in the GDR medical journal, Der Nervenarzt (The Neurologist), and agreed with 
Klimmer that “true homosexuality” was an “irreversible condition.”89  Unlike pedophiles and 
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prostitutes, Gentz argued, ‘responsible’ gay men—meaning those who had sex behind closed 
doors—posed no threat to society and, thus, did not deserve to have a criminal penalty associated 
with their behavior.  If the point of anti-sodomy statutes was to eliminate homosexuality from 
modern life, Gentz argued, then the drafters of §175 had failed.  Rather than cast gay men as 
relics of the bourgeois past, Gentz made it clear that it was the state’s attempt to police the sexual 
behavior of individual citizens that was outdated, which echoed Vladimir Nabokov’s sentiment 
in Soviet debates about the decriminalization of same-sex love in 1922.90  As Gentz put it, “For 
me, §175 is on par with the legal paragraph devoted to blaspheming God, which no state 
prosecutor would dare to implement today.”91  Gentz was typical of Klimmer’s supporters in the 
SED during the late-1940s and early-1950s—not at all tolerant of same-sex love, but wholly 
opposed to state intervention in the lives of private citizens.   
Klimmer garnered the most palpable support for his campaign to abolish §175 in his 
home district of Saxony, and he formed a coalition of doctors, jurists, and politicians who 
supported his reform efforts but in no way condoned homosexuality.  At Klimmer’s request, the 
Saxon Parliament (Landtag) established a subcommittee in October 1947 charged with drafting a 
repeal of the anti-sodomy statute.92  Klimmer served as an advisor to the committee and 
coordinated with the Regional Court of Appeals (Oberlandesgericht) President Otto Weiland 
about drafts of the new statute.  In December 1947, Weiland wrote to Klimmer that: 
 
[…] even if one were to approve the underlying purpose of the original provision 
[which was to ‘eliminate’ homosexuality], it has no way contributed to fighting 
the evil (Übel) of homosexuality, and has instead created a breeding ground for 
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blackmail that could not be any worse than it is.  The consequences of this are 
much worse than the elements of the offense deprecated by the law, and this fact 
alone should necessitate the abolition of the law.93       
 
Thus, much like the DJZ official Werner Gentz, Weiland also felt that §175 had largely proven 
inefficacious and stood to be repealed because it did not accomplish its aim of eradicating 
homosexuality from German public life.  To Weiland’s mind, the sheer existence of §175 had 
compelled men to publicly denounce other men as homosexuals in the interest of profit or 
political gain, though Weiland did not provide evidence to substantiate his claim. 
 Ultimately, Weiland and a host of other medico-legal experts joined Klimmer in his call 
to repeal §175 based on the notion that the private socialist citizen was free to act as he or she 
wished behind closed doors.  On December 2, 1947, Weiland wrote to Leipzig Mayor Erich 
Zeigner (who also felt that §175 should be overturned): 
 
[The abolition of the law] is necessitated by the freedom that should be granted to 
people to behave as they please in their personal activities in the sexual realm as 
in any other, as long as the activities stay within the confines of a person’s four 
walls and do not affect the public [die Öffentlichkeit nicht tangiert].  One can see 
it [homosexuality] as a form of gender anomaly, some see it as a mental defect, 
but what remains important above all else is that we as a society will not be 
bothered so long as such peoples’ [sexual] behaviors do not occur in public, do 
not represent an act of sexual coercion, so long as they do not endanger the 
healthy interests of the youth, and do not in any way pertain to an act of sexual 
coercion carried out under the guise of personal or commercial exploitation.  It is 
in this way that every citizen will be treated equally and all of our mutual interests 
will be served—all while ensuring that those who commit misdeeds take 
responsibility for their actions.”94 
 
Dr. Karl Kohn, Deputy State Prosecutor in Saxony, was inclined to agree with Weiland’s claim 
that §175 infringed on the right to privacy of the individual citizen in his or her own domicile: 
 
  From the standpoint of a normal person [normal Veranlagten], homosexuality is  
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an unfortunate disposition, but one that is not worthy of punishment unless its 
enactment occurs in a manner that encroaches upon the interests of the public 
[Öffentlichkeit].  The public interest is in no way harmed when two people who 
are in full possession of reason act upon their sexual feelings in a way that neither 
provokes annoyance nor is dangerous to the public.95 
 
Therefore, well before the SED’s repeal of §175 in 1968 one can see the limits of queer East 
German citizenship starting to take shape in Klimmer’s personal papers.  Gay men and lesbians 
were ‘the unfortunately affected’ (die Betroffenen)—pitiable subjects who were wholly unable to 
change their ‘conditions’ and who deserved the right to congregate behind closed doors with 
similarly afflicted fellow citizens.     
By the founding of the GDR in October 1949, Klimmer had assembled a sizable enough 
coalition in the Saxon Landtag for the body to hold a vote on the decriminalization of §175.  In 
1951, the Saxon Parliament voted to abolish the anti-sodomy statute in that province, though the 
GDR’s High Court (Kammergericht) swiftly nullified the decision.  The SED in East Berlin 
made its position known that “criminal code provisions could not be altered by individual 
provinces,” and the party restored §175 in its pre-1935 form in Saxony.96  The American 
historian James Steakley visited the GDR and interviewed Klimmer in 1976, one year before the 
latter’s death.  Apparently, even twenty-five years the nullification of the 1951 Landtag vote by 
the High Court, Klimmer was still stung by the decision.  He cited it as the very moment in 
which he began to emotionally distance himself from the ruling socialist party.97 
As Klimmer’s campaign to thematize same-sex love in East German life entered the 
1950s, even some of his closest gay allies informed him that his attempts to resuscitate the cause 
of Weimar-era gay liberation in the GDR were unlikely to be successful, not least because high-
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ranking members of the Politbüro were prudish when it came to matters of heterosexual desire.  
For example, on December 22, 1956, the novelist Ludwig Renn wrote to Klimmer that it was his 
understanding that the SED had little interest in facilitating a sense of sexual self-determination 
among GDR citizenry.  Renn, himself a gay man, had fought his own battle over the boundaries 
of socialist morality with the SED.  He was one of the many German socialists who spent World 
War II in exile in Mexico, and upon his return to the SBZ in 1947, occupation officials refused to 
allow his Mexican lover to return to the occupation zone with him.98  Given this experience, 
Renn could not envision the party allowing scholars in the field of sexology—let alone a gay 
man like Klimmer—a free hand in defining what constituted ‘moral’ and ‘immoral’ sexual 
behavior in the GDR.  After all, Renn argued, party functionaries—the majority of whom were 
heterosexual men—still balked at the sight of the naked female body well into the 1950s.  In 
Renn’s own words: 
 
The most major fault of our state is that it pre-figures human identities without 
taking into account their actual tastes and subjectivities.  I am certain that we can 
make some progress [regarding §175] in our society, but it certainly won’t be any 
thanks to the field of sexology […] For instance, I recently went on an art gallery 
tour with an aging member of the Politbüro.  At the sight of a portrait of a naked 
woman, this politician was visibly embarrassed […] it is as if we’re living in the 
Middle Ages.  I don’t know if anyone can make any serious progress in your field 
as of yet.99 
 
In other words, Renn astutely recognized that “the overthrow of bourgeois society” and the 
construction of full socialism in the GDR would not be accompanied by a gay-friendly sexual 
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revolution.100  As it pertained to traditional gender and sexual norms, a not insignificant number 
of East German socialists adhered to an old Christian Democratic Union maxim: “no 
experiments.”101 
Moreover, beyond a handful of socialist medico-legal officials who articulated a 
willingness to overturn §175, high-ranking SED members made clear to Klimmer that they had 
no intention of including gay men and lesbians in the construction of a uniquely East German 
antifascist modernity.  Shortly before the official formation of the GDR in October 1949, Harry 
Kuhn, the General Secretary of the Association for the Victims of Persecution of the Nazi 
Regime (Vereinigung der Verfolgten des Naziregimes, or VVN), wrote to Klimmer that his 
organization did not consider gay men to have been “comrades in the struggle against fascism” 
during the Nazi past.  In Kuhn’s own words: 
 
  The fact that the Nazis considered homosexuals to be their political opponent is  
certainly not decisive for inclusion [in the VVN].  The Nazis, relying on typically 
fascist generalizations, viewed many groups as their political opponents, even 
though in actuality these groups were not opposed to the regime.  Freemasons, for 
example, also fall into this category.  This does not mean that there were no 
freemasons or homosexuals who fought against fascism; these individuals should 
definitely be recognized as political opponents of National Socialism.  No one 
denies that Nazi judicature—to the extent that one can speak of such a thing—
acted against homosexuals in a brutal manner.  These brutal methods, however, 
were applied to many groups that cannot be counted among the political 
opponents of National Socialism for this reason alone, such as criminals […] The 
final point is this: anyone who resisted the Nazis can become a member of the 
VVN […] If a man who fought against the Nazis—even if he was never arrested 
by them—happens to be a homosexual, such a fact will not prevent him [from 
joining the VVN].  Simply having been persecuted by the Nazis for being a 
homosexual is not grounds enough to be recognized by the organization.102 
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In pointing out that the Nazis considered many of their own supporters to have been ‘enemies of 
the state,’ Kuhn insinuated that gay men could have been Nazi sympathizers, or, worse, active 
Nazi party members during the Third Reich (which for some gay men and lesbians had been the 
case).  Given that such actors had not exhibited the requisite virility to resist the Nazis during the 
fascist past, they could not be trusted as active comrades in the socialist present.103  Kuhn’s 
statements also made clear that, in the GDR, “former persecuted Communists received prime 
victim status” in East German memory culture and that the SED prefigured those who could not 
claim to have been ardent fighters against fascism as distinctly out of place in the project of 
postwar socialism104 
 Of course, Kuhn’s (and the SED’s) interpretation of history obfuscated the reality that 
Communist victims of the Holocaust were also perpetrators of violence carried out against gay 
men in Nazi concentration camps.  Based on oral histories completed with Holocaust survivors, 
we know that a clear social hierarchy existed among concentration camp inmates in which the 
so-called ‘untouchables’—i.e. gay men who wore the pink triangle—were the ‘lowest of the low’ 
in the camp pecking order, while Communists who wore the green triangle sat at the top.105  
Erich, the gay man who reported that lesbians were forced to staff brothels in the Flossenbürg 
concentration camp, noted that “the hierarchy of the [colored] triangles” worn by prisoners was a 
merely reflection of the outside world.  Given that the majority of Germans did not reject Nazi-
era homophobia, it should come as no surprise that concentration camp inmates, Communists 
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included, generally looked down upon and ostracized gay prisoners in the camps. According to 
Erich, Communist inmates relished in their relatively privileged status and turned a blind eye to 
the suffering of prisoners ranked below them.  “The Communists had their party,” Erich recalled, 
“but what did we [gay men] have?  Where the Communists were able to draw their strength, we 
just reached into a black hole.”106  While the SED guaranteed Communist Holocaust survivors a 
“usable past” and, thus, a place in the East German community of belonging, gay men and 
lesbians, whom the SED imagined as either having been Nazis or passive adherents of Nazi rule, 
would continue to ‘reach into the void’ in the postwar period.  It was through this process of 
‘selective remembering’ that the SED cemented anti-gayness into the very self-definition of the 
socialist state.107       
As a result of the SED’s associating homosocial bonding with Nazism, the party thwarted 
citizens’ attempts to form all-male social clubs that resembled the Männerbund of the Weimar 
era.108 Such was the case with the SED’s disbanding of Erhard Günzler’s Democratic Youth 
Association (Demokratische Jugendverband) in October 1952.  Günzler—whom the Nazis 
discharged from the Wehrmacht in 1941 because of his homosexuality—sought to reinvigorate 
Hans Blüher’s Wandervogel movement in East Berlin’s Prenzlauer Berg neighborhood as a 
direct counterpoint to the state’s Free German Youth organization (Freie Deutsche Jugend, or 
FDJ).  While the SED used the FDJ as mixed-gender social space in which to incorporate East 
German adolescents into the project of building state socialism, Günzler envisioned his DJV as 
an anti-militaristic, homosocial bonding space which would serve as a sort of  ‘sympathy group’ 
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(“Sympathieverband”) for young men coming to terms with their same-sex desires.109  When 
East German police caught wind of the fact that youths often met (and had sex) in Günzler’s 
apartment, they quickly dissolved the group and charged Günzler with violating §175.  The SED 
further stripped Günzler of his professional title as a supervisor in the East German postal 
service, which he later claimed led him to retreat into his private life.110  Just as German Leftists 
had dismissed the Männerbund and the Hitler Youth during the 1930s and 1940s—with their 
emphases on male-male bonding and charismatic leadership—so, too, did the SED in the 
postwar period.  For the Männerbund could only lead to one place—a fascist, “homosexual 
dictatorship,” the final proof of which had been the Führerclique, the (nearly) all-male cult of 
personality which had surrounded Adolf Hitler during the Third Reich.111 
In one of the only mentions of female same-sex desire in the East German public sphere 
before the SED’s abolition of §175 in 1968, Hedda Zinner, one of the GDR’s premier 
playwrights, directly linked lesbianism with the supposed perversion of the Nazis.112  In her 1961 
play, “The Ballad of Ravensbrück,” (“Ravensbrücker Ballade”) Zinner provided East German 
theater attendees with a dramatic interpretation of relationships between female inmates and 
guards in the Nazis’ notorious concentration camp for women.  As the German cultural critic 
Katrin Sieg notes, the character of Frau Beier, “the brutal, lesbian overseer” in the camp: 
 
sets in motion a chain of events that leads to the death of the main character 
Maria, a political prisoner and communist resistance fighter. Whereas Maria is 
characterized as a nurturing woman who sublimates her maternal yearnings 
through her care for fellow-prisoners and her political work, Beier is drawn as a 
mannish sadist who enjoys using her authority over the incarcerated women.  
Bonds between inmates, especially between the political prisoners, are carefully 
portrayed as either maternal or sisterly, but in no way sexual.  In that way, the 
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“red triangle” [Communist] prisoners are distinguished not only from their lesbian 
tormentor, but also from the criminal and so-called asocial women wearing the 
green and black triangles, respectively, who engage in [and enjoy] sexual 
relations with the Nazi guards.113 
 
Therefore, in Zinner’s text Communist identity is tied to a politically and physically wholesome 
form of heterosexuality while lesbians are identified as the existential and ideological Other.  
Zinner’s play was popular, and the Volksbühne in East Berlin staged the production from 1961 to 
1965.114  For their part, lesbians—whose existences the regime did not acknowledge during the 
1950s and 1960s—did not have an arena in which to offer counterexamples to Zinner’s beastly 
Frau Beier.  This ensured that, for at least the first half of the GDR’s existence, women who 
loved women continued to be thought of by SED functionaries as irredeemably stuck in the Nazi 
past, unable to move into the socialist future. 
Alongside its denial of a ‘usable past’ to gay men and lesbians and its strict policing of 
same-sex intimacy in public, the socialist regime further reified the invisiblity of its queer East 
German subjects by refusing to allow authors who expressed gay-friendly opinions to publish 
their works in the GDR.  As previously mentioned, Klimmer published multiple articles about 
same-sex love during the SBZ period.  However, following the official formation of the GDR in 
October 1949, the Politburo moved to silence public discourses on the topic out of a fear that 
discussing homosexuality stood to normalize such behavior.  Throughout 1951, Klimmer sought 
and was continually denied permission by both the Ministries of Health and Justice to publish his 
magnum opus on the topic of same-sex love, Homosexuality as a Biological and Sociological 
Question of our Time (Die Homosexualität als biologisch-soziologische Zeitfrage).  As a gay 
man, SED censors told Klimmer, he was not able to maintain an objective, scientific distance 
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from his topic of study.115  Out of a deep sense of disappointment, Klimmer sent a letter to then 
GDR President, Wilhelm Pieck, in which he reminded Pieck of his antifascist bona fides and 
advocated for the inclusion of gay men and lesbians in the East German community of 
belonging: 
 
I’m writing you in the name of justice, justice for which you yourself have fought, 
in the name of a repressed and despised minority of which 1-2 million [East] 
Germans are a part of.  I am a doctor and have been a member of the KPD and 
today the SED.  Since its inception, our party has fought to repeal Paragraph 175 
in the name of the more general struggle for progress and freedom.  In our current 
day, we are in every realm of our cultural and social lives taking part in the 
reconstruction [Neuaufbau] of our society.  Yet against all logic, hundreds of the 
worthiest members of our society continue to be punished under laws that are out 
of step with modern science. […] As a scientist and doctor who is aware of his 
larger social responsibilities I have written multiple essays [on the topic of 
homosexuality] which I have sent to the Cultural Advisory Council, all of which 
have been rejected for publication.  I implore you as both a doctor and a comrade 
to exert your influence as President of the State on the Party Chairman to see to it 
that I receive permission to publish my book.  Please consider that [the 
philosopher] Theodor Lessing was correct when he said, “Love between men can 
increase one’s sense of belonging [in the national community] and increase the 
productive [economic] potential of society.”116   
 
To Klimmer’s mind, the ability of gay men and lesbians to live openly in the GDR was not at all 
antithetical but rather complimentary to the construction of socialism.  By securing a place for 
such actors in the postwar antifascist state, the SED stood to both make loyal citizens out of an 
historically marginalized group and ensure maximum economic productivity. 
When East German sex doctors and sociologists did write about intimacy and sexual 
relationships during the 1950s and 1960s, they posited the nuclear family as the “bedrock of 
socialist society and happiness” and described homosexuality as something existing outside the 
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bounds of ‘normal’ love.117  Take, for instance, Dr. Rudolf Neubert’s widely read sex and social 
hygiene manual, 1956’s The Gender Question (Die Geschlechterfrage), in which Neubert argued 
both that the nuclear family would contribute to the longevity of the socialist state and that 
homosexuality was ‘curable’ via psychotherapy: 
 
In our eyes we have only one goal: the socialist family and the socialist marriage.  
Families provide the most durable model for lifelong partnership in our society, 
though ‘real,’ ‘genuine’ homosexuals cannot control their nature.  Their sexual 
orientation is a result of a gonadal-hormonal maldevelopment.  Thus, 
homosexuals should not be handled by courts and judges, but rather by doctors. 
The number of ‘real homosexuals’ is small, and the majority of such men 
[lesbians were not on Neubert’s mind] experienced a hormonal maldevelopment 
in utero which resulted in their being attracted to members of the same sex.  Such 
people can be healed through psychotherapy.118 
 
On his final point—that homosexuality could be ‘healed’ or ‘reversed’—Neubert was hardly an 
outlier in the East German medico-legal community.  For instance, Klimmer’s primary 
interlocutor on the penal code reform committee that eventually abolished §175, Johannes 
Gerats, informed him in December 1958 that he had been to Hungary and had “learned from 
from the leader of a clinic in Budapest that [doctors] are having success [reversing 
homosexuality] via electroshock therapy.”119  Gerats hardly realized the deeply insulting nature 
of his comments.  For he was telling Klimmer, a renowned physician and gay emancipation 
activist, that ridding the world of homosexuality represented ‘medical progress.’       
Well into the 1960s, GDR medico-legal experts advanced the notion of a link between 
monogamous heterosexual relationships and emotional maturity. For instance, Dr. Bernd 
Bittighöfer, a member of both the East German Institute for Social Sciences and the Central 
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Committee of the SED, argued that it was through heterosexual monogamy that one fully 
matured into adulthood and, thus, became prepared for socialist citizenship: 
In our socialist society, the only proper form of intimate relationship is that in 
which both partners are recognized as equals—as two people of different genders 
[my emphasis] who come to respect and love one another.  It is from this mutual 
respect for one another that all other aspects of an intimate relationship come into 
relief: respect and fidelity, honesty and trust, self-restraint and personal 
responsibility, thoughtfulness and a sense of tact.120   
 
In Bittighöfer’s formulation, intimate heterosexual relationships (preferably marriage) served as 
incubators of individual character, and one’s emotional development was incomplete until they 
learned how to live and love within such a partnership.  Personal fulfilment in the GDR, then, 
was not so much personal as it was interpersonal, and the ability to generously love one’s spouse 
translated into the ability to love oneself and one’s country.  Given that the only ‘legitimate’ 
form of intimate relationship that the SED recognized consisted of opposite-gender partners, the 
regime imagined gay men and lesbians as actors stuck in ‘arrested development,’—emotionally 
immature subjects who were unwilling to live into their roles as new socialist citizens. 
Additionally, East German sex researchers who published extensively on the topic of 
adolescent sexuality continued to associate homosexuality with criminal behavior well into the 
postwar period.  For instance, in a 1965 sex advice manual geared toward teenagers, the Leipzig-
based sexologist Wolfgang Bretschneider advised readers to be on the lookout for gay male 
adults who sought to coerce groups of youths into mutual masturbation: 
 
An especially significant threat to young people are the so-called ‘homosexuals.’  
A not unfamiliar scenario is the following: In a small town near Leipzig, a group 
of young men formed a sort of informal ‘friend circle.’  Above all they were 
interested in sport and recreation, but someone among them suggested that they 
masturbate as a group and carry on same-sex relationships.  The same group 
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broke into a church and committed unspeakable acts with one another.  The oldest 
among them was undoubtedly the leader.  This goes without saying: abnormal 
homosexual behavior and criminal behavior are more than rarely associated with 
one another.121 
 
Such publications reached wide swaths of the population, and one theme remained constant 
throughout them: gay men were dangerous cultural outsiders who stood to halt the political and 
emotional maturation of both their fellow East German citizens and the project of state socialism 
more generally. 
 However, the SED’s refusal to publish Klimmer’s texts on same-sex love in no way 
prevented him from taking part in a transnational dialogue with fellow sex reformers on the 
Western side of the Iron Curtain after 1945.  As Erik Huneke notes, Klimmer “recognized that 
the failure of the SED to rebuild the institutional basis for progressive sex reform that had been 
decimated by the Nazis” meant that he would have to establish contact with like-minded scholars 
outside the GDR.122  In so doing, Klimmer took part in the nascent homophile movement that 
took shape in Central Europe and America following World War II.123  For instance, Klimmer 
was in frequent epistolary contact during the 1950s with Alfred Kinsey, and he often cited the 
statistic from Kinsey’s well-known study of the sex lives of some 12,000 Americans that at least 
two-to-three percent of any adult population reported same-sex urges.124  Additionally, we know 
that Klimmer spoke with and adopted the position of the West German sex researcher Hans 
Giese that the decriminalization of homosexuality served to ensure the economic stability of both 
postwar German states.  Sexually liberated gay men—i.e. those who were happy in their private 
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lives—“would reach their full economic potential” in their public lives and contribute to the 
project of postwar antifascist citizenship.125    
In 1957, a Hamburg-based (West German) publishing house released Klimmer’s master 
work on homosexuality, which medico-legal scholars in both West Germany and America 
heralded as a much needed contribution to the fields of sexology and jurisprudence.126  For 
instance, before the FRG relaxed its enforcement of §175 in 1969, West German jurists utilized 
Klimmer’s argument that same-sex sex acts committed between consenting adults need not 
include criminal punishments.127  Moreover, a representative from the Kinsey Institute in 
Bloomington, Indiana informed Klimmer that his work represented an “enrichment” of their 
library’s collection, and the Institute tapped Klimmer as a consultant in 1968 as they prepared to 
conduct a survey of 1,100 gay men and women in the San Francisco area.  Of course, Klimmer 
faced consequences for publishing in the West.  The SED permanently banned him from its 
ranks following the release of his work in the Western Federal Republic in 1957.  To Klimmer’s 
mind, however, the punishment was worth the crime.  The need to emancipate gay men from the 
tyrannies of compulsory heterosexuality during the 1950s and 1960s necessitated the 
establishment of a transnational network of scholars and activists which transcended the Cold 
War divide, and Klimmer was proud to be a part of that network.128   
 
The SED’s Repeal of §175 in 1968 
 
The SED did not allow Dr. Rudolf Klimmer to sit on the penal code reform committee 
that abolished §175 in 1968.  Following the second annual conference of the Central Committee 
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of the SED in the summer of 1952, the regime announced “the planned construction of 
socialism” in the style of the Soviet Union and established a committee tasked with crafting a 
new legal code for the GDR.129  GDR Justice Minister, Max Fechner, appointed the Vice-
President of the East German High Court, Hilde Benjamin, to oversee the committee’s work.  
Although Benjamin staffed the working group with jurists and medical doctors, the explicit 
decision was made (by whom we do not know) to exclude Klimmer from the group.  It is 
probable that the SED provided Klimmer with the same justification for his exclusion that it had 
used to deny him the ability to publish on the topic of homosexuality in the GDR until his death 
in 1977: that, as a gay man, he was “not able to maintain a critical distance from his object of 
inquiry.”130 In response, Klimmer circulated a sixty-page pamphlet on the topic of same-sex love 
to the Central Committee of the SED, the penal code reform group, and all SED administrative 
offices in East Berlin.  In his text, Klimmer made the recommendations that, should §175 remain 
in the GDR legal code, offenders be punished with probation rather than prison time and that the 
age of consent for same-sex desiring adolescents be reduced from 21 to 18 so that it would match 
its heterosexual counterpart.131  A representative from the committee wrote to Klimmer that the 
committee had received his pamphlet, but that they were not willing to comment on which of his 
suggestions (if any) they would implement in their reform of the anti-sodomy statute.132 
 When Hilde Benjamin’s penal code reform committee met in 1952 to draft the new East 
German legal code, the members of the group voted to abolish §175 with three revisions attached 
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to that specific paragraph.  First, in a manner reminiscent of the penal code reform draft 
submitted by the KPD and SPD to the Reichstag in 1929, the committee proclaimed that ‘mere 
homosexuality’—defined as consensual same-sex sex acts committed between two men or two 
women behind closed doors—did not pose a threat to the general public.133  Remarkably, this 
draft acknowledged the existence of female same-sex attraction—which the reform committee 
declared was in line with the socialist project of creating a ‘gender-equal’ legal code.  Second, 
the state would continue to police ‘sexual crimes’ committed by any citizen—gay or straight—
which posed a threat to third parties, such as “the exploitation of dependency-relationships, 
force, the exploitation of sexual inexperience of innocent minors, and (male) prostitution” under 
§175a (which the committee later relabeled §151 in order to distance themselves from Nazi 
jurisprudence).134  For the first time in the GDR’s existence, jurists acknowledged that gay men 
were not the sole perpetrators of crimes of ‘sexual exploitation,’ and the the committee signaled 
its awareness that heterosexual citizens were also capable of the crime of pedophilia.  Third, 
while the committee noted their willingness to repeal §175, they made clear that the abolition of 
the law in no way signaled the state’s acceptance of homosexuality.  East German jurist Johannes 
Gerats noted in the 1952 draft: 
 
There are only remnants [of homosexuality] left in the GDR.  These must 
continue to be suppressed.  We will continue the moral approbation of 
homosexuality. […] If we say nothing about homosexuality, it will become a 
socially normal phenomenon.  For this reason, we must continue the moral 
condemnation of such matters so that such people will feel the need to be isolated 
and to isolate themselves, solely on the grounds that homosexuality is an 
unnatural condition.135 
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Despite the narrow mindedness of the committee’s members, had this draft of the legal code 
been enacted it would have represented the “first time since 1871 that ‘mere homosexuality’ 
would have been decriminalized.”136  However, the GDR’s unique geopolitical situation ensured 
that the process of decriminalizing same-sex love would hardly progress in a teleological 
manner, and the committee would not ratify this revised version of the anti-sodomy statute for 
another sixteen years. 
 Following the death of Joseph Stalin on March 5, 1953, significant divisions arose 
between members of the SED Politburo regarding the most effective path toward implementing 
full socialism in the GDR.  Signaling his loyalty to a faction of pro-Stalinist bureaucrats in 
Moscow, SED Party Secretary Walter Ulbricht called for the collectivization of any remaining 
privately owned farmlands and the mass industrialization of the East German economy without 
regard to cost efficiency and economic sustainability.  Additionally, Ulbricht declared that East 
German industrial workers were expected to raise their productive output (absent the necessary 
raw materials) by roughly 10% without an attendant increase in wages.137  The political and 
economic results of the new planned economy were disastrous for the socialist regime.  The 
‘Ulbricht group’ within the SED preceded with the Stalinization of the GDR without allowing 
East Germans space in the public sphere to react to the newly implemented policies, and a 
shortage of consumer goods signaled to citizens that the regime had failed to adequately meet 
their material needs.  East Germans began to flee the GDR for West Germany en masse during 
the spring and summer of 1953, and, on June 17, 1953, over one million laborers participated in 
a work stoppage in cities and towns across the country.   
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In the immediate aftermath of the June 17 rebellion, Ulbricht purged political enemies 
from the party’s ranks whom he perceived as hindering the construction of full socialism in East 
Germany.  One such ‘enemy’ was GDR Justice Minister, Max Fechner, the very official 
overseeing the reform of the GDR penal code (and the drafting of a much revised anti-sodomy 
statute).  In the minds of pro-Ulbricht functionaries, Fechner had committed a significant 
political sin when he publicly expressed the opinion that citizens charged with having taken part 
in the June 1953 uprising deserved lenient prison sentences.138  After all, Fechner argued, it was 
within the guaranteed constitutional rights of workers to stage labor stoppages if they felt their 
working conditions had become exploitative.139  In order to oust Fechner from office, the East 
German State Prosecutor brought charges of §175 against him and claimed that he had engaged 
in “‘anal intercourse with his [male] chauffer S five or six times’” between 1952 and 1953.140  
Fechner spent three years in prison and, upon his release in 1956, was ‘rehabilitated’ and allowed 
to rejoin the SED in 1958.141  As Jennifer Evans rightly notes, the Fechner case highlights the 
fact that East German SED leaders, much like the Nazis before them, “made use of homophobia 
to project a sense of normalcy during moments of intense sociopolitical modernization and 
change to rid themselves of dissenters within the leadership.”142  Given that the June 1953 
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uprising symbolized just such a ‘moment,’ the penal code reform committee abandoned its 
commitment to striking §175 from the East German penal code for the foreseeable future.143 
In the years following the June 1953 rebellion, conservative ideas regarding gender and 
sexuality found renewed relevance within the socialist regime.  If the SBZ-era and the early 
years of the GDR represented a period of relative social laxity in East German society—what 
Jens Dobler refers to as ‘the license to do what one wished’ (‘Narrenfreiheit’)—the mid-1950s 
saw the SED enter into a period of marked sexual conservatism.144  For instance, in 1958 the 
SED adopted Walter Ulbricht’s ‘Ten Commandments of Socialist Ethics and Morals,’ which 
encouraged “clean living” and a reverence for the institution of the nuclear family.145  As 
Dagmar Herzog notes, “if during the chaos of the immediate postwar years “it was not at all self 
evident what sort of sexual politics would emerge from the wreckage of 1945,” Ulbricht’s 
‘Commandments’ “left little doubt as to how [East German] citizens should lead their lives.”146      
When Hilde Benjamin’s penal code reform committee reconvened on November 16, 
1958, it reversed its earlier decision to decriminalize homosexuality.  Any behaviors which 
carried the potential to destabilize the SED’s drive to marshal citizens into families—such as 
same-sex intimacy—were to remain illegal and invisible to the general public.147  As the jurist 
Johannes Gerats explained to Rudolf Klimmer in December 1958, the members of the penal code 
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reform committee felt that it was still “far too soon” to decriminalize homosexuality in the GDR.  
According to Gerats, the development of a ‘wholesome,’ biologically reproductive heterosexual 
sex ethic was still very much underway.  It had been the task of the committee to “identify with 
certainty which behaviors [posed] a risk to socialism,” and same-sex love was one of them.  
Until the party could guarantee that the “remnants” of homosexuality had been “adequately 
suppressed” and that homosexuality would not “spread” among the general population, same-sex 
love was to remain illegal and gay men were to be barred from forming groups in which they 
publicly “lobbied for their interests.”148  Furthermore, Gerats claimed, the majority of 
heterosexual East Germans were still “backward looking” and morally opposed to same-sex 
love.   
Klimmer was incensed and informed Gerats that, for a number of reasons, the reluctance 
of the penal code reform committee to abolish §175 had directly contributed to the already 
palpable sense of isolation experienced gay and lesbian East Germans in the GDR.  First, 
Klimmer wrote, Gerats’ insinuation that the development of the population’s “healthy 
sensibilities” (“gesundes Volksempfinden”) was contingent upon the invisiblity of queer citizens 
was not at all supported by the international community of sexologists.  “Is it really possible,” 
Klimmer asked Gerats, “that a normal, healthy sex life [for homosexuals]” had the potential to 
‘spread’ homosexuality and “injure the heterosexual citizens of the GDR?”  Was heterosexuality 
really that fragile?  Klimmer continued, “As [Alfred] Kinsey notes, there are many variations of 
a healthy sex life among both heterosexuals and homosexuals,” and there was no evidence that 
the mere existence of homosexuality carried the potential to ‘turn an entire society gay.’149  
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Second, the SED was directly responsible for East Germans harboring “backward looking” 
opinions regarding same-sex love.  After all, Klimmer noted, “the citizens of the GDR hardly 
[had] any proper knowledge about homosexuality” because of the regime’s refusal to allow the 
thematization of the topic in the public sphere. East German homophobia was hardly of a 
“garden variety,” it was the intended result of the regime’s efforts to make heterosexuality 
appear as the only viable expression of one’s sexual and emotional energies.  Finally, Klimmer 
noted, this debate was about much more than the right of gay men and lesbians to have the types 
of sex they wanted behind closed doors.  This was about one’s ability to feel emotionally 
connected to East German socialism, and Klimmer lamented that the “faith of homosexuals in 
the GDR” had once again been shaken by the committee’s refusal to abolish §175.150   
It was only in 1968—after the SED felt that it had achieved popular political support 
through economic stabilization—that the party legalized all behaviors that jurists did not deem 
threatening to the regime’s longevity, including ‘mere homosexuality.’151  The SED’s 
decriminalization of same-sex love in 1968 was neither the culmination of a grassroots gay 
liberation campaign nor the result of the SED feeling pressure to compete with its West German 
neighbor to appear as the more liberal of the two German states.  (In fact, the repeal of §175 in 
the GDR preceded the legal relaxation of the law in West Germany by a full year.)  By 1968, the 
regime could quietly repeal §175 without being accused by its heterosexual constituents of 
ignoring the more pressing material and demographic concerns associated with constructing a 
new postwar society.  Without any public announcement or debate, §175 disappeared from the 
East German penal code, and jurists enacted §151, a statute which criminalized sexual activity 
between adults and minors regardless of their sexual orientations.  Nonetheless, anti-gay 
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sentiments still found their way into the crafting of §151, and the statute’s authors set the age of 
sexual consent for heterosexuals at fourteen-years-old while setting it at eighteen-years-old for 
homosexuals.  Queer adolescents, so the thinking went, could still be ‘reorientated’ towards 
heterosexuality during their teenage years if they were reached early enough by parents, teachers, 
and social workers.  While the repeal of §175 removed the taint of illegality from ‘mere 
homosexuality’, “the most profound problem” faced by gays and lesbians in the GDR after 1968 
was invisibility.152 
 
Conclusion: The Unfree Nature of Freedom 
 
It is tempting to label the SED’s 1968 decriminalization of consensual same-sex acts as 
an example of ‘progress’ in the history of sexuality.  After all, the state’s abolition of §175 
represented the socialist regime’s acknowledgment that same-sex desiring citizens existed in the 
GDR, that those citizens were proper legal subjects under socialist jurisprudence, and that they 
were free to behave as they wished behind closed doors.  Yet, many same-sex desiring East 
Germans experienced their new found ‘freedom’ as distinctly alienating.  Take, for instance, 
Rudolf Klimmer’s description of gay life in the GDR in 1966, a mere two years before the repeal 
of §175 (during which time the socialist regime had begun to substitute mandatory 
psychotherapeutic treatment instead of prison sentences for gay men who violated the anti-
sodomy statute): 
 
The essence and appearance of homosexuality as well as its causes are the same in 
Eastern Germany as in the rest of Central Europe.  Homosexual life in East 
Germany is, nevertheless, different from that in Western Germany.  Homosexual 
magazines and official homosexual clubs are forbidden and there is scarcely any 
homosexual prostitution.  Homosexual life is withdrawn, mostly going on very 
privately through invitation to private circles. […] In the West, there is freer 
public life with severer penal laws.  Even the tongue kiss is punishable [in the 
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West] under the Nazi form of Paragraph 175, which is still in force there, while in 
the East there is little [queer intimacy] to be seen in public with more emphasis on 
private life under a new law milder in spirit and application.  However, such a 
withdrawn group life often leads to individual loneliness because social contacts 
are lacking.  The homosexual’s problems can only be solved by recognizing that 
homosexuals, too, are citizens with equal rights, and this is the prerequisite for an 
effective influence in [sexual] education which is still absent.  Instead, the lonely 
homosexual is pushed to the shadows and ignored, which can only lead to his 
degeneration.153 
 
In essence, Klimmer astutely recognized that socialist regime’s new method of regulating queer 
self expression simply substituted discipline for punishment.154  The SED expected its queer East 
German constituents to accept public invisiblity as a tradeoff for a modicum of freedom in the 
private sphere.  The SED’s repeal of §175 in 1968, therefore, represented the creation of a ‘new 
(old) closet’—an unfree sort of freedom in which queer subjects were expected to languish in 
apartments and familial homes without access to the sense of emotional belonging experienced 
by so many of their heterosexual counterparts. 
There is evidence that the regime’s removal of all traces of same-sex intimacy from the 
public sphere during the ‘50s and ‘60s pushed gay men (and many lesbians) into heterosexual 
marriages during that time period.  Take, for instance, Reinhold, a dairy farmer (born in 1935) 
who sat for an interview with dramatist Jürgen Lemke in 1983, just as the church-based gay 
rights movement was beginning to gain public traction.  According to Reinhold, it was simply 
unfathomable that would one would ‘come out’ in the early-GDR era.  Doing so would lead to 
both embarrassment and total societal exclusion: 
 
                                                           
153 Rudolf Klimmer, “Homosexuality in East Germany,” Man and Society, no. 10 (Winter: 1966): 30-33.  
Here, 31, 33. 
154 See Nan D. Hunter’s discussion of how the repeal of anti-sodomy laws in the United States “was likely 
to produce more, not less, intrusion” in the lives of queer citizens by the U.S. government.  As Hunter 
notes, “In future state regulation of sexuality, discipline will replace punishment.”  Nan D. Hunter, 
“Lawrence v. Texas as Law and Culture,” in Lisa Duggan, eds., Sex Wars: Sexual Dissent and Political 
Culture, 2nd Edition (New York: Routledge, 2006), 197-210.  Here, 202. 
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I tell you, I have to watch my step.  People know me.  People from my wife’s new 
place of work too.  People say hello to me on the street who I can’t place right 
away.  This town isn’t all that big.  Sometimes only after I’ve gone on some ways 
down the street does it occur to me, ‘oh yeah, he’s the one from my wife’s last 
party at work.’  One of her friends, he sat right next to me at the table.  I feel a lot 
better when I know where I can place somebody from […] If it came out [that I 
was gay] and my wife and kids knew about me, I’d hang myself.  I know what 
I’m saying.  I couldn’t handle the disgrace.  It doesn’t matter where you show up.  
After that everybody’ll say: ‘He’s one of those.’  I imagined what my wife’s 
reaction would be, and the shock my kids would have when they’d hear from 
other kids at school that their father was that way.155 
 
In other words, the conditions of daily life in the GDR convinced Reinhold that heterosexuality 
was compulsory—that there was simply no other way to structure his life outside the bounds of 
normative heterosexuality.  Reinhold claimed that he was aware that some men sought casual sex 
with other men in his town’s train station, but that he was not willing to take the risk of allowing 
himself to be seen cruising for sex there.156 
 Other gay East German men were more daring than Reinhold and carried out numerous 
same-sex affairs whilst married to women.  Erich, who survived the Flossenbürg concentration 
camp, showed Jürgen Lemke photo albums of his male lovers (with whom he often sailed on the 
weekends): 
 
In the middle of the ‘50s I bought a good-sized boat and for the next twenty years 
spent my weekends on the water.  Sailing was not all that went on.  Most of the 
guys you can see in these photos have long since married and had children.  
Sometimes it happens that the doorbell rings, and I open up, and outside there’s 
someone I have to look at three times before I recognize him.  A child hanging 
onto his left hand, a child on his right, and he with beard and a potbelly.  And 
he’ll say, ‘Do you know what so-and-so’s doing? I ran into him, and old what’s-
his-name has bought a car, he’s doing such-and such.’157 
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Erich’s narrative makes clear that the generation of gay men who survived the Nazi years did not 
see living a gay life—at least an openly gay life—as possible in East Germany.  His story should 
force us to consider the ways in which gay men recognized ‘proper,’ ‘upright’ heterosexual 
comportment as central to their experiences of citizenship and belonging—or at least ‘getting 
by’—in the GDR.  For East Germans who had no access to queer subcultural spaces in the ‘50s 
and ‘60s, seemingly ‘set-in-stone’ sexual orientations, such as heterosexuality, came to appear as 
‘natural’ (in the Ahmedian sense) once the state removed all traces of same-sex intimacy from 
their lines of sight.  Much more research needs to be undertaken on gay men and lesbians who 
positioned themselves within heterosexual marriages during the ‘50s and ‘60s as a means of 
surviving daily life in the GDR. 
As I noted in the introduction to this dissertation, to acknowledge the project of socialist 
modernity as heteronormative is not to label the GDR as distinctly ‘unmodern’.  Rather it is to 
place East Germany alongside a host of other postwar states—such as Britain, France, and the 
United States—which prioritized the emotional and material needs of citizens who organized 
their lives around the imperatives of heterosexuality.  As theorist J. Jack Halberstam notes, the 
state codes as ‘mature’ any citizen who upholds “its middle-class logic of reproductive 
temporality”: 
 
And so, in Western cultures, we chart the emergence of the adult from the 
dangerous and unruly period of adolescence as a desired process of maturation; 
and we create longevity as the most desirable future, applaud the pursuit of long 
life [under any circumstances] and pathologize modes of living that show little or 
no concern for longevity.  Within the life cycle of the Western human subject, 
long periods of stability are considered to be desirable, and people who live in 
rapid bursts [drug addicts, queers, punks] are characterized [by both state and 
society] as immature and even dangerous.158 
 
                                                           
158 Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place, 5.  
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In other words, the modern state tries to make its subjects straight, expects its citizens to share its 
pronatalist agenda, and praises those who seek paths in life that promise longevity.159  This has 
been true across time and space in both capitalist democracies and socialist autocracies, and we 
as historians need to more deeply probe why that is. 
The SED’s official line until the early-1980s was that, because every East German was 
free to behave as they wished behind closed doors, no citizen could claim to experience 
discrimination on the basis of their sex object choice.  Granting citizens the right to have the sex 
of one’s choosing in the private sphere, legal reformers assumed, would discharge the state’s 
duties to its gay and lesbian constituents.  While the right to privacy is often seen as central to 
both sexual freedom and personal happiness, the right to publicly discuss one’s sexuality—
particularly to deconstruct the taboos associated with one’s non-heterosexuality—is also a 
crucial component of one’s sense of emotional belonging in modern life.160  As we shall see in 
chapter two, gay and lesbian East Germans began to take to the streets to in the 1970s to make 
clear that they wanted to belong, both to and with one another (in gay rights groups) and within 
socialist society more generally.
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CHAPTER TWO: “OUT OF THE TOILETS AND INTO THE STREETS!”: THE FIRST 




In 1976, the renowned historian of sexuality, Jim Steakley, spent time in gay bars in East 
Berlin, Dresden, and Leipzig, and declared that “prudishness [was] on its way out in the GDR.”1  
Steakley was something of an expert on East Germany’s gay culture.  As a graduate student 
writing a dissertation on the historical relationship between the modern German state and its gay 
and lesbian subjects, Steakley began to visit the socialist East in the early-1970s and established 
contacts in the GDR’s gay scene during his repeated trips to the country.  Reading Steakley’s 
1976 essay in the Canadian gay newsletter Body Politic provides us with the opportunity to view 
the GDR’s gay subculture through the eyes of an American who was deeply enmeshed in the 
project of gay liberation during the late-1960s and 1970s.  Steakley hardly read the GDR as an 
anti-gay, authoritarian dystopia.  Instead, following the SED’s decriminalization of 
homosexuality in 1968, he astutely recognized the emergence of a 1970s gay emancipation 
movement in East Berlin that was not at all dissimilar from its West German and American 
counterparts.2 
 Much like gay men in West Germany and America, Steakley noted, gay men in East 
Berlin faced employment and housing discrimination, but by the mid-1970s they emerged 
publicly and claimed a host of the city’s clubs and bars as their own with little pushback from 
SED.  The state, it seems, was willing to allow the institution of ‘the gay bar’ to exist in the 
GDR’s most populous cities because queer actors who frequented such locales isolated 
                                                           
1 James Steakley, “Gays under Socialism: Male Homosexuality in the German Democratic Republic,” 
Body Politic, December/January 1976, 16. 
2 Ibid., 16-17. 
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themselves both spatially and temporally (congregating only late at night).3  Yet, what most 
grabbed Steakley’s attention—far more than the visible bar scenes in East German cities—was 
the existence of East Berlin’s HIB (Homosexuelle Interessengemeinschaft Berlin, or The 
Homosexual Interest Group of Berlin), a group whose members vigorously petitioned the SED 
for state recognition, disrupted regime-sponsored lectures on sexuality, and regularly drew 
hundreds of people to their own public and private events.4  By the mid-1970s, gay men in East 
Berlin had created what historian Jeffrey Weeks refers to as a “critical community”—a group of 
citizens who found unity in their shared societal exclusion, critiqued the limits of the state’s 
notions of identity formation, and “made new subjectivities possible” for themselves.5  The 
members of the HIB defined their own realities: being gay no longer meant lifelong outsiderdom 
in the GDR.  There were, however, distinct limits to just how far the HIB could stretch the 
boundaries of East German citizenship in the public sphere.  In 1979, as the group began to grow 
in size and demand access to more publicly visible spaces in which to congregate, the SED 
mobilized the Volkspolizei to dissolve it. 
 Despite the fact that Steakley’s assessment of the GDR gay scene has been available to 
scholars since 1976, the HIB has remained largely absent in the historiographies of both postwar 
Europe and the history of sexuality.6  As Josie McLellan rightly notes, this gap in our knowledge 
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is partly due to the fact that, until very recently, archival materials produced by the group’s 
members were notoriously hard to locate.  However, some of this lacuna must also be attributed 
to historians who continue to view and write about all aspects of GDR life through a totalitarian 
conceptual lens.  As McLellan notes, “It has generally been assumed that,” because of the 
authoritarian rule of the SED, “the post-1968 social movements of the West had no counterpoint 
on the other side of the Iron Curtain.”7  As recently as 2008, for example, historian Stefan Wolle 
categorized East Germany’s 1968 as a “‘failed revolution’ that was easily crushed by state 
authorities.”8  When historians do mention traces of the post-1968 sexual revolution in the Soviet 
bloc states, the cases are noted “by the virtue of their simultaneity rather than examined in terms 
of actual transfers and cross-fertilizations across borders.”9  Thinking about cultural 
convergences and linkages ‘across the blocs’ can help us overcome “notions of strict bipolarity” 
and boundedness that have dominated Cold War historiography.10   
Moreover, we have to take seriously that the 1970s represented a period of unprecedented 
personal growth in the lives of both heterosexual and queer East Germans.  As Mary Fulbrook 
tells us, ‘the growth of the self’ after 1968 was a Eurasian-wide phenomenon which can be 
attributed to what she calls “normalization”—or the notion that governments both East and West 
provided comparably stable economic and political environments in which citizens ‘self-
actualized’ and shaped their own personal destinies.11 As the SED’s project of reconstructing the 
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nuclear family cooled in the late-1960s, the socialist regime afforded heterosexual citizens far 
more latitude to define for themselves what happiness meant—particularly in the realm of 
intimacy.  This represented the regime shifting toward the popular narration of ‘the everyday’ 
(Alltag) and moving away from the language of ‘class struggle’ and the ‘heroic socialist 
future.’12  The 1970s witnessed the emergence of frank, public conversations about sex in sexual 
counseling centers, sex manuals, and popular publications in which citizens discussed the “free 
unfolding of their personalities.”13  Simply ‘being straight,’ thus, served as a narrative entry point 
into the East German community of belonging.  However, the so-called ‘straight’ and ‘queer’ 
worlds never existed in isolation from one another, and members of the 1970s HIB recognized 
the liberalization of GDR sexual culture as a moment to make themselves visible in public. 
In this chapter, I narrate the history of the East Berlin-based HIB as a product of both 
Western influences and Eastern cultural developments.  The first section of this chapter briefly 
examines the emergence of (heterosexual) East Germany as a nation of sexual storytellers.  
Telling sexual stories, I argue, allowed GDR citizens to both narrate personal growth and subtly 
critique the state for its failure to deliver the material benefits of socialism—particularly suitable 
housing conditions.  Second, I discuss the reemergence of a gay male subculture in East Berlin 
following the SED’s decriminalization of homosexuality in 1968.  Gay men responded to the 
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state’s attempts to privatize queer sex—to keep nearly all mentions of same-sex love out of the 
public sphere—by claiming bars, clubs, and restaurants as their own in major cities such as East 
Berlin, Dresden, and Leipzig.  Such spaces allowed queer East Germans to ‘turn toward’ one 
another (in the Ahmedian sense) and turn away from the SED’s attempts to channel all popular 
sexual impulses through the “single groove of heterosexuality.”14  Third, I examine the 
establishment of the HIB.  I distinguish between strategies of public visibility that the HIB 
inherited from Western gay rights activists and the group’s uniquely ‘Eastern’ tactics, such as 
directly petitioning the state in the vernacular of ‘real existing socialism’ for official recognition. 
Finally, I examine the state’s responses to the HIB and its planned destruction of the group.  
While East German sex counselors advocated for the inclusion of gay men in society, the 
Politburo envisioned the HIB as “permanent Jacobins” who—through exposing heterosexuals to 
same-sex intimacy—stood to destabilize the seeming homogeneity of East German culture at 
large.15  Gay men and lesbians, thus, were not mere cultural outliers—they were at the center of 
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The GDR as a Nation of (Hetero)Sexual Storytellers 
 
As Josie McLellan and Paul Betts have noted, state socialist societies became 
“increasingly individualized” during the 1970s.  Politicians and policymakers afforded 
heterosexual citizens more leeway to listen to the music of their choice, to dress as they wished, 
and to watch Western television.16  In East Germany specifically, the socialist regime eventually 
gave up on policing nude bathing in the early-1970s so long as its practitioners did not attempt to 
form nudist groups that operated outside of the state’s purview.17  Of course, socialist 
politicians—particularly within the East German Politburo—generally preferred that any and all 
forms of individuation be kept safely within the confines of the domestic sphere.  This was, as 
Paulina Bren notes in her work on post-1968 Czechoslovakia, the counterpoint to life in the 
capitalist west—a lack of consumer culture and a citizen-driven public sphere were met 
politically with the compromise that one could be whomever they wished to be (within reason) 
behind closed doors.18  The Honecker-era SED publicly referred to this policy as ‘self-
actualization.’  Post-1945 citizenship, so the modern state hoped, was to be characterized by 
actors having access to universal political and economic rights in public whilst defining for 
themselves what the “good life” meant for them in private.19 
Yet state socialist policies revolutionized daily life to such an extent that the SED had 
little choice but to allow citizens to narrate and, thus, make sense of their experiences in the 
public sphere.  For instance, a lack of available housing for married couples (a situation which 
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did not improve until the early-1980s), arguments over women’s newly acquired roles as paid 
laborers, and apprenticeship, job, and military training programs which sometimes separated 
couples for periods as long as six months all contributed to the GDR’s high divorce rate.20  While 
the SED’s 1965 Family Law Code encouraged citizens to “act responsibly with regards to 
marriage and family,” the state’s liberalization of divorce of laws—and particularly its 
stipulation that there was no criminal penalty associated with adultery—made clear that the 
regime was well aware that millions of East Germans were having sex outside the bounds of 
traditional marriage and the nuclear family.21  In 1966, the GDR’s best known and most popular 
sex advice counselors, Lykke Aresin and her colleague Siegfried Schnabl, pushed the SED to 
establish 252 marital and sexual counseling centers throughout the GDR.  It was in these centers 
that sexologists provided citizenry with matter of fact advice about everything ranging from 
casual sex, contraception, “the emotional causes of sexual dysfunction, marital conflict, and 
childrearing difficulties.”22  Such interactions, Aresin argued, allowed citizens to emotionally 
connect with the state and provided citizens with a semi-public space in which to discuss both 
the joys and the horrors (i.e. unpleasurable sex and sexual violence) of sex in the GDR. 
By the late-1960s, East German sex advice manuals moved away from prescribing 
‘proper sexual practices’ toward describing the many different types of sex that citizens had at 
home.  Take, for example, Siegfried Schnabl’s 1969 work, Man and Woman Intimately (Mann 
und Frau intim), the best selling book in the history of the GDR.  In it, Schnabl acknowledged 
but did not lament the fact that upwards of 40% of East German marriages ended in divorce.  
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Such developments were “common in modern societies,” and what mattered most was that 
sexual partners (both inside and outside of marriages) treated one another with “mutual 
respect.”23 To experience “mutual pleasure,” Schnabl noted, East Germans—particularly East 
German men—needed to be willing to deemphasize the act penetrative sex and perform oral sex 
on their female partners.  In a nod to the fact that many men might not know how to orally 
stimulate women, Schnabl provided readers with detailed anatomical diagrams that helped men 
pinpoint the location of the female clitoris.  Additionally, throughout the late-1960s and 1970s, 
Schnabl and a host of GDR sexologists included anonymously written letters from readers in sex 
advice manuals to ensure that East Germans knew that there was no ‘normal’ way to enjoy sex 
so long as both partners physical and emotional needs were being met.24  (We should, however, 
question just how ‘progressive’ the literature on intimacy was in the GDR.  After all, why was, 
Schnabl (a man) writing about how to best sate female sexual urges?) 
The 1970s also witnessed GDR print publications making space for East Germans to both 
narrate their sexual stories in the first person voice and subtly critiqued the state for failing to 
provide citizens with more adequate housing.  For instance, Gerlinde K. wrote to the editors of 
Für Dich in 1975 that she very badly wanted to have sex with her boyfriend but that both of 
them lived in their respective familial homes.  As Gerlinde noted, she was on the pill and fully 
ready (emotionally) to have sex, but cramped housing conditions seemed to make doing so 
impossible.25  In the spring of 1980, Für Dich ran a discussion series featuring the letters of 
parents who claimed that they could hear their teenage children having sex in small, state-
provided apartments.  Parents wondered: were they ‘prude’ or ‘sexually frigid’ for expecting 
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their children to have sex elsewhere, or were adolescents supposed to have the emotional 
maturity to have sex when their parents left the apartment to go to work?26  Such publications 
make clear both the extent to which GDR sexual culture had liberalized by the 1970s and the 
structural material issues (i.e. housing) that would later lead to the state’s demise. 
What is perhaps most remarkable about GDR sex advice literature during the 1970s is 
that it thematized same-sex desire, if not always in a celebratory manner.  In January 1975, Frau 
W. wrote to Siegfried Schnabl in Für Dich that she had caught her husband having sex in their 
apartment with one of his male coworkers.  Frau W. was unsure if her husband was merely 
‘experimenting,’ or if she should initiate divorce proceedings. In his response, Schnabl wrote that 
he was unable to determine whether or not Frau W. and her husband should legally separate, but 
that homosexuality was “a natural variant of human sexuality” experienced by as much as 4% of 
any population.27  Rather than degrade the character of Frau W.’s husband, Schnabl attempted to 
explain how it was that gay men wound up marrying heterosexual women in the first place.  
“Most homosexuals seek to hide their true nature,” Schnabl noted, “because they are aware that 
their coworkers, family, and friends will ostracize them.”28  Gay men, therefore, often married 
women both because it allowed them to feel (somewhat) ‘normal’ within society and because 
women were “reliable emotional comrades” in whom to confide.  While hardly a gay 
emancipation tract, Schnabl’s response should give us pause to consider the claim advanced by 
Josie McLellan and Jennifer Evans that the socialist state monolithically anti-gay.29  Following 
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the SED’s decriminalization of same-sex intimacies in 1968, gay men and lesbians began to feel 
confident enough to test the limits of the state’s policy of ‘self-actualization.’  
 
The Reemergence of an East German Gay Male Subculture 
 
The SED’s decriminalization of homosexuality in 1968 was neither the culmination of a 
grassroots gay liberation campaign nor the result of the SED feeling pressure to compete with its 
West German neighbor to appear as the more liberal of the two German states.30  For instance, as 
I discussed in chapter one, the SED paid little attention to popular pleas to decriminalize male 
same-sex love during the 1950s out of a concern that its heterosexual constituents would 
perceive the party as ignoring the more ‘pressing concerns’ of governance—such as 
reconstructing and maintaining a thriving economy and providing housing for the populace.31  
Political legitimacy was perpetually at the heart of the SED’s concerns throughout its existence 
and, to the minds of party leaders, pandering to the needs of gay men and lesbians stood to pay 
out few political dividends.  After the death of Joseph Stalin in 1953, the GDR followed the lead 
of Khrushchev’s Moscow, and, in 1957, quietly instructed judges and prosecutors to stop 
considering cases pertaining to consensual male same-sex love unless the well-being of an 
adolescent was endangered.32  Yet, even within this somewhat relaxed social climate, the SED 
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repeatedly forbade the gay Dresden-based psychologist, Rudolf Klimmer, from publishing his 
book on male homosexuality throughout the 1950s.  It was only in 1968—after the SED felt that 
it had achieved popular political support through relative economic stabilization—that the party 
legalized all behaviors that jurists did not deem to be threatening to the regime’s longevity, 
including individual homosexuality.33   
Yet gay men and lesbians interpreted the state’s decriminalization of male homosexuality 
in 1968 and its rhetoric regarding ‘self-actualization’ as a signal that it was (somewhat) safe to 
reconstruct a thriving, public gay nightlife in East Berlin.  While the SED and the Volkspolizei 
collaborated to briefly shutter and replace the management of gay-friendly bars and clubs along 
the Friedrichstraße during the early-to-mid 1960s, a new scene emerged in Prenzlauer Berg after 
1968 that went largely undisturbed by state authorities.  It was in this working-class district that 
gay men made alliances with bar managers who were either gay themselves or who were willing 
to profit from a gay clientele who by and large had few other places to go.34  By the early-1970s 
gay men and lesbians already spoke of a ‘Bermuda Triangle’ (‘Bermudadreieck’)—three gay-
friendly bars which faced one another at the triangular intersection of Schönhauser Allee, 
Kastanienallee, and Eberswalderstraße.  The most well known of the three, the Schoppenstube, 
located at Schönhauser Allee 44, served an almost exclusively gay male crowd from 1:00am—
6:00am and had an “infamous politics of entry.”  As Jens Dobler notes, “there were frequently 
long lines and long faces” outside the bar, and one often had to pay the bouncer ten marks to gain 
admittance.  When the doors of the Schoppenstube closed at 6:00am the service window of 
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Konnopke’s Currywurst—stationed directly across the street—swung open.  Some gay revelers 
leaving the Schoppenstube began their workday with breakfast at Konnopke’s while others went 
home to sleep off the previous evening’s festivities.35 
The bars and clubs that gay men and lesbians claimed as their own during the 1970s also 
served as points of contact between gay and straight East Berliners.  Such was the case at the 
Café am Senefelderplatz, located just a five-minute walk down the Schönhauser Allee from the 
Schoppenstube.  The Café was managed by two lesbians and catered to a decidedly more mixed 
crowd of gay men, lesbians, and transgender patrons.36  As the straight ‘day crowd’ switched to 
the more gay-friendly ‘night crowd,’ one could observe that “the room was two-thirds full of 
young gay men, one-third full of both older and younger lesbians,” and there were “even some 
enlightened heteros” in attendance.37 Anyone who spent enough time at Café am Senefelderplatz 
would have witnessed a one-man cabaret show put on by the television actor, Peter Fabers.  
Fabers (born in 1954) was educated at the Konrad Wolf College of Film and Television in 
Potsdam and was well-known and recognizable to East Berliners who had either seen his face on 
screen or heard his voice in one of his many cartoon and film voiceover roles.38  Fabers’ stage 
consisted of a small staircase ledge between the barroom and the bathroom.  Dressed in a white 
frock and matching white cape and wearing a black bowler’s cap, Fabers serenaded the attentive 
audiences at his feet.  If one moved back from the stage to the bar, they would be served a drink 
by East Berlin’s most beloved cross-dressing barkeep—Hartmut Schmädicke.39   
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It was in such spaces that the supposedly clear boundaries between East Berlin’s gay and 
straight worlds intersected and the very stability of terms such as ‘masculine,’ feminine,’ ‘gay’ or 
‘straight’ were called into question.  Even before the more public formation of the HIB, straight 
East Berliners were aware of subcultural transformations taking place around them.40  As 
Alexandra B., born in 1964 and raised in Prenzlauer Berg noted, “one simply began to hear about 
bars where ‘certain types’ could be found—either along the Schöhnhauser Allee, around the 
Alexanderplatz, or in Friedrichshain.”41  Although Alexandra noted that gay men (especially) 
and lesbians were “more present” in East Berlin during the 1970s ,this is not to imply widespread 
cultural acceptance of those groups.  Queerbashing was an all too common occurrence that gay 
East Berliners intentionally underreported so as to remain off the radars of the Volkspolizei and 
the Stasi.42              
Despite the fact that there were fewer gay bars in the GDR than in western countries, 
James Steakley found the GDR’s gay bar scene to be wholly comparable to that in West 
Germany and America.  For example, as Steakley noted in 1976, any East German city with a 
population of 500,000 or more had easily locatable gay bars—Leipzig and Dresden had “four 
each.”43  In Steakley’s own words: 
 
[…] these institutions are much like those in any small North American city: the 
patrons are straight during the day but gradually withdraw in the evening and are 
replaced by an all-gay crowd.  There may be a steady turnover in the staff, but the 
patronage remains the same.  Frictions have developed when a homophobic 
manager was assigned to a gay bar, but such managers generally request a transfer 
after a short time.44 
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It is telling that, by the mid-1970s, it was homophobic bar managers who had to request a 
transfer to new workplaces instead of gay and lesbian patrons being exiled to yet another corner 
of East Berlin. One could read such changes as indicative of relaxed social norms experienced by 
many East Germans during the Honecker era.  However, the reality is that the Stasi did not yet 
view the East Berlin gay bar scene as a threat because its adherents were cautious about 
occupying more visible positions in the public sphere.  This would change as the ‘70s 
progressed.  It was in East Berlin’s bars that gay East Germans encountered gay West Germans, 
formed life-changing social relationships, and learned about Western European notions of gay 
liberation. 
 
The Formation of the HIB, or, Turning West—Living East 
 
 Peter Rausch—a co-founder of the HIB—was certain of one thing: a gay rights group 
needed to be formed in the GDR that worked to lessen the crushing burden of societal exclusion 
that was all too common for so many gay and lesbian East Germans.  As Rausch remembers, it 
was “without question [that] a group needed to be formed.  There was no such thing as 
progressive sexual science [sexology] in the GDR,” at least not during the first half of its 
existence.45  According to Rausch, citizens understood the state’s harnessing of sexual desire in 
the same way: “all intimate desires were channeled into families.  Any other types of 
relationships were considered to be mere “’bourgeois decadence.’”46  From the earliest days of 
the GDR’s existence, the SED claimed that families were the most durable social unit in German 
culture but that the concept of ‘the family’ needed some ‘tweaking’ to live up to Marxist-
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Leninist standards of gender equality.  As Elizabeth Heinemann rightly notes, the SED did 
indeed reconceptualize the nuclear family in that it advocated that every East German women 
had a right to take up paid labor outside the domestic sphere.  Additionally, the SED was willing 
to admit that not all marriages were harmonious, and women were guaranteed the right to file for 
divorce.  Yet that was as much of a “genuine social revolution” that the SED was willing to 
allow for .47  Hence, Rausch was well aware that heterosexuality was a cornerstone of both the 
political and social order in the GDR.  The point of forming any gay rights group, then, was to 
create a sort of alternative network of kinship that could mirror the inclusion of the wider East 
German community of belonging, not necessarily to bring about Western-style sexual revolution.   
  It was in fellow East Berliner, Michael Eggert, that Rasuch recognized the opportunity to 
form a gay rights group, particularly because of Eggert’s well established ties to gay rights 
activists in West Berlin.  According to Rausch, Eggert knew every nook and cranny of the East 
Berlin gay scene, “everywhere between the Oranienburger Tor and the Friedrichstraße.”48  Yet 
what stood out most about Eggert was that he spoke a language of gay liberation that Rausch had 
never been exposed to.  As Rausch remembers, “Micha had been in touch with westerners, and 
he spoke about liberation, about being proud to be gay, and of publicly asking ‘Why is it that the 
heterosexual majority sees fit to exclude us” from public life?49  Eggert maintained close ties 
with members of West Berlin’s HAW (Homosexuelle Aktion West Berlin, or the Homosexual 
Action Group-West Berlin) and met frequently in East Berlin’s Mocca-Bar with HAW 
members.50  On January 14, 1973, Eggert met with Frank Ripploh and Peter Hedenström of the 
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HAW, and they tipped him off about a significant cultural event.  The West German television 
station, ARD, which was also viewable in East Berlin, was set to screen the revolutionary gay 
liberation film, Nicht der Homosexuelle ist pervers, sondern die Situation, in der er lebt, (It is not 
the Homosexual who is Perverse, rather the Situation in Which He Lives is Perverse) directed by 
Rosa von Prauenheim.51  On January 15, 1973, Rausch, Eggert, and ten other men gathered in an 
East Berlin apartment to watch the film.  It was on this night, after viewing a West German film 
about gay liberation, that Rausch and Eggert decided to form what they hoped would be East 
Berlin’s equivalent of West Berlin’s HAW. 
 What was it about Rosa von Prauenheim’s (now) classic film that inspired so many gay 
and lesbian Germans on both sides of the Berlin Wall to take to the streets in the name of gay 
emancipation?  Some of the strength of von Prauenheim’s message lay in his focus on a theme 
that was universal to all queer Germans in the early-1970s: societal exclusion.  As von 
Prauenheim notes, “I started making a film in which I dealt with the causes of my own hang-ups, 
anxieties and feelings of helplessness as a gay man in society.  I was convinced that I was alone 
in my situation, and that even gays did not seem to have an interest in improving their own 
situations.”52  Von Prauenheim provided gay viewers with all too familiar vignettes in which 
they could easily recognize their own experiences—particularly gay men cruising public toilets 
and either having casual sex or being brutalized by queerbashers.  The key to liberation, to von 
Prauenheim’s mind, was critiquing the prudishness of heterosexual societies which banished all 
non-normative sex acts to the darkest corners of urban centers.  Von Prauenheim provided his 
viewers with both a slogan and a call to action— “Out of the toilets and into the streets!”  As von 
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Prauenheim notes, “Catchy slogans do not alone start revolutions,” and the act of making oneself 
visible in public was central to the project of gay liberation.53  While von Prauenheim’s film in 
no way created queer subcultures in both Berlins, his sense of urgency galvanized heretofore 
disparate, somewhat apolitical pockets of those subcultures into organized units of political 
action. 
 Following the screening of von Prauenheim’s film, HIB activists—comprised of a core of 
about thirty, most of whom were gay men, while the number of lesbians in the group 
fluctuated—established the core socio-cultural objectives of their group.  First, the HIB was to 
serve as a family for gay men and lesbians, for whom the theorist Gayle Rubin would refer to as 
‘sexual migrants’—those who had been ostracized from their families on the basis of their 
gender and sexual identities.54  Second, the HIB was to have a ‘public outreach’ component.  The 
group refused to remain behind the closed doors of private apartments and barrooms.  The only 
way heterosexual East Germans could work through the cultural stigma attached to same sex 
love is if they both interacted with gay men and lesbians and came to recognize queerness as 
something that was complementary to the maintenance of real existing socialism and the 
“multidimensional development of the socialist personality (allseitigen Entfaltung der 
Persönlichkeit im Sozialismus).“55  Finally, the HIB took an approach of direct engagement with 
the socialist state in the forms of petition writing (Eingaben) and face-to-face meetings in which 
the group pled for the integration of gay men and lesbians into East German public life.  It may 
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be tempting to categorize the efforts of the HIB as ‘anti-state activism.’  Yet, the HIB, like so 
many other constituents of state socialism, genuinely attempted to reassure the state that it 
accepted socialist rule and would not undermine it.  As Peter Rausch recalls it, direct 
engagement with the state seemed wholly reasonable because, “we thought of homosexual 
emancipation as an essential component of successful socialism, it was simply that those in 
power had not yet reached the same conclusion.”56 
The efforts of members of the HIB to form a network of queer kinship mirrored the 
“West German alternative scene’s preoccupation with ‘warmth’ and intimacy’” and a shared 
desire to escape one’s paternal home.57  Peter Rausch recalls that most of the members of the 
HIB had initially come to East Berlin in order to tap into the city’s gay subculture after being 
exiled from their homes of origin.58  Gay men and lesbians whose families had labeled them as 
sexual deviants were stripped of the emotional benefits of familial warmth.  The HIB, thus, made 
a point to celebrate the high holidays together in order to combat members’ feelings of isolation, 
grief, and anger.59  Christmas looms especially large in the memories of HIB members, and the 
group left behind a remarkable photo archive which highlights scenes of intimacy and warmth 
played out in private apartments in East Berlin.  Additionally, Christiane Seefeld, a lesbian HIB 
member and a bartender at the Schoppenstube, made sure that bar patrons used the space in order 
to combat feelings of loneliness that were common among those who were forced to spend the 
holidays in the confines of the city’s so-called ‘gay ghetto.’60  Such gatherings instilled a sense 
of joy, trust, and self-confidence in HIB members, who, before the formation of the group, 
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believed they would be living lives of total isolation.61  Although members of West Berlin’s 
HAW dismissed the HIB’s use of the petty bourgeois term ‘family,’ the “HIB conceptualized 
their activities as “replacing rather than mimicking” the bourgeois family.”62    
    
 
Image 2.1, Members of the HIB celebrate Christmas, 1975.  Third from the right is HIB 
co-founder, Michael Unger.  Schwules Museum Berlin, Karton HIB-DDR, no. 7, Fotos. 
 
Humor and gaiety were crucial elements of community formation during the HIB’s 
formative years.  The group was renowned for putting on cabarets, drag balls, and comedic skits 
at the Café am Senefelderplatz in which characters dreamed about sex change operations, father 
figures came out to their families as gay, and East Berliners traveled to West Berlin to 
experience the commercialized erotic pleasures of the Beate Uhse sex shop.63  In hosting such 
events, the HIB emotionally connected with the wider world of gay cabaret and fashion balls that 
were held in both the U.S. and western Europe beginning in the 1950s and of which they were 
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aware.64  The ten-person planning committee of the HIB met on a bi-weekly basis in gay-friendly 
bars whose owners would display ‘private family event’ or ‘private birthday party’ signs on the 
doors of their establishments.  Beginning in 1975, Christiane Seefeld organized HIB riverboat 
cruises that, through word-of-mouth invites alone, were annually attended by 300 gay men and 
lesbians.  Before one such cruise, Seefeld secured permission to charter a boat out of Treptow 
from East Berlin’s central permit office and assured the boat’s captains that the event was a 
private (heterosexual) wedding party.  Numerous oral histories recount the ship’s crew 
wandering the elaborately decorated boat to congratulate the ‘lucky couple.’65  Such events 
closely resemble the ‘gay days’ of the Britain’s Gay Liberation Front in which activists declared 
to the populace that one could be publicly gay and joyful whilst doing so.66 
 
 
Image 2.2, Members of the HIB during a 1977 boat cruise.  Schwules Museum Berlin, 
Karton HIB-DDR, no. 7, Fotos.  Peter Rausch, seen signaling to the camera, is standing next to 
Charlotte von Mahlsdorf. 
 
Perhaps the HIB’s most daring public attempt to call attention to the cause of gay rights 
in the GDR came in the form of a collaborative event with a member of Britain’s Gay Liberation 
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Front, Peter Tatchell.  Tatchell had been awarded a position as a delegate to the Tenth World 
Festival Games of Youth and Students in East Berlin (Weltfestspiele) in August 1973.67  The 
SED sponsored the games as an opportunity to celebrate “socialist internationalism” and the 
relaxed ‘openness’ of everyday life in the GDR that the SED claimed it had fostered during the 
early years of the Honecker era.  25,000 foreign delegates and students were invited to attend the 
games from both western nations and the Soviet bloc.  In contrast to the typical top-down 
regulation of youth behavior, “the participants were encouraged to gather in parks and squares 
for spontaneous discussion and celebration.”68  Tatchell viewed his attendance at the event as an 
opportunity to spread the gospel of gay liberation in eastern Europe.  He printed roughly 5,000 
leaflets on which he wrote, “‘Gay is good—gay is proud—gay is angry—gay liberation!’”69  
Tatchell secured a ten minute speaking appearance at a forum on ‘Youth Rights’ outside East 
Berlin’s Humboldt University.  As Tatchell addressed the audience, Peter Rausch and Michael 
Eggert, clad in blue and gold Free German Youth (FDJ) shirts, distributed Tatchell’s leaflets to 
the audience.  Perhaps surprisingly, Tatchell drew the ire other delegates from Britain’s Gay 
Liberation Front who eviscerated him for publicly prioritizing gay liberation over the 
international struggle against capitalism.70  Nonetheless, Tatchell’s message had reached 
sympathetic ears in the GDR and he later reported that copies of leaflets reached both cities such 
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as Erfurt and rural areas where many East Germans who felt same-sex attraction were exposed to 
a newly evolving, internationally formed discourse on gay liberation.71 
 Despite the the genuine sense of euphoria that characterized the early days of the HIB’s 
existence, the group’s leadership quickly began to feel the strain of not having any public, state-
sanctioned headquarters.72  The members of West Berlin’s HAW had the good fortune of 
significantly laxer freedom of speech and assembly laws.  As Peter Rausch remembers it, “The 
particularities of our own attempt at gay liberation differ in comparison to the Western European 
movement.  We stood totally alone.  We didn’t have state-sanctioned organizations or protection.  
We didn’t have a [political] lobby, no gay cultural ministry, no renowned gay sexologist [of our 
generation], no newspaper, no newsletter, no artists.”73  The group could only register to rent 
private bars so many times through the city’s registration office (Meldeamt) without drawing the 
attention of the Stasi and, thus, the SED.  Moreover, even though gay-friendly bar owners were 
willing to allow the HIB to rent their spaces for private planning meetings, doing so carried with 
it relatively steep rental fees.74   
The HIB’s space problem was solved by the GDR’s most well known transgender 
activist, Charlotte von Mahlsdorf.  In the spring of 1974, members of the HIB packed a state-
sponsored lecture on ‘intimate partnership’ at East Berlin’s State Library given by the sexologist, 
Dr. Gerhard Misgeld.75  Although a transcript of Misgeld’s remarks do not exist, we know that in 
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his works on human sexuality he dismissed same sex love as either an attempt to escape 
unfulfilling heterosexual relationships or as the result of trauma in one’s childhood, perhaps even 
poor parenting.76  When the floor was opened to audience questions, HIB members continually 
steered the conversation back to same-sex love and asked Misgeld why he had neglected to 
discuss gay and lesbian relationships as valid.  After the lecture, members of the HIB spilled on 
to the street and could be overheard exclaiming: “How are we supposed to live when we are not 
allowed to meet in public?” Charlotte von Mahlsdorf stood quietly next to the group, listened 
closely, and eventually declared, “Ok, children, if you need a space for your meetings you can 
come to me in Mahlsdorf.  No rent is necessary, but I will accept donations for the light and heat 
bills.”77   
Charlotte von Mahlsdorf was born as Lothar Berfelde on March 18, 1928.  From an early 
age, she exhibited a propensity for wearing women’s clothing and collecting and restoring 
antique furniture from the late nineteenth century (die Gründerzeit).  However, her father would 
have preferred to see her in her ‘proper’ male role, dressed in a Hitler Youth uniform, and he 
frequently subjected her to corporal punishment.78  Following World War II, von Mahlsdorf 
secured a prestigious position as a conservator of antique musical instruments at East Berlin’s 
Märkisches Museum.  She refused to dress in male clothing and frequently drew the ire of her 
supervisor—who sent her numerous memos requesting that she “wear long [men’s] pants,” 
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particularly when the museum was visited by party officials.79  In 1959, von Mahlsdorf 
petitioned the state and was granted permission to both restore the Mahlsdorf Manor on the edge 
of East Berlin and reopen it as a museum dedicated to showcasing furniture and household 
effects dating from 1860 to 1910.80  Von Mahlsdorf’s crowning achievement, to her mind, was 
that she served as the preservationist of numerous artifacts of gay life in Berlin which predated 
the rise of the Nazis.  For instance, in 1963 she secured permission to transfer the furniture and 
fully decorated interior of one of Berlin Mitte’s most beloved gay bars, Mulackstraße 15, to the 
basement of her Gründerzeit Museum in Mahlsdorf after the state ordered it to be shuttered.81  
Thus, when one entered von Mahlsdorf’s basement bar—affectionately referred to as the 
Mulackritze—one had a sense of being both spatially and temporally linked to Berlin’s 
illustrious queer past. 
 
Image 2.3, a party in the Mulackritze.  Charlotte von Mahlsdorf’s cousin is pictured third from 
the right.  Schwules Museum Berlin, Karton HIB-DDR, no. 7, Fotos. 
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It was in Charlotte von Mahlsdorf’s invitation to use her estate that the HIB found both a 
space to meet and a sense of relief that their private meetings were not immediately traceable by 
the state.  As Peter Rausch notes: 
 
  This marked for us the beginning of the most beautiful period in our group’s life.   
  One has to realize that we were previously relegated to meeting in private  
apartments or rented restaurants and clubs.  We constantly had to switch to new  
meeting places which either did not have enough room for us or which cost far  
too much.  Whenever one filled out an application with the state to use a public  
space they immediately left behind a paper trail that could be followed.  It was  
simply no longer feasible to continue renting such spaces under the guise of  
family birthday parties.82 
 
Of course, the members of the HIB did not wish to remain permanently within the confines of 
von Mahlsdorf’s home.  Beginning in the mid-1970s the HIB began to regularly petition the SED 
in the vernacular of formal state socialism for both official state recognition and for state funding 
to construct a public communications center in downtown East Berlin.  The optimistic logic of 
the HIB—which its members today claim was naïve—went that the state itself was mostly 
benevolent and that the project of socialism could “‘turn out well,’” but that it might ‘“take a few 
generations.’”83  By engaging directly with the state, the members of the HIB placed themselves 
at the center of what represented politics in East Germany.  They would come to know that in the 
GDR, a state which deemed “class to be the medium that resolved all other differences,” non-
normative sexualities were seen by the state as markers which warranted one’s purposeful 
societal exclusion.84  While the HIB had ‘turned west’ and used western gay liberation as an 
orientating device, they still lived east.   
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State Responses to the HIB 
 
During the 1970s, the SED’s response to gay rights activism was hardly monolithic, and 
sexologists within the Ministry of Health signaled to HIB members that they would advocate for 
the cause of gay emancipation in their capacities as party functionaries.  As previously 
mentioned, a number of East German sexologists used their weekly sex advice columns in Für 
Dich to make clear that they considered same-sex love to be a natural variant of human sexuality.  
However, not all sex researchers held that view (or even came to hold that view) throughout the 
GDR’s forty-year existence.  For instance, the widely respected East German endocrinologist, 
Dr. Günter Dörner, claimed that homosexuality was caused by a hormonal abnormality that 
resulted from mothers experiencing either physical or psychological trauma during pregnancy.85  
Beginning in the late-1960s (and continuing until the 1990s), Dörner claimed that testosterone 
injections he had given pregnant rats had reduced the overall desire of the creatures to associate 
with one another on a homosocial basis. (In other words, after receiving the injections, Dörner’s 
rats mingled in mixed-gender groups as opposed to same-gender groups.)  Without evidence, 
Dörner argued in a host of publications that homosexuality could be ‘reversed’ via in utero 
hormone therapy.  In a 1975 issue of Für Dich, Dr. Peter Klemm, one of the GDR’s most notably 
gay-friendly sex counselors, excoriated Dörner for claiming that one’s same-sex desire could be 
‘reorientated’ toward heterosexuality via hormone therapy: 
 
It is one of many human achievements to have liberated sexuality from its 
function as biological reproduction and to have made it into an independent 
source of pleasure and life enrichment.  Once we have acknowledged this and 
accepted the fundamentally human, and, therefore, social function of sexuality, 
we must also grant that the source of pleasure cannot be set by biological criteria.  
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The [so-called] ‘wrong’ taste in sexual pleasure cannot be declared a ‘sickness’ in 
need of treatment.  Homosexuals suffer only an intolerant milieu!  Homosexuality 
is a form of ‘deviance’ only in terms of traditional sex-role concepts!  Any 
halfway imaginative heterosexual couple deviates from the ‘natural’—e.g. the 
sexual behavior of rats—just as much as a homosexual couple.  It is therefore 
quite proper to doubt whether the problem of bi-or-homosexuality can actually be 
solved with a shot of hormones in the fourth month of pregnancy, or even should 
be.  Changes in the traditional concept of sex roles are certainly the more correct 
and above all humane approach, and these remarks are intended as a contribution 
to that goal.86 
 
In claiming that gay men and lesbians did not suffer from a pathological ‘illness’ but rather from 
an intolerant social milieu, Klemm publicly echoed the rallying call of gay rights activists 
throughout Eurasia after the late-1960s.  Moreover, Klemm’s text made clear that at least some 
segments of the SED state had moved toward sexual modernity and accepted same-sex love as a 
fact of daily life in the GDR. 
 Members of the HIB were enthralled by Klemm’s rebuttal of Dörner’s work, and on 
August 23, 1976, HIB co-founder Peter Rausch wrote to sexologist Siegfried Schnabl to 
determine the extent to which the GDR’s Ministry of Health was willing to publicly support their 
cause.  As Rausch wrote to Schnabl, the doctor was “known for addressing the issue of 
homosexuality” in his publications.  The HIB, Rausch continued, sought not society-wide sexual 
revolution, but rather the establishment of a “gay-only institution in which to facilitate exchange 
[between gay citizens] and to host leisure activities.”87  Schnabl replied that he could not 
personally provide the HIB with state-sanctioned spaces in which to meet, but that he would act 
in his capacity as the principle head of the GDR’s sex counseling and education programs to 
advocate for the needs of gay and lesbian citizens: 
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As you may have gathered from my publications, I am against any and all 
discrimination of homosexuals.  You all have the right—like any other citizens—
to be treated with respect.  I can’t imagine the logic that goes into your group 
being denied access to public space for meetings.  After all, any wedding venue, 
any club, any group hall could accommodate your needs. […] If the opportunity 
should arise for me to speak on your behalf, I stand prepared to offer my 
professional medical opinion.88 
 
Schnabl’s response makes clear that there was hardly a uniformity of opinion regarding same-sex 
love within the SED.  While the upper echelons of state power—namely the Politburo and the 
Central Committee of the party—may have continued to deny the emotional and material 
benefits of full citizenship to queer East Germans, more than a few medical doctors in the 
Ministry of Health were willing to serve as LGBT allies insofar as they were able.   
The Politburo, on the other hand, deployed the Stasi in order to gather information about 
the HIB with the aim of dismantling the group.  On or around April 12, 1975, the MfS tasked 
Stasi informant (IM) ‘Mathias Köster’ with gathering information on HIB co-founder Michael 
Unger and with deciphering the exact intentions of the HIB in East German public life.89  While 
we know very little about Köster—besides the fact that he was a gay East Berliner—he hardly 
provided information that was of much use to the MfS.  For instance, in his early reports Köster 
repeatedly claimed that he knew next to nothing about the HIB and that he was not attached to 
the core planning group.  At one point, he emphatically noted on a Stasi tape recording, “The 
leadership circle has been consolidated in eight-to-ten people.  For non-leadership such as 
myself, it is nearly impossible to take part in their meetings or to gain access to what they 
discuss.”90   
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However, in subsequent reports, Köster contradicted himself and stated that he had 
“prime access” to HIB leadership.  Additionally, he made the (now debunked) outrageous claims 
that the HIB was in possession of 10,000 East German Marks to spend on its cause and that the 
group’s symbol—the letters HIB enclosed in a circular ring of silver—resembled the Nazi 
swastika (Hackenkreuz).91  Given Köster’s about face and his provision of false and salacious 
information, it is very safe to assume that he was simply telling his MfS handler what he wanted 
to hear.  As Gary Bruce has noted, the Stasi was an information gathering network that valued 
quantity of information over quality.92  In other words, the more information an IM could 
provide, the ‘stronger’ the case the Stasi was able to build that citizens were actively working to 
build a ‘state within a state.’  One thing is clear from reading Köster’s reports—he felt compelled 
to provide information, even patently false information, to his handler.  It is very likely that the 
MfS held the threat of blackmail in the form of outing Köster as gay to either his wife or his 
employer, either of which could destroy one’s life in the GDR of the 1970s. 
Köster’s IM reports also highlight the ways in which the MfS both fundamentally 
misread the intentions of the HIB and never had a clear understanding of the group’s leadership 
structure.  For example, in one of Köster’s first meetings with his presiding officer, or FO 
(Führungsoffizier), the FO repeatedly asked Köster how many of the group’s members were over 
the age of fifty—to which Köster consistently replied none.93  Köster was right, the age range of 
HIB members was twenty-to-thirty years old.  Yet Köster’s FO was intent on proving a 
hackneyed Stasi hypothesis: that the majority of gay and lesbian East Germans were ‘holdovers’ 
from either the Nazi or Weimar eras and that state socialism had fostered the preconditions under 
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which the ‘new (straight) socialist citizen’ had emerged.  The members of the HIB were the 
‘youth generation’—the generation that had internalized the regime’s rhetoric about ‘self-
actualization’ and who sought to interact with the state rather than to topple it from within.  
Additionally, Köster’s FO was obsessed with proving that the HIB was controlled by influential 
East German television and film actors, such as the Café am Senenfeldplatz’s most beloved 
cabaret performer, Peter Fabers.  Köster’s FO repeatedly pressed him on Fabers’ involvement 
with the HIB, to which Köster would only reply that Fabers was a “perverse exhibitionist.”94  
While Köster correctly anticipated his FO’s reading of non-normative masculinities to be 
potentially destructive to society, he was unable to provide a link between Fabers and the HIB’s 
leadership because no such link existed.  After less than a year of utilizing Köster’s services as 
an IM, the Stasi severed its ties with him on March 5, 1976 without citing a specific cause in his 
file.95 
There was, nevertheless, one ‘plot’ that the Stasi was able to foil that would forever 
influence the trajectory of the HIB.  In April 1978, Ursula Sillge, a lesbian member of the HIB, 
planned a GDR-wide meeting of roughly 500 lesbians at the von Mahlsdorf estate, most of 
whom she became acquainted with by placing coded personal ads in the widely-read 
Wochenpost.96  Sillge, who was unknowingly informed on by a Stasi informant, was summoned 
to her local Volkspolizei station a week before the event took place. When questioned by police 
as to the nature of the event, she explained that she understood the meeting to be legal because it 
was to be held in a private home.  Although the Volkspolizei granted Sillge official permission to 
host the meeting, police raided Mahlsdorf’s home on the day of the event, arrested numerous 
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attendees, and briefly held them for questioning.  In the weeks following the gathering, Charlotte 
von Mahlsdorf received official notification from East Berlin’s Cultural Ministry office that a 
five-year moratorium had been placed on any and all types of meetings at her estate.  This meant 
that the HIB was officially without a home.97  It is worth pointing out that the response to 
Sillge’s ‘Lesbian Meeting’ (Lesbentreffen) was disproportionately gender-specific.  Gay men had 
previously planned and hosted larger events at von Mahlsdorf’s estate that the Volkspolizei were 
aware of and never broke up.98  State socialism prefigured women as either heterosexual married 
‘worker mothers’ or as Alleinstehende Frauen, single working mothers for whom the institution 
of marriage itself was not fulfilling.  As we will see in chapter five, the GDR’s conception of 
female sexual desire was not elastic enough to include female same-sex love.  
Beyond deploying the Stasi to disrupt the activities of gay rights activists, the SED waged 
a sort of war of attrition against the HIB in which the state (purposely) sluggishly responded to 
the group’s petitions. Following the Sillge affair, the HIB petitioned the regime in such a way 
that demonstrated both their loyalty to the socialist state and their reverence for the regime’s 
epistolary decorum.  For instance, when Peter Rausch wrote to East Berlin’s Cultural Ministry on 
October 23, 1978, he articulated that the group’s desire was simply to be recognized as a cultural 
‘interest group’ (Interessengemeinschaft) in East Berlin that was deserving of the type of space 
typically allocated to similar ‘clubs’ or ‘men’s leagues.’  Rausch was careful not to veer from the 
script that gays were “not at all dissimilar from other working-class citizens,” except for the fact 
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that they simply had no place to publicly meet.99  According to Rausch, homophobia did exist in 
the GDR but it was in no way perpetuated by state socialism.  The remnants of pre-1945 
capitalism and organized religion, Rausch argued, could be recognized in older East German’s 
obsession with bourgeois morality.  Even the group’s name—the Homosexual Interest Group 
Berlin, as opposed to West Berlin’s Gay Action Group—was an intentional signal to the state 
that the group did not have any intention of revolutionizing (or even criticizing) traditional 
gender and sexual norms in the same manner as West German gay rights activists.  The only 
‘action’ the HIB had in mind was using a public space to remedy queer isolation in the GDR.  At 
one point the state waited up to six months to respond to one of Rausch’s Eingaben, to which he 
boldly (and uncharacteristically) wrote in yet another petition, “We will not disappear, and 
boarding up the public toilets will not get rid of us.”100   
Eingaben written by the HIB to various state ministries shed light on the ways in which 
group members inhabited various subject positions when interacting with disparate 
administrative offices. For instance, in yet another petition dated on October 23, 1978, six HIB 
members wrote directly to the Volkskammer to inform the legislative body that gay men were 
routinely beaten (and even murdered) in the GDR.101  The petitioners claimed that the state 
needed to acknowledge that homophobia posed a significant risk of violence to East Berlin’s gay 
and lesbian communities.  The group concluded its missive with a reminder that one could not 
change their sexual orientation and that it was incumbent upon the heterosexual majority to 
‘evolve’ on the matter: “The working-class gay is just like any other person who seeks to enrich 
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our socialist society.  We hope that you will liberate us (from homophobia), but, to be clear, we 
have no desire to be liberated from our homosexuality.”102  In a somewhat more desperate 
petition, the HIB went so far as to inform and gently warn the SED that the process of ‘self-
actualization’ was experienced unevenly in the GDR.  They wrote that, “The development of the 
socialist personality is contingent upon one’s identity as a worker and what one does with one’s 
free time.”103  The state, then, was running the unnecessary risk of creating a class of citizens 
whose personal development was ‘stunted.’  “Out of the toilets,” the HIB members wrote, “but to 
where?”104        
What a close reading of the HIB’s Eingaben make clear is that the HIB sought to reassure 
the state in a shared vernacular that it posed no threat to the longevity of ‘real existing socialism.’  
Take, for instance, this passage from the HIB’s letter to the Volkskammer in 1978: 
How does our state expect to win the trust of homosexuals?  We don’t mean the 
‘trust’ or ‘confidence’ that every working-class citizen of our society grows up 
imbued with specific socialist values, but rather the trust that the state realizes that 
socialist society is structured in such a way that excludes homosexuals from 
participating in the construction of real existing socialism.  We are a minority 
social group which has a deep reverence for the laws of our society but who 
simply happen to have intimate feelings for members of the same sex.105  
 
In this instance, the petitioners called upon the socialist state to acknowledge subtle systems of 
inclusion and exclusion which undergirded daily life in the GDR.  Seen through this lens, the 
HIB posited citizenship as a complex set of social collisions between state and citizen rather than 
a timeless, static Enlightenment concept.  In other words, HIB members were all too aware that 
the formation of the modern socialist state (and the modern capitalist state) was predicated upon 
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the negation of all forms of queerness and that heterosexual sex was one of the ‘entry tickets’ 
into the East German community of belonging.  The petitioners simply wished to make clear that 
one could be a loyal socialist and gay, and that the two were not mutually exclusive.      
On September 20, 1979—after submitting countless petitions to varying state 
ministries—members of the HIB were summoned to meet with the ‘State Counsel for Eingaben,’ 
and a certain Herr Schäfer.  The HIB were represented by Peter Rausch, Ursula Sillge, Siegfried 
Spremberg, Frank Koika, and Michael Eggert.  It is well worth reprinting the transcript of the 
meeting below: 
Schäfer: The problems of homosexuals are fully understood by the state.  
However, the state is unwilling to support homosexuals for the following reasons: 
the topic of homosexuality is treated with reservations by members of different 
cultural institutions because we have other socio-political goals to achieve.  To be 
exact: this means that all intimate, monogamous relationships are to serve the goal 
of the preservation of the society (Erhaltung der Art).  Indeed, there are clubs for 
adolescents and for single (Alleinstehende) mothers, but the sole purpose of these 
clubs is to usher such citizens toward partner-relationships and to ensure that 
those relationships serve the purpose of the preservation of society.  This decision 
is valid for the foreseeable future, and this issue will never be addressed in a way 
that you homosexuals find satisfactory.  We will never endorse or publicly 
support the establishment of clubs for homosexuals because doing so would 
signal to youths that the state has no concern ‘one way or the other’ how they 
[adolescents] express intimate feelings—what is best is that youths decisively 
choose the heterosexual side.  
 
Ursula Sillge: Two-thirds of lesbian women are mothers—they have children.  A 
huge segment of that same group are married [in heterosexual partnerships].      
Young women should at least have the possibility to decide what type of 
monogamous relationship is best for them.  This would also save many women 
from the painful process of going through a divorce. 
 
Schäfer: We are of the opinion that children do best when raised within the  
family.  This is why the state has taken so many measures to allow children to be  
raised with their mothers—for instance, after the birth of a child mothers can  
remain at home for one year with their children.  The ‘comfy nest’ of an intact  
family is what is best for children.  Of course, we are of the opinion that it would  
be best if there were no single mothers.  You can rest assured that we have spent a  
considerable amount of time discussing this matter. 
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Siegfried Spremberg: Does the Minister foresee the state being useful to  
homosexuals in any way whatsoever in the future? 
 
Schäfer: I’m certain that you can come up with counterarguments to our position.   
However, you should in no way interpret this meeting as a sign that the state  
wishes to address this matter in the ways that you see fit.  Of course, money plays  
a central role in this matter.  Our state ministries have more pressing problems to  
solve.  There is no committee that we can create that can deal with the problem of  
homosexuality in all of its complexity.  You should await no further responses to  
your Eingaben.106  
 
What Herr Schäfer’s statements make clear is that, even until the end of the 1970s, the 
SED viewed taking a supportive public stance on same-sex love as a significant threat to its 
political credibility.  To note that the state had “other political goals to achieve” at least hints at 
the notion that the heterosexual majority might have been displeased at the SED voicing support 
for gay rights activists.  Additionally, according to HIB co-founder Michael Unger, the state was 
also concerned about the possibility of social networks publicly revealing that “gays and lesbians 
had interests that needed to be represented.”107  To quote Unger directly: 
 
What they were really scared of, and what they didn’t want, was networking  
(Vernetzung).  I mean, the individual bars, or that we went cottaging, I don’t think  
that interested them at all.  That’s my analysis.  They weren’t interested in gays,  
they were interested in (stopping) people coming together and wanting to change  
something about the system.108 
 
Finally, Schäfer’s comment that the SED wished for adolescents to choose ‘the heterosexual 
side’ in life highlights both the fragility of heterosexuality and the reality that the formation of 
human sexual orientations is a (socially) relational process rather than a ‘fixed’ or ‘set-in-stone’ 
one.  Sara Ahmed would recognize Schäfer’s comments as a deliberate ploy to remove the queer 
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subject from the heterosexual’s line of sight so as to ensure the latter’s ‘straight,’ biologically 
reproductive life trajectory.   
Following the HIB’s September 20, 1979 meeting with the state, the group quietly 
disbanded out of a collective sense of emotional exhaustion.  The joyous early years of the HIB’s 
existence were replaced with deep-seated feelings of disillusionment about (yet still not a total 
rejection of) state socialism.  The very logical conclusion that HIB members drew from the 
state’s 1968 decriminalization of homosexuality was that socialist lawmakers had come to 
recognize same-sex love as a natural variant of human sexuality.109  However, HIB members 
quickly learned that being gay in the GDR meant accepting a sort of second-class citizenship in 
which one did not have the privilege of taking part in what Mary Fulbrook has referred to as East 
Germany’s “participatory dictatorship.”110  By the early-1980s, the HIB had already been 
historically stripped of its once liberatory teeth by West Berliners who saw only a bar scene and 
absolutely no chance of gay liberation in the GDR.  In the 1981 edition of the West German gay 
tourism guidebook, Berlin von hinten (Berlin from behind), the authors noted that “the scene in 
East Berlin can hardly be compared with our scene in the West.  [East German] gays are still 
living lives of nearly total isolation.  To meet gays in East Berlin we recommend the following 
bars: Burgfrieden, Café Schönhauser, and the Schoppenstube.”111 
 
Conclusion 
  The heterosexual sexual culture that emerged in the GDR during the 1970s was shaped 
by both international and domestic forces.  While the late-1960s sexual revolution certainly 
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contributed to the development of a remarkably liberal sexual environment in the GDR, SED 
policy shifts also played a role.112  Although the Politburo and the Central Committee yearned 
for citizens to form nuclear families, the party (at least publicly) came to accept the fact that 
millions of everyday citizens were having sex outside the bounds of marriage.  GDR sexual 
advice literature of the period shifted from prescriptive advice about contraception and 
childrearing toward descriptive ‘tips’ on how best to achieve mutual sexual pleasure.  Moreover, 
East German sexologists posited such gratification as central to the development of the socialist 
personality and, thus, citizenship.  The SED afforded heterosexuals prime access to the first 
person voice in the public sphere to narrate the ways in which the upheavals of the immediate 
postwar period and the stabilization of ‘real existing socialism’ had altered (in both negative and 
positive ways) their sex lives.  Heterosexuality, thus, thus, served as a narrative entry point into 
the East German community of belonging, and the ‘everyday’ (Alltag) came to replace the 
epochal language of ‘class struggle’ and the ‘heroic socialist future’ in GDR print culture.113  It 
was this narrative community that the gay, lesbian, and transgender actors whom we met in this 
chapter strove to join. 
 The upheavals of the late-1960s western sexual revolution spread like wildfire, albeit 
unevenly, throughout the Soviet bloc.  After the SED’s decriminalization of homosexuality in 
1968, gay and lesbian East Germans turned towards the West as an orientating device to help 
them bring about (what they hoped would be) revolutionary social change in the GDR.  Like 
their West German compatriots, East Germans fostered a sense of joy and intimacy among one 
another and sought to make an effort to publicly draw attention to gay rights issues under state 
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socialism.  Yet the gay rights movement that emerged in East Berlin during the 1970s was hardly 
a facsimile of the West German movement.  East and West German activists disagreed about the 
deployment of the term ‘family’ and West German activists resented the fact that East German 
activists turned to ‘respectability politics’—rather than an outright critique of traditional gender 
and sexual norms—in their dealings with the socialist state.  If the Western and Eastern 
European gay rights movements differ in one critical way, it is that Western governments, to 
their own advantage, begrudgingly made some room for gay citizens in public as of the mid-
1970s.  There is, after all, considerable evidence that Western European governments blunted the 
energy of the New Left by proving to be somewhat responsive to the demands of social justice 
activists.114  For all of its talk about being the party of the future, the SED Politburo never totally 
abandoned the notions of bourgeois respectability that had dominated German social and 
political life well before the formation of the GDR. 
 Nonetheless, it is still not helpful or productive to view 1970s East German gay rights 
activism—whose adherents did adopt many Western gay liberation platforms—through the 
conceptual lens of a ‘failed revolution.’115  Some queer activists have turned and do continue to 
turn away from the modern state in order to create their own counterpublics.  However, 1970s 
HIB activists recognized the emergence of the first-person ‘(hetero)sexual self’ in the print 
public sphere as revolutionary in and of itself and turned toward the state in the hope of making 
the policy of ‘self-actualization’ a reality in their own lives.  A radical praxis of Western gay 
rights activism was—to again borrow Sara Ahmed’s phrase—‘within reach’ of the HIB, but the 
group chose instead to remind the SED that their existence posed no threat to the longevity of 
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state socialism.  As I highlighted in this chapter, HIB members who petitioned the SED argued 
that the public articulation of one’s same-sex desire stood to enrich rather than detract from 
socialist culture.  The “sexual citizen,” simply put, is not always a cultural revolutionary, and the 
only way we can understand the history of gay rights activism in the GDR is by abandoning the 
notion that being queer carries with it a ‘default’ anti-statist subjectivity. 
 Finally, this chapter sheds light on the fact that both state opinions regarding same-sex 
love and state responses to queer East German constituents were hardly monolithic during the 
1970s.  When the SED repealed §175 in 1968, it pushed the issue of gay rights away from the 
Ministry of Justice and towards the Ministry of Health.  Sexologists within the latter ministry, 
such as Siegfried Schnabl and Peter Klemm, attempted to ensure members of the HIB that they 
supported their cause whilst simultaneously making clear that there were limits to just how far 
they could carry queer voices into the public sphere.  Conversely, the Politburo responded to the 
growth of the HIB by breaking up the group via police force.  This reactive schism—with mid-
level party members supporting gay rights activists and upper-level apparatchiks seeking to 
silence those activists—is essential for understanding the breakthroughs made by a host of 
disparate LGBT actors in the GDR’s public sphere during the 1980s.  At the highest levels of 
socialist governance, the state never moved ahead of its homophobic citizenry in order to 
benevolently usher queer citizens into East German public life.116  Rather, the 1980s saw the 
SED deploy the Stasi in an attempt to destroy the church-based gay rights movement at the same 
time that it granted activists increased freedoms.  The Politburo’s “private transcript”—its hidden 
                                                           
116 On McLellan’s claim that the state ‘moved ahead of citizenry’ on the issue of gay rights in the history 
of the GDR, see McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism, 208.  Jennifer Evans makes a similar claim.  
See also Jennifer Evans, “Homosexuality and the Politics of Masculinity in East Germany,” in Karen 
Hagemann and Sonya Michel, eds., Gender and the Long Postwar” The United States and the Two 
Germanys, 1945-1989 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2014), 343-358.   
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desire—was for the GDR to exist as a “straight state.”  In the next chapter, I track the ways in 
which the SED utilized its infamous secret police apparatus in an attempt to make that dream a 
reality. 
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CHAPTER THREE: INTIMATE SECRETS: THE STASI’S OBSERVATION OF EAST 




In May, 1984, Roland Beyer—also known by his Stasi informant codename, ‘Gerhard 
Olsen’—was emotionally inconsolable.  Beyer, a loyal SED member and a former major in the 
East German army, lost his job and his military pension when the Stasi informed his superiors in 
the NVA that he had carried on numerous extramarital gay affairs throughout the early-1980s.1  
Beyer, who felt socially isolated and feared losing contact with his children, turned to one of the 
only sources of camaraderie available to gay men and lesbians in the GDR during the early-
1980s—a church-based gay rights group organized by the gay pastor, Eduard ‘Eddi’ Stapel, in 
his home city of Magdeburg.  Shortly after joining the group, Beyer was approached by Colonel 
Stoye of that city’s MfS office and offered the opportunity to regain his military pension if he 
provided information about both the Magdeburg gay rights AK (Arbeitskreis, or working group) 
and its leader, Stapel.  Beyer accepted the offer but made clear to Stoye that there was not much 
to tell about the group.  None of its members voiced anti-state opinions, and nearly half of them 
were card-carrying SED loyalists.  Furthermore, as Stoye noted, Beyer mostly wanted to better 
understand what, beyond committing adultery, he had done wrong.  In seeking private intimacies 
with men he had committed no crime, particularly given that regime repealed §175 in 1968.  
What did the SED have against gay men?  The Magdeburg AK’s meetings were somewhat 
unremarkable, particularly because, as Beyer noted, Eddi Stapel was ‘arrogant’ and refused to 
allow the group to be run in a democratic manner.  In fact, Beyer claimed, the AK’s membership 
                                                           
1 BStu, MfS, HA/XX, BV Leipzig 452/87, Bd. 1, pg. 46-47. 
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numbers regularly fluctuated because of personal resentments that members harbored regarding 
Stapel’s leadership style.2                  
What are we to make of the interactions between the gay SED member and his case officer?  
First, Beyer’s willingness to critique the state’s heterosexism highlights both the active subject 
voice that activists had found in the AKs and the fact that, only a few years before the dissolution 
of state socialism, the popular fear of the MfS was beginning to notably dwindle among the body 
politic.  In fact, Beyer went so far as to ask his case officer to visit and speak before the Magdeburg 
AK.3 Second, this informant-case officer interaction hardly represents the all-powerful state 
smashing the will of its subjects, as Beyer attempted to use his face-to-face exposure with the MfS 
to his advantage—as an ersatz public sphere through which to communicate his desire to reclaim 
his social stature in the GDR. Third, Beyer’s handler laid bare both the state’s “public and private 
transcripts,” to invoke James C. Scott’s phraseology.  If the SED—particularly the Politburo and 
Central Committee—had allowed queer voices to emerge in the public sphere during the mid-to-
late 1980s, it had only done so begrudgingly.  That the Stasi was still trying to establish connections 
with citizens like Beyer at the same time it publicly made concessions to gay rights activists makes 
clear that the state still viewed queer East Germans as a societal ‘other’ that needed to be closely 
monitored.  In this instance, thus, we see the MfS acting as much more than an overgrown security 
apparatus. The Stasi was, in other words, the clandestine preserver of a heterosexual East German 
social order. Finally, Beyer’s emphasis on the frayed nature of interpersonal dynamics within the 
Magdeburg AK allows us to challenge a myth that has plagued queer GDR history since the early-
                                                           
2 Ibid. 
3 BStU, MfS, HA/VI, BV Magdeburg 9/91, “Ihr Schreiben vom 31.7.1984 zur Person BEYER, Roland,” 
Bd. 2, pg. 123. 
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1990s—that the Stasi intimated gay rights activists to such an extent that they abandoned their 
cause.4   
As both the existence and the dissolution of the GDR move into the ‘rear view mirror’ of 
European memory, East Germany is neither remembered for its signature car (the Trabant), nor 
for its contribution to international sport scandals (athlete doping), but for having the largest secret 
police force in world history.  Immediately after the fall of the Berlin Wall investigations of GDR 
history (both scholarly and popular) initially tended to focus on sensational stories about the Stasi.5  
Throughout the early-1990s, German tabloids led with headlines that highlighted the ‘moral 
depravity’ of former East Germans who had worked as unofficial collaborators for the MfS—
neighbors had spied on neighbors and, in very rare cases, spouses had informed on one another.6  
“For many observers,” Paul Betts notes, “the Stasi was the grim realization of Jeremy Benthams’s 
infamous Panopticon, wherein ‘a permanent, exhaustive omnipresent surveillance’ had 
‘transformed the whole social body into of a field of perception: thousands of eyes posted 
everywhere.”7  Even when compared to other Eastern European states the level of “pervasive 
surveillance” in the GDR was exceptional.  The secret services of the “USSR (1:595), 
                                                           
4 On GDR gay rights groups as being heavily infiltrated and immobilized by the Stasi, see Denis M. 
Sweet, “The Church, the Stasi, and Socialist Integration: Three Stage of Lesbian and Gay Emancipation 
in the Former German Democratic Republic,” in Gert Hekma, Harry Oosterhuis, and James Steakley, 
eds., Gay Men and the Sexual History of the Political Left (New York: Harrington Park Press, 1995), 351-
368. 
5 Andrew I. Port, “Love, Lust, and Lies under Communism: Family Values and Adulterous Liaisons in 
Early East Germany,” Central European History no. 44 (2011), 480. 
6 The famous and now deceased actor, Ulrich Mühe, caused quite a stir when in Germany he publicly 
claimed that his first wife had served as an IM in a Stasi operation against him.  See, ““The Lives of 
Others” Actor Ulrich Mühe Dies,” in Deutsche Welle, July 25, 2007.  See also, Betts, Within Walls, 23.  
Finally, for a case in which a lover informs on a lover, see Alon Confino, “The Travels of Bettina 
Humpel: One Stasi File and Narratives of State and Self in East Germany,” in Betts and Pence, eds., 
Socialist Modern: East German Everyday Culture and Politics (Ann Arbor: 2008), pgs. 133-156.      
7 Paul Betts, Within Walls: Private Life in the German Democratic Republic (Oxford University Press, 
2010), 22-23. 
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Czechoslovakia (1:867), or Poland (1:1,574) did not even come close to the ratio in East Germany 
of one full-time secret service police officer for every 180 German citizens.”8  
In this chapter I queer the so-called “Stasi myth”—the narrative that the all-powerful state 
used the MfS as a tool to ‘hover above’ a powerless body politic—and examine the Stasi’s 
observation of church-based gay rights activist Eduard Stapel in order to expose both the covert 
means by which the state sought to institutionalize heterosexuality ‘from above’ and the SED’s 
restrictive vision of citizenship.9  Between 1983-1989 the Stasi enlisted over 200 citizen 
informants (Inoffizieller Mitarbeiter, or IMs), most of whom self-identified as gay men, to 
infiltrate and destroy the working groups (Arbeitskreise, or AKs) and produced roughly 10,000 
pages of reports on the movement.10  Such an undertaking did not merely reflect the SED’s desire 
to police a minority population.11  The Stasi labeled same-sex love as a decadent Western import 
that stood to corrupt ‘upright’ East German sexualities and typologized gay men as sickly, 
peacenik “anti-citizens,” thereby explicitly linking sexuality and national security.12  Like so many 
other modern states, the SED defined membership in the national community by identifying who 
was to remain outside of it.13  However, I contend that the gay men whom the Stasi encountered 
                                                           
8 Ibid. 
9 I borrow the term ‘institutionalization of heterosexuality’ from Margot Canaday.  See Canaday, 
“Building a Straight State: Sexuality and Social Citizenship under the 1944 G.I. Bill,” The Journal of 
American History, vol. 90, no. 3 (December, 2003): 935-957.  
10 Eduard Stapel, Warme Brüder gegen Kalte Krieger: Schwulenbewegung in der DDR im Visier der 
Staatssicherheit (Magdeburg: Landesbeauftrage für die Unterlagen des Staatssicherheitsdienstes der 
ehemaligen DDR Sachsen-Anhalt, 1999), 6.  Of the 10,000 pages of reports that the Stasi compiled on the 
gay rights movement, 4,000 of those pages focused on Eddy Stapel alone.     
11 Jennifer Evans, “Men, Mining, and Masculinity in the early GDR,” German History vol. 23, no. 3 
(2005), 355-370.  Here, 369. 
12I have borrowed the term “anti-citizen” from Margot Canaday.  See Margot Canaday, The Straight 
State: Sexuality and Citizenship in Twentieth-Century America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2009), 9.  For some instances of states linking sexuality and national security see Diane Richardson, 
“Sexuality and Citizenship,” Sociology vol. 32, no. 1 (February 1998): 83-100.   
13 Victoria Harris, “Sex on the Margins: New Directions in the Historiography of Sexuality and Gender,” 
The Historical Journal vol. 53, no. 4 (December 2010: 1085-1104). 
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were far from anti-state radicals and confounded the MfS’s attempt to characterize them as such. 
Moreover, I argue that gay East Germans who collaborated with the Stasi cannot be seen in “black-
and white terms, i.e. as either guilty perpetrators or as passive victims,” but rather that such 
collusion highlights a ‘gray zone’ of human behavior that deserves our attention if we are to write 
more nuanced histories of life in autocratic societies.14  This chapter, thus, represents a significant 
step in the project of demystifying the Stasi as an ‘all knowing,’ ‘ever present’ security apparatus 
that was totally successful in its attempts to eradicate all forms of queer self-expression in the 
GDR.15 
Finally, if we turn away from thinking of East German gay rights activists as actors 
without agency ensnarled in the Stasi’s trap, we might finally begin to focus on a vital new 
question: if the MfS was not able to bring about the end of the East German gay rights 
movement, why did membership in church-based activist groups fluctuate so much throughout 
the 1980s? I posit that inter-group dynamics and the fractious nature of gay rights activism—
particularly Stapel’s conservative praxis of gay liberation—were the most significant reasons 
why GDR gay rights groups were plentiful in number but small in size.  In other words, the Stasi 
did not have to sow discord between gay rights activists, for activists did that themselves.  In 
contrast to scholars who claim that queer life in the GDR was “relatively unfragmented,” I 
highlight disagreements between gay rights activists in order to argue that there was no ‘one way 
to be gay’ in East Germany.  Many queer actors rejected both the state-appeasing tone adopted 
                                                           
14 Attention to the ‘gray’ in GDR history has become an essential site of focus since the publication of 
Fulbrook’s The People’s State in 2005.  See especially Jan Palmowski, Inventing a Socialist Nation and 
Andrew I. Port, “Love, Lust, and Lies under Communism: Family Values and Adulterous Liaisons in 
Early East Germany,” Central European History no. 44 (2011): 478-505.  
15 In attempting to break down the Stasi myth, I am following the lead of Konrad Jarausch.  See Konrad 
Jarausch, “Between Myth and Reality: The Stasi Legacy in German History,” Bulletin of the German 
Historical Institute, no. 52, vol. 9 (2014), 73-86. 
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by church-based activists and their respectability politics, which led to the exclusion of femme 
gay men (known as ‘queens’ or ‘Tunten’) within the movement until the late-1980s.  In other 
words, a certain praxis of gay rights activism was ‘within reach’ to thousands of queer East 
Germans, but they were simply either indifferent to or uninspired by it.  
    
Gay Men as National Security Threats—The Case Against Eduard Stapel 
 
The Stasi tracked, harassed, and labeled gay men and lesbians as “anti-citizens” before the 
SED decriminalized same-sex coitus in 1968, but they also recognized such people as having 
“uniquely sophisticated intelligence gathering capabilities.”  In 1965 a Stasi operative wrote a 
lengthy and widely circulated report in which he claimed that gay men were “particularly well 
suited to the information service due to inborn psychological qualities” and their capacity to lead 
double lives.16  Gay men evinced two ‘essential prerequisites’ for service as IMs in the MfS, ‘a 
natural gift for conspiratorial behavior’ and ‘an ability to adapt to the emotional needs’ of the 
people they observed.17  The author claimed that ‘homosexuals’ exhibited varying types of ‘manly 
characteristics’ and that differing masculinities could be mobilized to gather intelligence from 
emotionally fragile women and, of course, other gay men.  More ‘feminine homosexuals’ could 
befriend and glean information from otherwise guarded female subjects and ‘effeminate (male) 
queens’ (Tunten).  More ‘manly homosexuals’ were able to carry on sexual relationships with 
women without emotional attachment.18  As Jennifer Evans notes, the 1965 report represented an 
attempt by the regime to safeguard “working-class masculinities” from the ‘ever-lurking threat’ of 
homosexuality.  Yet, the Stasi was certainly not above using gay men for security work.  Such 
                                                           
16 One can read the report in Wolfram Setz’s volume on homosexuality in the GDR.  “Die Stasi und die 
Homosexuellen: Ein Überläufer berichtet (1965),” in Wolfram Setz, ed., Homosexualität in der DDR: 




instances shed “insight into the hypocrisy of the state and the durability (and apparent usefulness) 
of the image of gay people as politically duplicitous.”19  Homosexuals, the author concluded, 
hardly constituted a national security threat and could be manipulated under the threat of blackmail 
to serve as points of entry into a myriad of informal social networks that the state wanted to access 
as it consolidated its power after the construction of the Berlin Wall.20 
 By the early-1980s, however, a number of factors prompted a ‘gay panic’ in the upper 
echelons of both the SED and the Stasi.  First, as I discussed in chapter two, 1979 saw the state-
led dismantling of the first GDR gay rights group, the East Berlin-based HIB.21  Rather than view 
the HIB as an assortment of “system-immanent” activists who sought to draw attention to the needs 
of a disenfranchised minority, the Stasi labeled HIB members as ‘cultural imperialists’ because of 
their association with Britain’s Gay Liberation Front.22  In other words, the SED and the MfS 
posited gayness as a distinctly Western, bourgeois phenomenon.23  The HIB, so the Stasi’s logic 
went, had imported ‘deviant’ sexual behavior into the GDR from the West and deliberately 
                                                           
19 Jennifer Evans, “Decriminalization, Seduction, and “Unnatural Desire” in East Germany, Feminist 
Studies vol. 36, no. 3 (Fall 2010), 568. 
20 I borrow the term ‘myriad of social networks’ from Mike Dennis’s work on GDR subcultures.  See 
Mike Dennis and Norman Laporte, State and Minorities in Communist East Germany (2011), 26.  
21 As I outlined in chapter two, HIB is an acronym for Homosexuelle Interessengemeinschaft Berlin or the 
Homosexual Interest Group Berlin, a gay rights group that was active in Berlin from 1972-1979.  The 
SED banned the HIB from meeting publicly in 1979 because the group’s growing numbers and influence 
troubled the party. On the breakup of the HIB refer to the second chapter of this dissertation.  See Josie 
McLellan, “Glad to be Gay Behind the Berlin Wall: Gay and Lesbian Activism in 1970s East Germany,” 
History Workshop Journal, issue 74 (Autumn: 2012), here 124.  See also Kay Nielsen’s and Kristine 
Schmidt’s authoritative account of the history of the HIB, “Homosexuelle Interessengemeinschaft 
Berlin,” in Verzaubert in Nord-Ost: Die Geschichte der Berliner Lesben und Schwulen in Prenzlauer 
Berg, Pankow, and Weißensee (Bruno Gmünder Verlag and Sonntags Club, 2009), 178-85. 
22 On the failure of the SED to recognize “system immanent” dissenters as attempting to democratize 
(and, thus, improve life in) the GDR, see Konrad Jarausch, “Between Myth and Reality: The Stasi Legacy 
in German History,” Bulletin of the German Historical Institute, no. 52, vol. 9 (2014), 73-86.  On gay 
men and lesbians as representing ‘cultural imperialists’ who stand to undermine national projects, see 
Diane Richardson, “Sexuality and Citizenship,” Sociology vol. 32, no. 1 (February 1998): 83-100.     
23 The SED did this, of course, despite its knowledge of the existence of gay and lesbian people in the 
GDR well before the construction of the Berlin Wall in August 1961. 
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attempted to undermine the SED’s fashioning of a uniquely “anti-capitalist sexuality,” a 
(hetero)sexuality that was central to the project of socialism.24  Second, beginning in the mid-
1970s and continuing until the opening of the Berlin Wall there was a marked rise in the rates of 
suicide, conscientious objection to mandatory military service, and applications to leave the GDR, 
all of which the Stasi represented as disproportionately emanating from within East German 
subcultures, such as gays, goths, punks, and peace activists.25  Third, as of 1982, theology students 
Christian Pulz and Eduard Stapel began to form a very visible gay rights movement in one of the 
only corners of free speech in the GDR—the Protestant Church.26  The state saw the very existence 
of the groups as inherently threatening because they represented spaces of cultural production over 
which the party-state did not have direct control.  Finally, the “specter of AIDS” represented a 
public health threat that the party feared could become an epidemic in East Germany (despite a 
growing body of evidence to the contrary).27                 
                                                           
24 Victoria Harris, “Sex on the Margins: New Directions in the Historiography of Sexuality and Gender,” 
The Historical Journal vol. 53, no. 4 (December 2010: 1085-1104), 1097. 
25 Jennifer Evans, “Decriminalization, Seduction, and “Unnatural Desire” in East Germany, Feminist 
Studies vol. 36, no. 3 (Fall 2010), 568.  East Berlin-based lesbian activist Marinka Körzendörfer cites the 
desire of so many to leave the GDR as a perpetual existential crisis faced by church-based activists.  See 
Marinka Körzendörfer, “Politisch aktive Lesben unter dem Dach der evangelischen Kirche.  Herbst 1986 
bis 1989, in Dennert, Leidinger and Racuhut, eds., In Bewegung bleiben: 100 Jahre Politik, Kultur und 
Geschichte von Lesben (Berlin: Querverlag, 2007): 113-117.  Here, pp. 113. 
26 For a more in-depth discussion on the formation of church-based ‘working groups’ on gay rights, please 
refer to the fourth chapter of this dissertation. 
27 Ibid.  AIDS did prove to be a ‘distinctly western phenomenon’ in the German-German sense.  As of 
1989 there were only 85 confirmed cases of HIV in the GDR as opposed to 37,052 in the FRG.  See Ingo 
Schmahl, “AIDS in der DDR,” in Jens Dobler, ed. Verzaubert in Nord-Ost: Die Geschichte der Berliner 
Lesben und Schwulen in Prenzlauer Berg, Pankow, und Weißensee (Bruno Gmünder Verlag, 2009), 267.  
See also Rainer Herrn, Schwule Lebenswelten im Osten, andere Orte, andere Biographien, AIDS-Forum 
DAH (Berlin: 1999), 20.  Many thanks to Dr. Michael Bochow for meeting with me and discussing the 
differing German-German reactions to AIDS in the FRG and the GDR.  Interview with Michael Bochow 
conducted by the author, July 29, 2013.  
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 In 1983, and in light of such concerns, East Berlin’s Stasi office employed the criminology 
department of Humboldt University to produce a study on the city’s adult gay male population.28 
Gerhard Fehr—the study’s author and a Stasi operative—was tasked with helping to more easily 
identify the “now-public homosexual” and elaborating state policy “under the cover of legitimate 
research.”29  Fehr took up a months-long residency at a dermatology clinic in Berlin-Buch whose 
doctors specialized in the treatment of syphilitic patients.  In a direct breach of doctor-patient 
confidentiality, the clinic’s director, Dr. Hans-Georg Elste, instructed his subordinates to refer any 
patient who reported same-sex sexual activity for an exit interview with Fehr.30   
It was in this manner that Fehr compiled data on 849 gay men who visited the clinic in 
1983.31  He provided his superiors with maps of where such men lived, spent their free time, and 
made contacts for sex.  Fehr reported (without citing evidence) that the “security and infection 
risks” posed by gay men to “normal citizens” in Berlin were dire.  The Prenzlauer Berg, Mitte, and 
Friedrichshain neighborhoods were practically overrun by gay men who had casual sex (often with 
Western tourists) in public toilets.32  Not unlike his counterparts in the Soviet KGB, Fehr argued 
that toilet sex (Klappensex) constituted an unregulated market of intimacy, which meant that gay 
East German men had all the wrong (read: capitalist) social impulses.33 Fehr typologized such 
actors as hyper-individualists who worked only to buy “modern clothing, cosmetics, and spa 
                                                           
28 For reasons I will discuss in chapter five, lesbians were not perceived of as being as ‘threatening’ to the 
future of the GDR as gay men.   
29 Jennifer Evans, “Decriminalization, Seduction, and “Unnatural Desire” in East Germany, Feminist 
Studies vol. 36, no. 3 (Fall 2010), 568. 
30 Gerhard Fehr, Zu einigen Aspekten der Entwicklung der Risikogruppe der männlichen Homosexuellen 
und der Risikogruppe der kriminell gefährdeten, nicht lesbischen weiblichen Jugendlichen und 
Jungerwachsenen in der Hauptstadt Berlin (Berlin: 1983), 6. 
31 Ibid.  
32 Ibid., 81-92. 
33 For Soviet interpretations of queerness in public, see Dan Healey, “From Stalinist Pariahs to Subjects of 
‘Managed Democracy’: Queers in Moscow 1945 to the Present,” in Matt Cook and Jennifer V. Evans, 
ed., Queer Cities, Queer Cultures: Europe since 1945 (London: Bloomsbury, 2014), 95-117. 
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treatments in the hopes of attracting” sexual partners.34 Such citizens were sickly anticollectivists 
who contributed little to the socialist future, committed crimes in East Berlin, and needed to be 
placed under the “constant supervision” of both the Stasi and the People’s Police (DVP) in order 
to maintain the internal security of the GDR.35  Of course, Fehr’s positing of gay men as criminals 
was an inversion of reality—in the majority of crimes reported in which gay men were involved 
they were almost always the victims, not the perpetrators.36  Fehr’s dissertation and the policy 
directives that followed it shed light on the fact that that the Stasi was not merely an intelligence 
service—it was also the guardian of an East German variant of sexual morality tasked with 
ensuring the “healthy reproduction of a nationally pure” GDR.37    
On March 6, 1984, following a direct order from Lieutenant General Paul Kienberg in 
Berlin, Department XX/9 of the Magdeburg Stasi office—the section which monitored 
‘underground political activity’ in Protestant churches—opened OPK ‘After Shave,’ a surveillance 
operation tracking Eduard Stapel, the co-founder of the church-based gay rights movement.38  
Major Hochmuth, the official in charge of Stapel’s case, provided a number of justifications for 
initiating the operation. Throughout the 1980s, the SED and the MfS blamed religious leaders 
associated with the bourgeoning peace movement for influencing tens of thousands of East 
                                                           
34 Fehr, 53. 
35 See especially Bert Thinius’s discussion of Fehr’s dissertation.  Bert Thinius, “Erfahrungen schwuler 
Männer in der DDR und in Deutschland Ost,” in Setz, ed., Homosexualität in der DDR (Hamburg: 
Männerschwarm Verlag, 2006): 9-88.  Here, 24-28.  I found no evidence that gay men were linked to 
crime in East Berlin.  One who scours the archives finds quite the opposite—that gay men were 
frequently the victims of violent crime.  See Jens Dobler, “Volkspolizei und Homosexuelle,” in Dobler, 
ed., Verzaubert in Nord-Ost, 256-260. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Matti Bunzl, Symptoms of Modernity: Jews and Queers in Late Twentieth-Century Vienna (London: 
1999), 16, as quoted in Harris, “Sex on the Margins,” 1090. 
38 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Magdeburg 9/91, Bd. 1, “Einleitungsbericht zur OPK “After Shave,” pg. 10-
16.  As Josie McLellan has noted, “Stasi officers tended to give operations against gay men and lesbians 
suggestive titles, such as ‘Operation Brother’ (gay men are sometimes referred to in German as ‘warm 
brothers’), ‘Operation After Shave’, and, in the case of one man whose partner had died, ‘Operation 
Widow.’”  See Josie McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism, 134. 
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Germans to protest the militarization of daily life in the GDR.39  Stapel first drew the attention of 
the Stasi in November 1983 when he, along with 17 other pastors, co-signed a letter to Erich 
Honecker demanding that the state refrain from using East German territory for Soviet missile-
defense projects against the West.40  Moreover, Stapel maintained ‘illegal connections’ to 
numerous West German gay rights activists and groups such as HuK (Homosexualität und Kirche, 
Homosexuals and the Church).41 Finally, the Magdeburg MfS office received an anonymous tip 
that Stapel regularly offered counseling to gay parishioners seeking to file petitions to permanently 
emigrate from East Germany.  When two gay men from Magdeburg fled the GDR for the FRG in 
January 1984, Hochmuth blamed Stapel directly (without evidence) and claimed that he had 
violated paragraph § 213 of the legal code—the statute pertaining to “illegal border crossings.”42  
                                                           
39 On the SED’s militarization of daily life in East Germany, see Gabriele Eckart’s fascinating interview 
with Janet Swaffar, “Ein Gespräch mit Gabriele Eckart,” Dimension (1989): 312-344.  As Eckart 
explains, schools were a frequent site for the state to reinforce the centrality of the military in the lives of 
East German citizens: “A pacifist who doesn’t want to pick up a gun is imprisoned in the GDR…Or there 
is military education in the schools, where children are incited to think of others as enemies.  While 
standing at attention before the flag in the FDJ you have to shout in unison: “Our chief enemy is West 
German Imperialism.””  Here, Swaffar, pg. 341.   
40 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Halle 9/91, Bd. 4, pg. 190-196.  It was not at all uncommon for East Germans 
to ‘write to Erich,’ i.e. to write directly to SED party chairman Erich Honecker in the hopes of expediting 
the state’s processing of Eingaben and to emphasize the importance of a given matter.  Some have 
commented that, in hindsight, this was naïve behavior because letters sent to Honecker (particularly 
letters of protest or complaint) were sent directly to the MfS.  On ‘writing to Erich,’ see Anna Funder, 
Stasiland: Stories from Behind the Berlin Wall (New York: Harper, 2002), 115.      
41 In this instance, the Stasi’s reporting was accurate—Stapel did have connections with HuK.  
Nonetheless, the relationship between HuK and Stapel was tenuous because many West German gay 
rights activists assumed (correctly) that all pro-gay East German groups were infiltrated by the Stasi.  See 
particularly the Schwules Museum Berlin’s HuK holdings. 
42 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Magdeburg 9/91, Bd. 1, “Einleitungsbericht zur OPK “After Shave,” pg. 10-
16.  See also Eduard Stapel, Warme Brüder, 23.  On the emigration movement in the GDR Jens Gieseke 
writes the following: “More than 650,000 people left the GDR between 1961 and August 1989, despite 
the closing of its borders.  This was less than the 3 million who had left before the Wall was built, but still 
a lot of people—much more than the number of people active in the opposition movement.  The number 
of people fleeing to the West went down dramatically when the Wall went up.  Nevertheless, about 2,000 
East German citizens were fleeing to the West each year by mid-1975.  Thereafter the number sank to 
about 1,000 individuals a year by 1985.  In the final years of the GDR the number of those leaving the 
country illegally shot up again to nearly 7,300 in 1988.  The vast majority of these were East German 
citizens who never returned from their trips to the West which the state was now granting on a large 
scale,” in Gieseke, The History of the Stasi, pg. 133-34.  It should be noted that no records exist that allow 
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As we shall see, the premise of Hochmuth’s claim was ironic given that Stapel was part of a 
contingent within the gay rights movement who vocally discouraged emigration in the hopes of 
creating a more tolerant, democratic GDR.43 
The Stasi’s observation of gay rights groups was part of the SED’s two-pronged approach 
to policing its gay population, which can best be described as a Realpolitik combination of ‘soft 
power’ and ‘hard power.’ On the one hand, the state made limited concessions to gay rights 
activists throughout the 1980s.44  To once again borrow James C. Scott’s ideas regarding “societies 
characterized by great imbalances of power,” the state deftly performed its “public transcript”—it 
made slight accommodations to a group it wished to control, won a small measure of public favor 
from activists, and simultaneously reified its domination of that group by defining the 
circumscribed parameters of its citizenship.45   
‘Offstage,’ so to speak, the state followed a “hidden transcript,” in which it called for the 
total destruction (Zersetzung) of any organized gay rights group.  The SED gave the Stasi 
permission to pursue Eduard Stapel and destroy the church-based AKs using a pernicious form of 
‘quiet terror’ typically reserved for the most dangerous enemies of the state—
Zersetzungsmaßnahmen. The German word Zersetzung does not have a direct English equivalent 
                                                           
us to quantitatively assess how many gay men and lesbians fled the GDR (legally or illegally) between 
1961-1989. 
43 Interview with Eduard Stapel conducted by the author, July 20, 2013.  As I will make clear, throughout 
the mid-1980s many of Hochmuth’s subordinates negated his claim that Stapel encouraged and/or aided 
gay men to flee the GDR.  Stapel was a ‘Hierbleiber,’ someone who believed that the GDR could only be 
democratized if its citizens were willing to continue living in the country and pushing for radical political 
reform.  
44 For instance, during the 1980s the SED allowed gay men and lesbians to print ‘partner seeking partner’ 
ads, established a study group at Humboldt University that explored the ‘problems faced by homosexuals 
in public life,’ and trained sexual counselors to compassionately interact with gay and lesbian visitors to 
state-funded sex counseling centers (ESBs).  For an in depth examination of this topic please refer to the 
third chapter of this dissertation. 
45 See Jan Palmowski’s discussion of Scott’s theories regarding “societies characterized by great 
imbalances of power” in Jan Palmowski, Inventing a Socialist Nation, pg. 12-15.  Of course, see also 
James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance (Yale University Press, 1990).     
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and can be translated variously as “corrosion, decomposition, breakdown, disintegration, 
demoralization, undermining, or subversion.” Like other Soviet bloc regimes during the post-
Stalinist period, the SED urged its security apparatus to use subtle, non-violent tactics to keep the 
MfS out of the public eye.46  As Jens Gieseke writes: 
 
Zersetzung measures were aimed at opposition groups or individuals and used 
psychological manipulation on an individual or group basis in an effort to influence 
attitudes and convictions, with the ultimate aim of limiting or eliminating the 
effectiveness of dissidents.  [MfS] Guideline 1/76 [written in 1977] lists a range of 
specific methods for “corroding” a target: discrediting his or her public image; 
orchestrating professional failures or problems in his or her social sphere; 
undermining convictions and sowing doubts about his or her personal perspectives; 
stirring up personal rivalries and mutual suspicions in groups; assigning a remote 
job; circulating compromising photos, letters, telegrams or similar material; 
spreading malicious rumors and fabricated indiscretions about Stasi activities, e.g. 
IM meetings with group members; or issuing unwarranted summons to state 
authorities to give the impression that the target is an IM.47 
 
In the words of Anna Funder, Zersetzung measures were intentionally developed to bring about 
“the annihilation of the inner self.”48   
Thus, the limits of queer citizenship in East Germany were clear—one could ‘come out’ 
among ‘tolerant’ confidants, seek a same-sex partner, and pursue sexual pleasure in the privacy of 
one’s own home.  Yet gay men and lesbians were under no circumstances to be permitted to 
publicly form groups that demanded a pluralistic, more inclusive East German society.  The Stasi’s 
first step in wreaking havoc in Eduard Stapel’s life and attempting to destroy the AKs involved 
recruiting a network of IMs from the very pool of ‘social deviants’ whom the state wished to 
control—openly gay men who were members of church based activist groups. 
 
                                                           
46 Ibid., 146-148. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Anna Funder, Stasiland, 286.  For the Stasi’s own operational definitions see Siegfried Suckut, ed., Das 
Wörterbuch der Staatssicherheit: Definitionen des MfS zur ‘politisch-operativen Arbeit’ (Berlin: 
Christoph Links Verlag, 1996). 
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Gay Rights Activists Collude with the MfS—The ‘Gray Zone’ of Human Behavior 
 
When pondering the meanings of interactions between gay rights activists and the Stasi, it 
is tempting to follow what Konrad Jarausch has dubbed the ‘Stasi myth’—the narrative that the 
all-powerful state used the MfS as a tool to ‘hover above’ a powerless body politic, that the GDR 
was a “gigantic prison”, and that citizens who were IMs were either hapless victims or 
“representations of absolute evil.”49  Of course, there were gay men whom the Stasi coerced to 
serve the security apparatus—often with the threat of making their sexualities matters of public 
knowledge.  Additionally, numerous citizens from Stapel’s hometown of Bismark were 
homophobic and voluntarily approached the Stasi to report on (what they termed) their “abnormal 
neighbor.”50 Yet if one peruses the nearly 4,000 pages of intelligence documents that the Stasi 
produced on Eduard Stapel, the once ‘black and white’ distinctions between ‘victims’ and 
‘perpetrators’ or ‘state’ and ‘society’ become increasingly gray.  The majority of IMs who reported 
on the activities of the church-based AKs self-identified as gay men and considered themselves 
dedicated members of the movement. Many gay IMs used their interactions with the Stasi as an 
‘ersatz public sphere’ both to signal to the regime that they accepted the ‘public transcript of 
socialism’—i.e. the reality that the GDR would exist indefinitely—and to make their “private 
transcripts,” particularly their desire to be treated as equal citizens, “visible and open.”51  A 
significant number of gay IMs were SED members who felt it was essential that the MfS and the 
party be made aware that the AKs were not created with the purpose of “following illegal goals.”52  
                                                           
49 Konrad Jarausch, “Between Myth and Reality: The Stasi Legacy in German History,” Bulletin of the 
German Historical Institute, no. 52, vol. 9 (2014), 73. 
50 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Magdeburg 9/91, Bd. 2, pg. 101-102. 
51 Gieseke, The History of the Stasi, 114-118.  On making “private transcripts visible and open,” see 
Palmowski, Inventing a Socialist Nation, 14. 
52 Paragraph § 218 explicitly stated that it was illegal to form groups of citizens for a common purpose 
outside the purview of the state.  Given that the AKs were formed in the Protestant Church—an entity that 
the regime considered antithetical to the project of socialism—the MfS justified their infiltration of the 
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If, as the regime claimed throughout the late-1970s and 1980s, it was truly committed to the 
“development of individuality,” there was no longer a need for gay rights activists to have an 
offstage, ‘hidden transcript.’53 
 In May 1984, three months after the initiation of operation ‘After Shave’, the Magdeburg 
MfS made what it considered to be a shocking discovery regarding the city’s gay rights AK—
nearly half of the group’s 40 members were also members of the Socialist Unity Party (SED).54  
Lieutenant Colonel Masog, the officer responsible for gathering information reports from the first 
IMs assigned to ‘After Shave’, noted that, contrary to the Stasi’s prior ‘knowledge’ about gay men 
and lesbians, members of the AK came from all walks of life—some were “doctors and teachers” 
and one man was a customs inspector who worked to “secure the border where the Magdeburg 
district” met “the NSW.”55 Similarly, a Stasi official in Leipzig gathering information on Heinz 
Richter, a founding member of that city’s AK, noted that Richter was “an exemplary citizen with 
a positive political attitude” who had “faithfully served as a reserve officer in the Grenzkader”—
a border protection squad associated with the NVA.56  Moreover, to the great consternation of MfS 
officials in charge of Department XX/9 at Berlin’s Normannenstraße headquarters, none of the 
IMs initially trailing Stapel reported that he or any other AK members had uttered ‘hostile-
negative’ (feindlich-negativ) statements regarding the regime or life under socialism.  Such reports 
flew directly in the face of Gerhard Fehr’s typology of gay men as anti-state, pacifist radicals.  It 
                                                           
groups by claiming that they were working to ensure the internal security of the GDR.  On “crimes 
against the GDR frequently cited by the MfS,” including Paragraph § 218, see Edward N. Peterson, The 
Limits of Secret Power: The Magdeburger Stasi, 1953-1989 (Peter Lang Publishing, 2004), 21.  
53 On the regime’s rhetoric regarding its desire to facilitate the “development of the individuality”, see 
Raelynn Hillhouse, “Out of the Closet Behind the Berlin Wall: Sexual Politics and Social Change in the 
GDR,” Slavic Review, vol. 49, no. 4 (1990), 586. 
54 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Magdeburg 9/91, Bd. 1, “Rapport zum Stand der politischen-operativen 
Bearbeitung der OPK “After Shave””, pg. 292-294. 
55 Ibid.  “NSW” stands for nichtsozialistische Wirtschaftsgebiet, or non-socialist world. 
56 BStu, MfS, HA/XX, BV Leipzig 452/87, Bd. 2, pg. 44.  
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was in this manner that gay East German men confounded the Stasi in their attempt to label them 
as threats to national security. 
 In light of the fact that church-based gay rights movement was more widespread and better 
organized than it had initially anticipated, the Stasi revised the list of prerequisites that it used to 
identify and recruit ‘ideal IM candidates’ whom it hoped could infiltrate and destabilize the GDR’s 
gay rights AKs.  The MfS moved from forming working relationships with ‘random persons on 
the fringes of the homosexual movement’—i.e. men whom they identified as patrons of 
underground gay bars—to members of the working groups themselves.  As Captain Opelt of the 
Leipzig Stasi wrote, the model IM candidate would meet the following qualifications: 
 
One should be a homosexual man or woman, particularly between the ages of 20-
35 years old.  The candidate should be a member of the Leitungskreis [leadership 
circle] of the AK or closely associated with it.  The candidate should be relatively 
well educated and have some understanding of church affairs and matters of 
theology.  The candidate should be able to discuss the life experiences of 
homosexuals [i.e. the ‘coming out’ process] and should know a great deal about the 
emotional behavior of homosexual men and women.  The candidate should have 
loyal political positions and should express an understanding of the laws of our 
socialist state.  The candidate cannot harbor any negative opinions about our 
socialist society and its social order [Gesellschaftsordnung].  The candidate must 
be willing to work conspiratorially with the MfS for the purpose of state security.  
Above all, the candidate must exhibit characteristics that are central to working 
with the MfS—dependability, honesty, and discretion about their service.57 
 
To be certain, the ‘social order’ that Captain Opelt referred to was a heteronormative one in which 
the state privileged monogamous male-female relationships that (typically but not always) led to 
marriage and child rearing.58  In essence, the model IM candidate would not comment on the 
structural nature of homophobia in the GDR, had to be willing to undermine the movement of 
                                                           
57 BStu, MfS, HA/XX, BV Leipzig 452/87, Bd. 1, pg. 46-47. 
58 For instance, refer to the first chapter of this dissertation in which I examine martial and sexual advice 
manuals produced by the state throughout the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s.  On the state’s attitude toward 
single East German mothers see Elizabeth Heineman’s What Difference Does a Husband Make?  Women 
and Marital Status in Nazi and Postwar Germany (University of California Press, 2003).     
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which they were a member, and would actively participate in the further marginalization of gay 
men and lesbians in East German society.  The Stasi expected that if IMs had any sense of loyalty 
that it would to be to the state and not to a social movement that the regime was only just beginning 
to publicly recognize in the mid-1980s.  However, many gay men who colluded with the Stasi 
were both loyal SED party members and committed gay rights activists who had no intention of 
following the Stasi’s directives to destroy the AKs from within.   
One such IM was Roland Beyer of AK Magdeburg, codename ‘Gerhard Olsen’.59  Beyer 
first appeared on the Stasi’s radar on May 28, 1984, when the sexologist, Dr. Kurt Bach (IM 
‘Richard’), provided the Magdeburg MfS with a detailed overview of an AK meeting at which he 
gave a lecture on “the topic of homosexuality in youth sexual education.”60  According to Bach, 
“Beyer entered the meeting (of 60 attendees) and expressed that he was bitter because he had lost 
his job as a customs officer due to his homosexuality.  Beyer told the audience that his job was a 
central part of his life and that he performed his tasks with heart and soul (Leib und Seele).”61  
Beyer, a former officer in the NVA, openly stated that it was “totally unreasonable that one should 
lose a job based on their sexuality.”62  At the end of the meeting, several AK members “approached 
the former major to express their support” and Beyer and Stapel conferred privately to discuss 
what recourse Beyer had in both demanding the reinstatement of his job and securing his NVA 
pension.63  Following his loss of employment, Beyer, who was born with the GDR in 1949, was 
                                                           
59 I only refer to IMs by their real names if it is well known that they collaborated with the MfS.  For 
instance, Beyer publicly admitted that he was an IM in the early-1990s.  I have been able to determine the 
identities of several other IMs who reported on Stapel but I will not reveal their names here.  Eduard 
Stapel has also written about IMs who infiltrated the gay rights movement.  See Stapel, Warme Brüder 
gegen Kalte Krieger.  
60 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Magdeburg 9/91, Bd. 2, pg. 62. 
61 Ibid. 
62 Ibid. 
63 Ibid., 63. 
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for the first time in his life excluded from taking part in the GDR’s “participatory dictatorship.”  
Like thousands of other gay East Germans, Beyer was driven to an AK not out of religious 
conviction but because the groups offered one of the only spaces where gay men could experience 
a sense of community.  Two weeks after attending his first AK meeting (and before his recruitment 
as an IM), Beyer volunteered to serve as the group’s event coordinator. 
 The Magdeburg Stasi office wasted little time in establishing contact with Beyer and hoped 
to use him as an agent to implement their Zersetzungsmaßnahmen.  Beyer was to be tasked with 
fomenting discord between Stapel and other members of the LK.  Colonel Stoye, the MfS officer 
responsible for initiating contact with Beyer, claimed on July 31, 1984 that Beyer was: 
 
[…] a highly valued intelligence target.  Although he [Beyer] is a member of the 
SED and a former military officer, he is also a member of the AK’s LK and 
maintains a trusting relationship with Eduard Stapel.  Beyer should be used as an 
IM in ‘After Shave’ for the following reasons: he actively plans the AK’s events, 
other IMs have attested that he is trustworthy and of good character, he can provide 
information about other homosexuals in the NVA, and, most importantly, he has a 
close relationship with Eduard Stapel and can provide information about Stapel’s 
negative political attitudes.  Beyer can also exacerbate personality conflicts 
between Stapel and other members of the LK.64 
 
Colonel Stoye noted that Beyer was particularly vulnerable following the loss of his job and that 
the MfS should facilitate his reemployment in a ploy to persuade him to become an IM.  Stapel’s 
Stasi files reveal that Beyer both returned to his job as a customs officer and signed an agreement 
to serve the MfS as an informant on August 16, 1984.65  He would go on to collaborate with the 
Stasi until the opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989. 
                                                           
64 BStU, MfS, HA/VI, BV Magdeburg 9/91, “AK ‘Homosexualität’, ev. Stadtmission Magdeburg”, Bd. 2, 
pg. 122. Of course, Stapel had not (and would not) make any anti-state references, yet the Magdeburg 
Stasi believed that if he were observed for long enough that he would.  
65 BStU, MfS, HA/VI, BV Magdeburg 9/91, “Ihr Schreiben vom 31.7.1984 zur Person BEYER, Roland,” 
Bd. 2, pg. 123. 
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 Although the Stasi enticed Beyer to provide information on both Stapel and the Magdeburg 
AK at its behest, it is hardly accurate to characterize him as either a ‘hapless victim’ of the security 
apparatus or a ‘dishonorable traitor’ to the gay rights movement.  Beyer’s actions fell somewhere 
in between those two poles within a ‘gray zone’ of human behavior.  For instance, in his five-year 
stint as an IM Beyer repeatedly claimed that neither Stapel nor other AK members made any 
negative utterances regarding the political legitimacy of the SED.  When he did highlight the AK’s 
discussions of the structural nature of homophobia in the GDR, Beyer was careful to criticize the 
Protestant Church as the birthplace of such discrimination.66  Throughout the 1980s, the Church 
repeatedly refused to ordain Stapel as a minister and Beyer claimed that he and his compatriots 
were outraged at the Church’s “backwardness.”  Why was it, Beyer asked Colonel Stoye, that 
Stapel could carry out work for gays and other minority groups in the Church but that he had to 
remain a marginalized figure within his religious community?67  The Stasi did not miss the subtle 
undertone of Beyer’s comments.  Numerous handlers who met with Beyer noted that he was yet 
another carrier of a message that the state heard repeatedly beginning in the mid-1980s and could 
no longer ignore—the gay rights movement was poised to move beyond the “stifling atmosphere” 
of the Church and into the public eye in order to address anti-gay discrimination in East German 
society as a whole.68             
  Beyer often used his communications with the Stasi as an “ersatz public sphere” to provide 
the MfS with what can be described as ‘mood reports’ regarding the regime’s handling of issues 
                                                           
66 This was a common tactic deployed by church-based gay rights activists to reassure the state that the 
gay rights movement was in no way ‘anti-state.’  See, for instance, Günter Grau’s lengthy 1987 essay in 
which he posits the Church as the birthplace of homophobia in the GDR.  Günter Grau, “Homosexualität 
im Gespräch von Kirchen und Gemeinden,” Die Zeichnen der Zeit, no. 41 (Berlin: Evangelische 
Verlagsanstalt Berlin, 1987): 126-136.   
67 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Magdeburg 9/91, pg. 89. 
68 Ibid. 
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such as the AIDS crisis.  When AIDS arrived in East Germany in the early-1980s, gay rights 
advocates feared that gay men would both be scapegoated for the spread of the disease and 
ghettoized.69  Dr. Niels Sönnichsen, the director of Berlin’s Charité hospital and the chief physician 
of the state’s AIDS research group did little to allay activists’ fears when he claimed that, “in the 
absence of intravenous drug users in the GDR,” gay men were solely responsible for the spread of 
HIV.  According to Sönnichsen, advocating that gay men wear condoms was of little use—rather 
gay men simply had to “learn the value of monogamous relationships.”70 In response to 
Sönnichsen’s proclamations various AKs formed alliances with physicians who pledged to serve 
as ‘information officers’ for any gay man or lesbian who had questions about HIV/AIDS.71  When 
the Jena based sexologist, Dr. Erwin Günther, visited the Magdeburg AK in January 1986 to field 
questions about AIDS, Beyer reported that activists cheered loudly when Günther claimed that the 
SED was not “prepared to offer gay men the physical or emotional care that they” needed in the 
treatment of the disease.72  In this instance Beyer simultaneously performed the ‘public transcript’ 
and made his ‘hidden transcript’ visible.  He avoided directly criticizing the regime (thereby 
reifying its power) and used the voice of a mid-level state official, Günther, both to articulate 
activists’ concerns and to prod the regime without endangering the livelihoods of other AK 
members.  Beyer repeatedly ‘let others speak’ in his reports—such as sexologists or local party 
                                                           
69 For instance, see Günter Grau’s brief history of the arrival of AIDS in Europe in which he discusses 
moralizing doctors who vilified gay men for their lifestyles.  Günter Grau, “Aus der DDR,” in HuK-Info, 
nr. 70/71 (May-August, 1988), 27.  I retrieved this specific article from RHG/EST—16/1, Sammlung 
AIDS. 
70 Niels Sönnichsen AIDS.  Was muß ich wissen?  Wie kann ich mich schützen?  (Berlin: Verlag Volk und 
Gesundheit, 1986), 48.  Despite Sönnichsen’s proclamations about gay men other medical professionals 
took a more rational, less judgmental tone when dispensing advice about how to protect oneself from 
contracting the HIV virus.  For instance, see, “Sprechstunde: AIDS—Gefahren erkennen, 
verantwortungsvoll handeln,” in Für Dich, no. 28 (1987), 46.      
71 Please refer to the third chapter of this dissertation for a more in-depth explanation of the reactions of 
gay rights activists to the AIDS crisis. 
72 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Magdeburg 9/91, pg. 110-112. 
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officials who visited the AK—when he was afraid that his own comments might draw the ire of 
the state. 
Other IMs were far less circumspect in delivering critiques of the state’s failure to 
recognize gay men and lesbians as equal citizens.  Take the case of IM ‘Gunnar Schmidt’, a gay 
rights activist based in Leipzig who maintained a friendship with and informed on Eduard Stapel 
to a handler in the Leipzig MfS.73  Not unlike Beyer, Schmidt was an SED member whom the 
Stasi approached with an offer of career advancement. The MfS secured him admission to a 
vocational school in Dresden in exchange for his service as an unofficial collaborator.  Schmidt 
accepted the overture but there is no evidence that he parasitically undermined the East German 
gay rights movement.  Instead Schmidt regularly lampooned the Stasi for its heavy-handed, less-
than-stealth tracking of activists in public places.  After members of AK Leipzig laid a wreath at 
the site of the former Buchenwald concentration camp in honor of gay and lesbian victims of the 
Holocaust on January 21, 1986, Schmidt quipped to a Stasi officer that: 
 
[…] the event was far more pleasant [angenehmen] this year because there were 
noticeably fewer MfS agents following our group.  We hardly noticed the Stasi 
officials dressed as an FDJ delegation walking behind our party and photographing 
us.74 
 
In other reports Schmidt was even more blunt.  Beginning in 1985, the state quietly began 
to make a series of concessions to gay rights activists, such as allowing gay men and lesbians to 
print partner-seeking ads and instructing sexual counselors to compassionately interact with gay 
and lesbian visitors to state-funded sex counseling centers (ESBs).  Such paltry measures, Schmidt 
                                                           
73 Although operation ‘After Shave’ was the central Stasi operation targeting Stapel, a twin operation, 
‘Brother’, was opened in Leipzig because Stapel spent a great deal of time in the city.   
74 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Leipzig 452/87, Bd. 3, pg. 36. 
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claimed, hardly stemmed the tide of homophobia that gays and lesbians experienced in the GDR 
on a daily basis, particularly on a local level within the SED. As Schmidt’s handler noted: 
 
The IM has reported several instances in which he or other homosexuals he knows 
have experienced discrimination because of their [sexual] orientation by fellow 
SED members.  According to the IM, an SED member in Leipzig was harassed by 
his local party cadre because of his homosexual orientation [weil er homosexuell 
veranlangt ist].  The IM is aware of yet another example in Berlin concerning a 
comrade [Genosse] who works in state television broadcasting whose co-workers 
have harassed him so tirelessly that he has applied to withdraw from the SED.  
Finally, the IM claims that homosexuals who applied to hold an event at the Haus 
der Volkskunst on May 10, 1986 were personally denied permission to do so by 
Leipzig’s Minister of Culture because, in the Minister’s words, ‘it is not necessary 
to sponsor an event centering on such a theme’ [homosexuality].75 
 
Sometime in October 1986, Schmidt informed the Leipzig Stasi that he would no longer 
cooperate with them.  This process was known within the security apparatus as dekonspiration 
(literally, to de-conspire).  Schmidt’s handler noted that the IM withdrew his services because “he 
had certain expectations that” the MfS would “address injuries to the GDR Constitution 
experienced by homosexuals.  In particular, the former IM claimed that the constitutional 
guarantee that all citizens be granted equal rights clearly did not apply to homosexuals.”76 This 
instance makes clear that Schmidt, and, undoubtedly, other IMs, envisioned collaboration with the 
Stasi as a direct channel of communication with the state in the absence of more democratic 
procedures and institutions.77 As Wolfgang Schmidt, an official from Department XX, explained 
to historian Eike Stedefeldt in 1994, “[In speaking with the Stasi,] people were seeking a partner 
in a competently functioning state institution—the likes of which they could hardly find anywhere 
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76 Ibid., 253. 
77 Historians such as Klaus Schroeder who utilize the totalitarian conceptual model have characterized 
Stasi-IM communication as unidirectional—in other words, as operating solely to the benefit of the state. 
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else.”78  Yet the Stasi disproportionately benefitted from such exchanges and officers rarely 
disabused IMs of the notion that sharing information about opposition movements might lead the 
state to become more tolerant of cultural minorities.  After the Stasi exposed its ‘hidden transcript’ 
to IM ‘Gunnar Schmidt’—once it made clear to him that the utter annihilation (Zersetzung) of the 
AKs was its ultimate goal—he became disheartened by the fact that, for the foreseeable future, 
gay men and lesbians would only be treated as ‘partial citizens’ in East Germany. 
 Given that we accept the fact that many informants were hopeful that making their ‘hidden 
transcripts’ visible might benefit the gay rights movement, how are we to account for Beyer’s 
reticence to openly criticize the state in his reports and Schmidt’s brazenness?  Life in the East 
German dictatorship “stamped its mark” on these men in notably different ways.79  Via 
heterosexual marriage, Beyer had gained access to what I call the GDR’s ‘community of 
belonging’—camping with the FDJ, attaining the rank of major in the NVA, marrying a woman 
and fathering two children—by hiding his sexuality for the first 35 years of his life.80  Although 
he found a sense of camaraderie among church-based gay rights activists, his MfS handlers 
repeatedly noted that he desperately wanted the state to acknowledge his identity as ‘legitimate’—
as a valid expression of the self that contributed to (rather than endangered) the socialist future.  
Beyer was willing to bide his time in the semi-public space of the Magdeburg AK and wait for the 
state to evolve on the issue of gay rights.  He had once been granted access to both the material 
and emotional protection of citizenship in the postwar welfare state, and he wanted that back.  
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Schmidt,” in Wolfram Setz, ed., Homosexualität in der DDR, pg. 185-202. 
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Schmidt, on the other hand, had attempted to live openly as a gay man in the GDR beginning in 
his teenage years and had become thoroughly disillusioned with the state’s one-size fits all 
approach to gender and sexual norms.  Serving as an IM and providing pointed critiques of the 
state was a form of ‘testing the waters’—seeing just how much the state was willing to accept.  
When he was not deported, jailed, or even chastised by his Stasi contacts for articulating his 
‘hidden transcript’, the MfS lost “its capacity to instill fear” in him, “its power evaporated.”81  
 There were, of course, gay East Germans who were coerced by the Stasi to inform on their 
fellow activists.  The MfS’s obsession with “the size of the informant net, the frequency of 
meetings, and the number of informant reports” ensured that some IMs would be recruited against 
their will.82  Such was the case with Michael Sollorz of Berlin (IM ‘Georg Schröder), a member 
of the AK Berlin-Treptow Gays in the Church (Schwule in der Kirche), with whom the Stasi 
initiated a contact-discussion (Kontaktgespräch) in September 1982.83  The MfS dug deep into 
Sollorz’s past and discovered a disciplinary report filed by a school principal in 1977, which 
detailed that at age sixteen Sollorz had distributed a leaflet to fellow classmates in which he 
disparaged the socialist state.  The Stasi used what Sollorz refers to as “the harmless comic” as 
leverage to recruit him as an IM—he could either inform on his AK’s leader, Christian Pulz, or he 
could face jail time in Berlin’s notorious Hohenschönhausen prison.  Sollorz opted for the former 
and was tasked with derailing the production and publication of his AK’s underground newsletter.  
Pulz ousted Sollorz from the AK in 1988 once he became convinced that Sollorz was collaborating 
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with the MfS.84 When asked by historian Jens Dobler in 2009 to explain why he served as an 
informant, Sollorz commented: 
 
The Stasi held this so-called leaflet over my head and told me that I was suspected 
of being a traitor to the GDR.  Now I know that the MfS would accuse anyone of 
being a traitor—even a harmless grandmother.  I claimed that I was not against 
socialism, that I wanted socialism, and that was my mistake.  When I said this, the 
Stasi replied, ‘Well if you are for socialism then you will work with us.  You do not 
want to work with us?  That makes you a traitor.’  Part of me knew that I should 
not become an IM.  But the other part of me was too weak to resist them.85 
 
To dismiss Sollorz’s comments as self-exculpatory in nature would be to fundamentally 
underestimate the extent to which day-to-day life in the GDR was colored by the crimes of the 
socialist state.  For many of those on the margins of East German society, hence, the GDR was 
experienced not as a “participatory dictatorship” but rather as a regime that could dictate nefarious 
forms of participation, such as collusion with the Stasi.86 
 We also know that the MfS displayed gender-specific reactions to gay rights activism and 
that the agency tended to threaten lesbian activists with direr consequences for ‘non-collaboration’ 
than their male counterparts.  For instance, throughout the early-to-mid 1980s, the Stasi repeatedly 
attempted to recruit lesbian rights activist and beloved bartender of East Berlin’s Schoppenstube, 
Christiane Seefeld.87  Someone had tipped the MfS that Seefeld had housed gay men and lesbians 
who had filed petitions to leave the GDR and, as a result, had lost both their employment and their 
housing.  One evening, MfS agents drove a blindfolded Seefeld to a forested area outside East 
Berlin, interrogated her for hours about her relationships with political defectors, and threatened 
to take her daughter into state custody if she did not become an informant.  While Seefeld refused 
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to become an IM, she did distance herself from organized gay rights activism in the GDR.  As 
Seefeld herself noted, “[…]one no longer wanted to establish new personal relationships because 
there was a fear, a sort of nervousness,” that one was always being tracked by the state security 
apparatus.88  Ultimately, the fear of losing her daughter kept Seefeld on the sidelines of gay rights 
activism in the GDR.  While the Stasi certainly harassed gay men and often coerced them to 
become IMs, there is no evidence that I have found which points to the agency threatening to 
remove the children of such men from their parental homes.  Gay men, the Stasi thought, were 
‘effeminate’ but could be rehabilitated via modern psychotherapy. Lesbian activists, particularly 
separatist lesbian feminists, were categorized as being far more ‘destructive’ to the GDR’s social 
order.  As activist Karin Daueheimer noted in 1989, “female-female love” threatened “the 
centrality of men in both society and the church.”89 
 There are other East Germans who collaborated with the Stasi and informed on Eddi 
Stapel whose motivations for doing so are not entirely decipherable.  For example, Dr. Kurt 
Bach, a well-known sexologist and outspoken proponent for societal tolerance of same-sex love, 
served as IM ‘Richard’ from October 22, 1984 until sometime in early 1987.  In the mid-1970s, 
Bach embraced an intellectual wing of East German sexology which claim that “hormonal 
abnormalities” passed from mother to child in utero could influence one’s ‘homosexuality.’  He 
also argued that social forces—specifically mothers assuming the “dominant role” in a 
household—could make young men grow up to be gay.  In Bach’s words, “the disappointment 
(experienced by boys) in the mother leads to a rejection of her, to a hatred for her, and ultimately 
to seeking sexual refuge with a man.”90  However, by the mid-1980s, Kurt Bach claimed that he 
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had experienced a “significant shift of opinion” on the topic of same-sex love, and he wrote to 
conservative, anti-gay Protestant clergy that they need not be weary of the prospect of sheltering 
gay rights groups.91  Additionally in a love and advice column in the official publication of the 
Free German Youth (FDJ), Junge Welt, Bach argued in 1984 that school sexual education 
programs should contain content on same-sex love and that teens going through the ‘coming out’ 
process should be treated with “compassion and understanding” by their peers.92  Bach was a 
frequent speaker at church-based AK meetings, and it is worth noting that he took a publicly 
supportive position on gay rights at least two years before the party-state began to make 
concessions to gay rights activists in the public sphere. 
 Nevertheless, at the same time Dr. Kurt Bach advocated for the equal treatment of gay 
men and lesbians in the East German public sphere, he simultaneously worked to undermine the 
work of activists in church-based gay rights groups.  For instance, in the summer of 1985, the 
Leipzig-based AK planned a wreath laying ceremony at the site of the former concentration 
camp Buchenwald on Christopher Street Day—the international LGBTQ celebration which 
commemorates the June 28, 1969 Stonewall Riots.93  Following the instructions of his case 
handler, Bach visited with the AK’s leadership circle and convinced its members that holding the 
ceremony on Christopher Street Day was a risky move that would signal to the party-state that 
the group aligned itself with western European and American gay emancipation movements.94  
Additionally, we know from Stapel’s Stasi files that Bach was instructed (and obeyed the order) 
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to create tension between Stapel and lesbian rights activist Ursula Sillge.95  Sillge was a loyal 
SED member and a member of the Humboldt University’s research group on same-sex love.  In 
1986, the SED granted her permission to form the first gay rights group which the party formally 
recognized, the Sonntags-Club (the Sunday Club).  Bach informed Sillge that it was best that she 
avoid contact and collaboration with Stapel because he had relationships with western journalists 
and “loosely passed information” to such contacts.96  To communicate with someone with such 
well-established western ties, so Bach told Sillge, was to endanger the progress made by gay 
rights activists.  Whether or not Bach was fully aware of it, the MfS used him to drive a wedge 
between Stapel, the most recognizable figure of the church-based gay rights movement, and 
Sillge, the most recognizable figure of party-sanctioned, public gay rights activism.  
 How, then, are we to make sense of Bach’s tenure as a Stasi informant?  If we move 
away from making moralistic judgments about such collusion, which we should, we might coast 
past the coercion-consent binary that has characterized so much writing about the GDR and 
Soviet-style socialism more generally.  After all, as Andrew Port has recently argued, “no single 
concept captures the complexity” of human behavior in the GDR.97  Thus, a ‘positive’ read of 
Bach’s IM candidacy moves forward from the premise that Bach knowingly tried to serve as a 
buffer between himself, what he perceived to be an embattled group of activists, and the party-
state.  In this reading, Bach repeatedly ‘warns’ activists that their actions might be perceived as 
anti-state as a means of protecting them from harsh disciplinary measures.  A less optimistic, 
more ‘black and white’ take on Bach’s Stasi collaboration might start with the premise that Bach 
only adapted gay-friendly positions in order to win the trust of the very activist community 
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which he sought to infiltrate.  Reality definitely lies somewhere in the middle of a ‘grey zone’ of 
human behavior; Bach’s stance on same-sex was probably genuinely progressive (relative to his 
milieu), and he may simply have fed the MfS information for his own personal benefit.  We 
know that in 1987—the same year he cut his ties with Stasi—that Bach applied for and was 
denied access to a “temporary exit visa to attend an international medical conference in 
Amsterdam.”98  Bach, in essence, may have provided the Stasi with a paltry amount of 
information on East German gay rights activists to embrace the coveted privilege of experiencing 
the non-socialist world.  To this day, Bach has never publicly commented on his motivations for 
serving as a Stasi informant.         
In outlining the complex array of reasons why IMs both informed on their counterparts 
and carried on long-standing working relationships with the MfS—in illustrating a certain ‘gray 
zone’ of human behavior in the GDR—I am not seeking to whitewash the crimes of the SED.  
As I make clear in the above passages, particularly in the case of Michael Sollorz, the SED 
utilized the Stasi as an instrument of silent terror and prevented scores of political activists 
associated with peace, environmental, and gay rights movements from more directly registering 
critiques of the socialist state in public.  Yet a deep-reading of Stapel’s Stasi files also make clear 
that the MfS should more accurately be characterized, to borrow Jens Reich’s term, as a 
‘scratchy undershirt’ that was more of a nuisance in the lives of activists than an all-knowing, 
all-seeing apparatus that wielded total power over its victims.99  In other words, we can use the 
files of operations ‘After Shave’ and ‘Brother’ to destabilize the Stasi myth and determine the 
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extent to which the MfS accomplished its stated objective of destroying gay rights AKs.100              
 
Demystifying the Stasi 
 
 At least a dozen gay men whom the Magdeburg MfS approached to serve as IMs in 
operation ‘After Shave’ refused outright to inform on Stapel or collaborate with the security 
apparatus.  Take, for instance, the case of a Magdeburger whom the Stasi referred to in the files of 
‘After Shave’ simply as ‘Jörg.’  On April 20, 1988, Jörg was summoned to what he thought would 
be a coffee date with a fellow activist from the Magdeburg AK.  When Jörg arrived at his ‘friend’s’ 
apartment a Führungsoffizier—a Stasi official in charge of establishing and maintaining 
relationships with IMs—informed him that his associate was actually an IM and that the MfS was 
aware that Jörg had written letters critical of the socialist state to a contact in Düsseldorf (West 
Germany).  The Stasi officer noted that he engaged Jörg in a two-hour discussion about gay rights 
activism in the Protestant Church during which he “urged Jörg to distance himself from Eddi Stapel 
and from the Church—an institution that does not support the project of socialism.”101  The officer 
noted that Jörg stated that until the state was willing to do anything to improve the lives of gay 
men in the GDR that he refused to serve as an IM.102  Jörg’s actions in this instance were 
particularly bold given that “refusal to become an IM at the time did not have negative 
repercussions,” though most “East Germans did not know this.”103  To refuse the Stasi required 
what former German President Joachim Gauck, an oppositional leader in the GDR, has referred to 
as “ein starkes ich”—literally translated as ‘a strong I’—a remarkable sense of one’s self and 
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capabilities.104 MfS data show that by 1986 “the number of discharges and refusals” to serve the 
MfS “exceeded that of new recruits.”  Thus, rather than simplistically think of East Germany as a 
‘nation of traitors’, we also need to consider that “an inner aversion to spying” also had its place 
in the moral economy of the population.105       
 Jörg’s behavior is easier to understand when one considers that, by the mid-to-late 1980s, 
many gay rights activists felt less intimidated by the Stasi than they had been only a few years 
earlier.  According to Eduard Stapel, over time activists came to accept the Stasi presence as a fact 
of life.  Stapel has noted that when wrote a letter he was “sure that it would, or at least could be 
read.”  Often letters were delivered to his home “already opened,” the Stasi did not “even bother 
to tape them shut again.”106  “The Stasi,” Stapel claims, “stopped trying to be deceitful with us 
over time.  It became easier to determine who among us were IMs and what plots to cause trouble 
for us were initiated by the MfS.”107  Such was the case at AK Magdeburg’s Christmas party in 
1986—an event to which the Stasi sent five drunken teenage boys.  IM ‘Klaus Meyer’ was at the 
party and noted in a report to his handler that, “the five youths were incredibly intoxicated when 
they arrived and were clearly attempting to cause trouble at the party—specifically by trying to 
tempt AK members into sex.  One of the boys attempted to break a window and Stapel promptly 
asked them to leave.”108  Following this evening Stapel requested a meeting with Magdeburg’s 
SED liaison with the Protestant Church, Peter Zürcher, in order to request that the Stasi refrain 
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from disrupting future AK events.  In his report on the meeting to the MfS Zürcher noted that 
Stapel was “well aware that the Stasi is behind the attempts to cripple (lahm zu legen) the AK.”109 
 There were also IMs who renounced their service with the MfS because they became 
dedicated members of the East German gay rights movement after being sent by the Stasi to 
infiltrate the Magdeburg AK.  IM ‘Wolfgang Zimmer’ was arrested by the DVP on February 24, 
1985 for having sex with another man in a Magdeburg park.  At police headquarters a Stasi official 
entered the interrogation room and informed Zimmer that he had two choices—he could serve a 
two-year prison sentence or he could become a Stasi mole and inform on the activities of the 
Magdeburg AK.  On March 6, 1985 Zimmer attended a meeting of the AK during which a teacher 
described a series of letters that he had exchanged with the GDR’s Ministry of the Interior.  The 
teacher wrote to the ministry and requested that the SED open clubs that catered to gay and lesbian 
patrons.  A government official apparently responded that, “it was of no use to open such clubs—
club that specifically” served “gay and lesbian citizens—because doing so would only result in the 
social isolation of such populations.”110  At a meeting with his handler three days later, Zimmer 
expressed reservations about “working against people” who were “already outsiders in society.”111  
Zimmer failed to show up to two subsequent meetings with his Führungsoffizier and it was later 
noted that he ‘deconspired’ by publicly announcing to AK members that, although he had initially 
visited the group as an IM, he renounced his Stasi collaboration.  This was the most proven method 
by which informants severed their ties with the MfS.  Once they had publicly blown their cover 
“the IM became useless” in the eyes of the Stasi and contact was immediately terminated.112 
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 Evidence also exists that the Stasi was always ‘one step behind’ gay rights activists, so to 
speak.  For instance, throughout 1984, Eddi Stapel was in contact with the Vienna-based gay rights 
group, HOSI (Homosexuelle Initiative, Wien), regarding the group’s publishing of an anthology 
that chronicled the many variants of same-sex love that could be found on display throughout the 
Soviet bloc, Rosa Liebe unterm Roten Stern (Gay Love under the Red Star).  In their entry on 
same-sex love and gay rights activism in the GDR, the volume’s editors cited the GDR as having 
“the most liberal sexual environment’ of the Soviet states.113  Yet, much to the dismay of Stapel’s 
case officers, HOSI posited grassroots gay rights activism initiated by Stapel (as opposed to top-
down state initiatives) as the causal agent that fostered such cultural development.  The officer in 
charge of handling Stapel’s Stasi case in Magdeburg, Major Hochmuth, ordered that a subordinate 
officer travel to West Berlin to procure a copy of HOSI’s volume.114  There is, if you will allow it, 
something darkly funny about this scenario: the most vastly developed spy network in human 
history having to send out for ‘international literature’ to better understand, and, ultimately attempt 
to control, the subjects of its observation.  The Stasi could and did harass East German citizens, 
but, in the end, they were wholly unable to contain the transnational flow of information, the 
popular drive to form activist networks, or the fashioning of unique subjectivities.  As Jennifer 
Evans has noted on the topic, “state involvement in the private lives of citizens did not succeed in 
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Interpersonal Conflicts within the East German Gay Rights Movement 
 
 Scholars who write about the history of social justice movements are inevitably asked (with 
good reason) ‘how large was the specific movement that you study?’  Historians who work within 
queer studies are no exception, and numerous authors have touched upon why it was—in both the 
postwar East and West—that activist groups have typically been run by a tight-knit core of actors 
whilst their membership numbers fluctuate to varying degrees.  One element which accounts for 
the rises and falls in activist participation is the fact that not all queer people agree on exactly what 
‘being queer’ means and how individuals (let alone organized groups) can best represent the needs 
of a range of actors with disparate hopes and dreams.  For, as Jim Downs and Laurie Marhoefer 
note, there is no such thing as a default gay personality that exists in either total opposition to or 
absolute obeisance to the modern state.116  While some gay men and lesbians have been content to 
exist in the so-called “gay ghetto” of privately owned “bars, beaches, and bathhouses,” others have 
taken to the streets to publicly declare that it is not queer folks who are perverse, but rather the 
heterosexual society which has historically alienated them.’117 Contrary to popular wisdom, the 
GDR gay rights movement was no different. 
 There were, of course, some gay East Germans for whom the prospect of linking gay 
rights activism and the Protestant Church seemed like a self-defeating endeavor based on the 
Church’s long history of homophobia.  For Eddi Stapel, Christian Pulz, and a host of other gay 
men who had spent their lives preparing to study in Protestant seminaries, forming a ‘socialist-
humanist’ gay emancipation movement under the roof of the Church (unter dem Dach der 
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Kirche) made total sense.  The Protestant Church was to serve as the ‘church for everybody 
(‘Kirche für jeder’), and one’s ability to love their fellow citizen was not dependent on so-called 
private markers of identity, such as ethnicity, class, or sexual orientation.  However, Detlef 
Opitz, a wildly popular author and satirist associated with Berlin’s alternative literature scene, 
felt differently. Opitz argued in a 1988 essay that gays and lesbians who entered church groups 
did so not because they were enthralled with such an alliance but because they knew of 
“absolutely no other state-initiated space” where they could freely express their ideas.118  
Moreover, Opitz claimed, the type of integration for which church groups advocated—arguing 
that, aside from sex object choice, gay men and lesbians were no different from heterosexuals 
and that they could easily be integrated into society—threatened to “strip gay culture of its very 
uniqueness.”119  Nonetheless, thousands of gay and lesbian East Germans, about roughly 2,000 
people, did align themselves with the Church groups. 
Although church-based AKs advertised themselves as serving the needs of both gay men 
and lesbians and as being somewhat socially radical, the composition and cultural offerings of 
the groups were decidedly male-centered and relatively conservative.  For instance, members of 
the East-Berlin AK, ‘The Working Group for Homosexual Self Help Berlin,’ led by Christian 
Pulz, vigorously debated whether or not men who cruised parks and toilets for casual sex should 
be banned from the group.  AK member Wolfgang Rüddenklau wrote a lengthy position paper in 
which he claimed that gay men who had ‘toilet sex’ (‘Klappensex’) both allowed the 
“heterosexual majority to push them into the shadows” and behaved exactly as the straight public 
imagined gay men to behave— as hedonistic pleasure seekers who were not willing to put the 
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effort into forming lifelong, monogamous relationships.120  How could gay men expect to be 
taken seriously by heterosexuals, Rüddenklau asked, if their “‘business’ was conducted next to 
the stench of urine and feces”?121  To Rüddenklau’s mind, gay men needed to emerge from the 
toilets, “establish confident, stable identities,” and channel their sexual urges into monogamous 
relationships.122  Rüddenklau’s argument that toilet sex represented a form of “juvenile 
masturbation en masse” echoed the call for respectability politics which had characterized more 
conservative approaches to gay liberation in both the GDR and Western Europe during the late-
1970s and early-1980s.  Activists who mobilized such tactics hoped that sublimating the more 
subversive aspects of queerness would allow for their seamless integration into East German 
public life.  Such a stance, nonetheless, certainly drove away gay men from the AKs who felt 
that queerness was only functional insofar as it stood to publicly destabilize the hegemony of 
normative heterosexuality. 
Eddi Stapel’s ‘state-friendly’ praxis of gay liberation also irked fellow activists who 
sought to utilize the space of the Protestant Church to launch more radical critiques of both East 
German homophobia and life under state socialism more generally.  As previously mentioned, 
there were indeed many gay men and lesbians who petitioned the SED for formal permission to 
leave East Germany, and Stapel made clear that such actors should not seek to join the AKs.  
One such petitioner was nineteen-year-old Andreas Huwe, whom the Volkspolizei caught having 
sex in a public toilet in East Berlin and later charged with prostitution in early 1984.  The Stasi 
searched Huwe’s apartment and found both a cloth pink triangle—the symbol worn by gay men 
in Nazi concentration camps—and copies of Huwe’s self-printed leaflets about East German gay 
                                                           




subcultures, Rosa Front.123  Huwe was sentenced to four months in prison, and during his 
incarceration his West-Berlin based boyfriend contacted Heinrich Windelen, the West German 
Minister for Intra-German relations.  Windelen negotiated Huwe’s release with the SED as part 
of an exchange system in which the West German government bought the release of East 
German prisoners who had filed for official permission to leave the GDR (Ausreiseantragen).124  
Huwe’s release and migration to the FRG made major headlines in West Germany, and at a 
summer 1984 meeting of the Magdeburg AK, IM ‘Kramer’ asked Stapel what he thought about 
both Huwe’s case and the desire of many gay men and lesbians to emigrate to West Germany.  
Stapel keenly replied that Huwe had drawn ‘negative attention’ to the cause of gay rights 
activism in the GDR and that those who sought to discuss emigration were in the wrong 
group.125  Stapel’s response was not mere subterfuge; he genuinely believed that the GDR was an 
imperfect state, yet one worth improving.126 
It was this cautious, hetero-and-state respectable approach taken by church-based 
activists which led the Leipziger, Jürgen Zehnle, to wholly disassociate himself from Stapel and 
his compatriots.  As Zehnle put it to me during one of our interview sessions, “The Church group 
stuff was pure Kindergarten.  No one wanted to come out and say, ‘Heteros are the problem,’ and 
that got old for many of us after a few years.  Plus, Eddi [Stapel] loved to hear himself talk, and I 
liked to listen to lots of people.”127  Zehnle responded to the lack of space in which to express 
more radical, anti-heterosexist opinions within the Church-based movement by forming a vast 
underground library of Eastern and Western gay emancipation literature.  Zehnle established The 
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Friend Circle of the Pink Archive (Freundkreis Rosa Archiv) in 1986 at Waldstraße 44 in 
Leipzig, not far from the city’s train station.  The Stasi was well aware that Zehnle, a butcher by 
trade, held book readings, group discussions, art exhibits, and film screenings in the space, 
though they took no action to stop him.128  Although Stapel and Zehnle were hardly friends while 
Stapel was alive, one can today access excerpts of Stapel’s Stasi files in Zehnle’s archive.   
Finally, the church-based East German gay rights movement had strict (yet unwritten) 
codes of masculine comportment that made effeminate and cross-dressing queer activists feel 
wholly excluded from their events.  It was only in the late-1980s that AKs began to invite so-
called ‘queens’ (‘Tunten’) to talk about the conditions of their daily lives during group meetings.  
Contrary to Josie McLellan’s claim that “church-groups tended to advance a more overarching 
critique of society” and traditional gender roles, the majority of men within the AKs viewed 
femme gays as walking-clichés who were unable (or unwilling) to control their personal 
behavior.129  Such a view lined up neatly with the state’s position, which the conservative East 
German sex researcher Reiner Werner articulated in 1987. According to Werner, ‘queens’ who 
found themselves excluded from various social events needed to examine their own “repellent 
behavior,” and that such actors needed to engage in “[masculine] behavioral training.”130  Stapel 
admitted at a nationwide conference of gay rights activists convened in Karl Marx Stadt (now 
Chemnitz) in June 1989 that he would begin to listen to more voices “from within the wider 
membership” in order to diversify AK offerings.131  The opening of the Berlin Wall in November 
                                                           
128 Ibid.  Zehnle allowed me to read (but not copy) the 300 pages of his Stasi file. 
129 McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism, 128. 
130 Reiner Werner, Homosexualität.  Herausforderung an Wissen und Toleranz (Berlin: VEB Verlag Volk 
und Gesundheit, 1987), 106-108. 
131 RHG, EST/14, Mitarbeitertagung, Karl Marx Stadt, June 9-11, 1989. 
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1989 and the eventual dissolution of the vast majority of the church-based gay rights groups 
ensured that that never happened.     
 
Conclusion    
As I have argued throughout this chapter, the Stasi was much more than an overgrown 
security apparatus which impinged upon the private lives of East German citizens in an attempt to 
‘totally control’ the population.  In fact, if we queer just one aspect of the ‘Stasi-myth’—that the 
MfS was solely a security force—we come to see something much deeper about both power and 
the regulation of sexual desire in the GDR.  Heterosexuality was common in the GDR, but it was 
not necessarily ‘normal.’  In fact, as we learn from reading Stapel’s Stasi files, the SED perceived 
the durability of heterosexuality to be so fragile—and, in turn, same-sex love to be so 
‘infectious’—that it secretly deployed the Stasi to maintain a heterosexual social order in the GDR.  
If we think about the work of Sara Ahmed—particularly her claim that power is evidenced in the 
modern state’s attempt to ‘orient’ and ‘reorient’ what it considers to be non-normative sexual 
desire—we can see that the Stasi served as a sort of “orientating device” for the state, a moral 
police force which tracked gender and sexual transgression and which had the power to define the 
boundaries of inclusion and exclusion in the GDR.  It was via the Stasi that the state learned that 
it had to cope with two realties: first, the very existence of gay rights activist groups meant that 
there were marginal groups “within socialism that could not be integrated seamlessly into the 
social whole.”132  Second, by the mid-to-late 1980s, the state was forced to admit that it had not 
eliminated all barriers to personal happiness in daily life.  In other words, the emotional benefits 
of state socialism were experienced unevenly by East Germans.     
                                                           
132 Herzog, Sex After Fascism, 198.   
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The ‘ordinary’ East Germans who informed on Eddi Stapel and other gay rights activists 
can neither be perceived of ‘evil drones’ carrying out the busywork of an autocratic state, nor as 
‘hapless victims’ of the regime.  Unofficial informants colluded with the MfS for a number of 
reasons, not least to articulate a genuine desire to be included in the East German community of 
belonging. Such was the case with Roland Beyer of Magdeburg—who had once felt the bond of 
civic intimacy only to have it stripped from him.  There is a much larger point about methodology 
to be made here.  If we move past moralistically judging East Germans who served the Stasi, we 
unlock channels of subjective expression that lead us down less trodden paths of historical inquiry.  
To once again reference the work of Andrew Port: 
 
The challenge is to get beyond the inexact and impressionistic, to locate  
  the indirect indicators that shine a light on inner values, beliefs,  
mentalities and subjectivities, on what East Germans “really” thought, on the 
extent to which they embraced socialist ideology and values—and then to 
determine what this tells us, in turn, about larger issues of historiographical 
significance, such as the reasons for the longevity of state socialism, or about how 
Germans left their fraught genocidal past behind them and reentered the 
community of more or less “civilized” [at least vis-à-vis their neighbors] after 
1945.133 
 
In the end, what emerges to us when we read Stapel’s Stasi files is that there were pockets of gay 
rights activists who were waiting on the state to change—albeit slowly —but who in no way 
worked toward the regime’s dissolution. 
I have endeavored in this chapter to demystify the Stasi, to both work around and break 
down the myth that the security apparatus was all-seeing and all-knowing, but also to make clear 
that state involvement in the private lives of citizens did not stifle queer self-expression.134  In 
the minds of SED party leaders the Stasi had to exist because authoritarian rule has always 
                                                           
133 Mary Fulbrook and Andrew I. Port, Becoming East German: Socialist Structures and Sensibilities 
after Hitler (New York: Berghann Books, 2013), 9. 
134 Evans, “Unnatural Desire,” 573. 
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anticipated a certain level of popular dissent.  What MfS case officers most often found, 
however, was that both queer East Germans and some heterosexual allies who supported them 
posed absolutely no security threat to the longevity of ‘real-existing socialism.’  Some 
informants gamed the state to their own advantage, others used the IM-case officer relationship 
as a crucial emotional ‘release valve,’ but nearly all of IMs who informed on Stapel envisioned 
themselves as creating a brighter future for queer citizens in the GDR.  Stapel’s Stasi files are 
instructive, then, because it is through the eyes of case officers and informants that we see a 
flourishing pocket of cultural production—the GDR queer scene—projected against the 
backdrop of an otherwise decaying party-state and society.  It is hardly an overstatement to claim 
that a heretofore unrecognized queer temporality existed alongside state socialism’s march 
toward its own demise. 
Finally, this chapter addresses two myths about GDR queer history that urgently needed 
to be destabilized: first, that the state “moved ahead” of its homophobic citizenry during the 
1980s and uniformly accepted public expressions of same-sex desire and, second, that gay life in 
the GDR was “relatively unfragmented” during the 1980s.135  Indeed, SED functionaries—and 
particularly sex researchers within the Ministry of Health and its associated research groups—did 
evolve on the topic of gay rights throughout the GDR’s existence.  In the next chapter, I 
highlight the ways in which mid-level regime officials within the MfG—some gay, some 
straight—pushed the SED from within to publicly acknowledge gay and lesbian East Germans as 
active citizens who deserved full inclusion in public life.  At the same time, what this chapter on 
the Stasi reveals is that at the highest levels of socialist governance, the state privately fretted 
that the “corrupting homosexual” stood to destabilize a homogenous heterosexual social order 
                                                           
135 McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism, 141. 
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that it counted on—especially biologically—to build the socialist future.  While that heterosexual 
body politic was hardly uniform in its socio-political composition, neither was its queer 
counterpart.  If in the historiography of Western gay liberation, the history of the radical, state-
opposed queer subject has been overemphasized to the exclusion of say, religious or politically 
conservative queers, the opposite is true in the historiography of the GDR.  Admittedly, this 
dissertation foregrounds the history of the state-friendly, church-based gay men in the GDR to 
the exclusion of more radical, anti-state queers.  Needless to say, much vital work remains to be 
done on this topic.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE OUTSIDERS BECOME ACTIVE CITIZENS: GAY RIGHTS 




 On the evening of November 9, 1989, the unthinkable happened in the GDR.  The first 
and only film which thematized male same-sex love premiered at the Kino International on East 
Berlin’s Karl-Marx-Allee.1  Coming Out, directed by Heiner Carow, introduced East Germans to 
Philipp (played by Matthias Freihof), a gay teacher in his twenties struggling to come to terms 
with his own same-sex desire.  The film opens with Philipp being rushed to an East Berlin 
hospital after a botched suicide attempt.  A team of nurses pump Philipp’s stomach, and one 
nurse asks the young man about what drove him to end his own life: “I am gay...a homosexual,” 
Philipp replies, assuming that his nurse, and East German society overall, were not familiar with 
queer nomenclature.2  It is through Philipp’s eyes that we come to understand the bleakness of 
everyday life for some East German gay men—queerbashing, familial rejection, and the 
destruction of one’s professional life.  Philipp takes refuge in East Berlin’s gay bar scene and 
comes under the wing of an elderly gay man who had survived internment at the Sachsenhausen 
concentration camp.  Via Heiner Carow, whose script was scrutinized by SED censors, the 
regime uses the character of the camp survivor to atone for its own sins.  “After 1945 I became a 
committed socialist,” the old man explains to Philipp, “and we [socialists] eliminated nearly 
every barrier in society.  Now it does not matter if you are a Jew, but we forgot about the gays.”3  
Viewers who exited the theater were informed by passers-by that the Berlin Wall had been 
                                                           
1 Kristine Schmidt, “Coming Out—der Film,” in Jens Dobler, ed., Verzaubert in Nord-Ost: Die 
Geschichte der Berliner Lesben und Schwulen in Prenzlauer Berg, Pankow, und Weißensee (Berlin: 
Bruno Gmünder Verlag, 2009): 260-265.  Here, pp. 264. 
2 Heiner Carow, Coming Out (Offenbarung) (DEFA, 1989). 
3 Ibid. 
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opened.  The joke arose on the street that it “was the frank cinematic portrayal of homosexuality” 
which had caused the collapse of the state.”4 
 While Carow’s film has been lauded by many for exposing viewers to the multifaceted 
nature of of queer life in the GDR, Carow never explains to his audience (due to party 
censorship) how it was that such a bustling, diverse gay scene came into being by the late-1980s.  
For instance, it is through Philipp’s relationship with his first male lover, Matthias, that we 
discover that some East German parents accepted their children’s queerness and informed their 
fellow citizens that it was ‘ok to be gay.’  Carow also makes clear that gay life in the GDR was 
in no way “unfragmented”—within the scene one could find ‘leather boys,’ cross-dressers, 
transgender East Germans, and working-class crane operators who showed the public that one 
could be both masculine and gay.5  However, one never gets a sense from the film that gay 
liberation in the GDR came about as a result of a grassroots movement which put significant 
pressure on the regime to liberalize social life.  The viewer is left to conclude, then, as some 
historians still do to this day, that a benevolent socialist state was ‘ahead of its citizenry’ and, in a 
top-down manner, fostered a relaxed social environment in which gay men and lesbians could 
fashion queer subjectivities.6  Moreover, historians who do discuss the significant breakthroughs 
made by GDR gay rights activists in the public sphere during the late-1980s tend to lump such 
                                                           
4 The renowned gay American historian, James Steakley, recalls this joke in the English translation 
version of Jürgen Lemke’s Ganz normal anders in John Borneman, ed., Gay Voices from East Germany: 
Interviews by Jürgen Lemke (Indiana University Press, 1991), 166.  
5 Heiner Carow, Coming Out (Offenbarung) (DEFA, 1989).  It is Josie McLellan who has referred to 
queer life in the GDR as “relatively unfragmented.”  See Josie McLellan, Love in the Time of 
Communism: Intimacy and Sexuality in the GDR (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 141.  
Dagmar Herzog’s assessment of gay life in the GDR is not far off from McLellan’s.  See Herzog’s 
chapter, “The Romance of Socialism,” in Sex after Fascism: Memory and Morality in Twentieth-Century 
Germany (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), pp. 184-219. 
6 See McLellan’s chapter on queer life in the GDR, “Gay men, lesbians, and the struggle for the public 
sphere,” in Love in the Time of Communism, pp. 114-143. 
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activism in with the dominant totalitarian narrative of state socialism, “which stresses growing 
disillusion and opposition in the 1980s, culminating with communism’s collapse in 1989.”7 
 What is perhaps most remarkable about the release of Carow’s film in 1989 is that was 
totally unforeseeable in the beginning of the 1980s.  For instance, as of 1979, the year in which 
the SED abolished East Berlin’s HIB, there was no organized gay rights movement in the GDR.8  
Gay men and lesbians were not allowed to place personal ads in newspapers, routinely faced job 
and housing discrimination, and the state refused to acknowledge that such citizens had 
legitimate grievances that deserved to be addressed in the public sphere.  Additionally, oral 
histories left behind by queer East Germans paint the late-1970s and early-1980s as particularly 
bleak—alcoholism was rampant among gay men and lesbians, suicide was common, and many 
petitioned the government for permission to leave the GDR.9  What had changed so dramatically 
in East Germany between the early-1980s and the opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989 that had 
allowed for a flourishing,  “very visible” gay rights movement to come into existence?10  Did the 
state simply become more tolerant of queerness?  Did gay rights activists find ways to 
circumvent or work with state power in their efforts to sway popular opinions on same-sex love?  
Did such phenomena occur simultaneously?   
                                                           
7 See Josie McLellan, “Glad to be Gay Behind the Berlin Wall: Gay and Lesbian Activism in 1970s East 
Germany,” History Workshop Journal, no. 74 (Autumn 2012), 105.  
8 See chapter two of this dissertation for a history of the HIB.  For an authoritative account of the history 
of the HIB in German, see Kay Nellißen and Kristine Schmidt, “Homosexuelle Interessengemeinschaft 
Berlin,” in Jens Dobler, ed., Verzaubert in Nord-Ost: Die Geschichte der Berliner Lesben und Schwulen 
in Prenzlauer Berg, Pankow und Weißensee (Berlin: Bruno Gmünder, 2009), pp. 178-185.   
9 The most widely cited collection of oral histories of East German gay men is Jürgen Lemke, Ganz 
normal anders: Auskünfte schwuler Männer (Berlin: Aufbau Verlag, 1990).  For a collection of lesbian 
oral histories see Kerstin Gutsche, Ich ahnungsloser Engel: Lesbenprotokolle (Reiher, 1991).  
10 Raelynn J. Hillhouse, the first scholar to discuss ‘80s gay and lesbian activism in the GDR described 
the movement and its activists as “very visible” and claimed that East German society had clearly 
experienced a “value shift” regarding homosexuality by 1989.  See Raelynn J. Hillhouse, “Out of the 
Closet behind the Wall: Sexual Politics and Social Change in the GDR,” Slavic Review 49, no. 4 (Winter 
1990).   
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 In this chapter I answer these questions and reconstruct the history of the highly 
successful—yet fractious—second organized gay rights movement in the GDR.  First, I examine 
the emancipatory efforts of gay rights activists in what might scholars have deemed the ‘most 
unlikely of places’—East Germany’s Protestant Church.  Not unlike the activists of the 1970s 
East Berlin-based HIB, activists in the Church, many of whom were openly gay and lesbian 
pastors, ‘turned west’ for tactical inspiration, albeit to gay-friendly, libeartory theological 
movements.  Focusing on such activities allows us to destabilize the narrative of modern gay 
liberation movements as emanating almost solely within “visible and permanently situated gay 
scenes.”11  Second, I trace the efforts of loyal socialist party members to force the state to evolve 
on gay rights from within.  Gay and lesbian sex counselors, sociologists, and party 
representatives attempted to show the state that queerness posed no harm to the future of 
socialism.  Such actors, alongside church activists, fought and won a battle to shift GDR medical 
and legal discourses away from the pathologization of sexual difference to the acceptance of 
queer East Germans as citizens equal to heterosexuals under the law.  The SED, in other words, 
was hardly a “straight state.”  Third, I examine state responses to gay rights activism. The SED 
publicly made concessions to activists while simultaneously deploying the Stasi to dismantle gay 
rights groups from within.  If there was to be any ‘social progress’ in East Germany, the state 
aimed to coopt it and portray itself as the progenitor of such change.  Finally, I highlight 
significant breakthroughs made by gay rights activists in the public sphere during the mid-to-late 
1980s.  Such actors queered the concept of active citizenship in the GDR.  By 1989, the ‘outsider 
                                                           
11 Josie McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism: Intimacy and Sexuality in the GDR (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2011).  See also Matt Cook and Jennifer Evans’ introduction to their edited 
volume, Queer Cities, Queer Cultures: Europe Since 1945 (Bloomsbury, 2014). 
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homosexual’ had become an ‘active subject,’ capable of publicly articulating his or her needs 
and claiming a place in the East German community of belonging.   
If we operate on a temporal scale that takes seriously that sex and gender change did 
happen in the GDR by the late-1980s, a side-by-side comparison of East and West reveals 
something heretofore unnoticed: just as gay rights activism in the West seemed to be derailed for 
the foreseeable future—in light of both the AIDS epidemic and the ascendance of anti-gay, 
conservative political ideologies in the U.S., France, and Britain—gay rights as a cause (a 
political praxis) was thriving in the GDR.  The queer actors whom I track in this chapter rejected 
the SED’s heterosexual temporality—its notion of heterosexual “family time”—and organized 
their lives around ‘coming out’ rituals, Fasching (Germany’s carnival season), and Protestant 
Church festivals in which they sought to dialogue with the general public.  By the mid-to-late 
1980s, gay rights activists had actively expanded the concept of socialist citizenship to include 
those who lives did not lead down the path of heterosexual reproductive futurity. Therefore, as I 
have argued elsewhere in this dissertation, it is hardly an overstatement to claim that a heretofore 
unrecognized queer temporality existed alongside state socialism’s march toward its own demise. 
     
Gay Rights Activism in the Protestant Church 
 
At the time of the GDR’s founding in 1949, SED officials estimated that, out of a 
population of 17 million, some 14.8 million East Germans were Protestants.  By the time of 
Church-state summit in 1978, the Church claimed that some 7.9 million people remained 
practicing Protestants in spite of considerable discrimination directed at Christians by the state 
during the 1950s and 1960s.12  For instance, Christian adolescents were compulsorily made to 
                                                           
12 Mary Fulbrook, The Divided Nation: A History of Germany 1918-1990 (Oxford University Press, 
1992), 271-72.   
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undergo Jugendweihe—secular, state created ‘coming of age’ ceremonies’—to affirm their 
initiation in to the community of responsible, mature socialist citizens.  Nevertheless, the 
Church’s societal influence proved difficult for the SED to nullify, especially given that “the 
organization and material possessions of the churches had survived the transition from Nazi to 
Communist Germany relatively unscathed.”  Moreover, church institutions such as “hospitals, 
homes for the elderly and the handicapped, and day-care centers” continued to play a prominent 
role in East German society until the opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989.13  While the state 
claimed that its creation of a ‘classless society’ had smoothed the rougher edges of modern life, 
the Protestant and Catholic churches remained open for those who felt left behind by state 
socialism—such as alcoholics, victims of domestic abuse, non-able-bodied citizens, and gay men 
and lesbians.  Despite its claims that Protestants and Catholics alike had supported the Nazis and 
that the Church was an anachronistic institution that had no place in the construction of real 
existing socialism, the state never withdrew its funding from church-run institutions or the 
training of theologians.14 
The SED, and, ultimately, Honecker’s decision to form a closer relationship with the 
Protestant Church in 1978 was based on both national and international developments.  Although 
the GDR had signed the Helsinki Accord in 1975, the SED had provided little proof to human 
rights activists in both East and West that it actually intended to humanely allow for the 
development of diverging political opinions in East Germany.  Creating a more harmonious 
relationship between Christians and Marxists, therefore, allowed Honecker to claim to 
international audiences—particularly in the climate of post-Ostpolitik détente—that the 
implementation of state socialism had not come at the expense of religious and cultural diversity 
                                                           
13 Ibid. 
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in the GDR.15  Domestically, Honecker was able to signal to a significantly large demographic 
bloc that they were actively helping to construct a socialist national identity, which diffused a 
“potential symbolic opposition between church and atheist regime, society and alien state.”16  
This was particularly significant in the wake of the Biermann Affair of 1977—in which dissident 
songwriter and musician Wolf Biermann was involuntarily exiled to West Germany after 
performing anti-state songs at a Church in Prenzlau.  Facing a body politic that was seeking new 
avenues for self-expression and individuation, the SED sought to channel, monitor, and control 
dissent within the pre-existing social structures of the Church.  On March 6, 1978, the SED 
communicated to East Germans via official communiqué that all citizens—“‘regardless of 
worldview and religious confession’”—were entitled to “‘security, protection, and a clear 
perspective in building the future.’”17  The regime had officially ended its open persecution of 
practicing Christians, and the rights of ‘self-actualization’ and ‘self-realization’ were, thus, 
extended to East Germans of a religious stripe. 
Until now, historians have neglected to consider the religious underpinnings of the 1980s 
East German gay rights movement.  To be sure, same-sex love was a frequent topic of 
conversation in East Germany’s Protestant churches during the late-1970s and early-1980s, much 
as it was in West German Protestantism and America’s Metropolitan Community Church.18  A 
number of factors made an alliance between East Germany’s gays, lesbians, and the Protestant 
Church possible.  First, as they had throughout the German past, theologians continued to “bring 
                                                           
15 Mary Fulbrook, The Divided Nation: A History of Germany 1918-1990 (Oxford University Press, 
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16 Ibid. 
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up sensitive issues for public discussion,” such as the exclusion of minority cultural groups—
specifically gays, lesbians, goths, the handicapped and punks—from participation in ‘real 
existing socialism.19  After 1945, East Germany’s Protestant parishes tended to adopt the maxim 
of the anti-Nazi theologian, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, that churches were only effective if they strove 
to serve the most underrepresented in society.  The Church, hence, was to be a ‘church for 
everyone,’ (‘Kirche für jeder’) regardless of one’s station in life, and many pastors openly 
criticized the party-state for failing to create a more equitable society.20  Second, a significant 
minority of East German theologians and theology students—the Church estimated as much as 
10%-15%—were gay themselves.21  Such clergy were influenced by both the Western gay 
liberation movement of the late-1960s and early-1970s and gay emancipation projects within 
West Germany’s Protestant Church.  Beginning in the late-1970s, gay priests—many of whom 
were ostracized from their parishes for speaking openly about their sexualities—began to 
pressure the Protestant Church to ordain gay ministers, which the Church ultimately refused to 
do.22             
Such was the case with Peter Birmele, a co-founder of one of East Berlin’s four church-
based working groups (Arbeitskreise, or AKs) on same-sex love.  During the late-1970s, 
Birmele’s parish held an open forum every Thursday at East Berlin’s Paulinum (a seminary) 
                                                           
19 Interview conducted by the author with Eduard Stapel in Bismark, Germany, July 19, 2013.  
20 Ibid. 
21RHG/Pu02 “Zur Lage der homosexuellen Studenten der ev. Theologie in der DDR.” Manuskripte. 
22 Interview with Eduard Stapel, July 19, 2013.  Peter Birmele also discusses his attempts at pushing the 
Church to recognize his lifestyle as equal to that of a heterosexual lifestyle.  See Birmele’s interview with 
Jürgen Lemke in Ganz Normal Anders, pp. 97-110. 
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during which participants discussed societal issues such as divorce, abortion, and 
homosexuality.23  As Birmele explained to journalist Jürgen Lemke: 
 
  …[we spoke] on all kinds of topics.  If the topic was known, written questions  
could be submitted beforehand.  One of the most exciting evenings was the one  
on sexuality.  The presenter was a doctor.  After the lecture, he rummaged  
through slips of paper, stopped short, took one, cleared his throat, and read aloud,  
“Can homosexuals enter the ministry?”  He had barely finished stating the  
question when our director leapt to his feet and declared peremptorily, “No,  
homosexuals cannot enter the ministry!”  The physician did not let this ruffle him.   
Just why not, he did not understand that.  To which our boss once again drew  
himself up to his full height and remarked: “I will correct myself.  Homosexuals  
can enter the ministry, but only in an old-aged home.  He had the laughs on his  
side.24 
 
With one joke Birmele’s seminary director reinforced one of the most durable and pernicious 
myths about same-sex attraction—that gay men are pedophiles who, left to their own devices, 
represent a threat to children.  Birmele was incensed. He came out as gay to his director and was 
given an ultimatum: he could keep his sexuality a secret and eventually became ordained, or he 
could wait “perhaps ten years” until a congregation could “handle a pastor living in a 
homosexual partnership.”25  Birmele formally withdrew his name from his parish’s roster of 
theology students but remained in the church as an active parishioner.  To Birmele’s mind, a sea 
change in public opinion about same-sex love could occur if gay parishioners worked from 
within the Church to convince fellow believers that gay men and lesbians were as beloved by 
Christ—and as valuable to socialist society—as their heterosexual counterparts.  It was in this 
way that Birmele and thousands of other gay rights activists came to simultaneously operate both 
                                                           
23 It is worth noting that Birmele’s group was known as a Gesprächskreis (discussion group) as opposed 
to an Arbeitskreis (working or study group).  Nonetheless, Birmele’s group and its members participated 
in the same activities as members of Berlin’s three other working groups. 
24 “Married without Children: Peter, born 1944, typesetter,” in Jürgen Lemke, ed., Gay Voices from East 
Germany (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991): 80-87.  Here, pp. 80-81. 
25 Ibid. 
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inside and outside of the socialist system.  Church-based activists saw fellow parishioners as a 
sort of ‘test public’—a significantly large bloc of citizens to whom a message of gay 
emancipation could be pitched and adjusted based on their reactions.26 
Birmele and many other gay East German theology students were inspired by western 
gay emancipation literature to form what they initially called ‘self help groups’ within the 
Protestant Church to address the topic of male same-sex love.  Christian Pulz and Eduard ‘Eddi’ 
Stapel met via mutual contacts in Leipzig in 1981.  Pulz studied theology in Leipzig’s 
Evangelische Studentengemeinde (Protestant Student Community, or ESG) and though Stapel 
studied in Magdeburg, his ties to gay contacts in Leipzig’s ESG brought him to the city 
frequently.  According to Stapel, theology students in the GDR had access to a wide variety of 
literature from the West based on the precondition that they could research societal issues which 
affected their parishioners, including same-sex love.27  It was because of this that Stapel and Pulz 
had exchanged and read Martin Siems’s 1980 work, Coming Out: Tips for Gay Emancipation.  
In his work, Siems, a gay West German psychotherapist, claimed that a key component of gay 
liberation was ‘showing oneself’—coming out as an openly gay person in public.  Before this 
could be accomplished, however, many men needed to participate in Selbsthilfegruppe (self help 
or peer discussion groups) with other gay men in order to build a sense of self-confidence.28  
Pulz and Stapel convened such a peer group in private apartments with both religious and non-
religious gay contacts from Leipzig throughout 1981.29  Thirty-to-forty men regularly attended 
the evenings, shared their life stories, and began to form a sense of community among one 
                                                           
26 Ibid. 
27 Interview with Eduard Stapel.  July 19, 2013. 
28 Martin Siems, Coming Out: Hilfen zur homosexuellen Emanzipation (Hamburg: Rowohlt Verlag, 
1980).  For Siems’s discussion of Selbsterfahrungsgruppe see pages 142-235. 
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another.30  While contemporary queer activists might recoil at the term ‘self help,’ the Leipzig 
group did not associate the term with the pathologization of sexual difference.  Rather, as 
historian Jeffrey Weeks explains, “self help” in nascent gay communities has historically meant 
“taking control of your own life in your own hands and solving your own problems through 
helping others in the same situation.”31 
Following the success of the Leipzig Selbsthilfegruppe, Stapel and Pulz approached 
Elisabeth Adler and Manfred Punge, pastors of Berlin-Brandenburg’s ESG whom they knew 
were sympathetic to the situation of gay theology students, and asked them to hold an official 
conference on same-sex love in their parish.  Punge and Adler agreed to schedule the conference 
and wrote in their invitation that the time had come for East Germans to acknowledge the 
Church’s centuries-long “persecution of homosexuals based on only a few bible passages,” 
which, during the Third Reich, resulted in “thousands of homosexuals being abducted and sent to 
concentration camps.”32  Although Punge and Adler only obliquely mentioned the murders of 
thousands of gays and lesbians during the Holocaust, their point was nonetheless clear—it was 
the duty of the Church to serve as ‘the Church for everyone’ (‘Kirche für jeder’), to remind 
parishioners that same-sex love was “part of the progressive tradition of German history,” and to 
address the needs of its constituents regardless of both the regime’s silence on the issue and a 
pervasive homophobia among East German citizens.33  On January 5, 1982, Berlin-
Brandenburg’s Protestant Academy held a conference titled “Can One Speak About It?  
Homosexuality as a Question for Theology and Pastoral Care,” in a convent located at 5 
                                                           
30 RHG, EST/08, Andreas Dümmel, et. al, “Werkstattsbericht”. 
31 Jeffrey Weeks, Making Sexual History (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000), 188. 
32 RHG, Pu/04, “KANN MANN DARÜBER SPRECHEN?  Homosexualität als Frage an Theologie und 
Gemeinde”.  
33 McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism, 126. 
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Borsigstrasse in Berlin.34  Lesbian activist Samirah Kenawi credits the event with kicking off the 
second wave of organized gay rights activism in the GDR, noting that it sent to a signal to East 
Germans that, for the first time since the dissolution of East Berlin’s HIB in 1979, gay rights 
were once again on the table for public discussion.35 
Following the January 1982 Brandenburg conference, gay rights activists formed AKs in 
churches in Berlin and Leipzig.36  In April 1982, Pulz and Stapel approached Father Hykel, the 
pastor-chair of the Leipzig’s ESG, and requested permission for their AK to meet within the 
walls of the city’s seminary and to hold ‘discussion evenings’ to which the general public—
including the family members, friends, and colleagues of gays and lesbians—would be invited.  
Hykel enthusiastically allowed them to use one of the large meeting rooms in Leipzig’s ESG.  
Leipzig’s official ‘working group’ on the topic of homosexuality was born on April 25, 1982.37 It 
was on this date that father Dr. Jürgen Ziemer led a discussion evening in Leipzig’s Andreas-
Kirche titled “Tabu Homosexualität—Wie gehen wir damit um?” (Taboo homosexuality—How 
do we deal with it?).  A mixed audience of 300 straight and gay citizens attended the event, and 
many of the latter publicly declared their sexualities for the first time.  The dramatic peak of the 
evening was a somewhat tense discussion between Ziemer, who advocated for gay rights, and the 
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audience regarding the role of the Church in facilitating acceptance of gays and lesbians in the 
GDR.38   
What Leipzig’s AK members found most astonishing was the high turnout to an event 
surrounding a topic that, prior to the Brandenburg conference, was rarely discussed publicly in 
the GDR outside of East Berlin.39  The Ziemer evening, therefore, points to the existence of a 
1980s East German civil society in which citizens held public gatherings to debate the scope and 
meaning of societal change in the absence of the state.  Such activity should not be simplistically 
categorized as ‘anti-state’ resistance; after all, gay rights activists routinely invited SED 
functionaries (and Stasi agents) to attend their events with the specific aim of reassuring the 
party that Church groups in no way constituted a ‘state within a state.’  However, when the state 
refused to take a public stance on a significant cultural issue it forfeited its role as the progenitor 
of discourses regarding individual happiness and subjectivity in the GDR.   
Throughout the 1980s, a wide-ranging, well-connected network of activists facilitated the 
establishment of AKs in both large cities and rural towns.  Eddi Stapel traveled throughout the 
GDR as a representative of Church superintendent Günter Krusche in order to hold 
Eröffnungsabende (opening night ceremonies) for AKs.  Stapel’s presence—and his reputation 
as a ‘notable gay official’ of the Church—lent an air of official credibility to such events.  Stapel 
also maintained long-standing residencies in cities and towns where it proved more difficult for 
AKs to begin their work.40  For instance, it was easier to form an AK in a city like East Berlin, 
which had a well-established and recognizable gay scene, than Magdeburg, where, as many 
wrote to Stapel in the early-1980s, gay men who publicly expressed signs of affection for one 
                                                           
38 RHG, EST/08, Andreas Dümmel, et. al, “Werkstattsbericht”. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Interview with Eduard Stapel, July 19, 2013. 
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another were chased and beaten in the streets.41  Upon arriving in Magdeburg in October 1983, 
Stapel found room and board with friends and was successfully granted permission by 
Magdeburg’s church council to serve as the city mission’s ‘representative for gay affairs,’—a 
position that he himself conceptualized.42  He convinced gay Magdeburgers whom he knew to 
attend “a planning evening on October 12, 1983,” during which a group would be formed that 
addressed “the issues of homosexuals in the city.”43  One gay Magdeburger who feared losing his 
job if he attended the meeting wrote to Stapel that he had sent “a donation of 50 marks to support 
the group,” and that that postwoman had looked at him “with wide eyes” as she processed his 
letter to the GDR’s newest gay rights group.44  By the opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989, Eddi 
Stapel had overseen the establishment of 23 church-based gay rights groups in both small towns 
and more populous cities throughout the GDR.45 
Not every member of an AK was religious, and even fewer shared Stapel and Pulz’s drive 
to intellectually combine Protestant theology and gay emancipation.  Some gay men were driven 
to the AKs simply because they were frustrated with the state’s policy of silencing discussions 
regarding same-sex love in the print public sphere.  For instance, in February of 1984, Uwe 
Schneider, 28 years old and hailing from East Berlin, wanted to print an ad announcing himself 
as a single gay man looking for partnership in the Berliner Zeitung.  Upon relaying this 
information to the paper’s editors, however, the BZ informed Schneider that they did not publish 
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45 For a complete list of church-based gay rights groups that were in existence in the GDR as of January 
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“man-to-man, partner-seeking-partner ads.”46  What Schneider was not told was that in 1981 the 
SED had quietly decreed to all GDR publishing houses that they were not under any 
circumstances to print personal ads written by gays and lesbians.47  Schneider penned letters to 
Dr. Rolf Bormann and Dr. Siegfried Schnabl, two widely known, popular sexologists who wrote 
love advice columns in Junge Welt (Young World) and Für Dich (For You), and asked how 
exactly he could meet a suitable partner.  Schnabl’s secretary provided Schneider with the 
contact information of Christian Pulz—who had moved to East Berlin to lead one of the city’s 
four working groups.  Schneider and Pulz established epistolary communication, Pulz provided 
Schneider with his AK’s meeting calendar, and Schneider told Pulz that, although he was an 
atheist, the state’s “doing nothing to acknowledge the existence of homosexuals,” had led him to 
join a church group.48 It was through this process that Schneider, who merely sought to meet 
another gay man, became embedded in a network of activists who were in the process of 
dramatically reshaping the life trajectories of queer East Germans. 
While AK participants experienced notable successes in the formation of a nationwide 
gay rights movement, both parishioners and clergy within the Protestant Church mounted 
significant resistance to activists who sought to make the institution their permanent home.  For 
instance, one respondent  wrote to the editors of Die Kirche (The Church) in the wake of the 
1982 Brandenburg conference that homosexuality was “a perversion of human creation,” and 
that God’s will was that only “a man and a woman can form one intimate body—not man and 
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man, not woman and woman.”49  The church council of Saxony convened a conference titled 
‘Homosexuality and the Church’ on February 4, 1984, during which historian and theologian 
Karl-Heinz Blaschke proclaimed that gays and lesbians were poised to replace the teachings of 
Christ with a “militant minority ideology,” and that the Church should not allow for the 
“formation of some sort of gay movement” within Protestant parishes.50 Kerstin Gömmel, a 
Jena-based activist, faced considerable backlash—almost exclusively from men—for writing an 
article in June 1989 in which she described the formation of a lesbian church group in the city.  
The editors of Glaube und Heimat (Religion and Homeland) forwarded her a poem written by an 
irate male reader which read, “Katrin, Katrin—you young, sharp, charming woman—where are 
you going with this?  Seek another pastime and give up writing about homosexuality, FKK, and 
group sex.”51  As Dresden-based activist Christoph Wohlgemuth wrote shortly before the 
opening of the Berlin Wall, the Church’s overall attitude towards gay rights activists throughout 
the existence of the GDR had consistently been, “…let them in, but god forbid that we allow the 
dam to break any further!”52 
The question, then, does beg asking: why did so many gay and lesbian activists seek to 
establish roots in an institution that hardly seemed to be evolving on the issue of same-sex love?  
We know that theology students such as Eddi Stapel and Christian Pulz saw the formation of the 
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AKs as part of a much larger project of a global theological gay emancipation movement.  For 
instance, Pulz served as the East German contact for the Düsseldorf based group—
Homosexualität und Kirche (Homosexuality and the Church)—the West German equivalent of 
the AKs which had extensive contacts throughout Europe and the U.S.53  Yet, many non-
religious AK members, to again draw inspiration from theorist Sara Ahmed, saw the church 
groups as an ‘orientating device’ in an otherwise homophobic, disorienting GDR society.  Oral 
histories handed down to us by East German gays and lesbians detail deep feelings of personal 
and societal alienation upon realizing one’s own same-sex attraction.  The East German “family 
home” was often “so full of traces of heterosexual intimacy” that it became hard to “take up 
one’s place” without feeling stifled.54  To seek camaraderie within the AKs was to literally 
‘reorient oneself’ to a way of existing that heretofore seemed impossible.  This question of one’s 
‘redirection’ is “crucial to the emergence of” new subjectivities.55  As Ahmed notes, “life, after 
all, is full of turning points…Depending on which way one turns, different worlds might even 
come into view.”56  Gay East Germans in the AKs, thus, turned away from the alienation of 
compulsory heterosexuality and turned towards the outposts of emotional belonging that the 
Church groups represented.  For the first time, many reported feeling as if they were “active 
subjects” able to confidently articulate their emotional and intellectual needs.57 
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It is not, therefore, useful to use the Western sexual revolution as a metric for assessing 
the ‘successes’ or ‘failures’ of the church-based AKs as some historians have done.58  As Jeffrey 
Weeks notes, radical sexual communities “cannot…be judged solely in terms of their political 
effectivity in attaining this or that legislative shift, important as that often is.”59  If citizenship in 
the post-World War II welfare state was explicitly centered around the nuclear family and the 
traditional division of labor, the AKs existed as laboratories in which gay men and lesbians 
tested the elasticity of more traditional notions of societal belonging and “shaped a new grammar 
of everyday life, rather than political programs.”60  Contrary to Josie McLellan’s claim that there 
was little that was intimate about ‘homosexual lives’ in the GDR, members of the church-based 
gay rights groups fostered a sort “intimate citizenship” among one another “in which new 
experiences were invented, and tested, in which reality was redescribed, and in which individuals 
developed alternative experiences of time, space, and personal relationships.”61  Because of the 
existence of the AKs, gay and lesbian East Germans no longer had to sync their lifelines with the 
monotonous hum of heterosexuality.  Such actors began to imagine themselves as having bright 
futures, which they would play an active role in shaping.  Moreover, much as it had been for 
members of East Berlin’s HIB, the simple act of forming a visible queer community was itself a 
political move that signaled to the regime that it did not have a premium on the fashioning and 
refashioning of subjectivity.            
That gay East German men could ‘turn toward’ one another instead of ‘turning toward’ 
the state for personal validation and existential input became particularly important after the 
arrival of AIDS in the GDR.  In 1983 the East German Ministry of Health formed an AIDS 
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research and working group to formulate public policy regarding the virus.62  Dr. Niels 
Sönnichsen, the director of Berlin’s Charité hospital and the chief physician of the state’s AIDS 
group, authored an AIDS information brochure in which he excoriated gays for their 
“promiscuity” and claimed that, in the absence of intravenous drug users in the GDR, gay men 
were solely responsible for the spread of HIV.  According to Sönnichsen, advocating that gay 
men wear condoms mattered little because condoms could not “solve the problem (of the disease 
being spread)—rather gay men had to learn the value of monogamous relationships.”63  In 
response to Sönnichsen’s demonization of gay men, the leaders of the church-based gay rights 
groups formed their own Zentrale AIDS-Arbeitsgruppe (Central Working Group on AIDS) at a 
national conference in April 1987.  The group produced and widely distributed its own AIDS 
awareness newsletter to the various church AKs and formed alliances with physicians who 
pledged to serve as ‘AIDS information officers’ for any gay man or lesbian who had questions 
about HIV/AIDS.  Most importantly, such alliances allowed individuals infected with HIV to 
receive discrete counseling from competent doctors who did not form value judgments about the 
communities they served.64  Those who followed the church-based message of “mit Safersex—
Spaß am Sex!” (“with safer sex—fun sex!”) stood to avoid interacting with a moralistic, 
homophobic state apparatus.65  That AKs provided alternative, non-state driven HIV/AIDS 
counseling became all the more important in the mid-1980s as a rumor circulated through the 
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groups that those who received HIV tests in state-run clinics were put on a ‘pink list’—a secret 
state database comprised of the names of gay men.66 
While the SED never publicly acknowledged the existence of the church-based AKs, 
there is a mountain of Stasi files that point to the state’s attempts to foment discord between AK 
members and Church representatives as a means of destroying the groups from within.  For 
instance, it was not at all uncommon for the Stasi to employ Protestant priests to hamper 
initiatives of gay right activists.  On October 27, 1986 an IM (inoffizielle Mitarbeiter, a Stasi 
informant) attached to Christian Pulz in East Berlin reported that Pulz had met some days earlier 
with British gay rights activist, Peter Tatchell, and that Tatchell planned to write an article about 
the East German AKs in Britain’s Gay Times.67  The meeting was attended by Pulz, Tatchell, and 
father Dieter Ziebarth—the Protestant pastor who served as the church liaison for Pulz’s working 
group.  Pulz spoke at length about homophobia in the GDR, the SED’s policy of blocking gay 
men and lesbians from laying wreaths commemorating the queer victims of Ravensbrück and 
Sachsenhausen, and the SED’s ‘conservative family politics.’68  Pulz and Ziebarth engaged in a 
lengthy argument regarding Pulz’s comments, and Pulz accused Ziebarth of attempting to censor 
him.  After all, Pulz argued, much had been written about East German gay rights activism in the 
Western press “without so much as an echo” of state dissatisfaction reverberating to the AKs.  
What Pulz only became aware of after the dissolution of the GDR—and after he received his 
Stasi files—was that the MfS had tasked Ziebarth with antagonizing him over a prolonged period 
of time in the hopes that he would renounce the cause of gay rights activism, which he did not.69 
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However, there were also social tensions inherent in the male-centered leadership 
structure of the AKs that drove wedges between gay and lesbian activists in the church-based 
movement.  Gay men, for instance, proved unwilling to directly critique East German patriarchy 
and heterosexism, which ultimately created a schism that led lesbian activists to form their own 
separatist movement.  Samirah Kenawi, a founding member of East Berlin’s Lesbians in the 
Church (Lesben in der Kirche), recalls gay men both excluding women from positions of 
leadership in the AKs and refusing to acknowledge the seminal role that lesbian activists played 
in fostering the birth of the church-based movement.  As Kenawi recalls: 
 
Women were the first ones to stuff envelopes and invite fellow citizens to start a  
new gay rights movement.  Women were the first people to ignore the state’s rules 
regarding public assembly.  Women were the ones who vented their frustrations 
with the Church’s administration and demanded that both gay men and lesbians 
be offered significantly larger rooms to accommodate our meetings.  Women were 
the ones who offered gay men the opportunity to work together collaboratively.  
Gay men have taken all of this work for granted and continually act as if they can 
make decisions for women in Church working groups.70 
 
Kenawi recalls that a division between gay and lesbian activists in church-based groups was 
inevitable because most AK meetings were ‘overrun’ by men who perpetually spoke over 
women.  In Kenawi’s words, gay men “had quite a lot to say about the discrimination faced by 
lesbians,” a discrimination that they were not willing to concede was experientially different for 
women on the basis of their gender.71 
Nowhere were the schisms between gay male and lesbian activists more apparent than at 
a conference on gay rights held on September 26, 1987 in the Magdeburg city mission.  The 
conference—titled “Integration (of gays into society)—but how?”—was to serve as a platform 
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for East German gay rights activists to assess the extent to which attitudes toward same sex love 
had evolved by the late-1980s.  However, Karin Dauenheimer—who herself had been leading a 
mixed-gender group of activists based in Dresden since 1983—took the lectern to announce the 
birth of a lesbian separatist movement in the GDR.  According to Dauenheimer, the issue of 
patriarchy was the proverbial elephant in the room that hampered the development of a thriving 
lesbian emancipation movement.  Instead of “questioning the feelings of insecurity that 
autonomous women” made them feel, gay men clung to leadership positions in the movement to 
the detriment of their lesbian peers.72  Lesbians needed to organize in female-only spaces and 
define with “scientific precision” the ways in which gendered power was produced and 
reproduced in East German society.  Women and men could work together again in the future, 
but only once lesbians had come to trust their own feelings (absent the judgment of gay men) and 
once gay men worked “vigorously to overcome their fears of informed, self-confident women.”73  
Additionally, Dauenheimer noted, the approach of integration—of hoping that heterosexuals 
would eventually ‘accept’ gays and lesbians as equal citizens—bound gay rights activists to 
accepting a ‘less-than’, supplicating position in GDR culture in which one could receive 
‘respect’ from the heterosexual majority only once they admitted that they could not live up to its 
norms.74  
Despite the internally fractious nature of the GDR’s Church-based gay rights movement, 
activists communicated with wide swaths of the East German population and were astounded at 
just how openly their heterosexual counterparts were willing to discuss same-sex love and the 
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possibility of significant societal reform.  Every spring the Protestant Church sponsored a series 
of Kirchentagen (Church Days) during which environmentalist, peace, and gay rights groups 
were permitted to set up ‘information stands,’ spaces that provided them the opportunity to 
interact with and enlighten the public about their individual causes.  For heterosexual East 
Germans in less populous towns outside of populous East German cities, the Infostands served as 
their first introduction to the GDR’s gay and lesbian subcultures.  For instance, residents in 
Eisleben told activists who set up an info-booth there in 1983 that the event marked the first time 
that anyone had attempted to publicly discuss same-sex love in the town.75  Dresden-based 
activist and theologian Karin Dauenheimer recalls that heterosexual East Germans in the city 
reacted with genuine curiosity at her Infostand and that:     
 
…their reactions were, against all expectations, tolerant.  Of course, most people 
did not openly comment on our stand and we could not decipher their thoughts.  
But the majority of people who took our leaflet and spoke with us were 
optimistic.  It took me a great deal of courage to engage in conversation with 
some (mostly older, typical ‘church types’) who asked, “Do you really think your 
stand and its materials belong at a church event?” Nevertheless, we 
experienced…a euphoric feeling at the open-mindedness of those who happened 
upon our stand.76 
 
The disparate rhetorical techniques tapped into by activists at the Kirchentagen reflected the 
fragmented nature of gay rights activism in the church-based AKs.  While gay male activists in 
Eisleben in 1983 adorned their stand with a sign that read, “Der ist wohl ein Homo?” (“That guy 
is a homo?”), lesbians in East Berlin—always advocating for an approach that forced fellow East 
Germans to question their own notions of bourgeois respectability—greeted visitors with a 
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Image 4.1, Residents of Leipzig read about the work of the city’s AK at the group’s information 
stand (Informationsstand) at Sachsen’s Kirchentag in July 1989.  Photograph by Bernd Heinze, 
July 1989.  Reproduced with the permission of the Archive of the Citizen’s Movement, Leipzig 
(Archiv Bürgerbewegung, Leipzig). 
 
 While it would be an overstatement to claim that the Church-based gay rights working 
groups were solely responsible for mid-to-late 1980s changes in public opinion regarding same-
sex love in East German society, such developments are hardly imaginable without them.  A 
conservative estimate would place roughly 2,000 gay and lesbian East Germans collaborating 
together to make the network of AKs possible.  Although group enrollment numbers did 
fluctuate—particularly depending on interpersonal disagreements concerning disparate tactical 
approaches to gay rights activism—the AKs remained active, tight knit groups until the fall of 
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the Berlin Wall.  In fact, at least two such groups continue to meet on a weekly basis in Berlin’s 
Prenzlauer Berg district to this day.78  As the East German gay rights activist Olaf Leser 
concluded about the AKs at a February 1990 conference at which historians discussed the 
church-based movement, “The Church groups played a decisive, pioneering role in the [East 
German] gay and lesbian emancipation movement.  They took on a huge task, and if they had not 
done so, the widespread discussion of homosexuality that took place GDR mass media during 
the late-1980s would be unthinkable.”79  There were, of course, other East Germans 
simultaneously pushing on the SED from within the party to evolve on the topic of same-sex 
love, and we should now turn to examine their actions. 
 
Efforts to Shift Public Opinion on Same-Sex Love from within the SED 
 
 There were, historians are now discovering, loyal gay and lesbian socialist party members 
who urged the SED from within to reshape its policies regarding same-sex love during the 1980s, 
and who, as a result, were expelled from the party.  Take, for instance, Klaus Laabs, a gay 
doctoral candidate in socialist literature at East Berlin’s Humboldt University.  Laabs was well 
aware of the existence of church-based gay rights groups in East Berlin, and, as a counterpoint to 
their activities, regularly convened a group of gay and lesbian socialist intellectuals from the 
university in his apartment beginning in 1983.  Laabs and his counterparts developed a working 
paper of suggestions for how the state could dramatically improve the quality of life for gay and 
lesbian East Germans, including equalizing the age of sexual consent for straight and gay 
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citizens at fourteen, removing stigma-based barriers to employment and housing, and allowing 
gays and lesbians to publish ‘contact ads’ in GDR publications.80  Laabs, born in 1953, was a 
genuine believer in the SED’s brand of ‘real existing socialism,’ and explained to party officials 
at the Humboldt University that the inclusion of queer East Germans in public life would only 
legitimize the party’s claim that it had created the preconditions for the “multidimensional 
development of the socialist personality.”81  Moreover, Laabs argued, in allowing gays and 
lesbians to gather in the Protestant Church, the party had missed an opportunity to emotionally 
connect with citizens on the margins of East German society.  As Laabs wrote to the party in 
April 1984: 
 
The only opportunity for homosexuals seeking societal emancipation is to gather 
in the Protestant Church.  Does our party desire that homosexuals become a sort 
of ‘reserve army’ for priests and pastors?  Or does the party wish that 
homosexuals simply migrate elsewhere as quickly and quietly as possible?  Does 
it really serve our socialist homeland [Heimat] to alienate every one out of twenty 
five citizens whom we know to be gay?82 
 
The SED’s reaction to Laabs’ missive was twofold.  First, Laabs’ party membership was 
immediately revoked.  Although Laabs’ dossier notes that he had been expelled from the SED 
for “attempting to undermine the unity and purity of the party,” it is just as likely that he was 
ousted for shedding light on the fact that the popular feeling of being included in the East 
German ‘community of belonging’ was experienced unevenly by citizens.83  Second, six months 
after expelling Laabs, the party established an interdisciplinary research group at Humboldt 
University in October 1984 which focused on the ‘conditions of daily life’ for gay and lesbian 
                                                           
80 One can find a reprinted version of Laab’s working paper in Kurt Starke’s Schwuler Osten, 44-47.  
Here, pp. 46-47.  
81 Ibid., 47. 
82 Ibid., 45. 
83 See Soukup, ed., Die DDR.  Die Schwulen. Der Aufbruch, 162. 
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East Germans.  The group—comprised of philosophers, sexologists, and sociologists—was 
tasked with compiling a list of practical measures that the party could take to facilitate the 
integration of gays and lesbians into socialist society.  One who views the archival holdings of 
the Humboldt working group cannot help but be struck by the fact that nearly all of Laabs’ 
suggestions found their way into the group’s working papers.84  Scholars who write about gay 
life in the GDR tend to cite the existence of the Humboldt group as evidence that the socialist 
state was ‘progressive’ in the realm of sexual self expression.  Some have even gone so far as to 
claim that “homosexuality was the only area where the state really moved ahead of popular 
opinion,” without noting that it was Laabs’ input regarding queer alienation which ultimately 
propelled the state to publicly take a stance on same-sex desire during the 1980s.85  Therefore, 
the SED’s establishment of the Humboldt research group represented both the state’s desire to 
appear as a beacon of progressive social change in the GDR and its drive to “contain and 
neutralize autonomous and potentially oppositional activity.”86 
Yet, the creation of the Humboldt research team was not merely a symbolic gesture 
meant to pacify gay rights activists.  The group itself was home to both straight and gay and 
party members, the latter of whom were given a relatively autonomous platform from which to 
communicate directly with upper-level party functionaries for the first time.  As Bert Thinius, a 
gay professor of philosophy at the HU and working group member remembers it, there were 
initially three gay researchers out of a group of about twenty.  As the team worked throughout 
1985 on a position paper to present to the Politburo, philosopher Dietmar Bsonek (himself gay) 
                                                           
84 There are numerous archives where one can find the papers of the HU ‘working group on 
homosexuality.’  I found those papers in the Irene Runge collection in Berlin’s Grauzone Archiv.  See 
Grauzone Archiv, Personenbestände: Irene Runge, “Arbeitspapiere der Arbeitsgruppe “Homosexualität” 
an der Humboldt-Universität Berlin.”    
85 See McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism, 208. 
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convinced group members that they should allow their three gay colleagues to have significant 
influence over shaping the text. After all, as Thinius explains, Bsonek argued from the position 
that researchers who were themselves gay spoke from a place of authority on the topic that those 
who were straight did not.87  Nevertheless, interactions between gay and straight research group 
members were not totally without tension.  Thinius clashed with Dr. Reiner Werner, a professor 
of forensic psychology at the HU who, in his 1987 book, Homosexuality: a Challenge to 
Conventional Wisdom and Tolerance,  argued that effeminate gay men—whom he pejoratively 
referred to as ‘queens’ (Tunten)—should adhere to traditional standards of German 
masculinity.88  Thinius eviscerated Werner for perpetuating anti-gay clichés and threatened to 
leave the research group unless more and gay and lesbian members were allowed to join. As a 
result, church-based activists Günter Grau, Marinka Körzendörfer, and Christina Schenk became 
group members in 1987, and, Ursula Sillge, a founding member of the 1970s HIB, followed in 
1988.89  The East German gay rights movement now had legs, so to speak.  There was significant 
cross-pollination between church-based activists and state based researchers, which only lent 
legitimacy to the growing feeling among activists that the SED was finally listening to them.  
There is evidence that the HU group’s position papers influenced the state to quietly 
make significant concessions to gay rights activists throughout the mid-to-late 1980s.  We know 
that a final draft of the group’s 1985 research paper titled ‘The Situation of Homosexual Citizens 
in the GDR’ did circulate throughout the Politburo and was read by members Kurt Hager and 
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Egon Krenz.90  Following the Politburo’s reception of the paper, the SED began to implement 
many of the suggestions of the HU group that were meant to improve the quotidian existences of 
gay men and lesbians.  For instance, in perhaps the most public sign of solidarity between 
sexologists and gay rights activists, Siegfried Schnabl—the renowned sex counselor and chair of 
the department of ‘Marriage and Family’ within the East German Ministry of Health—instructed 
his ministry to reform the offerings of sex counseling centers on a GDR-wide basis to “cater to 
the needs of gays and lesbians.”  For too long, Schnabl wrote in a department-wide directive, gay 
men and lesbians had been excluded from participation in public life and sexologists were 
partially to blame for this trend.  By starting to treat all patients who visited the clinics as “equal 
citizens,” sexologists could work to “deconstruct long-standing cultural clichés about 
homosexuality” and allow for “the social integration of a minority” that had been continually 
marginalized.91  Additionally, in 1986, the GDR’s housing ministry decreed that “homosexual 
couples” (“homosexuelle Paare”) had the same right to housing access as married or 
cohabitating heterosexual couples.92  In the same year, the SED allowed gay men and lesbians 
publish contact-ads in newspapers, and print publications began to feature articles written by gay 
authors.93 
Perhaps the breakthrough moment for the public discussion of homosexuality occurred in 
1985 when the Marriage and Family Department of the East German Ministry of Health hosted 
an interdisciplinary conference titled ‘Psychosocial Aspects of Homosexuality’ in Leipzig.  
Church-based gay rights activists, sociologists from the HU group, journalists, and Marxist 
philosophers attended panels in which gay men and lesbian women spoke for themselves and 
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described the vicissitudes of their everyday lives.94  Dr. Günter Dörner—an endocrinologist who 
had claimed since the late-1960s that same-sex love was ‘reversible’ via pregnant mothers 
receiving testosterone injections—was not invited to the conference and participants repeatedly 
criticized his theses about the hormonal basis of same-sex love.  As literary scholar Denis M. 
Sweet has noted, “the firm repudiation of Dörner’s ideas signaled a break with nineteenth-
century notions of homosexuality as pathology,” thus placing medical, scientific, and legal 
discourses on the topic on a track that was both “morally and socially responsible.”95  What 
emerged at the conference was an understanding of human sexuality as a socially constructed 
entity with a history “marked by forms of policing and punishment under an apparatus that seeks 
to protect certain forms of sexuality while prosecuting others.”96  The sociologist Rainer 
Warczok spoke at the conference and made the point that: 
 
The presence of prejudices concerning homosexuality results basically from the 
material and intellectual conditions of pre-socialist society.  At various times the 
then ruling classes…made use of the rejection of same-sex behavior in order to 
accomplish their political goals all the more easily.  They discriminated against 
homosexuals and claimed that they were responsible for a variety of social ills.97 
 
In essence, discrimination against homosexuals had historically served to perpetuate and protect 
a heteronormative political and social order, and the SED made sure that this continuity of 
German history survived well into late-stage socialism.  In a publication detailing the 
proceedings of the conference on gay life in the GDR, sexologists and activists unanimously 
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declared that merely integrating gay men and lesbians in to East German public life would not 
undo decades of anti-gay policy on the part of the state.98  SED officials would have to 
deconstruct a pervasive cultural homophobia that had underscored its pro-natal family policies 
from the founding of the Republic in 1949. 
 
Queer Breakthroughs in the East German Public Sphere 
  
 By the mid-1980s, the SED’s significant shift on same-sex love resulted in gay men and 
lesbians being granted unprecedented access to the East German public sphere.  For example, 
beginning in 1986 and continuing until the opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the GDR’s most 
popular youth radio station, DT64, broadcasted a series of interviews and testimonials featuring 
gay East Germans titled either ‘Hey, you!  I’m a lesbian,’ or, alternately, ‘Hey, you!  I’m gay!”99  
The show’s producer, Antje Grabley, invited gay men and lesbians to speak on tape about their 
daily lives and to provide differentiated sketches of queer life in the GDR.  As LiK (Lesbians in 
the Church) member Marinka Körzendörfer remembers it: 
 
  Even from our initial meeting [with Grabley], we had a good feeling—a feeling  
that we’d be able to address listeners with our own concerns.  Our goal was to  
reach any woman who didn’t know if she had the courage to live openly as a  
lesbian.  We wanted to impart the following motto to them: Being a lesbian is a  
beautiful thing, even if it’s not always easy.  Next, we wanted to make clear that  
our desire for love and intimacy, our desire to be accepted and taken seriously by  
other citizens, is the exact same desire of heterosexuals.100 
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Gay rights activists were most impressed with the DT64 team’s instruction to heterosexual 
listeners at the end of each radio program to play an active role in helping to deconstruct 
homophobia in the GDR.101  For the first time in the GDR’s history, gay men and lesbians spoke 
to their own experiences absent the filters of parents, sexologists, or nervous party officials.  That 
such programming was broadcasted via state-run radio drove home the larger point that gay East 
Germans deserved treatment equal to that of their heterosexual counterparts.  Moreover, the 
series shed light on the fact that one’s experience of ‘happiness’ or ‘inclusion’ rested upon much 
more than the state equalizing class relations among citizenry.  Activists, perhaps without 
initially realizing it, had queered the concept of active citizenship in the GDR, and ‘coming out’ 
narratives were integrated into the wider practice of East German sexual storytelling.  
 Listener responses to DT64’s ‘Hey, you!’ series illustrate the deep sense of isolation and 
societal exclusion experienced by gay East Germans in less populous towns and rural areas.  
Hundreds of letters and phone calls poured into the station once it began airing the series, and 
DT64 employees kept a well-detailed archive of their interactions with gay and lesbian listeners.  
On April 17, 1986, a station assistant took a phone message from Heiko Rohr, a gay seventeen-
year-old male from the town of Grevesmühlen.  The exchange is well worth printing in full 
below: 
 
  The listener is a homosexual 17-year old male.  When he initially realized his  
same-sex attraction he attempted to kill himself.  Residents of Grevesmühlen, he  
says, are aware that he is gay and they harass him verbally on the street.  He has  
no contact with anyone in his age group, and he most often remains at home  
because he is afraid of interacting with other people.  He says that all of his  
classmates know he is gay and that they intentionally ostracize him.  He asked  
whether or not gays are to eternally be considered second-class citizens.  He asked  
what he should do in the absence of the state publicly declaring that gays also  
have rights.  He wonders how he is going to secure employment in his adult life. 
He asked if it makes sense for him to continue living.  He is convinced that life is  
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not worth living if one has to constantly deal with the contempt and disdain of  
others.  He asked that we continue to air our series—that we continue to bring  
such conversations to light.  He said that he knows that he cannot be the only  
person who feels this way in the GDR.102 
 
It is not an overstatement to claim that the DT64 series—alongside church-based activism and 
state-based measures to liberalize the public sphere (somewhat)—helped to save the lives of 
many young gays and lesbians during the mid-to-late 1980s.  Rohr’s statement also makes clear 
that the state’s quiet rollout of gay-friendly measures was not enough to remedy years of silence 
on the issue, particularly in more rural areas.  What Rohr and so many others needed was for the 
state to tell them that they belonged in the GDR.  Experiencing full, active citizenship—so the 
young respondent Heiko Rohr informs us—is predicated upon both the abstract process of being 
granted a set of rights and the social process of being included, and, perhaps more accurately, 
feeling needed, by one’s fellow citizens and the state. 
 There is evidence that the SED allowing queer themes to reach the East German public 
sphere provided West German gay rights activists with a welcome and pleasant surprise.  Gudrun 
von Kowalski, a resident of Marburg, located two hours west of the GDR in the Federal 
Republic, was an historian who wrote her doctoral dissertation on the history of gay rights 
activism in the GDR.103  Kowalski lived close enough to the GDR that she could tune into East 
German radio programming, and she was utterly stunned when she heard the “Hey, you!” 
broadcast on DT64.  On October 22, 1986, Kowalski contacted the DT64 station via telegram in 
order to request a written transcript of the program.  As she wrote, “I think I have nearly all of 
the printed materials that relate to homosexuality in the GDR, but your program represents 
something new to me.  Could you also please send me your upcoming programming schedule?  I 
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only caught the second half of your program, which I found to be quite good, by the way.  We 
here in the West have many questions about gay culture in your country.”104  To this date, 
Kowalski’s dissertation is still the authoritative account of gay and lesbian life in the GDR, 
which means that she was under no illusions about the SED’s persecution of gay and lesbian 
citizens before the mid-to-late 1980s.  That someone with such a deep knowledge on the subject 
was flabbergasted by the DT64 radio series highlights just how novel the development was in 
East German culture.  We should harness Kowalski’s moment of wonder in order to poke holes 
in any teleological histories of the GDR that project 1989 on to the whole of GDR history.  
While many East Germans may have rightly seen the late-1980s as a period of dismal party-state 
stagnation, gay rights activists were finding pockets of air through which to breathe new life into 
the hopeful narrative that state socialism could accommodate everyone, even those whose 
lifelines did not serve state socialist politics of demography.                
In order to channel the energy of queer East Germans through party institutions, the SED 
allowed gay and lesbian clubs to be formed within preexisting mass organizations, such as the 
FDJ (the Free German Youth).  Activists formed twenty such clubs throughout the GDR by 
1989, and actors who had extensive experience with church-based working groups headed many 
of the newly created state-sponsored groups.105  For example, Karin Dauenheimer and Kai 
Werner, both of whom had presided over the founding of Dresden’s church-based AK in 1983, 
founded the state-sponsored group, Gerede (pronounced ‘gay-rede’, to talk about being gay) in 
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April 1987 under the umbrella of the city’s FDJ branch.106  To their pleasant surprise, many 
young people  within Dresden’s FDJ, most of whom were between the ages of 18 and 30, proved 
interested in learning about and meeting their gay and lesbian peers.  Dauenheimer reported to 
Eddi Stapel that Gerede’s first event—a panel discussion on homosexuality featuring two gay 
rights activists and two sexologists—drew 140 attendants, “both gays and straights.”107  
Subsequent events drew higher attendance and Dauenheimer routinely summarized the goings-
on in Die Union, a regional newspaper that reached tens of thousands of readers in Dresden, 
Leipzig, and Karl-Marx Stadt (today Chemnitz).108  To be sure, gay rights activists saw 
collaborating with the state as an imperfect yet tactically pragmatic endeavor.  Certainly, one had 
to censor their speech in FDJ clubs, but the resources the state provided activists—particularly 
financial support, media advertising, and access to mailing lists of youth clubs throughout the 
GDR—allowed them to spread the message of gay rights to a nation-wide audience.109 
 Nowhere was the impulse for sexual liberalization among queer citizens of the GDR 
more evident than in East Berlin during the late-1980s.  Visitors trickling into the city could now 
visit the Sonntags-Club—an LGBT meeting place that doubled as a cozy bar-café and counseling 
center for East Germans struggling to come terms with non-normative gender and sexual 
identities.  The club was christened by members as the ‘Sunday Club’ because, as of January 
1987, the Berlin SED granted the group permission to meet every Sunday in a union hall located 
at Chorinerstraße 9.  If German sexual politics took a ‘queer turn’ in the early-1990s, Sonntags-
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Club became the physical space where LGBT activists could discursively ‘disturb’ the somewhat 
rigid sexual categories  ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ “that had become conventional” markers of social and 
sexual identification in the GDR’s gay scene.110  For instance, a founding member of the 
Sonntags-Club, Peter Rausch (a holdover from the 1970s HIB)—who himself identified as a gay 
man—helped to organize a working group for bisexual members of the club who felt they did not 
‘fit’ into the more traditional categorizations of either gay or lesbian.  Additional groups were 
formed within the Sonntags-Club for transgender activists, elderly and aging LGBT groups, and 
women who identified as lesbian mothers.111  Such activity represented a distinct break from 
earlier epochs of GDR history—the boundaries of what was sexually imaginable, but more 
importantly, livable, expanded significantly following the SED’s decision to allow queer citizens 
to actively participate in the East German public sphere. 
 Nonetheless, for East German lesbians who lived in more religious, conservative cities 
and towns outside of Berlin, daily life hardly seemed any easier during the mid-to-late 1980s.  
Kerstin Gömmel of Jena—a co-editor of GDR lesbian samizdat, frau anders—attempted to live 
openly as a lesbian with her partner, Bärbel, and their two daughters, but faced routine 
homophobic discrimination.  In Gömmel’s own words: “People leave awful, mean-spirited notes 
on our door.  It feels like we’re no longer able to walk the streets of Jena without being 
recognized or accosted.  People follow behind us and yell awful things.”112  Gömmel was 
particularly concerned for her daughter, Julianne, whom she noted was ostracized by fellow 
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students at school.  Between 1987 and 1989, Gömmel wrote a series of detailed reports to Jena’s 
schoolmaster for sexual education, the sexologist, Dr. Erwin Günther.  Günther met personally 
with Gömmel and told her that her claims were exaggerated because first, “gay men have it 
harder than lesbians”—though Günther could not explain how—and, second, if Gömmel and her 
partner “had expressed intimacy in public” they should have expected to receive some amount of 
negative attention.113  Gömmel was incensed and noted the slow pace of cultural change in the 
GDR: women were still imagined by mostly male beaurucrats to be productive (economically) 
and reproductive (biologically) working mothers who properly adhered to heterosexual notions 
of petit-bourgeois respectability.  East German lesbians, in other words, were still expected to 
remain “invisible” so as not to destabilize the heterosexual social order that structured daily life 
in the GDR, and we will turn in this dissertation’s final chapter to examine their lives and 




 In this chapter I have sought to fundamentally reconceptualize our understanding of the 
histories of gay and lesbian activism in the GDR during the 1980s.  Rather than project the 
revolution of 1989 on to the East German gay rights movement, I have revealed the complex 
motivations that drove queer East Germans to ‘turn toward’ one another as ‘active subjects’ in 
the church-based working groups.  The AKs served as “orientating devices” in a disorienting, 
homophobic society and provided activists with semi-public spaces to make sense of their lives, 
to fashion new subjectivities, and to seek avenues through which queer voices could reach the 
public sphere.  Such activity, however, should not be fetishized as anti-state resistance.  Rather, 




the (mostly male) actors who found themselves in the church-based working groups voiced a 
wide range of opinions on state socialism and the party-state ranging from contempt, to a desire 
to feel ‘needed’ by the state, to outright indifference.  What mattered most to church-based 
activists was fostering a form of “intimate citizenship” that could mirror the feeling of inclusion 
enjoyed by so many East Germans in the wider ‘socialist community of belonging.’115  The 
existence of the working groups and their interactions with both wide swaths of the population 
and the state make clear that East German civil society did not, as some have claimed, “wither 
away” during late-stage socialism in the absence of officially sanctioned arenas for public 
discourse.116  The history of the AKs, thus, provides us with a much needed counternarrative to 
East Germans patiently awaiting the dissolution of an illegitimate state.  Even until the opening 
of the Berlin Wall, there were queer East Germans who desparately wished to form an emotional 
bond—what we might call the bond of civic belonging—with state socialism. 
 If, throughout this dissertation, I have argued that the existence of ‘queer outsiders’ in the 
GDR destabilizes the notion of the “remarkable homogeneity” and supposed uniform-
heterosexuality of East German society, in this chapter I have used the history of the Humboldt 
University research group on gay rights to shed light on the fact that the SED party-state was not, 
to borrow Margot Canaday’s term, a “straight state.”117  When the party allowed the HU group to 
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Press, 2007).  Here, pp. 2-12.  I borrow the term “straight state” from Margot Canaday.  See Margot 
Canaday, The Straight State: Sexuality and Citizenship in Twentieth-Century American (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2009).    
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be formed, it officially permitted sexologists, sociologists, and psychiatrists—some gay, some 
straight—to articulate policy shifts on same-sex love in the East German public sphere.  The HU 
group represented the first time in GDR history that homophobic, ‘expert (heterosexual) 
knowledge’ on sexual and gender norms circulated by conservative, sometimes anti-gay 
sexologists was questioned by loyal party members whose lives were directly affected by 
structural homophobia.  Historians who have maintained a strict state-citizen binary overlook 
essential links between gay rights activists both within the SED’s medico-legal apparatus and at 
the grassroots level.  In fact, when we queer ‘the state-citizen’ binary—when we bring to light 
that one could be a gay men or a lesbian, a committed mid-level party functionary, and have a 
link to grassroots gay rights activist circles—the binary disintegrates into thin air.  To be sure, 
the impulse to quietly grant gay men and lesbians more expansive legal rights did not originate at 
the highest echelons of the SED, but the party certainly wanted it to appear that way.  The SED, 
thus, sought to harness the momentum of progressive social change by channeling the ‘newly 
active’ queer East German citizen through party institutions such as the FDJ.         
 Finally, by the late-1980s, both activists and gay and lesbian party officials had queered 
the concept of citizenship and expanded it to include East Germans who did not adhere to what 
theorist J. Jack Halberstam has labeled “the heterosexual timeline.”118  However, much of this 
history has been overlooked by historians who have mistakenly collapsed the history of East 
German gay rights activism into the history of popular dissent that led to the collapse of the SED 
party-state in 1989.  To my mind, gay rights activists were just starting to ‘feel at home’ in the 
GDR—“to have their bearings,” to be “orientated”—when the Berlin Wall opened in 1989.119  If 
                                                           
118 Judith (Jack) Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Lives (New 
York: New York University Press, 2005).   
119 Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology, pp. 1.   
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we acknowledge the existence of queer East German temporality, we might come to understand 
post-socialist nostalgia not exclusively as one’s misplaced desire for a return to ‘the way things 
were,’ but as a complex emotional reaction to having participated in the act of shaping what was 
and what could have been within real existing socialism.
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CHAPTER FIVE: “OUR GOAL WAS TO BECOME VISIBLE”: LESBIAN ACTIVISM 




 Brigitte Güldner, the mother of sixteen-year old Carola Güldner, had a sneaking 
suspicion that something was different about her daughter.  Carola had begun to attend a 
boarding school just outside of Dresden in the Fall of 1982, and her mother noticed that when 
Carola returned home on alternating weekends that she regularly confined herself to her bedroom 
and spent hours writing in her diary.  Carola never spoke of boys and brushed aside her mother’s 
questions about flirting, dating, and the state of her virginity.  Upon searching Carola’s room 
(without permission) and reading Carola’s diary, Frau Güldner’s worst fears were confirmed—
her daughter was a lesbian and had been carrying on a relationship for some months with an 
eighteen-year old student named Karin.  Commenting on Carola’s entries about Karin, Frau 
Güldner wrote: “Madame writes poems for her whore!  This is pure poison…I won’t allow my 
daughter to be used as an older woman’s plaything!”2  Carola’s father was despondent.  Rather 
than acknowledge his daughter’s sexuality as something fixed, he blamed his own “lax 
parenting” for his daughter’s behavior and expressed disbelief that his daughter “spent nearly 
every day with some lesbian piece of trash.”3  Being a lesbian, it seemed, was one of the worst 
fates that could befall a citizen of the GDR.   
However, in the eyes of Carola’s parents, actions could be taken to both separate Carola 
and Karin from one another and to ‘restore’ Carola’s sexual propriety.  As Carola’s mother 
                                                           
1 This quote was uttered by East German lesbian activist, Bettina Dziggel.  See Dziggel’s interview with 
the publication, Talawas.  Ein Interview mit der Aktivistin der Lesbenbewegung in der ehemaligen DDR 
Bettina Dziggel, “Das Gefühl, als kleiner Satellit im Universum herumzuirren,” Talawas, January 1, 
1990: http://www.talawas.org/talaDB/showFile.php?res=1069&rb=0503. 
2 RHG, Grauzone Archiv, Nachlass Marina Krug A1/12594: Güldner Tagebuch, pg. 5. 
3 On Güldner’s father’s reaction see RHG, Grauzone Archiv, Nachlass Marina Krug A1/12594: Güldner 
Tagebuch, pg. 3.  
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described in a legal deposition, “It did not take us long to make the decision that the most 
appropriate thing to do was to expose” Carola’s lover as a ‘criminal’.  Carola’s mother contacted 
her residential district’s prosecutor, and, in accordance with Paragraph 151 of the GDR legal 
code, the prosecutor charged Karin with pedophilia and disgracing the honor of a minor.4  Both 
Carola and Karin refused to testify in court regarding the specifics of any sexual acts that 
occurred between them, and Carola insisted that it was she, the younger of the two, who had 
initiated the relationship.  The judge ruled that there was insufficient physical evidence to prove 
that the two students had had intercourse but nonetheless sentenced Karin to two years and eight 
months of probation.5  The judge’s ruling made clear that even attempting to initiate a female-
female relationship in the GDR during the early-1980s could come with serious legal and social 
ramifications.  Additionally, Carola’s parents sent her to a mental institution in Leipzig that 
specialized in treating ‘female homosexuals’.  Carola’s mother was in near constant contact with 
her daughter’s doctor who assured her that Carola was “in no way homosexual.”6  Thus, even 
fourteen years after the decriminalization of homosexuality in East Germany, popular attitudes 
regarding same-sex love could hardly be classified as ‘evolved’ and both the state and its citizens 
undertook concerted efforts to render such relationships invisible to the public eye. 
The Güldner case should give us pause to return to some of the central questions of this 
dissertation.  Why, well after the decriminalization of homosexuality, was same-sex love (and 
lesbian love in particular) considered such an affront to socialist morality from both above and 
below—from the highest levels of the socialist hierarchy in East Berlin to the most remote 
                                                           
4 Ibid., 9.  Although the SED quietly decriminalized homosexuality in 1968, they enacted Paragraph 151 
out of a fear that gay men (in particular) and lesbians routinely sought sex with children.  While the 
heterosexual age of consent was sixteen in the GDR, the age of consent for gays and lesbians was 
eighteen.  
5 Ibid., 8. 
6 Ibid., 9.  
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corners of GDR towns and villages?  How did actors like Güldner, those who were excluded 
from the ‘East German community of belonging,’ strive toward sexual subjectivity?7  Put another 
way: how did East German lesbians react to both popular and state imperatives to marshal all 
expressions of sexuality through the single groove of heterosexuality?  Moreover, what 
implications do their reactions have for our understanding of power relations in East German 
history more generally?8  While some historians have argued for a garden variety homophobia to 
explain the invisibility of lesbians in East German daily life, I argue that autonomous and, after 
1982, publicly visible expressions of female-female desire were anything but peripheral concern 
of the SED and its citizens.  Put simply: homophobia is always experienced along gendered 
lines.  In their rejection of heterosexuality and traditional gender norms as the cornerstones of the 
GDR’s socio-political order, East German lesbians threatened to both undermine the 
demographic, biologically reproductive ambitions of the SED and to challenge the position of 
men as the sole recipients of intimate female attention in East German culture more generally.9 
In this chapter, I narrate the heretofore overlooked history of the East German lesbian 
separatist movement.  First, with an admittedly limited source base, I sketch vignettes of lesbian 
life in the GDR before the formation of an organized, vibrant lesbian emancipation movement in 
                                                           
7 I borrow the term “East German sense of community” and “community of belonging” from Josie 
McLellan.  See Josie McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism: Intimacy and Sexuality in the GDR 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 139. 
8 On the attempts of communist and socialist regimes to ‘marshal all expressions of sexuality into the 
single groove of heterosexuality’, see Dan Healey, Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary Russia: The 
Regulation of Sexual and Gender Dissent (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001).  
9 For a recent reference to sexuality as the “basis of the heterosexual social order” in twentieth century 
German history, see Marti M. Lybeck, Desiring Emancipation: New Women and Homosexuality in 
Germany, 1890-1933 (SUNY Press, 2014), 1.  Additionally, it was lesbian activist Karin Dauenheimer 
who claimed that lesbian love is seen as so threatening in modern societies because it deemphasizes the 
sense of importance that men feel in daily life.  See RHG, Grauzone Archiv Z/204, frau anders, issue no. 
2 (March, 1989), 5.   
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1982.10  It is no accident that women who loved women—particularly outside of urban centers—
were made to feel as if heterosexuality was the only viable way of expressing their sexual 
desires.11 For many lesbians, the absence of any ‘publicly out,’ same-sex desiring women to turn 
toward made heterosexuality both appear and feel compulsory.  Thus, I introduce a new type of 
Doppelbelastung into postwar German histories of gender and sexuality—the double burden of 
being both a woman and a lesbian.12  Second, I discuss the formation of the East Berlin-based 
lesbian activist group, Lesben in der Kirche (Lesbians in the Church, or, the LiK).  Unlike gay 
male activists the LiK sought direct, public confrontations with the socialist state as a means of 
testing its rhetoric regarding gender equality and the right of East German citizens to ‘self-
actualize.’ Finally, I track the establishment of a GDR-wide lesbian emancipation movement, a 
movement which historians have neglected to examine in isolation from the GDR’s gay male 
movement.  The ways in which gay men and lesbians strove for emancipation did not mirror one 
another, and, as Julian Bourg has pointed out about postwar France, activists “struggled among 
themselves to define” what sexual liberation “promised and what it could deliver.”13  Rather than 
think of queer life in the GDR as “relatively unfragmented,” I highlight schisms between 
                                                           
10 As of now, sources regarding East German lesbians that pre-date the 1970s are, at best, scattered 
fragments located in personal archives.   
11 To this day, the standard work on the ‘invisibility’ of lesbians in the GDR remains Ursula Sillge’s Un-
Sichtbare Frauen.  See Ursula Sillge, Un-Sichtbare Frauen: Lesben und ihre Emanzipation in der DDR 
(Berlin: LinksDruck, 1991). 
12 The ‘double burden’ of East German women (i.e. the burden of being both working mothers and wives) 
has been discussed at great length since the opening of the Berlin Wall.  The standard work remains 
Donna Harsch, Revenge of the Domestic: Women, the Family, and Communism in the German 
Democratic Republic (Princeton University Press, 2007).  For a pioneering account on the societal 
significance of women’s marital statuses after 1945, see Elizabeth Heineman, What Difference Does a 
Husband Make? Women and Marital Status in Nazi and Postwar Germany (University of California 
Press, 1999).  For an examination of the ‘double burden’ in GDR literature, one should reference the work 
of Lorna Martens.  See Lorna Martens, The Promised Land? Feminist Writing in the German Democratic 
Republic (Albany: SUNY Press, 2001).     
13 Julian Bourg, From Revolution to Ethics: May 1968 and Contemporary French Thought (McGill-
Queens University Press, 2007), 256.  
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activists to illustrate just how “multi-layered and conflict ridden” the struggle for sexual 
liberation was in East Germany.14 
 
Lesbian Invisibility Before Organized Activism, or, Compulsory Heterosexuality in the 
GDR (1970s-1982) 
 
Contrary to the SED’s boasting that it had fostered an environment of gender equality 
between the sexes, gender roles changed very little during the GDR’s existence.  Indeed, the 
SED narrowed the gap in life experiences between married and single women by drawing more 
married mothers toward full time work by the mid-1960s, a development which Elizabeth 
Heineman rightly refers to as a “genuine social revolution.”15  Yet, the lack of a public 
discussion about the functioning of gendered power in East Germany resulted in the creation of 
an “intensely masculine” society in which women held few positions of power—political or 
otherwise.16  Women routinely faced hiring discrimination when competing with men for jobs 
for which they were more qualified, found it nearly impossible to attain promotions if they took 
maternity leaves, and domestic violence—despite the state’s attempts to keep it in the shadows—
was in no way a ‘vestige of the bourgeois past’.17  Even the East Berlin-based socialist 
philosopher, Helga Hörz, as loyal to the SED as she was, admitted that patriarchy was the rule in 
                                                           
14 Josie McLellan claimed that queer life in the GDR was “relatively unfragmented” and that it would 
“not do to overplay the differences” between various gay rights activists in the GDR.  I disagree.  See 
McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism, pgs. 127-28.  On the struggle for sexual liberation in the 
GDR (and East German society in general) as being “multi-layered and conflict ridden”, see Mark 
Fenemore, “The Recent Historiography of Sexuality in Twentieth Century Germany,” The Historical 
Journal, vol. 52, no. 3 (September 2009): 763-779. 
15 See especially Heineman’s chapter on the meaning of marital status in the GDR.  Heineman, What 
Difference Does a Husband Make?, 178. 
16 For a reference to the “intensely masculine” culture of the GDR, see McLellan, Love in the Time of 
Communism, 212.  See especially Mary Fulbrook’s chapter on gender norms in the GDR, The People’s 
State, pgs. 141-178.  
17 Jane Freeland, currently a postdoc in history at the University of Bristol, recently defended a doctoral 
dissertation on domestic violence in the two Germanys.  Jane Freeland, Behind Closed Doors: Domestic 
Violence, Citizenship, and State-Making in Divided Berlin (PhD Dissertation: Carleton University, 2015).  
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the GDR and that male party members found “the subjugation of women” by men to be 
“unproblematic or natural.”18  Marxist-Leninist philosophy held that ‘female emancipation’ 
happened on the shop floor.  Women would truly be ‘liberated’ once they were no longer 
economically dependent on men.  Hence, while East German women were expected to adjust to 
the double-burden (Doppelbelastung) of public professional life and child rearing a “concomitant 
rethinking” of male gender roles never occurred (that is, until the mid-to-late 1980s).19 
For millions of East Germans, the nuclear family was the core organizing principle of 
social life and alternatives to that arrangement were routinely problematized in the public 
sphere.20  While the state bragged about creating a society in which single working women 
(Alleinstehende Frauen) could thrive either without marrying or after attaining a divorce, East 
Germans hardly viewed the lives of single women as unproblematic.  For example, the editors of 
the GDR’s most widely read women’s journal, Für Dich (For You), continually pondered the 
extent to which women could experience happiness outside of marriage.  In a survey written 
in1964 (and reissued multiple times throughout the 1970s) single women were asked the 
following questions: “Do you feel lonely or miss having an Ehekamaraden (literally: a marital 
comrade)? Do you ever consider your life unfulfilled or totally useless?  What gives your life 
meaning?  Do you feel that your family, work colleagues, and friends can relate to your 
problems?”21  The editors’ questions implied that a fulfilling life was predicated upon the 
normative model of monogamous heterosexual partnership that more often than not resulted in 
child birth.  Single working women, particularly those who were divorced, often reported that 
                                                           
18 Helga Hörz, Die Frau als Persönlichkeit (East Berlin: VEB Deutscher Verlag, 1971), 27. 
19 Mary Fulbrook, The People’s State: East German Society from Hitler to Honecker (Yale University 
Press, 2005), 142. 
20 Christel Sudau, “Women in the GDR,” New German Critique 13 (Winter 1978), 77. 
21 Für Dich, no. 3 (East Berlin: 1964), 46.  
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they found a great deal of fulfilment in their professional lives but that they felt socially isolated.  
As a fifty-five-year-old divorcee named Hanna explained to Für Dich in 1976, “‘I am respected 
where I work.  But I am alone…I’ve just come back from my yearly vacation.  Those were three 
horrible weeks.  The world seemed to be made up of happy couples and contented families.  
There was no place for me to join in, and no one encouraged me to do so.’”22   
Social scientists, family law jurists, and journalists wrote a great deal about both the 
causes and effects of the isolation divorced and single women reported feeling without ever 
addressing alternatives to heterosexual monogamy.  When the Berliner Zeitung asked Dr. Anita 
Grandke—Chair of Family Law at East Berlin’s Humboldt University—why so many divorced 
women remained single, Grandke provided two answers.  Many women, Grandke noted, simply 
chose to remain single after their divorces (though Grandke did not elaborate as to why).  
Additionally, for divorced women over forty years old with children, it was particularly difficult 
to find a new male partner who would “assume responsibility” for those children and be attracted 
to a woman who was apparently ‘past her prime.’23  Such answers illustrate the fact that romantic 
courtship in the GDR was male-centered, yet it is also worth probing the silences in Grandke’s 
responses.  Is it not possible that many divorced women were underwhelmed by both their 
physical and emotional relationships with men and gave up on the socialist brand of hetero-
patriarchy?  If the SED had created a society in which women were ‘liberated’, why did it matter 
if they found new male partners post-divorce?  Finally, since we know that there were nearly no 
public outlets for non-normative sexual self-expression in the GDR until the 1980s, could it be 
that many women were initially “channeled into heterosexual romance and marriage” only to 
                                                           
22 Für Dich as quoted in Sudau, “Women in the GDR,” 77. 
23 Grandke’s interview with the Berliner Zeitung as quoted in Barbara Bronnen and Franz Henry, eds., 
Liebe, Ehe, und Sexualität in der DDR (München: R. Piper & Co. Verlag, 1975), 90-91. 
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discover that they were not, in fact, heterosexuals?24  We shall return to these questions (with a 
particular focus on the final question) shortly. 
Given the centrality of the nuclear family in postwar life on both sides of the Berlin Wall, 
it is instructive to tap in to conversations East German parents had with their children about 
sexuality during the 1970s and early 1980s to get a sense of how alternatives to 
heteronormativity were discussed at the most micro-level before the formation of the GDR’s 
lesbian emancipation movement.25  Oral histories transcribed and traded within East German 
lesbian social circles during the 1980s confirm Josie McLellan’s argument that the GDR 
experienced a (hetero)sexual revolution that was not at all dissimilar from its Western 
counterpart.26  For instance, many women reported that their parents spoke openly at home about 
the act of heterosexual sex, allowed them to read sexology literature beginning at adolescence, 
and encouraged them to explore the joys of public nudity (a component of the GDR’s now 
legendary FKK, or Freikörperkultur).  Yet such openness had its limits, particularly when young 
women attempted to broach the topic of same-sex desire with their parents.  For instance, Ilona 
S., a student from Dresden born in 1964 (and interviewed by lesbian activist Karin Dauenheimer 
in 1987) recalled her attempt to ‘come out’ to her mother: 
 
My mother lived as a single, independent woman and she was my model.  I spoke 
often and openly with my mother and she told me that homosexuality is 
something totally normal—absolutely not a taboo.  Because of this I didn’t think 
there was anything shameful about homosexuality.  When I came out to my 
mother, she couldn’t believe what I was telling her.  She is indeed a tolerant 
                                                           
24 Adrienne Rich, “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence,” in Adrienne Rich, Blood, Bread, 
and Poetry: Selected Prose, 1979-1985 (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1986), 34. 
25 For conversations on the importance of ‘the family’ in postwar West Germany, see Hanna Schissler, 
ed., The Miracle Years: A Cultural History of West Germany, 1949-1968 (Princeton University Press, 
2001). 
26 I found these oral histories at the Havemann Gesellschaft’s Grauzone Archiv.  In particular, I am 
drawing on the personal papers of Marina Krug (Berlin) and Karin Dauenheimer (Dresden).   
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person, but she told me she thought I was ‘going crazy.’  She suggested that 
same-sex love was more of a ‘fad’ than a stable lifestyle.27     
 
Ilona S.’s mother was not unique.  Many East German parents went much further and 
made their daughters prisoners of their own homes after discovering they were lesbians.28  Such 
was the case with Carola Güldner (whom we met in the introduction of this chapter), whose 
mother opened her mail and refused to let her daughter leave the family home for purposes other 
than attending school.29  Güldner’s mother justified her behavior by claiming that public 
knowledge of Carola’s sexuality could result in both social and professional ostracization for 
their family.30  It was not at all uncommon for the parents of lesbian daughters to exclaim, “What 
will the neighbors think?”31  Thus, the parents of lesbians—most often driven by a deep-seated 
fear that their daughter’s sexualities would reflect negatively on their own parenting—played a 
vital role in ensuring that female-female love remained invisible to the public eye.                         
Parents who attempted to police the sexualities of their daughters found solace in GDR 
sex advice literature, which many East German lesbians recall seeing on their parent’s 
bookshelves during the 1970s.32  According to Siegfried Schnabl—the most widely read GDR 
sexologist—lesbian love was only common in girl’s schools and all-female penal institutions.33  
                                                           
27 RHG, Grauzone Archiv, Nachlass Karin Dauenheimer A1/2860: “Zur Lebenssituation lesbischer 
Frauen in der DDR: Eine Analyse aufgrund qualitativer Interviews,” pg. 9.  
28 Sillge, Un-Sichtbare Frauen, pg. 29-30. 
29 RHG, Grauzone Archiv, Nachlass Marina Krug A1/12594: Letter from Carola Güldner to her lover, 
Karin, December 1982. 
30 Ibid.  Ursula Sillge also notes that parents of lesbian daughters almost always asked, “What will the 
neighbors think?”  See Sillge, Un-Sichtbare Frauen, 29-30. 
31 This question surfaces repeatedly in Gutsche’s Ich Ahnungsloser Engel and the oral histories 
transcribed by Marina Krug and Karin Dauenheimer.   
32 For oral histories in which lesbians recall coming across sex advice literature in their childhood homes, 
see the personal papers of Marina Krug (Berlin).  RHG, Grauzone Archiv, Nachlass Marina Krug 
A1/1456: ‘Sex Berichte von Frauen’.   
33 Siegfried Schnabl, Mann und Frau intim (Rudolfstadt: Greifenverlag, 1969), 32.  As noted in chapter 
three, Schnabl did ‘evolve’ on the topic of homosexuality to such an extent that, in 1985, he mandated 
that all sexual counseling centers treat gay and lesbian patients as equal to their heterosexual counterparts.  
Nonetheless, earlier editions of Mann und Frau intim, such as the 1969 edition cited in this example, were 
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In other words, female-female love was not a legitimate expression of sexual desire.  It was a 
sort of Ersatzbefriedigung—an act undertaken by “unsavory characters” to sate one’s needs in 
the absence of a man.34  At least Schnabl acknowledged that lesbian love existed.  In a sexual 
education primer distributed to East German high school students in 1974, Dr. Kurt Bach, 
posited that overbearing mothers were directly responsible for causing male homosexuality 
(Bach did not mention lesbian desire).  While Bach embraced Günter Dörner’s claim that 
“hormonal abnormalities” passed from mother to child in utero could influence one’s 
homosexuality, he also argued that social forces—specifically mothers assuming the “dominant 
role” in a household—could make young men grow up to be gay.35  In Bach’s words, “the 
disappointment (experienced by boys) in the mother leads to a rejection of her, to a hatred for 
her, and ultimately to seeking sexual refuge with a man.”36  In essence, Bach both denied the 
existence of lesbian love and insinuated that ‘female emancipation’ (a major point of pride for 
the SED) was responsible for the ‘societal ill’ of male gayness.37   
Reactions among lesbians who came across the works of Schnabl and Bach in their 
parent’s homes were mixed.  On the one hand the texts acknowledged that same-sex love—
though mostly among gay men—did exist (a point was particularly salient for women who lived 
                                                           
on the bookshelves of the parents of the women who formed the backbone of the lesbian emancipation 
movement during the 1980s, and the encounter with such sexology literature is ubiquitous in oral 
histories.  On Schnabl was the most widely-read GDR sexologist, Dagmar Herzog notes that, “By the 
GDR’s end in 1989, this book (Mann und Frau intim)…had the highest sales of any book in the nation’s 
history.  Herzog, Sex After Fascism, 203.         
34 Ibid. 
35 Kurt Bach, Geschlechtserziehung in der Sozialistischen Oberschule (East Berlin: Deutscher Verlag der 
Wissenschaften VEB, 1974), 185. 
36 Ibid. 
37 As Christian Schenk notes, sexologists did indeed discuss what they perceived to be the ‘downsides’ of 
‘female emancipation’, such as dominant mothers causing male homosexuality.  In other words, in a so-
called ‘totalitarian’ state there was hardly a unified consensus as to whether or not gender equality was a 
wholly positive social phenomenon.  See Christian Schenk, “Die Partei(en) in der DDR.  Ihre Politik und 
ihre Ideologie(n) im Blick auf lesbische Lebenswelten,” in Lesben und Schwule in der DDR: 
Tagungsdokumentation (Heinrich-Böll Stiftung Sachsen-Anhalt, 2008): 35-56.  Here, see pg. 53.  
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in rural areas where there were no lesbian ‘scenes’).  This disproportionate focus on male-male 
sexual attraction by GDR sexologists helps to explain the reaction of a mother in East Berlin 
whose daughter attempted to initiate a conversation about same-sex love with her.  As the 
anonymous reportee noted: “My mother worked with a gay man, and she said that she had 
sympathy for him.  Nonetheless, despite her sympathy, she made it clear that she thought female 
homosexuality was something ‘unnatural’ and made it sound as if it was ‘always something that 
affected someone else’ without [yet] knowing that I loved women.”38  East German sexologists 
explicitly made clear that the only ‘appropriate’ outlet for female sexual desire was heterosexual 
monogamy.  Female citizenship and inclusion in the GDR’s ‘community of belonging’, thus, 
existed only in relation to a woman’s ability to successfully find a male partner.  
Young East German women coming to terms with their sexualities who turned to 
literature to find same-sex desiring protagonists instead found only indirect references to lesbian 
love.  While lesbian feminist literature in Western capitalist nations became politicized as a 
“locus of resistance to patriarchal ideology, the oblique portrayals of lesbianism in the GDR 
literature of the 1970s” were not concerned with validating lesbian relationships, but rather with 
using homosocial relationships between female characters as a vehicle to critique the 
shortcomings of male-female relationships, particularly marriage39  For instance, in her 1976 
short story, ‘Ich habe wieder geheiratet’ (‘I’ve Gotten Married Again’) Christine Wolter 
playfully hints at a lesbian relationship between two female friends only to “retreat from its 
implications” at the end of her tale.40  In her story, Wolter portrays a domestic partnership 
                                                           
38 RHG, Grauzone Archiv, Nachlass Marina Krug A1/1456: ‘Sex Berichte von Frauen’. 
39 Georgina Paul, “‘Über Verschwiegenes sprechen’: Female Homosexuality and the Public Sphere in the 
GDR Before and After the Wende,” in Elizabeth Boa and Janet Wharton, eds., Women and the Wende: 
Social Effects and Cultural Reflections on the German Unification Process (Atlanta: Rodopi, 1994), 230. 
40 Ibid., 231. 
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between a narrator (recently divorced from her husband) and the narrator’s best friend, Rosa, as a 
harmonious ‘marriage’ of sorts.  Wolter juxtaposes the narrator’s relationship with Rosa—in 
which the two women happily divide domestic tasks—with the narrator’s previously unhappy 
marital relationship with her husband, T.  The relationship between the two friends is thus 
portrayed as providing a more equal form of partnership than heterosexual marriage, even in a 
supposedly ‘gender equal’ socialist society.  Yet, Wolter’s narrator explicitly states that she and 
Rosa are both too “prudent” to ever consider exploring a sexual relationship.  At the end of the 
story Rosa goes home from a party to have sex with the narrator’s estranged husband “and the 
heterosexual norm is re-established.”41  Seen through Wolter’s lens, lesbian relationships did not 
originate from same-sex desire but rather from the loss of one’s heterosexual partner.  The 
message absorbed by readers was that women who experimented with alternative lifestyles could 
at any time be “converted back” into “honorable heterosexuals.”42 
Of course, it is entirely probable that Wolter was forced by SED censors to excise all 
mentions of female-female desire as a viable form of sexual self-expression from her text, as was 
the case with other female authors who attempted to discuss same-sex love during the 1970s and 
1980s.  For instance, in 1981 party censors forbade Monika Maron from publishing her novel, 
Flugasche, in the GDR because Maron depicted vignettes of lesbians marrying men but carrying 
on clandestine same-sex relationships because, as one of Maron’s characters notes, “women are 
simply more intimate [in the bedroom].”43  However, censors were forced to accept the fact that 
some women did live together either because they were displaced after a divorce or they simply 
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had not yet ‘found the right (male) partner.’  In Maxie Wander’s widely read volume of 
interviews with East German women, Barbara F. tells of “intimacy” with her female best friend 
and roommate.  Yet, on the next page, Barbara F. details carrying on numerous sexual 
relationships with men.44  While we cannot know if Barbara F. was self-censoring (or even lying 
about her sexual escapades with men), we can be certain that the publishing of her story in 
Wander’s volume served both to uphold the heterosexual norm and maintain a near complete 
silence about lesbian love in the GDR.  As Ursula Sillge notes, housing officials who did allow 
two women like Barbara F. and her friend to live together made sure to designate such domestic 
couplings as “harmless friendships” in official paperwork.45 
The utter invisibility of lesbians in all aspects of East German life meant that women who 
did privately acknowledge their own same-sex desires had neither a vocabulary with which to 
describe their feelings nor public models of lesbian love to turn toward.  For instance, as 
Christiane F. of Cottbus put it to journalist Kerstin Gutsche after German reunification, “I grew 
up in a tiny village (Dorf) and homosexuality simply didn’t exist there.  Sometime in my 
adolescence I learned that such relationships existed between men, and I only learned much later 
that (same-sex) love between women existed.”46  Christiane did her best to manage her own 
alternativity by repressing her feelings for women and by having sexual relationships with men, 
relationships which she described in graphic detail to her female friends because, as she put it, 
she did not want “to stand out as ‘the one’ who did not have sex.”47  Inclusion in East German 
society—in this case a social life which involved double-dating, weekend getaways with other 
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heterosexual couples, and evenings in sweaty diskoteks—meant giving into a heterosexuality 
that was the opposite of one’s true feelings.  The alternative was total social isolation. Christiane 
F., therefore, used heterosexual relationships as a performative space to signal to her fellow 
citizens that she was living up to East German ideals of femininity, moral probity, and 
citizenship.  There are hundreds of oral histories in which lesbians describe sleeping with men 
because that is what they thought “had to be.”48  It is no overstatement, then, to say that a lack of 
queer figures in the public sphere had a direct influence on the ways in which GDR citizens 
expressed (or repressed) their sexual subjectivities. 
It was a lack of a public discussion about female-female love and a fear of being totally 
isolated—of never being able to leave one’s parental home, of having no opportunities for social 
engagement—that channeled so many lesbian women into heterosexual marriages.  One such 
woman from Leipzig, Lena S., married a man named André with whom she got along with 
socially but could not bring herself to have sex with.49  Lena S. and André eventually had two 
sons, but, based on the couple’s lack of a sex life, André suggested that the couple visit a marital 
counseling center.  It was in therapy that Lena S. worked up the courage to come out to her 
husband, though she knew this meant sacrificing the security of heterosexual marriage, or, in her 
own words, “losing everything”—namely a guaranteed apartment, familial stipends, and a 
network of friends and acquaintances.50  In divorce court, André publicly outed Lena S. as a 
lesbian and was granted custody of their two children.  The judge shamed Lena and told her that 
she had thrown her “husband to the dogs.”51  André’s final words to Lena are illustrative of the 
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fact that the vast majority of GDR citizens did not view women who loved women as having 
valid sexual orientations: “You are sexually frigid and you will find happiness once you find the 
right man.”52  Lena S. did find happiness, but only after she began sleeping with women.  There 
is also scattered evidence that women like Lena who ‘came out’ to their husbands were beaten, 
raped, or both.53 
There were a finite number of public spaces which East German lesbians could access to 
meet other women and feel some sense of community, particularly in East Berlin.  For instance, 
Doris S. lived with her parents and relished the weeks that her mother and father went on 
vacation and left her to watch over the family’s apartment.  Doris had heard about the 
Schoppenstube located at Schönhauserallee 44—a bar that after 11:00pm catered to a crowd of 
mostly gay men, though lesbians certainly were not excluded.54  On lesbian life in East Berlin in 
the early-1980s, Doris noted, “…there is a whole scene here—Schoppenstube, a scene… 
Recently my parents went on vacation for six weeks and I dove into Berlin’s lesbian world.  I 
would sleep late, take coffee with lesbians, and then show up at the Schoppenstube at night.”55  
Such experiences proved formative for Doris S. as she became comfortable with her own lesbian 
identity.  Additionally, some women reported that the SED’s favorable treatment of single 
mothers—particularly the party’s policy of guaranteeing them one bedroom apartments—
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allowed many lesbians to live independent, male-free existences following their divorces.56  This 
was, of course, one of the unintended consequences of state socialist biopolitics.57  Yet having 
one’s own apartment and being able to meet other lesbians clandestinely in bars did little to 
relieve the double burden (Doppelbelastung) of both being a woman and a lesbian in a society 
where traditional gender and sexual norms dictated a compulsory heterosexuality that foreclosed 
the public development of lesbian identities.  Much of this, however, would begin to change with 
the formation of an organized East German lesbian emancipation movement in March of 1982. 
 
The Formation of the LiK (1982-1983) 
 
 The eleven women who came to form the core of the East Berlin group, the Lesbians in 
the Church (Lesben in der Kirche, or, the LiK), did not initially unite under the common cause of 
lesbian emancipation.  On March 23, 1982, the East German Volkskammer passed a statute 
which dictated that—in the event of a significant military engagement between NATO and 
Warsaw pact nations—all able-bodied women between the ages of eighteen and fifty were 
eligible to be mobilized for military service.  As Samirah Kenawi (a founding member of the 
LiK) recalls, news of the decree spread like wildfire in both East Berlin’s lesbian and pacifist 
scenes (between which there was overlap), and “someone circulated a handwritten leaflet at gay 
bars in Berlin which read: “Dear Women!  We want to hold a discussion about the new 
Wehrdienst law—yet another law written by men.  It’s time to take action!”58  Ramona Dreßler, 
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born and raised in East Berlin, offered her apartment as a meeting space to discuss the 
implications of the law on March 25, 1982.  Shortly after the meeting began members of the East 
German Criminal Police burst into Dreßler’s apartment, took the names and addresses of the 
women in attendance, and ordered the participants to disperse under the threat of arrest.59  
(Clearly someone had tipped off the Stasi about the meeting.60)  The mood among the women 
after the meeting was one of exhilaration rather than demoralization.  This gathering represented 
the first time since the dissolution of the HIB in 1979 that a group of lesbians engaged in 
homosocial bonding outside of Berlin’s bar scene to discuss the ways in which SED policies 
affected their lives.  The question for the women was not whether to meet again, but where.   
As it had for numerous other countercultural groups in the GDR—such as punks, 
pacifists, and environmentalists—the Protestant Church became a home for East Berlin’s 
lesbians who sought to discuss compulsory heterosexuality (Zwangsheterosexualität), patriarchy, 
and lesbian invisibility without “needing constantly to pay obeisance to the official rhetoric or 
ideology of the SED.”61  Using the Church as a meeting space, however, was a last resort for 
LiK.  Following the March 1982 incident in Dreßler’s apartment, the aforementioned women 
continually petitioned Berlin’s SED for permission to gather publicly.  The party officially 
responded by stating, “You can always go to the Church!”62   Yet Church officials initially 
rejected the LiK’s petitions to meet in East Berlin’s churches for a number of different reasons.  
First, male Church officials proved (unsurprisingly) reluctant to admit that the Church itself was 
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an institution that—through its promotion of traditional marriage and its refusal to ordain women 
as pastors—perpetuated patriarchy, a fact which LiK members did not fail to point out until the 
opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989.63   
Second, the LiK struck a more radical tone than Church-based gay male activists in that 
they called for genuine social revolution—namely the toppling of patriarchy and the acceptance 
of Western radical feminism—instead of the gradual integration of gay men and lesbians into 
society.  This message proved to be problematic for both gay male activists and Church 
representatives respectively and foreshadowed schisms that would emerge between gay men and 
lesbians in the mid-to-late 1980s.  Although Eduard Stapel and Christian Pulz were both gay 
men, activists, and salaried clergymen (a pastor and a social worker respectively), they were 
unwilling to label the only institution that allowed gay men some semblance of a semi-public 
sphere as a male-centered ‘boys club’.  Moreover, Church officials who treaded a fine line 
between accommodating activists and appeasing the state feared that the LiK’s message could 
jeopardize the relative autonomy afforded the Church following the 1978 Church-State 
agreement.64  In the Fall of 1983, the Church begrudgingly offered the LiK a basement room at 
the Philippuskapelle in Berlin’s Hohenschönhausen borough, a location that was out of the way 
for the LiK’s Prenzlauer Berg based membership.65  Throughout 1983 the LiK met in 
Hohenschönhausen and, on September 25 1984, received permission from Berlin’s 
superintendent of Church affairs, Günter Krusche, to meet in Prenzlauer Berg’s 
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Gethsamenekirche.66  As activist Marina Krug notes, the Church was an ‘imperfect home’ but a 
home nonetheless.  The LiK planned to criticize patriarchy within the Church’s leadership 
hierarchy, prove that citizen-initiated social reform was indeed possible within influential social 
institutions, and then gradually extend that discourse to the East German public at large.67 
In their attempts to expand discourses regarding same sex love beyond the confines of the 
Church, East German lesbians took cues from West German contacts—particularly the lesbian 
group, L74, which staged demonstrations at the sites of former concentration camps in the 
Federal Republic to call attention to lesbian persecution at the hands of the Nazis.68  In early 
October 1983, a mixed-gender group (of mostly gay men) from Leipzig and Dresden attempted 
to visit the site of the Sachsenhausen concentration camp just north of Berlin.  The camp’s 
museum staff turned the group away and claimed that “a closed event not open to the public” 
was taking place.69  Activist Karin Dauenheimer of Dresden wrote a letter to her contact in L74 
to describe the incident, which in turn prompted the members of L74 to write a scathing open 
letter to SED General Secretary, Erich Honecker, in which they tried to link the Weimar past to 
the antifascist present.  For instance, did Honecker, the petitioners asked, “have no sense of 
history?  After all, communist politicians (namely Richard Lindert and Felix Halle of the KPD) 
had advocated for the repeal of Paragraph 175 during the Weimar era.”70  Thus, the question 
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posed to Honecker by the members of L74 remained: if German communists before the SED had 
accepted homosexuals as equals then what was stopping the SED from doing the same?71  The 
members of the LiK viewed themselves as part of a larger European lesbian feminist movement, 
and because of L74’s letter the SED was now well aware of this. 
 
The Ravensbrück Affair (1984-1986) 
 
Although the LiK was not present at the Sachsenhausen event they certainly concurred 
with the overall intent of such an undertaking—namely ‘making lesbians visible’ to East German 
society at large by highlighting sites of lesbian resistance during the Third Reich.72  In so doing 
the LiK sought not to draw the ire of the state but rather to seek its protection, to request that the 
state publicly recognize gay men and lesbians as embattled minorities worthy of inclusion in the 
East German community of belonging.  Their logic followed two paths.  First, it was Honecker 
himself who claimed in 1978’s Church-State agreement that all GDR citizens “‘regardless of 
worldview…’” were entitled to “‘security, protection, and a clear perspective in building the 
future.’”73  Of course, in that specific communique Honecker subtly announced that the SED 
would no longer persecute Christians, but the inclusive, seemingly all-encompassing tone of the 
missive led scores of East Germans to believe (and not cynically) that the state was willing to 
allow for the fashioning and articulation of unique subjectivities whose origins could not be 
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found in the ‘top-down’ project of state-driven social engineering.74  Second, if the GDR was 
indeed a true antifascist state—a state born out of its resistance to Nazism—then certainly 
lesbians who sought to recognize their forbearers (alongside Communists) as victims of fascism 
were committing no crime.  In other words, the members of the LiK sought not to highlight 
continuities between Nazi fascism and East German antifascism per se, but rather to mobilize 
antifascist principles and rhetoric regarding citizenship and individual sovereignty to argue for 
state recognition.75 
On March 10, 1984 the members of East Berlin’s LiK visited the site of the former 
Ravensbrück concentration camp near Fürstenberg, roughly an hour and fifteen minutes north of 
Berlin via train.  The group was scheduled to arrive at 11:00am, but because of train delays did 
not arrive until 4:00pm.  The site closed daily at 5:00pm.  Nonetheless, a representative from the 
museum received the group for an hour, fielded their questions, and allowed them to sign the 
guestbook and place a wreath at the memorial site.76  LiK member Marinka Körzendörfer noted 
that at least two “Stasi men” followed the group as they toured the memorial site, but this was 
hardly unusual—the Stasi stationed two unmarked cars outside of every meeting the LiK held 
throughout 1983 and 1984.77  Someone from the LiK wrote the following inscription in the site’s 
guestbook: “Our thoughts are with all of the women who lost their lives in the Ravensbrück 
concentration camp, particularly our lesbian sisters.  In addition, we express solidarity with any 
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women who today still suffer oppression under fascism.”78  The visit concluded without incident.  
Four days later, on March 14, 1984, LiK member Monika Kahlert returned to Ravensbrück to 
meet with the museum archivist to request materials on the camp’s lesbian prisoners only to 
discover that both the wreath laid by the group and their entry in the guestbook had been 
removed.  Kahlert informed her compatriots, and on March 17, 1984, several members of the 
LiK again returned to Ravensbrück to demand an explanation from the staff of the memorial site.  
The museum coordinator claimed that all traces of the visit had been erased because the LiK was 
not a group that was “formally recognized by the state.”79 
Monika Kahlert—with the full support of the rest of the LiK—undertook an Eingaben 
writing campaign to seek redress from the state, couching her arguments in “antifascist, socialist 
terms, calling on” the LiK’s “rights as GDR citizens without referencing their sexualities.”80  For 
instance, on March 20, 1984, Kahlert wrote directly to Hans-Joachim Hoffmann in the Ministry 
of Culture claiming that the actions of the staff at Ravensbrück prevented the LiK from “directly 
coming to terms with Germany’s Nazi past” and that the “act of honoring the victims of fascism 
could be carried out regardless of one’s religious affiliation or whether or not they were 
recognized by the state.”81  After all, Kahlert noted, Article 20, Section 1 of the GDR 
Constitution dictated that “all citizens…regardless of worldview or religious confession” were 
“equal before the law.”82   
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Behind the scenes the state panicked and attempted to delay answering Kahlert’s 
Eingaben until it could craft suitable answers to her petitions.  For instance, Hans-Joachim 
Hoffmann in the Ministry of Culture wrote to the State Secretary of Church Affairs, Klaus Gysi, 
to instruct all clergymen serving as Stasi informants to attempt to dissuade other church-based 
gay rights groups based in Berlin from visiting the sites of former concentration camps.83  
Additionally, the Ministries of Justice, Culture, and Church Affairs did not acknowledge that 
they had received Kahlert’s Eingaben until mid-April, and it was not until June 14, 1984 that 
Kahlert received a letter from the Ministry of Justice in which the author claimed that his office 
was still mulling the matter over because the case “could have wide-ranging implications” and 
needed “to be tended to very closely.”84  There certainly was a great deal at stake in the matter.  
The state was trying to decide whether or not lesbians (and, by proxy, gay men) would have 
unfettered access to articulate non-normative subjective desires in a public sphere that it had 
prefigured as exclusively heterosexual.  What would it look like and what would the 
consequences be if, to borrow Dara Bryant’s terms, ‘queer space’ collided with ‘straight 
space’—if gay men and lesbians emerged from their ‘queer ghettos’, the darkest corners of 
public parks, bars, and churches—and into the public eye?  The state, therefore, was acting as a 
gatekeeper with the power to determine the extent to which the East German public sphere was 
(or was not to) be ‘queered.’85 
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On August 21, 1984—five months to the date after Kahlert wrote her series of 
Eingaben—six members of the LiK met face-to-face with representatives from the Office of 
Church Affairs, the Ministry of Culture, and the Ministry of Justice.86  Herr England of the 
Ministry of Justice opened the meeting by making clear that the LiK were to blame for any 
tension between the state and their group for a number of reasons.  First, England articulated that 
the state was aware of the LiK’s Western contacts and that the flow of social life in the GDR was 
in no way to be influenced by the West.  Second, in England’s words, the State would “never 
publicly recognize any group formed under the auspices of the Church.”87  The LiK were free to 
discuss their “innermost desires and concerns” under the roof of the Church, but lesbian 
women—particularly a group of women whom England deemed as “sexually motivated”—did 
not deserve “special privileges or preferential treatment,” at Ravensbrück or any other public 
site.88  Finally, England noted that party leadership had ordered that all traces of the LiK’s visit 
to Ravensbrück be erased as a means of ‘protecting’ its members because “negative feelings 
about homosexuals” had “deep historical roots (in German society)…that could not be altered by 
the state.”89  When he admitted that there was a sort of structural homophobia that floated 
between epochs of German history, England (perhaps unknowingly) acknowledged that there 
were disturbing similarities between the Third Reich and East German antifascism in the ways 
that the respective regimes treated their gay and lesbian citizens.  
The LiK members in attendance objected to England’s attempts to limit their self-
expression on the basis of their sexualities.  The group had not traveled to Ravensbrück out of 
any ‘sexual motivation’, but rather to exercise their rights to free thought and speech as 
                                                           





guaranteed by the GDR’s constitution.  Moreover, the women noted, East Germans would 
indubitably continue to harbor “negative feelings” about lesbians if the state continued to forbid 
discourses about same-sex love from reaching the public sphere.90  The LiK, its members 
explained, considered themselves “the inheritors of the persecution lesbians suffered under 
Nazism,” to which England replied that “homosexuals do not face any form of discrimination in 
the GDR.”91  (The transcript notes that England’s response prompted hearty laughter on the part 
of the LiK.92)  When members of the LiK pointed out that Paragraph 151 was but one example of 
discrimination lesbians faced on a daily basis, they were met with silence. A stenographer in 
attendance closed the meeting transcript with the following lines: “(The parties involved) were 
unable to reach a unified consensus as to the proper allowable forms of commemorating 
homosexual victims” of the Holocaust.”93  What the LiK’s meeting with England makes clear is 
that, by the mid-1980s, the state was willing to allow ‘state-friendly’ gay men and lesbians to 
publicly express themselves (see especially the previous chapter).  Yet actors who sought more 
direct confrontations with the state were not to be allowed to emerge from their ‘queer ghettos.’  
A possible collision between ‘queer space’ and ‘straight space’ in the public sphere threatened to 
introduce a level of social experimentation among GDR citizenry that the SED was not willing to 
permit and served to undermine one of the SED’s founding myths—that the East German body 
politic was a “homogenous heterosexual collective.”94 
Just over a year later, on April 20, 1985, the date of the anniversary of the liberation of 
Ravensbrück, the LiK once again planned to visit the site of the former concentration camp to 





94 Bryant, “Queering the Antifascist State,” 80. 
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honor the lesbian victims of fascism.  On April 19, 1985, Marina Krug was detained by the 
Criminal Police (Kripo) as she exited her apartment at Gleimstraße 20.  Just days before, Krug 
had ordered a wreath to be decorated with a sleeve that read, “In memory of the lesbian women 
who suffered in KZ Ravensbrück.”95  According to police, the florist reported Krug out of a 
concern that making such a wreath stood to violate East German law regarding the existence of 
‘illegal groups.’96  While it is far more likely that the florist was simply homophobic (as opposed 
to being an expert in GDR law), the tip led the police to Krug who used her first name on her 
order.  The police again reminded Krug that the LiK was not a state-sanctioned group and that 
the party would never support a “group of women” who sought “to display their sexual 
proclivities publicly.”97  The state’s homophobia was on full display; certainly no heterosexual 
was ever arrested by the Criminal Police out of a fear that simply existing in a public space might 
signal one’s attempt to articulate his or her (hetero)sexual desires.  The police closed their 
interrogation of Krug by making the following threat: any member of the LiK who sought to visit 
Ravensbrück on the following day would both be arrested on the charge of assembling a group in 
public illegally and face a fine of 500-1000 East German marks.98  
The members of the LiK decided to outflank the state legally.  If the women traveled to 
Ravensbrück as individuals who ‘coincidentally’ happened to reach the same destination at the 
same time, that did not technically constitute a group illegally assembling in public.  On April 
20, 1985, the members of the LiK departed Berlin on a train to Fürstenberg, making sure not to 
sit near one another during the journey. Stasi officers in Berlin called ahead to their counterparts 
in Fürstenberg to alert them that the LiK were on their way.  When the train arrived in 
                                                           





Fürstenberg the members of the LiK were accosted by officials from the Volkspolizei, violently 
dragged from the train platform, told by a policeman that he would “rather fuck a dead pig” than 
any of the women in the LiK, and forced to enter what Germans refer to as an LKW—a large 
metal wagon typically used for transporting commercial goods.  When the women inquired 
where they were being taken, the driver of the wagon replied, “In the concentration camp!” (“ins 
Arbeitslager!”)99  The women were held for five hours at a nearby school without any official 
explaining the nature of their detention to them.100  After each woman was individually 
interrogated, an unnamed official entered the room and warned the LiK not to visit Ravensbrück 
or any other former concentration camps again.  The women rode a train back to Berlin under the 
watchful eye of the Volkspolizei.101  On May 3, 1985, Marina Krug crafted a complaint petition 
to the Ministry of the Interior in which she called for the state to intervene in the 
“criminalization” of the LiK’s attempts to undertake a fully legal “display of socialist 
humanism.”102   
The same day that Krug petitioned the Ministry of the Interior, the members of the LiK 
met with Anni Sindermann—the chair of the East German committee for the commemoration of 
the victims of the Ravensbrück concentration camp and the widow of the prominent Weimar era 
communist politician, Kurt Sindermann.  The women met in Sindermann’s apartment, and in her 
notes Krug wrote that she envisioned the meeting’s participants focusing on solidarity between 
women, particularly given that Sindermann herself had been a prisoner in the all-women’s camp 
at Ravenbrück.  However, Sindermann quickly made clear that she was not at all sympathetic to 
the LiK’s cause.  First, Sindermann argued, “democracy” in the GDR had “its limits,” and the 






state simply could not recognize ‘this and that special interest group’ (though Sindermann did 
not explain why).  Second, the LiK should have known that they were breaking GDR laws 
regarding “illegal gatherings and organizations” when they attempted to place a wreath honoring 
Ravensbrück’s lesbian victims at the site.  Third, Sindermann claimed that she never met any 
lesbians either during the Weimar era or in Ravensbrück and that she never saw prisoners 
wearing specific markers on their clothing (such as the infamous pink triangle) that signified 
their specific social or political ‘crimes’.103  Given that the members of the LiK were “pretty, 
young, intelligent women,” they should make the most of “having the opportunity to succeed in 
the GDR.”104  After all, Sindermann noted, the Nazis would have “exterminated such women.”105  
Sindermann closed the meeting by stating that she could not condone “the lesbian lifestyle”, to 
which the members of the LiK replied that they were not looking for her to embrace their way of 
life, but rather that they simply sought her counsel in her capacity as chair of the GDR’s 
Ravensbrück committee.106 
It is worth stepping back to analyze Sindermann’s responses for what they reveal to us 
about the intersections of socialist myth making, East German gender norms, and the limits of 
citizenship in the GDR.  If, as Sindermann claimed, democracy had a distinct bandwidth that 
excluded gay men and lesbians, then why did the SED continually frame its laws and social 
policies in such a way that stressed the right of ‘every individual’ to have a hand in building real 
existing socialism?  Sindermann’s claim that “pretty, young women” had every opportunity to 
succeed in East Germany is indicative of her (and the SED’s) unwillingness to talk about the 
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operation of gendered power in the GDR.  Both Sindermann and the state envisioned ‘the 
socialist woman’ as a heterosexual wife and politically active mother who happily took on waged 
labor outside the home.  Full feminine citizenship in the GDR was predicated upon the shared 
experience of the heterosexual ‘double burden’ of paid work and child rearing, not the lesbian 
‘double burden’ of gender transgression and social isolation.  Finally, both Sindermann and the 
SED were invested in crafting historical narratives that exculpated communist and socialist 
concentration camp prisoners from sharing any burdens of Holocaust guilt.  Given that 
Sindermann had been a prisoner in Ravensbrück she most definitely saw women who wore the 
black triangle, which indicated that one was either a ‘prostitute’ or a ‘female homosexual’.  Yet 
Sindermann was not willing to admit that she (or any other communist) either witnessed such 
women being abused by camp commandants or fellow prisoners (communists included).  The 
only Holocaust victims that the SED were willing to recognize were heterosexual communists 
who had actively resisted the Nazis.                                
On May 31, 1985, the members of the LiK met face-to-face with representatives of the 
East German Ministry of the Interior.  It is worth reproducing the transcript of that meeting 
below: (MdI stands for Ministry of the Interior.) 
 
MdI: We detained and questioned you because the suspicion existed that your 
group was operating illegally.  The situation begged further questioning. 
 
(Someone from the LiK makes a comment about the behavior of the police during 
their detainment.) 
 
MdI: You have to keep in mind that these police are very young and that they’ve 
provided us with differing accounts of your behavior and that they do not feel that 
they behaved inappropriately.  We officially apologize for their behavior.  We 
acknowledge that you are not hostile to the GDR on the sheer basis of your 
sexuality and we have informed the police of this.        
 
LiK: One really ought to inform the police as to the proper code of behavior. 
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MdI: Yes, you are correct.  The leader of that department had probably failed to 
do so. 
 
LiK: The police were simply the bodies who carried out orders, not the officials 
who conceptualized the orders.  Having us transported in an LKW was degrading.  
We could have easily walked between the train station and the school for 
questioning in five minutes.  We were never told why were being held—we felt 
like criminals. 
 
MdI: You have no basis to talk about being made to feel like criminals.  The 
officers have been disciplined, though you are not permitted to follow up with 
them. 
 
LiK: Do we as citizens of the GDR have a right to honor the victims of fascism in 
public? 
 
MdI: You do have a right to do so as individuals, but the moment you use the 
term ‘lesbian’ in public you forfeit that right.  The state does recognize any one 
special interest group. 
 
LiK: It’s essential for us to honor the victims of fascism in public as lesbians 
because we still face the same discrimination today.  It’s often said to us in public 
that: “During the Nazi period you would’ve been gassed or shot.”  It’s because of 
this that we must confront the treatment of lesbians during the Nazi period.  We 
wish to move freely in public.  It is essential to us that our fellow citizens know 
that we exist.  A culture of judgment cannot be undone through our silence. 
 
MdI: The state has nothing against you, but the moral reckonings of society are 
something else.  However, the position of homosexuals in society is improving: 
we now allow presentations (about homosexuality) at universities, but only 40 
short years after the war you cannot expect things to change so quickly.  We are 
of the opinion that if you move freely within the public sphere (“in der 
Öffentlichekit”) that this will provoke negative reactions and only strengthen an 
anti-homosexual sentiment among citizens.  Certainly you must have thought of 
this yourself. 
 
LiK: When the state arrests us in public that certainly reinforces the notion that 
we don’t belong in society. 
 
MdI: Anyone who contradicts socialist morality is liable to being detained, 
questioned, or perhaps even imprisoned. 
 
LiK: How exactly did we contradict socialist morality? 
 
MdI: I cannot answer that question at this time. 
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LiK: What advice can you give us as to the appropriate ways to honor the victims  
of fascism? 
 
MdI: Such advice we cannot give—we are merely a security organization and 
we’re not able to answer such questions.  We don’t think that we will experience a 
situation like this with you again.  If you travel to Ravensbrück in an acceptable 
manner, there is nothing more that we can say.  You won’t hear anything more 
from us if you don’t repeat the actions of April 20th.  We’re not against your 
inscription on the wreath and we are not for it.  Homosexuals are often the victims 
of violence—especially violence perpetrated by men.  A more direct form of 
protection is simply not to show yourselves in public.  (emphasis my own) Do you 
know how many interest groups there are in the GDR?  Do you know what would 
happen if all of them were allowed to show themselves in public?   
 
LiK: We are being discriminated against.  Such a culture (of homophobia) 
directly affects approximately one million gay and lesbian citizens.   
 
MdI: There certainly are not that many gay people in the GDR. We consider this 
matter to have been dealt with appropriately.  From the outset of this meeting it 
was clear to us that we would not reach a solution with which you were one-
hundred percent content.107 
  
 Following the Ravensbrück affair the state made limited concessions to the LiK.  The 
state never publicly admitted that there were distinct similarities between Nazism and East 
German antifascism, namely a purposeful exclusion of gay men and lesbians from public life.  
However, the staff at Ravensbrück began to display the pink triangle (worn by gay men) and the 
black triangle (worn by lesbians) in the camp museum, and, beginning in 1986, informed 
museum visitors that lesbian prisoners were indeed housed and murdered in the camp.  
Additionally, the Ministry of the Interior promised the LiK and all other gay rights groups that 
they could visit the sites of former concentration camps without requesting state permission 
beforehand.  LiK member Samirah Kenawi notes that such concessions did not represent a “total 
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victory,” but rather an “armistice” (“Waffenstillstand”) between the SED and the LiK.108  Yet the 
state was not the only entity with which the LiK experienced friction in its quest for lesbian 
emancipation.  East German lesbians also struggled to convince gay male activists both that 
patriarchy as a cultural phenomenon was alive and well in the GDR and that gay men both 
perpetuated and benefitted from it.  
 
Schisms between Gay Men and Lesbian Activists, or, ‘Striving for Utopia’ (1986-1989) 
 
From the birth of the second organized gay rights movement in the GDR, gay men and 
lesbians “struggled among themselves to define” what sexual liberation looked like, what it 
“promised and what it could deliver.”109  As I discussed in chapters three and four, gay men in 
Church-based AKs settled on a ‘politics of respectability’ as their praxis of gay emancipation.  
Eduard Stapel and Christian Pulz borrowed from the ideas of (1970s) Western gay rights 
activists such as Martin Dannecker and Rosa von Prauenheim and called upon East Germany’s 
gay men to to stop having casual sex in public toilets and to join Church-based activist groups 
who called for the gradual integration of gay men and lesbians into GDR society.110  Such a 
praxis fit neatly alongside the SED’s attempts to foster a collectively-minded socialist body 
politic.  In this formulation, gay men were not self-centered anti-collectivists but rather 
committed socialists who just happened to love other men.  The hope was that if enough 
heterosexuals were exposed to ‘morally upright’ gay men—i.e. gay men who were willing to 
embrace long-term, monogamous romantic partnerships—that there would be a sea change in the 
way East Germans viewed same-sex love.  Of course, gay men outside the Church-based 
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movement accused Stapel and Pulz of being sexual prudes who were willing to eschew all that 
was marginal and deviant about same-sex desire in the interest of being accepted by an East 
German populace that was, at its core, remarkably heterosexist and homophobic.111  Opitz did 
have a point; such a praxis was limited in scope and relied upon the presumed ability of East 
Germans to form nuanced, more ‘evolved’ opinions on homosexuality, a topic that was largely 
absent from the public sphere by the design of the SED.    
Nevertheless, Stapel and Pulz’s integrative approach was favored by generationally older 
activists—activists who had had years of experience playing a game of give-and-take with the 
state—because it aligned with the state’s own biopolitical agenda and, thus, stood a greater 
chance at being taken seriously.  For instance, the members of East Berlin’s Sonntags Club (The 
Sunday Club), led by Ursula Sillge, felt that the state was more likely to accept incremental 
social change wrapped neatly in the rhetoric of socialist citizenship rather than a grassroots (and 
publicly confrontational) gay rights revolution.  The Sonntags Club referred to this as the 
‘strategy of small steps’.  Just as the state had identified misogyny in traditional marriages to be 
“the concern not only of women, but rather of socialist society as a whole,” so too had the 
Sonntags Club posited same-sex love as an issue to be discussed among all citizens, gay and 
straight.112  Seen through Sillge’s lens, the state need not fear gay rights activists as social 
separatists to be relegated to private niches, but rather as socially active citizens who sought to 
resolve all matters communally.  There is evidence that the state was receptive to the Sonntags 
Club’s approach to activism (if not its message).  In January 1987 the Berlin SED granted the 
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club permission to meet regularly at Chorinerstraße 9.  This marked the first time that the East 
German state publicly recognized the existence (and right to assemble) of a gay rights group 
organized outside the walls of the Protestant Church.113  
 Yet the integrative approach proposed both by gay men in Church-based groups and 
Sillge’s Sonntags Club proved unacceptable to the members of the LiK because it failed to 
address the existence of patriarchy and misogyny both within the gay rights movement and East 
German society more generally.  As activist Samirah Kenawi notes, the LiK’s first meeting in 
1982—a meeting which was advertised as a female only event—was nearly overrun by gay men 
who spoke over women for the duration of the evening.  Suddenly, in Kenawi’s words, gay men 
“had quite a lot to say about the discrimination faced by lesbians,” a discrimination that they 
were not willing to concede was experientially different for women on the basis of their 
gender.114  Moreover, gay men in church-based groups often refused to allow lesbians to have a 
say in the thematic programs offered by the working groups.115  It became painfully clear to the 
members of the LiK that “men made the rules of the game” both in society at large and in the 
niches that were home to the GDR’s gay rights movement.  If the LiK continued to organize with 
gay men it seemed unlikely that they would meet their dual objectives of ‘making lesbians 
visible’ in society and providing a safe space for women who loved women to form a distinctly 
lesbian consciousness.116  While gay men in the Church and in Sillge’s Sonntags Club were 
inspired by Weimar era sexologists such as Magnus Hirschfield, the members of the LiK read 
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Adrienne Rich and Audre Lorde and called into question the extent to which a mixed-gender 
approach to gay rights activism held the potential to bring about lesbian emancipation in the 
GDR.117  Such an example illustrates the ways in which varying “sexual politics fought with 
other sexual politics” in the post-WWII era “all in the name of liberation.”118 
 Nowhere were the schisms between gay male and lesbian activists more apparent than at 
a conference on gay rights held on September 26, 1987 in the Magdeburg city mission.  The 
conference—titled “Integration (of gays into society)—but how?”—was to serve as a platform 
for East German gay rights activists to assess the extent to which attitudes toward same sex love 
had evolved by the late-1980s.  However, Karin Dauenheimer—who herself had been leading a 
mixed-gender group of activists based in Dresden since 1983—took the lectern to announce the 
birth of a lesbian separatist movement in the GDR.  According to Dauenheimer, the issue of 
patriarchy was the proverbial elephant in the room that hampered the development of a thriving 
lesbian emancipation movement.  Instead of “questioning the feelings of insecurity that 
autonomous women” made them feel, gay men clung to leadership positions in the movement to 
the detriment of their lesbian peers.119  Lesbians needed to organize in female-only spaces and 
define with “scientific precision” the ways in which gendered power was produced and 
reproduced in East German society.  Women and men could work together again in the future, 
but only once lesbians had come to trust their own feelings (absent the judgment of gay men) and 
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once gay men worked “vigorously to overcome their fears of informed, self-confident 
women.”120  Moreover, Dauenheimer noted, the approach of integration—of hoping that 
heterosexuals would eventually ‘accept’ gays and lesbians as equal citizens—bound gay rights 
activists to accepting a ‘less-than’, supplicating position in GDR culture in which one could 
receive ‘respect’ from the heterosexual majority only once they admitted that could not live up to 
its norms.  In Dauenheimer’s view, feminism was the theory, and “separatist lesbianism” was 
“the praxis.”121 
 The physical manifestations of Dauenheimer’s proposed lesbian feminist movement 
varied from city-to-city and, unlike similar movements in Western Europe and America, did not 
foreclose the possibility of allyship lesbians and heterosexual women.  Given that so many 
lesbians discovered (or hid) their sexualities and experienced physical violence at the hands of 
men during their time in heterosexual marriages, East German lesbians argued that there was 
more that united than divided women as a potential block of anti-patriarchy activists.  Beginning 
in 1985, Karin Dauenheimer arranged annual ‘Women’s Fests’ (Frauenfeste) in Dresden’s rural 
suburbs.  The events were attended by hundreds (and eventually thousands) of lesbians and 
heterosexual women.  An examination of the programs of the fests between 1985 and 1989 
reveals two common themes that activists continually touched upon: domestic violence and rape, 
both inside and outside of the institution of marriage.  As activists Marinka Körzendörfer notes, 
the fests served as a space for GDR women of all backgrounds to both “discuss the limits of 
gender equality as SED policy” and consider the fact that there was much more to life than 




simply tolerating loveless (and often violent) heterosexual marriages.122  Additionally, East 
Berlin’s LiK hosted female-only self defense classes and a group of activists in Weimar held a 
weekly ‘women’s tea time’ (Frauenteestube) where women discussed motherhood, violence in 
romantic partnerships, and evolving sexual norms during late-stage socialism.  Of course, the 
alliance between hetero and lesbian women was at times strained, but most activists were willing 
to experience a modicum of social discomfort for the larger payoff of helping to craft a unique 
brand of East German feminism untethered from the state.123  Newly discovered evidence of 
such mass collaboration and mobilization should push us to reevaluate Mary Fulbrook’s claim 
that discourses about feminism in the GDR were limited to a circle of a few “feminist 
intellectuals.”124 
 The literary manifestation of Dauenheimer’s call for female-only spaces in which to 
discuss feminism and same-sex love—the birth of the Jena-based lesbian journal, frau anders 
(translated literally as ‘woman different’)—resulted from a 1988 ‘Lesbian Workshop’ 
(Lesbenwerkstatt) during which participants discussed the importance of establishing lesbian-
only archives, libraries, and publications.  While scholars have examined the inability (via state 
denial) of gays and lesbians to publish in the GDR’s print public sphere, they have totally 
overlooked the “identity work”—the accumulation of knowledge, the imagining of utopic 
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scenarios, and the personal narration of one’s own life story—that lesbians undertook in their 
own ‘queer public sphere.’125   
According to frau anders co-founder, Bärbel Klässner, it was essential for GDR lesbians 
to launch their own journal for a number of reasons.  First, the heterosexual print public sphere—
with publications like Für Dich and Das Magazin—hardly offered heterosexual women (let 
alone lesbians) a stimulating space in which to ponder gendered power.  Second, by the late-
1980s there was a genuine sense among East German lesbians that they “belonged to a 
movement.”126  A movement needed a print space in which to form its own vernacular and to 
link women in disparate parts of the GDR—“from the cities to the Hinterland,” to borrow 
Klässner’s phrase.127  Publishing the journal in Jena, thus, was a deliberate move on the part of 
activists to help de-center the movement from large cities such as Berlin, Leipzig, and Dresden 
and to signal widespread collaboration between lesbians in every corner of the GDR.128  Finally, 
women who were struggling with the coming out process needed to know that it was normal to 
love other women.  As Klässner notes about discovering her own lesbian sexuality (while 
married to a man), “When I realized that I was a lesbian I asked myself: “How will I find a 
second—someone who feels like me?”129   Frau anders served as the literary space where one 
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who was beginning to embrace same-sex desire could learn about the varying cultures of lesbian 
life throughout the GDR and place a personal ad to meet a partner without feeling the judgments 
of the hetero-public. 
If the authors of the first position papers published by the LiK in 1983 depicted a bleak, 
joyless life for lesbians, the first issues of frau anders (released on a bi-monthly basis beginning 
in January 1989) make clear that East German lesbians were both imagining and creating male-
free, utopic spaces which served incubators for the democratic exchange of ideas.  For instance, 
the editors of frau anders asked readers to describe their experiences at 1988’s Lesbenwerkstatt.  
Leonora, a respondent from Dresden, noted that the women in attendance were torn between 
calling for ‘total (lesbian sexual) revolution’ and the more ‘pragmatic’ approach of slowly 
attempting to make the collective voice of East German lesbians resonate more loudly in public 
settings.  Leonora’s letter makes clear that lesbian activists were “torn between feminist ideas 
and emancipatory desires,” on the one hand, and the realities of daily life in a state that was both 
homophobic and autocratic, on the other.130  Yet despite very real debates about the ways in 
which to achieve lesbian emancipation, Leonora was emotionally moved to see “so many women 
sitting together at the table—all of them proudly lesbian—who” wanted “to push the movement 
forward.”131  Leonora informed her readers that she was not exaggerating when she claimed that, 
“lesbians are creating a new form of democracy in the GDR, women’s democracy,” which varied 
greatly from “men dominating women in both professional and private life.”132  Lesbian groups 
in the GDR were no longer containment centers for those on the margins of GDR social life—
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they were utopic sanctuaries in which women could develop and nurture subjectivities absent the 
judgment of men. 
By the late-1980s, East German lesbians had neither convinced the state to allow radical 
lesbian feminists to publish articles in the public sphere nor convinced their family members as 
to the validity of their life trajectories.  Nevertheless, lesbians had learned to laugh at the 
heterosexual majority, and this undoubtedly saved the lives of many who heretofore had little 
hope for happy lives in a state that denied their existences.  Take, for instance, the cartoon below 
published in the first issue of frau anders.133  (CARTOON APPEARS ON NEXT PAGE.) 
                                                           




Image 5.1, “They way they look it’s no wonder that they can’t find a husband!”  RHG, Grauzone 
Archiv, frau anders, issue no. 1 (January, 1989), 19.  Reprinted with permission of the Havemann 
Gesellschaft. 
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It could be that this cartoon offers a commentary on the isolation and social ostracization of 
lesbians in the GDR.  Yet, to my mind, we should also view the cartoonist as lampooning both 
the utter cluelessness of straight women as to the existence of same-sex love and the centrality of 
heterosexuality in social and political life in the GDR.  As a publication, thus, frau anders makes 
clear that East German lesbians rejected both the compulsory heterosexuality of the GDR and the 
judgments of fellow citizens that came with transgressing received ideals and gender norms.  By 
the opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the official motto of the East German lesbian 
emancipation movement became, “We’d rather live openly as lesbians than closeted in the 
DFD!” (“Lieber öffentlich Lesben als Heimlich in der DFD!”) (The DFD was the state socialist 




Until the early-1980s lesbians were utterly invisible in the GDR (except for scattered 
pockets of underground bar scenes in cities such as East Berlin).  Although the SED had 
decriminalized homosexuality in 1968, party censors made sure that all mentions of female-
female love only rarely reached the GDR’s print public sphere.  The nuclear family remained the 
core organizing principle of social life and, many parents took solace in the counsel of GDR 
sexologists who claimed that lesbian love was simply something undertaken in the absence of a 
male partner.  Parents who feared that their lesbian daughters had lost their sense of moral 
probity were reassured by so-called ‘sex experts’ that such women would ‘come to their senses’ 
once they met the ‘right man.’  A lack of public discussions about female-female love, pressure 
from family members, and a fear of social isolation channeled many women who loved women 
into heterosexual marriages.  Such marriages, thus, served as a performative space for East 
German citizens to signal to their compatriots that they both acknowledged and embraced 
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received traditional gender and sexual norms.  That Carola Güldner’s parents turned to the state 
to legally extract their daughter from a same-sex relationship highlights the fact that East 
Germans expected (and willingly invited) the state to intervene in instances where citizens 
transgressed the heterosexual social order.  While historians have focused on the experiences on 
the ‘masses’ of heterosexual women who bore the burdens of parenting and wage labor to 
examine East German gender roles, I maintain that we cannot have a full understanding of the 
functioning of gendered power in the GDR until we consider the lesbian double-burden 
(Doppelbelastung) of both being a woman and a lesbian in a society where traditional gender 
norms persisted (despite the state’s claims to the contrary). 
 Additionally, we can no longer rely on using ‘garden variety homophobia’ as an 
explanatory vehicle to address the absence of lesbians from public life in the GDR.  The women 
who formed East Berlin’s LiK terrified the state not merely because of their sex object choice, 
but because simply being a lesbian challenged the position of men as the sole recipients of 
intimate female attention in East German culture more generally.  To be certain, the SED 
deployed the Stasi to harass gay male activists like Eddy Stapel, but Stapel was able to move 
more freely throughout the public spaces of East German life specifically because he was a male.  
Moreover, state-friendly gay male activists were willing to remain within the walls of the 
Church-based gay rights movement and were never arrested or publicly harassed by the 
Kriminalpolizei as lesbians were.  Lesbians who appeared in public at sites like the former 
Ravensbrück concentration camp tested the limits of the socialist rhetoric regarding inclusivity 
and personal sovereignty, called into question the existence of a homogeneous heterosexual 
collective, and highlighted continuities in social policies between Nazi fascism and East German 
antifascism.  Instances like the Ravensbrück affair—particularly the arrest and interrogation of 
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the members of the LiK—calls into question the claim of some historians that the SED state was 
more ‘socially progressive’ than its citizenry.134  Lesbians called for a level of “social 
experimentation and public debate” about gender roles and a host of other issues that the state 
simply was not willing to accept.135 
 Finally, in this chapter I have highlighted schisms between East German gay and lesbian 
activists both to highlight how disparate sexual politics often collide in the name of “sexual 
liberation” and to remind readers of the “multi-layered and conflict-ridden” nature of the GDR’s 
gay rights movement specifically and East German society more generally.136  In only seven 
short years the East German lesbian emancipation movement underwent dramatic changes, 
transitioning from a last-stop counseling spot for societal outsiders on the verge of suicide to a 
vibrant, dynamic movement that envisioned and created male-free, utopic literary and physical 
spaces.  Once we put aside the myth that queer life in the GDR was “relatively unfragmented”, 
the GDR’s lesbian emancipation movement looks remarkably like its Western European and 
American counterparts.  Take, for instance, Lillian Faderman’s description of the trajectory of 
the post-World War II lesbian movement in America: 
 
…[during the twentieth century] the meaning of lesbianism itself was transformed 
from a state from which most women who loved women disassociated 
themselves, to a secret and lonely acknowledgement that one fell into that 
“category,” to groups of women who formed a subculture around the concept, to a 
sociopolitical statement and a civil rights movement that claimed its own minority 
status and even formed its own ghettos.137 
                                                           
134 See Josie McLellan’s chapter on the GDR gay rights movement in her text, Love in the Time of 
Communism.  
135 On the struggle for sexual liberation in the GDR (and East German society in general) as being “multi-
layered and conflict ridden”, see Mark Fenemore, “The Recent Historiography of Sexuality in Twentieth 
Century Germany,” The Historical Journal, vol. 52, no. 3 (September 2009): 763-779. 
136 See Harsch, Revenge of the Domestic, 197. 
137 Lillian Faderman, Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers: A History of Lesbian Life in Twentieth-Century 
America (New York: Penguin, 1991), 303-304. 
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Faderman’s description could just as easily be applied to the East German lesbian 
emancipation movement.  This chapter serves as a provocation to fellow scholars—particularly 
those who place far more weight on the emancipatory aspects of the history of Western gay rights 
activism than it can hold—to more deeply ponder why it is that we have not, until now, already 
done so.
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 On November 4, 1989, Hubert ‘Bert’ Thinius—a gay psychologist who, since the mid-
1980s, had run a research group on the place of homosexuality in socialism at East Berlin’s 
Humboldt University—marched across the Alexanderplatz with thousands of fellow East 
Germans who called for democratic reforms within GDR society.  Although Thinius witnessed 
his compatriots carrying placards upon which they articulated their demands for free speech and 
the right to travel, he saw neither gay men or lesbians who openly identified as such within the 
crowd, nor demonstrators carrying signs declaring the need to incorporate the bourgeoning East 
German gay rights movement into the mass movement seeking to democratize the GDR.  In the 
months that followed the opening of the Berlin Wall, colloquially referred to as the Wende, 
Thinius could not help but comment on the ‘pastness of the present’ in a Germany where 
‘progress’ and ‘social reform’ were the buzzwords of the day.1  For instance, politicians (both 
East and West) who did talk about sexuality talked almost exclusively about heterosexuality and 
the extent to which the GDR’s lax divorce and abortion laws would (or would not) carry over 
into a unified German present.  While gay East Germans could now access a liberal public 
sphere and club culture, many reported feeling isolated in an atmosphere of commercialized 
sexuality, violence against gays increased after 1989, and §175 was still the law of the land in the 
Federal Republic.  The new Germany felt troublingly like the old GDR—there seemed to be little 
room for gay East German voices and there appeared to be no linear path to LGBTQ 
                                                           
1 For Thinius’s commentary on post-1989 social and political trends, see Bert Thinius, “Vom grauen 
Versteck ins bunte Ghetto.  Ansichten zur Geschichte ostdeutscher Schwuler,“ in Kurt Starke, Schwuler 
Osten: Homosexuelle Männer in der DDR (Berlin: Links Verlag, 1994): 11-90, and Bert Thinius, “Über 
Sexualität wurde beim Aufbruch nicht geredet,” in Jean Jacques Soukup, ed., Die DDR, Die Schwulen, 
Der Aufbruch: Versuch einer Bestandsaufnahme (Göttingen: 1990): 89-94.     
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emancipation.  Furthermore, the sense of emotional belonging that GDR gay rights activists had 
fought for during the 1970s and 1980s seemed, once again, to be in jeopardy. 
 This brief epilogue challenges both the paradigm of liberalization associated with the 
history of sexuality and contends that the Wende—or the Eastern transition to Western social, 
cultural, and political norms—represented neither a clean break from the past (a rupture, or, in 
German, Aufbruch) nor a period of utopic self-liberation for gay men and lesbians who lived 
through ‘real existing socialism’ in the German Democratic Republic.  As the two Germanys 
moved closer to political reunification in 1990, social commentators discussed East German 
sexual norms and predicted that the real ‘winners’ of the Wende would be the GDR’s gay and 
lesbian communities.  Such citizens (so the optimistic logic went) would finally have the 
freedom of sexual self-determination and be able to access a publicly visible, state-sanctioned 
gay scene.2  Yet, I highlight the experiences of East German gays and lesbians between 1989 and 
1994 (the year §175 was abolished in the FRG) to shed light on the fact that there existed 
startling continuities between the GDR past and the German-German present.  The struggle to 
define and redefine one’s identity was a process fraught with social tension in which actors stood 
with one emotional foot planted in one’s memories of state socialism and the other turned toward 
one’s hopes about the liberatory potential of market capitalism.  Moreover, I posit that queering 
the post-1989 period has significant implications for how we write about both the histories of 
sexuality in a reunified Germany and more broadly across time and space—implications which I 
will return to in my conclusion. 
                                                           
2 As late as 1994 scholars advanced the notion that the “new social reality” of life in a unified Germany 
meant that gays and lesbians were “undoubtedly freer to express themselves than before the Wende.”  
While this was true for some within East Germany’s LGBTQ communities, many commented that 
homophobia and anti-gay violence were just as prevalent under democratic-capitalism as they had been 
under socialism.  See Ingrid Sharp, “The Sexual Unification of Germany,” Journal of the History of 
Sexuality, vol. 13, no. 3 (July 2004): 348-365.  Here, pg. 365.       
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Aufbruch as Liberation? 
 Despite early indications that the Wende might become synonymous with gay liberation, 
it quickly became apparent to Eastern and Western activists that they had different conceptions 
of what ‘liberation’ actually looked like in practice.  Such was the case when the East German 
writer and dramatist Jürgen Lemke’s book of fourteen interview Protokolle with gay men were 
adapted for the stage in April 1990.  Lemke’s interviews featured bleak portrayals of the 
quotidian lives of gay men struggling to claim a space for themselves in a GDR that was 
prefigured by the SED as exclusively heterosexual.  Lemke’s subjects testified to being closeted 
for nearly the entire duration of the GDR’s existence, and many spoke of alcoholism and the 
urge to commit suicide.  As the renowned gay historian James Steakley remembers it, Lemke 
was confronted backstage by Western critics who “told him in no uncertain terms” that they were 
“appalled by the depth of self-loathing and internalized oppression” that they had “just witnessed 
on stage.”3  One reviewer “challenged Lemke to explain the inclusion in his work of so many 
woebegone, even tragic lives of quiet desperation.”4  Lemke was shocked.  He was not aware 
that it was his job to provide West Germans with upbeat queer archetypes while narrating gay 
histories of the GDR.  To Western eyes and ears, East German gay men were anachronisms—
proto-activists who were not yet able to envision a life beyond ‘coming out.’ 
 There is also considerable evidence that highlights the fact that many gay East German 
men found East Berlin’s commercialized sex scene to be emotionally disorienting.  As the 
anthropologist John Borneman has noted, the lack of “powerful marketing systems” in the GDR 
resulted in the “eroticization of many forms of difference” in the East German gay scene.  In 
                                                           
3 Steakley’s antidote as recalled in Jürgen Lemke, Gay Voices from East Germany (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1991), 166). 
4 Ibid. 
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other words, the absence of pornography and sex shops in the former East meant that there was 
no “visually manufactured standardization” of gayness, which allowed for more “experience-
near and situation specific fantasizing about erotic forms” between gay men.5  Gay men from the 
GDR were now ushered into East Berlin sex shops where one simply had to have enough money 
(instead of, say, desire) to pay for sex.  Gay men who agreed to take a survey about their lives for 
the East German sexologist, Dr. Kurt Starke, responded that they were appalled that their West 
German counterparts could so readily separate sexual and emotional feelings.  The West German 
gay scene was marked by a sort of rationalization of sexual life.  In his introduction to Starke’s 
study, Bert Thinius noted that “gay subculture now” promised “a maximum number of orgasms 
in a condensed time period.”6  However, for gay male activists who felt they had made 
considerable political gains in the GDR, Western gay culture presented to them as coldly 
impersonal and apolitical.  It felt to many as if being a gay East German still meant being the 
ostracized ‘Other,’ even within the nominally liberating spaces of an identifiable, publicly 
accessible gay scene.  In Thinius’s words, East German gays simply moved from their “grey 
ghetto” of the GDR scene to a “colorful ghetto” of sexual standardization in the West.7  
Additionally, as the East German Olaf Brühl noted, the radical nature of queerness—particularly 
its potential to publicly destabilize the hegemony of normative heterosexuality—seemed wholly 
irrelevant to West German gay men who reveled in the “three B’s” of gay culture, “bars, 
beaches, and bathhouses.”8  
                                                           
5 Lemke, Gay Voices from East Germany, 4-5. 
6 Bert Thinius, “Vom grauen Versteck ins bunte Ghetto.  Ansichten zur Geschichte ostdeutscher 
Schwuler,“ in Kurt Starke, Schwuler Osten: Homosexuelle Männer in der DDR (Berlin: Links Verlag, 
1994), 11. 
7 Ibid. 
8 On Olaf Brühl, see Denis M. Sweet, “A Literature of ‘Truth’: Writing by Gay Men in East Germany,” 
Studies in 20th Century Literature, vol. 22 (1998), 1-23.  Here, 14. On the ‘three B’s, See Jim Downs, 
Stand By Me: The Forgotten History of Gay Liberation (New York: Basic Books, 8). 
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 Violence against gays—which had indeed been a facet of daily life in the GDR—spilled 
over into the post-Wende and reunification period as well.  On May 27, 1991 approximately 
seventy skinheads stormed a mixed-gender party at the home of Charlotte von Mahlsdorf—the 
GDR’s most well-known transgender activist— brutally beat gay rights activists, and burned a 
number of cars before leaving the property.9  Western commentators quickly jumped to the 
conclusion that such violence was typical of a ‘prudish’, ‘backwards’ East German culture, but 
scholars who studied homophobic violence during this period reached startlingly different 
conclusions.  Following the von Mahlsdorf affair, West German sociologist Michael Bochow 
conducted a survey regarding opinions toward same-sex love with a participant pool of 1,002 
East Germans and 1,220 West Germans.  13.4% of Western respondents stated that they thought 
homosexuality should be totally banned compared to 9.7% of East Germans.  Additionally, 61% 
of Western respondents claimed that they “sought to avoid contact with gays” as compared to 
65% of their East German counterparts.10  Although Bochow was able to discern that many 
Germans—both East and West—feared possible contact with HIV positive patients, this 
phenomenon of homophobia that quietly lingered over a reunified Germany has yet to be 
adequately problematized in the historiographical literature.  One obvious conclusion that can be 
drawn is that homophobia has proven to be remarkably durable across time and space, even if the 
Germany that emerges to us today codes as sexually ‘progressive.’ 
 East German lesbian feminists who ventured into political organizing following the 
Wende found it particularly difficult to collaborate with West German lesbian feminists whom 
they felt judged the fact that many East German lesbians had once been married to men in 
                                                           
9 „Geht in Deckung: Skins Greifen an,“ Berliner Zeitung, May 29, 1991. 
10 Michael Bochow, “Einstellungen und Werthaltungen zu homosexuellen Männern in Ost-und 
Westdeutschland, Diskussionsbeitrag auf dem 26. Deutschen Soziologentag,” (Düsseldorf: September 
1992), 2. 
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traditional heterosexual marriages. Of course, the pinnacle of feminist organizing after the 
Wende was the establishment of the Unabhängiger Frauenverband (the Independent Women’s 
Association, or UFV), a group which many GDR lesbians were proud to be a part.  However, 
during the March 1990 election the “Green-UFV alliance won only eight seats, none of which 
went to feminists.”11  As Katja Guenther explains in her work on East German feminism after 
1989, the failure of the UFV to gain nationwide political traction led to the formation of 
numerous local feminist groups in which East German women worked to bridge the social gap 
between women who spent decades separated by the Iron Curtain.12  One such project was the 
establishment by East German lesbian feminists of a ‘lesbian summer camp’ which aimed to 
draw together women from both East and West Germany under unified banner of ‘lesbian 
feminism.’  Despite camp-founder Jenny Oepke’s best intentions, it quickly became clear that 
forty years of physical separation had led to the establishment of two totally different ways of 
living out one’s lesbian existence.  As Oepke notes, coming to agree on a unified lesbian feminist 
ethic was particularly difficult given the fact “so many of the Ostfrauen had only recently 
dissolved long-term heterosexual marriages and were still coming to terms with their own 
‘coming out’ processes.”13  How was it possible—West German attendees asked—to live out a 
praxis of radical lesbian feminism with a group of Eastern women who had spent so many years 
invested in heterosexuality? 
 The dominance of Western activists in German-German groups was also evident in the 
early years of Germany’s most well-known LGBTQ organizing group, the Lesben-und Schwulen 
                                                           
11 Katja Guenther, Making Their Place: Feminism After Socialism in Eastern Germany (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2010), 34. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Jenny Oepke, “Ost/West Begegnungen und Auseinandersetzungen: Das Ost-FrauenLesben-Sommer-
Camp,” in Dennert, Leidinger, and Rauchut, eds., In Bewegung Bleiben: 100 Jahre Politik, Kultur, und 
Geschichte von Lesben (Berlin: Querverlag, 2007), 289-290. 
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Verband Deutschland (the Lesbian and Gay Federation in Germany, or, LSVD).  As Eduard 
‘Eddi’ Stapel remembered it, the Aufbruch represented the most “revolutionary moment” in his 
life.14  Since 1983, varying gay rights groups based in East Germany’s Protestant Church had 
more or less functioned loosely as a Verband in that they met yearly to discuss goings-on across 
the spectrum of East German gay rights activism.  The 200 founding members of the LSVD were 
exclusively East German and felt propelled by the momentum of having won numerous 
concessions from the SED before 1989—namely the abolition of Paragraph 151 from the East 
German legal code, which equalized the gay and straight age of sexual consent at fourteen-years-
old.  To ensure a democratic environment while it was still a GDR-based group, Stapel 
advocated for individual membership wherein each member would have an equal say in the 
federation’s affairs.  However, after the Wende, West German activists both insisted that they be 
allowed into the federation and that membership revolve around the formation of disparate 
interest groups within the LSVD. According to Stapel, Westerners typically outnumbered 
Easterners in the subgroups to such an extent that, by 1994, gays from the former East hardly had 
any voice in the organization.  Stapel described the power structure of the LSVD in 1994 in the 
following terms: “Out of a leadership congress of nine members only four of them are from the 
East, and they are routinely overruled.  It’s a ‘democracy’ but a democracy in which easterners 
feel still like outsiders.”15  While the LSVD successfully pressured German politicians in 1994 to 
abolish §175 from the new German legal code, many activists from the former GDR left the 
group citing an inability to work with their Western colleagues.16 
                                                           
14 “Interview von Kurt Starke mit Eduard Stapel (SVD) am 19. April 1994,” in Kurt Starke, ed., Schwuler 




 And, finally, the post-1989 era hardly represented a ‘clean break from the past’ for gay 
rights activists who carried painful memories of Stasi collaboration into the German present.  
One such unofficial collaborator, Roland Beyer, codename ‘Gerhard Olsen’, had been a fixture 
in the Magdeburg gay scene during the 1980s and had informed on Eddi Stapel until the opening 
of the Berlin Wall.17  Although the Stasi enticed Beyer to provide information on Stapel at its 
behest, it is hardly accurate to characterize him as either a ‘hapless victim’ of the security 
apparatus or a ‘dishonorable traitor’ to the gay rights movement.  Beyer’s actions fell somewhere 
in between those two poles within a ‘gray zone’ of human behavior.  For instance, in his five-
year stint as an IM Beyer repeatedly claimed that neither Stapel nor other gay rights activists 
questioned the political legitimacy of the SED.  When he did highlight activists’ discussions of 
the structural nature of homophobia in the GDR, Beyer was careful to criticize the Protestant 
Church as the birthplace of such discrimination.  Beyer—who (initially) lost his military pension 
once it was revealed to NVA officials that he was gay— had used his communications with the 
Stasi as an “ersatz public sphere” to express his desire to be valued as both a loyal servant to the 
SED and a gay man.18  After the Wende, Beyer disappeared from the unified German 
queerscene.  Perhaps he fears retaliation on the part of his former co-activists, perhaps he once 
feared legal retribution by Eddi Stapel (who died on September 3, 2017), perhaps both.  Either 
way, we must consider the fact that the emotional baggage of the GDR past deterred many queer 
East Germans from becoming engaged in political organizing in the unified present.              
 
 
                                                           
17 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Magdeburg 9/91, Bd. 2, pg. 62. 
18 BStU, MfS, HA/XX, BV Magdeburg 9/91, Bd.2, pg. 110-112. 
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Conclusion 
 The German-German LGBTQ scene was fragmented in the early-1990s, and tapping into 
the ambivalence and the disorientation many activists felt before, during, and after German 
reunification has significant implications for how we write about the histories of same-sex love 
broadly across time and space.  Scholars have for too long overvalued the liberatory potential of 
a publicly visible and accessible ‘gay scene’ in Western sexual cultures.  After all, it was the 
absence of such a scene in the GDR that propelled thousands of gay rights activists to pressure 
the SED for more public recognition.  We need to produce queer histories of the former Soviet 
bloc states that does not use the ‘Western sexual revolution’ as a barometer for judging the 
‘progress’ or ‘success’ of Eastern activism.  If we follow the argument that—because of a lack of 
access to public ‘gay scene’—queer life behind the Iron Curtain was “relatively unfragmented,” 
we stop doing the intellectual heavy lifting of tracking the varied, intersecting, and often 
contradictory ways in which queer actors sought sexual liberation both before and after 1989.19  I 
am struck more by the glaring continuities between the GDR and the post-Wende period than I 
am by the discontinuities, particularly the fact that both state socialism and democratic capitalism 
relied (and continue to rely) on a negation of queer identities and a reification of traditional 
gender and sexual norms to establish rigid, heteronormative political and social orders.  Whether 
it be in Vladimir Putin’s Russia or Donald Trump’s America, the queer future simply is not 
secure enough—and, to be blunt, it never will be secure enough—to assume that cultural 
conservatives will not seek to undo past gains made by LGBTQ activists.20  Finally, we should 
reject as conventional wisdom any model of the history of sexuality that turns on the notion that 
                                                           
19 See Josie McLellan, Love in the Time of Communism: Intimacy and Sexuality in the GDR (Cambridge 
University Press, 2011), 141. 
20 David M. Halperin and Trevor Hoppe, eds., The War on Sex (Durham: Duke University Press, 2017). 
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we are ‘always moving forward’ on a linear path to sexual liberation, or any kind of liberation 
for that matter.  Sexual liberation operates in fits and starts, as gay and lesbian East Germans 
learned after they were reunited with their Western counterparts after forty years of forced 
separation.  Seemingly stable states of emotional belonging are only ever temporary, and our 
sense of orientation in this life is best conceived of as the product of perpetual struggle rather 
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